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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This Final Environmental Statement was prepared by the Directorate
of Licensing, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

1. This action is administrative.

2. The proposed actions are the continuation of construction permits
CPPR-77 and CPPR-78 for North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2
(Docket Nos. 50-338 and 50-339), the issuance of operating licenses
for the start up and operation of Units 1 and 2, and the issuance
of construction permits for Units 3 and 4 (Docket Nos. 50-404 and
50-405). The North Anna Power Station is being constructed by the
Virginia Electric and Power Company, on the North Anna River in
the State of Virginia, county of Louisa, near the town of Mineral.

Units 1 and 2 will each employ a pressurized water reactor to
produce as much as 2775 megawatts thermal (MWt). This heat
will be used to generate as much as 942 MW gross or.898 MW net
electrical output per unit. A design power level of 2900 MWt
(980 MW gross or 934 MW net) is anticipated at a future date and
is considered in the environmental assessments contained in this
statement. Units 3 and 4 will employ pressurized water reactors
for which the corresponding ratings are 2631 MWt (950 MW gross
or 907 MW net) and 2763 MWt (982 MW gross or 938 MW net). The
exhaust steam will be cooled by once-through flow of water
obtained from and discharged to Lake Anna, a new man-made lake
developed by the applicant.

3. Summary of environmental impact and adverse effects:

When it is operated at design power and at an expected average
capacity factor of 65%, the North Anna Station will supply more
than 21 x 109 kWhr of electrical energy per year.

A total of 18,643 acres of rural land (about 80% of it forested)
has been used for the impoundment of Lake Anna and the waste-heat-
treatment facility, development of the Station site, and relocation
of highways and bridges. Land areas (above El. +255 ft) disturbed
during construction of the Station, but not used, are to be seeded
to native grasses, trees, and shrubs.

An additional 3528 acres of rural land will be used for transmission
line rights-of-way from the Station. About 2900 acres of this land
was formerly forested and will no longer be available for timber
production. Farming and recreation that does not affect reliability
of power transmission will be permitted on these rights-of-way.
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Where the transmission lines cross the northern sector of Lake
Anna, the towers will be up to 205 ft tall so as to maintain
55-ft clearance above water; they will be of simple H-frame
design and painted gray to minimize their visual impact. The
conductors will glisten until the surface has oxidized to a dull
finish.

Heavy metals may accumulate in abnormally high concentrations in
lake biota due to the retention by lake sediments of metal cations
from acid mine drainage in Contrary Creek, which flows into Lake
Anna. Although the adverse effects of this discharge cannot be
assessed quantitatively, they can reduce the potential recrea-
tional benefits of the lake.

At full power operation of all four units of the Station, condenser-
cooling water heated to 14F° above ambient will be discharged at the
rate of 8420 cfs through a discharge canal into a series of three
cooling lagoons. About 50% of the heat contained in the discharge
will be dissipated to the atmosphere above the cooling lagoons and
the remaining heat will be discharged to Lake Anna as water from the
lagoons is returned to the lake.

The area of the reservoir from North Anna Dam to a narrow point
just north of the Station (Fig. 3.15) will also function as part
of the principal evaporative cooling surface. According to staff
calculations, the temperature rise in this part of Lake Anna,
measured at the intakes, due to four-unit operation at full power
with the presently planned cooling system would be at least 7.4F*
during worst-case summer meteorological conditions; under
typical winter conditions, the staff predicts a rise of 18.5F'.
These temperature increases would clearly violate the Virginia
Water Quality Standards, which stipulate a maximum of 3F' rise in
those areas of impoundments "where important organisms are most
likely to be adversely affected."

The steady state (intake) water temperature can be expected to
reach at least 90 0 F with four-unit operation during 2.4 months of
each summer. The net effect is likely to be a substantial decrease
in potential fish populations as a result of decreased habitat from
thermal stratification and lowered food availability because of
mortality of zooplankton from mechanical damage sustained in pas-
sage through the condensers and thermal exposure in the cooling
lagoons of the waste-heat-treatment facility. Seasonal changes
in species composition of the phytoplanktonic community to more-
heat-tolerant green and blue-green algaeare also likely to occur
as a result of thermal exposure.
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With full power operation of Units 1 and 2 only, fish production
should not be adversely affected in Lake Anna, and may be greater
than normal in winter. The temperature rise in the lake is expected
to be in the 2.5 to 5F* range during worst-case summer meteoro-
logical conditions; however, the steady state (intake) temperature
will not exceed 90'F. Under typical winter conditions, the staff
predicts a temperature rise in the lake of 9.8F° with two-unit
operation. With one-unit operation, the corresponding temper-
ature rise in the lake will not exceed 3F'.

The temperature of the heated water released over North Anna Dam
during full-load operation of Units 1 and 2 only is not expected
to exceed the 90*F limitation set by Virginia State Water Quality
Standards for free-flowing streams. However, four-unit operation
under worst-case summer conditions would result in river tempera-
tures in excess of 90°F for as far as 12 miles downstream. This
high temperature would likely produce changes in the periphyton
community from diatoms to more-heat-tolerant green and blue-green
algae and possibly prevent the development of a cold-water fishery
below the dam.

No significant environmental impacts are anticipated from normal
operational releases of radioactive materials. The estimated
total-body dose from operation of the Station is 3.2 man-rem per
year to the population within 50 miles and 16.8 man-rem per year
from the transport of radioactive materials. Together, these
doses are equivalent to 0.014% of the 140,000 man-rem natural
background dose to the population within 50 miles of the Station.

The risk associated with accidental radiation exposures is very
low.

4. From review and evaluation of the applicant's Environmental
Report Supplements and from its independent analysis and evalu-
ation discussed in this statement, the regulatory staff has
reached the conclusion that operation of Units 1 and 2 with the
existing heat dissipation system will not result in significant
environmental impact. In addition, the regulatory staff has
concluded that operation of all four units with the existing
once-through cooling system would be detrimental to biota in
both the lake and the river and would reduce their potential
as a recreational resource.

5. Principal alternatives considered:

Abandonment of the facility.

Other sites for Units 3 and 4.

Other types of fuel and generation.
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Modification of the cooling water intake and discharge systems.

Modifications of the Waste Heat Treatment Facility

Spray canals

Closed-cycle cooling as an alternative to once-through cooling.

Transmission line routes and designs

6. The following Federal, State, and local agencies were asked
to comment on this Draft Environmental Statement:

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Department of
Environmental
Federal Power

Agriculture
the Army, Corps of Engineers
Commerce
Health, Education, and Welfare

Housing and Urban Development

the Interior
Transportation
Protection Agency
Commission

Virginia Council on the Environment
Virginia Water Control Board
Virginia Department of Health
Louisa County (Virginia) Board of Supervisors
Appalachian Council of Governments

Comments on the Draft Environmental Statement
1972 were received from the following Federal,
agencies:

issued in December
State and local

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Agri culture
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Power Commission
Virginia State Corporation Commission
Virginia Department of Conservation and Economic Development
Virginia State Water Control Board
Virginia Commission of Outdoor Recreation
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The text of the agencies' comments and those of the applicant and
several private individuals are appended to this statement.

7. This Final Environmental Statement is being made available to the
public, to the Council on Environmental Quality, and to the other
specified agencies in April 1973.

8. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in this
Statement, after weighing the environmental, economic, technical,
and other benefits of North Anna Power Station Units 1, 2, 3, and
4 against environmental and other costs and considering available
alternatives, it is concluded that the actions called for under
NEPA and Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50 are:

a. The continuation of construction permits CPPR-77 and CPPR-78
for Units 1 and 2, and

b. The issuance of operating licenses for Units 1 and 2,
subject to the following conditions for protection of the
environment:

1.. The applicant shall continue and modify as necessary the
monitoring programs described in Section 6 of this state-
ment, so as to assess the environmental-effects of con-
struction and operation. These programs shall include,
but not be limited to, the following:

a) A comprehensive temperature monitoring program for
the Waste Heat Treatment Facility, Lake Anna and the
North Anna River in the vicinity of North Anna Dam.
This program shall also incorporate measurements of
meteorological conditions and the reservoir water
balance. This program shall be implemented in a
manner satisfactory to the Directorate of Licensing
and soon enough that predictions of natural lake
temperatures can be verified over at least a one-year
period prior to initial operation of Unit 1. Sub-
sequent to the commencement of operation of Unit 1,
the results of this program shall be included in
semi-annual reports. These reports shall compare
actual temperature distributions versus those
predicted by the applicant's model for each six-month
period until Units 1 and 2 have completed one year of
operation.
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b) A milk sampling and analysis program of sufficient

sensitivity and frequency to demonstrate that the

thyroid of any individual offsite who drinks milk

from cows pastured in the vicinity of the plant will
not receive a radiation dose greater than 5 millirem
per year.

2. If the analysis of Unit 1 operating experience should

indicate that the incrementaleffects of operating
Unit 2 will result in violation of State Water Quality

Standards, the applicant shall propose a program which

will minimize the impacts of Station operation on Lake

Anna and the North Anna River and prevent violation of

State standards.

3. The applicant shall endeavor to minimize the impacts of

the transmission lines to be constructed from the Station,

and include the following procedures:

a) Retain and augment as necessary the vegetation at

road and river crossings, home sites and major water

bodies to screen the transmission lines.

b) Change the alignment of transmission lines on both

sides of major road crossings where vegetation will
be inadequate to avoid long views down the right-of-

way.

c) Place the tower structures along the lower slopes in

hilly terrain, rather than on commonly visible high

points, unless a long span is necessary which cannot

otherwise be reasonably accomplished.

d) Control the application of herbicides to rights-of-way

so as to prevent drift, and apply no herbicides on

rights-of-way over pasture, cropland and irrigation

ditches or near water bodies, homes and recreation
areas.

4. If harmful effects or evidence of irreversible damage are

detected by the monitoring programs, the applicant shall

provide an analysis and a proposed course of action to

alleviate the problem.
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c. The issuance of construction permits for Units 3 and 4,
subject to the following conditions for protection of the
environment:

1. The applicant shall continue and modify as necessary
the monitoring programs described in Section 6 of this
statement, so as to assess the environmental effects
of station construction and operation. If harmful
effects or evidence of irreversible damage are detected
by the monitoring programs, the applicant shall provide
*an analysis and a proposed course of action to alleviate
the problem.

2. The applicant shall propose modifications of the waste
heat dissipation system which will minimize the impacts
of Station operation on Lake Anna and the North Anna
River and bring its effluent temperature within the
limits specified by the State Water Quality Standards.
These proposed modifications shall be presented for
approval by the Regulatory Staff. The approved modifi-
cations shall be installed prior to the operation of
Units 3 and 4. If the applicant believes at any time
that it has accumulated data which clearly demonstrates
that operation of the Station with the proposed once-
through cooling system will not result in significant
irreversible damage to biota or violation of State
Water Quality Standards, the applicant may file an
appropriate application for amendment of the construc-
tion permits. The Commission will take appropriate
action in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR
Part 2.

3. The applicant shall endeavor to minimize the impacts
of the transmission lines to be constructed from the
Station, and include the procedures listed under
item 8.b.3.
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FOREWORD

This statement on environmental considerations associated
with the continuation of construction permits CPPR-77 and CPPR-78
for North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2, the proposed issuance
of operating licenses for Units 1 and 2 (AEC Docket Nos. 50-338
and 50-339), and the proposed issuance of construction permits
for Units 3 and 4 (AEC Docket Nos. 50-404 and 50-405) has been
prepared by the Directorate of Licensing (the staff) of the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) in accordance with the
Commission's regulation, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix D, implementing
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NEPA).

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 states, among other
things, that it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to use all practicable means, consistent with other
essential considerations of national policy, to improve and
coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources
to the end that the Nation may:

Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee
of the environment for succeeding generations.

Assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and
aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings.

Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the

environment without degradation, risk to health or
safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences.

Preserve important historic, cultural, and natural
aspects of our national heritage, and maintain, wherever
possible, an environment which supports diversity and
variety of individual choice.

Achieve a balance between population and resource use
which will permit high standards of living and a wide

sharing of life's amenities.

Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach
the maximum attainable recycling of depletable resources.
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Further, with respect to major Federal actions significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment, Section 102(2)
(C) of the NEPA calls for preparation of a detailed statement on:

(i) The environmental impact of the proposed action,

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided
should the proposal be implemented.

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's
environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-
term productivity, and

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources
which would be involved in the proposed action should it be
implemented.

Pursuant to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50, the AEC Directorate of
Licensing prepares a detailed statement on the foregoing considera-
tions with respect to each application for a construction permit
or full-power operating license for a nuclear power reactor.

When application is made for a construction permit or a full power
operating license, the applicant submits an environmental report
to the AEC. The staff evaluates this report and may seek further
information from the applicant, as well as other sources, in
making an independent assessment of the considerations specified
in Section 102(2)(C) of NEPA and Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50.
This evaluation leads to the publication of a draft environmental
statement, prepared by the Directorate of Licensing, which is then
circulated to Federal, State and local governmental agencies for
comment. Interested persons are also invited to comment on the
draft statement.

After receipt and consideration of comments on the draft statement,
the staff prepares a final environmental statement, which includes
a discussion of problems and objections raised by the comments and
the disposition thereof; a final cost-benefit analysis which considers
and balances the environmental effects of the facility and the
alternatives available to reducing or avoiding adverse environmental
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effects, as well as the environmental, economic, technical, and
other benefits of the facility; and a conclusion as to whether,
after weighing the benefits against environmental costs and
considering available alternatives, the action called for is
the issuance or denial of the proposed permit or license or its
appropriate conditioning to protect environmental values.

In addition, in a proceeding such as this which is subject to
Section B of Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50, the final detailed
statement includes a conclusion as to whether, after weighing
the environmental economic, technical and other benefits against
environmental costs and considering available alternatives, the
action called for as regards the previously issued construction
permits is the continuation, modification or termination of the
permits or their appropriate conditioning to protect environmental
values.

Mr. Paul H. Leech (301-973-7588) is the AEC Environmental Project
Manager for this statement.

Single copies of this statement may be obtained by writing the
Deputy Director for Reactor Projects, Directorate of Licensing,
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D. C. 20545.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 STATUS OF PROJECT

On March 24, 1969, the Virginia Electric and Power Company (Vepco)
filed an application with the United States Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) for permits to construct North Anna Power Station Units 1
and 2. Construction Permits No. CPPR-77 and No. CPPR-78 were issued
on February 19, 1971, following reviews by the AEC regulatory staff
and its Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and also following
a public hearing before an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in
Louisa, Virginia, November 23-25, 1970. The application for permits
to construct Units 3 and 4 was received on September 15, 1971.

Units 1 and 2, each with a design power level of 2900 megawatts
thermal (MWt), are under construction near the town of Mineral in
Louisa County, Virginia; they are scheduled for completion late in
1974 and 1975. Vepco has also applied to the AEC for permits to
construct Units 3 and 4, each with a design power level of 2763 MWt,
for initial service in 1977 and 1978. On completion according to the
applicant's plan, the Station will consist of four nuclear units with
a total net generating capability of 3744 electrical megawatts (MW).

A new man-made reservoir, Lake Anna, will supply cooling water for
the nuclear units. Impoundment of the North Anna River to form the
lake began in January 1972 and it was filled by December of that
year. The applicant and citizens of the three counties into which
the lake extends anticipate that the lake will become a major
recreational attraction.-,

This statement necessarily deals with all four units because they
share common facilities and because the most severe environmental
impact would likely result from the prolonged operation of all four
units. Some of the statistical information pertinent to these
assessments is given in Table 1.1.

1.2 APPLICATIONS AND APPROVALS

Table 1.2 lists the applications filed by the applicant and the
approvals received from various governing bodies or agencies. 1

For those applications that have been granted, the date of issuance
is included.

REFERENCE FOR SECTION 1

1. Virginia Electric and Power Company, North Anna Power Station
Units Z, 2, 3, & 4, AppZicant's Environmental Report, Supplement,
Mar. 15, 1972.
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Table 1.1. Information pertinent to the North Anna Power Station

1. Power Station
Output

Units I and 2 (initial)
Units 1 and 2 (design)
Units 3 and 4 (initial)
Units 3 and 4 (design)

UO 2 fuel. lb
Units 1 and 2
Units 3 and 4

Uranium-235 enrichment, wt%
Units 1 and 2
Units 3 and 4

Anticipated service dates

Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4

Heat reject at 100% load, Btu/hr

Units 1 and 2
Units 3 and 4

Total
Thermal efficiency, %
Water usage, cfs

Units 1 and 2, gpm per unit
Units 3 and 4, gpm per unit

Service-water usage, gpm per unit
Units 1 and 2
Units 3 and 4

(MWt) (MWe)

2775
2900
2631
2763

942
980
950
982

173,600)176,001 equilibrium cycle165,400

33} equilibrium cycle3.16

Dec. 1974
July 1975
Mar. 1977
Mar. 1978

6.76 x 109
6.12 x 109
25.9 x 109
32.7
8200 to 8400
(952,800)
(912,000)

23,000
20,344

2. North Anna Dam

Crest elevation, ft
Height (maximum), ft
Width, ft
Crest width, ft
Spillways, number
Composition

+265
90
5000
30
3
(900,000 yd 3 earth and rock)

3. Dikes

Crest elevation, ft

Crest width, ft

+253.5 (easternmost)
+260 (all others)

26

4. Lake Anna
Watershed, sq miles)
Area (El. +250 ft). acres
Input, cfs
Evaporation, cfs
Average Release from dam, cfs
Recirculation flow to Station, cfs
Length, miles
Shoreline, miles

343
9600
270
59
220
8420
17
272
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Table 1.1 (continued)

Volumes, acre-ft, at:
El. +255 ft
El. +250 ft

Upstream of Station
Downstream of Station

El. +247 ft
Predicted stages (fraction of 40-year Station life)

El. +250 ft
El. +247 to 248 ft
El. +246 to 247 ft

5. Waste-heat-treatment Facility
Area at El. +250 ft, acres
Elevation, ft

Screenwell
Station
Lagoon
Discharge structure

Volume, ft3

Input from environment, cfs
Evaporation, cfs
Discharge

Head at station, ft
Rate at dike, fps
To Lake Anna, cfs

Residence time
In discharge canal. minutes

In WHTF, days

373.000
305,000 (10.6 X 109 ft 3 )

(4.25 X 10' ft')

(6.35 X 109 ft 3 )

271,000

311/480
14.7/480
3/480

3400

+221 to +265
+271
+251.5
+212 to +240
2.66 x 109
30
21

1.5
8
8429

109, 54.5, 37.2, or 27.8
(with 1.2, 3. or 4 units
operating)

3.65 (4 units operating)

6. Land Use

Lake Anna (to El. +250 ft)
WHTF (to El. +250 ft)
Flood control (El. +250 to +255 ft)
Station site
Roads and railroads
Transmission rights-of-way

Ladysmith
Morrisville
Midlothian
Possum Point (235 to 275 ft wide)

Total

Total

7. Population Within 50 Mites
County

Louisa
(Mineral)
(Louisa)

Spotsylvania
(Fredericksburg City)

Orange
Hanover
Caroline
Henrico

(Acres)

9,600
3,400

-4,325
1,075

243

475
906

1.161
986

3,528

22,171

Population

14.000
(397)
(633)

16,424)
(14,450)

13,792
37,479
13,925

154,364
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Table 1.1 (continued)

Chesterfield 76,855
(Richmond City) (249,621)

Powhatan 7,696

Cumberland 6,179

Goochland 10,069

Buckingham 10,597
Fluvanna 7,621

Albemarle 37,780

(Charlottesville City) (38,880).
Green 5,248

Madison 8,638

Culpepper 18,218

Rappahannock 5,199

Fauquier 26,375

Stafford 24,587

King George 8,039

Essex 7,099

King and Queen 5,491

King William 7,497

Total 826,323
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Table 1.2. Federal, State, and local authorizations required
for conseruction and operation of the North Anna Power Station

Date of
Agency issuance Authorization

Federal

Atomic Energy Commission 2/19/71 Construction Permit No. CPPR-77 for

North Anna Power Station, Unit I

2119/71 Consuuction Permit No. CPPR-78 for

North Anna Power Station, Unit 2

Operator's license

Operating personnel license

Nuclear source and special nuclear

materials licenses
By-product materials licenses

Commonwealth of Virginia

Department of Highways 1968 Seismic survey permit
1969 Soil and core sample permit

1/14/72 Special moving permit
Department of Highways 11/17/69 Permit to construct railroad grade

and Louisa County Boatd crossings over public highways

of Supervisors
Department of Highways 4/2/70 Agreements - construction. relocation,

and Counties of Louisa and abandonment of secondary roads and

and Spotsylvania bridges
Virginia State Corporatton 1/5/70 Certificates of public convenience

Commission and necessity"

6/12/70 Certificate of convenience and
necessity for construction

of the North Anna Dam
Virginia Department of 1017/70 Permit No. 1815 to construct and operate

Health two water-supply systems at the North

Anna Dam and Power Station
State Water Conuol Board 6/19168 Certificate No. 1912 to discharge

treated industrial waste waters

into the North Anna River
2/11/72 Certificate of assurance that applicable

water standards will not be violated

County Agencies

Louisa County Health 4/15/71 Sewage-treatment system permit for

Department North Anna Power Station

aTransmission lines:

Status of approval

State Corporatton

Line name Commission County permit
certificate of

convenience and Building Use

necessity

North Anna to Ladysmith
Louisa County Submitted Acquired Not required
Spotsylvania County Submitted Acquired Not required

Caroline County Submitted Acquired Not required

North Anna to Morrisville

Louisa County Submitted Acquired Not required
Spotsylvania County Submitted Acquired Not required

Orange County Submitted Not tendered Not tendered

Culpeper County Submitted Not tendered Not tendered
Fauquier County Submitted Not tendered Not tendered

North Anna to Midlothian

Louisa County Not tendered Not tendered Acquired
Hanover County Not tendered Not tendered Not tendered

Goochland County Not tendered Not tendered Submitted
Powhatan County Not tendered Not tendered Not tendered

Chesterfield County Not tendered Not tendered Not tendered
North Anna to Possum Point

Louisa County Submitted Not tendered Not tendered
Spotayiania County Submitted Not tendered Not required

Caroline County

Spotsylvania County Submitted Not tendered Not required

line to Ladysmith

substation
Ladysmith substation Not tendered Not tendered Not required

to Stafford County

line
Stafford County Not tendered Not tendered Not required
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2. THE SITE

2.1 SITE LOCATION

The North Anna Power Station is being constructed in Louisa County
in central Virginia 30 miles northwest of Richmond and 40 miles east
of Charlottesville (Fig. 2.1). All four units of the Station will
be located on the south bank of a lake formed by a new dam on the
North Anna River one-half mile west of the common junction of Louisa,
Hanover, and Spotsylvania Counties. The applicant purchased 18,643
acres of land in these three counties for construction of a dam and
reservoir, the power station, service roads, and a spur railroad
(Fig. 2.2).1

The preconstruction environs were typical of much of the Piedmont
Region of Virginia, principally wooded rolling land that is cut by
small streams, such as the North Anna River, and their tributary
creeks. An earthen dam, 5000 ft long and 90 ft high (maximum),
has been built across the North Anna River west of Virginia Route
601.2 This dam (North Anna Dam) has three concrete spillways and
will control the level of the new reservoir (Lake Anna) at a normal
elevation of +250 ft above sea level and a maximum elevation of
+255 ft. In preparation for the impoundment of a 13,000-acre
lake, land was acquired upstream from the dam and was cleared of
all trees, brush, and debris up to El. +255 ft. The reservoir
will extend 17 miles westerly and its total shoreline will be 272
miles long.

A 1075-acre area 5 miles upstream from the dam on the south side of
the reservoir was cleared for the Station and a railroad spur was
constructed from the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad line 6 miles south
of the site. Virginia Route 700 was also extended from its junction,
2 miles south of the site, with Route 652.

All or parts of many creekbeds and dry valleys that comprise the
North Anna watershed became part of the reservoir when the water
rose to El. +250 ft. 3 Embayments formed between the Station and
the dam were converted into a system of cooling ponds through the
construction of dikes across the mouths of the existing creeks,
and a pattern of hot-water flow from the Station to the reservoir
has been established by the excavation of three canals that inter-
connect the embayments (Fig. 2.2). The dike nearest the dam is
equipped with a discharge spillway for return of the condenser
cooling water to the reservoir. The countryside around the reservoir
consists mainly of wooded areas and small open fields and pastures.
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Fig. 2.1 Environs of North Anna Power Station
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Fig. 2.2 Lake Anna and proposed highway alterations, with
reservoir filled.
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2.2 DEMOGRAPHY AND LAND USE

Even though this section of Virginia has been settled for nearly
300 years, it has remained essentially rural except for the
metropolitan areas of Richmond, Charlottesville, and - to a lesser
degree - Fredericksburg. This trend has been caused partially
by a dearth of large sources of water in the Piedmont Geological
Province. Historically, the economy of the region within 50
miles of the North Anna Power Station has been based on small
agricultural endeavors and only a few small industries. Although
much of the area within 20 miles of the Station shows evidence of
becoming increasingly depressed as marginal farm operations are
discontinued (Table 2.1), several of the small towns are attract-
ing new industries. Increased activity is especially evident east
of the site where formerly rural areas are becoming a part of the
urban corridor from Richmond to Washington, D.C.

2.2.1 Lake Anna Environs

Before any land was cleared for Lake Anna, most of the local
inhabitants occupied isolated homesteads along the numerous
secondary roads that paralleled and crossed the narrow North
Anna River. 2 ' 4 The majority of these farms were about 200
acres in size and were used for small dairy and beef-cattle
operations. Much of the formerly open land once used to grow
tobacco and row crops is being allowed to return to forest.

For several miles on each side of the river, no commercial enter-
prises existed. Probably because of the great variation in its
flow rate, the North Anna River has not been used as a source of
potable or industrial water; however, a section of it downstream
from the dam is considered to be highly scenic. 5-8

Impoundment of the reservoir was begun in January 1972 and was
expected to continue until late 1973 or early 1974, but unusual
precipitation filled it by December. The resulting Lake Anna
includes many small inlets which extend as far as 4 miles from
the original river channel and 1 to 2 miles into Orange County on
the two major upstream creeks. Contrary Creek is one of the
tributaries partially converted to an embayment. It is a small
stream that drains a 23-sq mile area northwest of the town of
Mineral - a section of Louisa County that contains three dis-
continued pyrite-mining operations with attendant open shafts and
several hundred acres of denuded land and mounds of mine tailings
(Fig. 2.2). The acid and mineral contents of this creek are
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Table 2.1. Farming in the vicinity of the North Anna Power Station

Number of farms Average acreageCounty
1959 1964 1969a 1959 1964 1 9 6 9 b

Caroline 523 335 262 194 229 265
Hanover 913 747 585 144 165 191
Louisa 970 664 520 157 200 232
Orange 269 230 180 213 257 298
Spotsylvania 522 318 249 147 222 258

a 5% projected loss per year from 1964.
b 3% projected loss per year from 1964.

Source: Ref. 6.

Table 2.2. Population projections for Virginia and counties
that surround the North Anna site

1960 1970a 1980 2000 2020

State of Virginia 3,954,429 4,648,000 6,033.000 9,000.000 14,000.000
Counties

Caroline 12.725 13,925 17,000 23,000 31.000
Hanover 27,550 37,479 58,300 105,300 190,200
Louisa 12.959 14,004 15,300 18,700 22.800
Orange 12,900 13,792 15,300 20,600 27,700
Spotsylvania 13,819 16,424 23,000 37,000 59,400

apopulation from 1970 census.

Source: ref. 9.
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sufficiently high to cause the stream to be sterile downstream of
the mines. 1 Water from Lake Anna backs up 3 miles into Contrary
Creek to a point about 1 mile downstream of the nearest mine,
which is 1/4 mile west of U.S. Highway 522.

Many of the secondary roads were affected by the development of
the new reservoir. Consequently, considerable activity has been
expended to modify the rural-road network. 1 , 2 Most relocations of
roads and bridges, including the construction of a 3500-ft-long
bridge on State Highway 208, had been completed when impoundment
was begun; two proposed alterations in the westerly reaches of
the reservoir were still under litigation, but the Supreme Court
of Virginia has decided that these alterations need not be made.
The State of Virginia, in association with Louisa County and the
applicant, has extended State Route 700 a distance of 1.5 miles
to provide access to the Station site. The spur railroad con-
structed by the applicant parallels Route 700.

Clearance of the reservoir land caused one mobile home and 13
permanent homes to.be displaced. 1 The nearest resident now lives

1 mile northwest of the Station and very few other homes are located
within 5 miles. The nearest communities are the towns of Mineral
(pop. 397) and Louisa (pop. 633), which are 7 and 14 miles southwest,
respectively. 9

2.2.2 Counties Within 25 Miles of the Station

The area within 25 miles of the Station includes all or parts of
Louisa, Spotsylvania, Orange, Hanover, and Caroline Counties - all
have similar histories and economies. A description of each of
these counties is included to furnish a baseline for possible
changes in sociologic or economic activities that may be attributable
to the Station. Table 2.2 shows population projections for these
counties.

Louisa County

Louisa County 2 '4-8 is predominantly a rural county of 14,000
inhabitants (27/sq mile); the two largest communities are Louisa
and Mineral. Both towns have schools. The economy of the county
has historically depended on agriculture, mining, and timbering,
but employment in mining has nearly ceased. Seventy percent of the
total county is forested and the sales of pulpwood and other wood
products contribute to the income of farmers; however, the adjusted
gross income from all farming endeavors in 1966 totaled only $40,000
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(0.2% of the county's income). The number of people (422) involved
in farming is now much less than the number (1120) employed in the
few manufacturing plants. One industry produces wooden pallets and
two plants make reproductions of antique furniture. Employment for
women is provided in two clothing factories in Louisa. Most of the
work force sought jobs outside of Louisa County until construction
of the North Anna Power Station began. Now, many of the local
people work at the Station site. The farmers who remain active
are engaged in raising cattle, cattle food, tobacco, and poultry.
In the vicinity of Mineral, mining operations for pyrites, gold,
zinc, lead, silver, and copper have been sporadically active during
the last two centuries; however, now only rock quarries are being
operated. The average income in Louisa County is only 60% of the
state average (per capita basis).

The 232,481 acres of forest land in Louisa County are practically
100% privately owned. Sawmill cutting has been very heavy for the
last 20 years; however, a reduction in the number of sawmills brought
the annual cut and growth into balance in 1966 according to a Forest
Survey. Presently, one third of the commercial forest land is sup-
porting seedling and sapling growth. Table 2.3 gives the forest
inventory and yield data for 1966, the year of the last inventory.

A 35-bed hospital in Louisa serves the entire county, and a new
consolidated high school is to be constructed soon between Louisa
and Mineral. Transportation to surrounding areas is readily avail-
able by highway (east-west by Interstate 64 and U.S. 250; north-south
by U.S. 15, 33, and 522), by railroad (a line of the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railroad crosses east-west, and a major north-south route of
the Southern Railroad passes a few miles west of the county line),
and by air (two small airports for light planes).

In anticipation of the impoundment of Lake Anna, Louisa County
adopted a new zoning ordinance as of July 1, 1969.2 Shoreline
real estate of the new lake has been zoned "Limited Residential,"
"General Residential," "Light Commercial," "General Commercial,"
and "Industrial." A new public water system is being constructed
by impoundment of a tributary of the South Anna River south of
Mineral. 2 This water supply is being provided primarily for the
central section of the county, including the towns of Mineral
and Louisa, but will be sufficient for extension to future users
on lake-front lots.
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Table 2.3. Forest inventory and yield data for Louisa County, Virginia, in 1966a

A. By forest type

Forest type Part of total forest acreage (%)

Loblolly pine 4.4
Shortleaf pine 7.9
Virginia pine 9.2
Oak-pine 16.6
Oak-hickory 60.1
Eim, ash, cottonwood 1.7

B. By size class

Size class Part of total forest acreage (%)

Sawtimber 13.5
Pole size 53.9
Seedlings and saplings 32.6

C. By species group

Sawtimberb (million board ft) Growth stockc (thousand cords)Species group
Inventory Growth Cut Inventory Growth Cut

Softwoods 108.2 4.2 4.5 840 34 24
Soft hardwoods 64.4 3.1 0.7 501. 20 8
Hard hardwoods 193.1 7.5 7.2 1371 44 65

Total 365.7 14.8 12.4 2712 98 97

Source: ref. 2.
aTotal forest acreage was 232, 481 acres.
bSoftwoods 9 in. DBH (diameter of tree at breast height) and over; hardwoods i in. DBH and

over.
CAll merchantable trees 5-in.-diam. and over DBH.
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Spotsylvania County

Spotsylvania County 5 -8, 1 0 is also primarily rural; however the
northeastern-portion, including the city of Fredericksburg,
straddles highways Interstate 95 and U.S. 1 and is being affected
by the commerce and the population shifts along these highways
between Richmond and Washington, D.C. For this reason, the
1960-1970 population growth (18.9%) was much greater than that
in Louisa County (8.1%), in Orange County (6.9%), and in Goochland
County (9.4%). The 1970 population of Spotsylvania County was
16,424 with 14,450 additional inhabitants in the City of
Fredericksburg, where most of the industrial activity is located
(plastics, clothing, and food products). Fredericksburg has a
180-bed hospital, a college (enrollment, 2200), and a sizable
milk-processing plant.

The largest portion of the county remains as forest or small farms.
Several hundred acres have been set aside as parts of a national
military park which attracts thousands of visitors each year.
As the number of active farms decreases, the economy of the county
is changing rapidly from an agricultural base. Emphasis is being
shifted to dairy products, and the sale of whole milk now represents
the bulk of farm income.

Spotsylvania County contains approximately 193,445 acres of com-
mercial forest land which is privately owned. Softwood sawtimber
is still being grown at a rate that exceeds the cutting; however,
soft hardwood sawtimber is being cut three times as fast as it is
growing. A curtailment in cutting activities for a few years may
be necessary to allow the extensive stands of pole and seedlings
to reach maturity. There is also a need to convert low-grade hard-
wood and cutover areas to more profitable species.

Spotsylvania County does not have zoning ordinances that cover
the use of land in the vicinity of the new Lake Anna. 2

Orange County

Orange County"1 has a population of 13,792 (39/sq mile), of whom
1253 live in the town of Gordonsville and 2768 in the town of
Orange, the county seat. As is typical of the Piedmont Region,
agricultural activities are declining, and more and more farms
are being operated on a part-time basis. The town of Orange
has attracted several industrial firms and has become a center
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for the manufacture of such items as fabrics, metals, electrical
machinery, wood flooring, and dry-eleaning equipment. These
sources of employment draw workers from the other rural counties
around Orange County.

This county is well situated for transportation by both highway
and railroad and has two small airports. A 30-bed community
hospital is located in the southwestern part of the county; however,
the people in this area depend largely on facilities in nearby
Charlottesville.

Hanover County

Hanover County 1 2 is beginning to be strongly affected by the
population pressure from Richmond to the south, and its population
of 37,479 (80/sq mile) is 36% greater than it was 10 years ago.
The former rural characteristics are disappearing as land is
converted to residential and industrial sites and is incorporated
into elaborate highway systems that relate to Interstate 95 and
U.S. 1 in the center of the county as well as to U.S. 33, 301,
and 360.2 Although 5000 citizens of the county still commute
to work in Richmond, many others are now working in the numerous
large plants being constructed within Hanover County.

This county does not have a large urban center and is still 70%
wooded. Although many sawmills and lumbering enterprises remain
in the county, general agricultural pursuits have declined until
less than 10% of the work force now farms. Most of the mining
activities once carried out in the western (Piedmont) section
of the county also have been discontinued.

Caroline County

The heavily commercialized highways Interstate 95 and U.S. 1 pass
through the western part of Caroline County, 1 3 which lies in the
same urban corridor as Spotsylvania and Hanover Counties but
which has not yet been affected by the demographic pressures from
Washington, D.C., or from Richmond. However, the daily fractional
outflow of its work force to Fredericksburg and to the Richmond
Metropolitan Area is continually increasing beyond the 30% who
commuted in 1960. The populations of both the county (13,925)
and its largest town, Bowling Green (528), are the same as they
were 30 years ago. A large section of the northeastern part
of the county is within the limits of the A. P. Hill Military
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Reservation. The remainder of the county is experiencing a shift
from an agricultural to an industrial economy. Although activities
on small farms and in timbering still persist around Ladysmith,
they are declining as small industries (principally aluminum-
product) are.being built in the Bowling Green area.

2.2.3 Environs 25 to 50 Miles from the North Anna Site

The section of Virginia within 25 to 50 miles from the Station
(Fig. 2.1) includes the highly populated areas of Richmond (249,621),
Henrico County (154,364), Chesterfield County (76,855), Albemarle
County. (37,780), and Charlottesville (38,880).14 Immediately north
of these environs are the southern limits of the Washington, D.C.-
Fairfax County, Va. Metropolitan Area, which is continually moving
south along the corridor delineated by Interstate 95 and U.S. 1.
Outside these urban areas, however, the countryside is similar to
that of the rural Piedmont counties, and the economies - based
predominantly on agriculture and small industries - are depressed.
The populations of most of these rural counties (Cumberland,
Buckingham, Goochland, Fluvanna, Greene, Madison, and Rappahannock)
have remained constant or decreased during the last 10 years. This
trend is reversed in the northern counties of Culpepper (+21%),
Fauquier (+10%), King George (+11%), and especially Stafford (+46%).

The Blue Ridge Parkway and Shenandoah National Park are northwest of
the North Anna site. This region is popular, especially in summer,
for outdoor recreational activities.

2.2.4 Proximity of Other Nuclear Power Stations

The North Anna site is about 80 miles northwest of the Surry Nuclear
Power Station at Surry, Va., on the James River and is the same
distance southwest of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Plant on the
Chesapeake Bay (Fig. 8.1). The Richmond Metropolitan Area is
within 50 miles of both the North Anna and Surry Stations (both
owned by the applicant). Also, parts of several of the rural
Tidewater counties (Caroline, Essex, King and Queen, and King
William - total population 34,012) will be within 50 miles of
both the North Anna and Calvert Cliffs installations.

2.3 HISTORIC AND NATURAL LANDMARKS

The Piedmont Region of Virginia was settled early in the colonial
era of our history, and its people played important roles in
the early evolutionary stages of the United States. During the
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Civil War, the counties of Louisa, Orange, and especially Spotsyl-
vania and Hanover were the scenes of numerous battles. Thus,
there are many historic sites in the general area of the Station.15
Three buildings in the western section of Louisa County (Boswell's
Tavern, Hawkwood, and Westend) and three in Orange County (Barbours-
ville, Mayhurst, and Madison House) are listed as National Historic
Places. Spotsylvania County contains the Fredericksburg and
Spotsylvania County Battlefields Memorial National Military Park
and the Fredericksburg Historic District. Caroline County has
three National Historic Places associated with the towns of Bowling
Green and Port Royal. Hanover County contains five such places
associated with colonial buildings and homes as well as Civil War
battlefields. All these sites are in small towns or rural communi-
ties and vary in distance from the Station from about 10 miles
(Scotchtown - the home of Patrick Henry in Hanover County) to
30 miles.

The Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission has been contacted by
the staff relative to sites and structures of historic interest
in the vicinity of the North Anna River and its tributaries
(Appendix 2.1). Several houses and churches in this region were
built in the 18th and 19th centuries and represent architectural
styles that vary from a crude log cabin to elaborate manor houses.
Some of these buildings have been maintained, remodeled, and,
continually used, whereas others have been abandoned. The Landmarks
Commission has surveyed these structures but has not classified
any as being historically important.

During clearing of the north bank of the North Anna River, the
remnant of the Fredericksville Furnace was exposed. This colonial
blast furnace is well documented in Virginia history.; it was put into
service in 1727 as the second operation of its kind in Virginia.16

This site was thoroughly explored by an archeological team in 1970,
but very little material of interest was found. The only artifact
of value, a fireback molded at this furnace, has been donated to
the State of Virginia. The excavated site will be completely
covered by water when the level of Lake Anna reaches El. +250 ft.
No objects or areas of archeological importance have been detected
by the State archeologist (Appendix 2.1).

The stretch of the North Anna River between North Anna Dam and U.S.
Highway 1 to the east is of considerable scenic interest as a white-
water stream and is being evaluated for inclusion in the Virginia
Scenic Rivers System. 2
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2.4 GEOLOGY

The state of Virginia comprises parts of five physiographic provinces
that form belts which trend northeast-southwest. From west to east
these provinces are the Cumberland Plateau, Valley and Ridge, Blue
Ridge, Piedmont, and Coastal Plains. A sixth province is represented
by four sedimentary basins of Triassic Age (180 million years old).
Two of these basins lie on or near the Fall Line (a line approximately
from Fredericksburg to Richmond), which separates the Piedmont
and Coastal Plains Provinces. The other two basins border the
Piedmont and Blue Ridge Provinces; they represent ancient geologic
eras and have been converted into very complex structures by large-
scale geologic events. The Coastal Province consists of sedimentary
deposits, derived from the weathering of the older rocks to the west,
whose depth increases from a few feet at the Fall Line to more than
1500 ft at the Atlantic coast.

The North Anna site is located in the Piedmont where this province
is 60 to 70 miles wide and appears superficially as gently rolling
land with a few moderately steep ridges. The bedrock at the site
consists of schist and gneiss, metamorphized from early Paleozoic
sediments, along with granite and diorite that were injected 200
to 300 million years ago in the latter part of the Paleozoic Era
(Fig. 2.3). The rock formations in the Piedmont in general, and
at the site in particular, have been deeply weathered and converted
in situ to a thick cover of residual soil. Rock outcrops are rare;
however, core drilling has shown that the principal types of rock
which underlay the site are a fine-grained granitic schist and a
dark greenish-gray amphibolite. A third rock type, a dark-gray
garnet-bearing mica schist, is found only in the northeast portion
of the site. These weathered rocks appear to form two bands, and
the dip of the bands indicates that the site must be on the northwest
flank of a small anticline near its northern extremity.

The top 4 or 5 ft of the original geologic structure has been
completely obliterated by weathering. Generally, the top 1.5 ft
of soil consists of brown, silty, fine sand with some clay and
organic matter. This superficial soil is underlain to a depth of
about 4 ft by a reddish-brown micaceous silt along with fine sand.
This material, in turn, is underlain by yellowish-brown to gray,
silty, fine sand that extends down to fresh rock at an average
distance of 25 to 30 ft at the site. The upper weathered soil
will make a sufficiently strong foundation for some of the smaller
buildings; however, the heavier structures of the Station will be
founded on fresh rock.
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The nearest known fault is located slightly southwest of Mineral and
represents a vertical displacement of about 1500 ft. If projected
along its strike, this fault would pass 4.5 miles northwest of the
Station site. The Piedmont Region of Virginia has been subjected
to several earthquakes of various intensities during the period of
its recorded history.17-20 In each case, the intensity at the site
of the Station was not greater than V on the Modified Mercalli Scale,
which is equivalent to a ground horizontal acceleration due to
gravity (g) of 0.05 g.

2.5 HYDROLOGY

2.5.1 Groundwater

As is typical of most of the Piedmont Region, the area around the
North Anna site has some groundwater, but the water is not an
abundant resource.4 Water is found in the residual weathered
soils, and this supply appears to be interconnected with other
sources in fractures of the bedrock, but no deep artesian supply
exists. The surface soils are only very slightly permeable; thus,
most of the precipitation runs off directly as surface water. The
applicant estimates that only 5% percolates vertically downward to
the water table. 1 The level of the water table conforms with
the topography of the land surface. Consequently, all the
groundwater moves slowly toward lower levels, where it eventually
discharges as springs or seeps directly into the streams. (The
rate of movement of water through the soil and fractured rock is
estimated by the applicant to be only about 0.015 ft/day. 2 ) The
slope of the water table under the Station site is now about 8%
but will be reduced to 6% when the water level of the reservoir
is raised from the present El. +200 ft of the river to a normal
El. +250 ft for the lake.

Two types of wells are found in this area - those dug or augered
in the residual soil and those drilled in the bedrock. 2 1' 2 2 The
yields of almost all these wells are small. Of the wells drilled
in rock, 90% yield less than 25 gpm; the average is about 5 gpm.
The most productive of these (180 gpm) is a 163-ft-deep well at
Louisa. Usually, nothing is gained by drilling deeper than 200
to 300 ft. Water from wells in bedrock is moderately soft; how-
ever, some water has high iron and acid contents.

Ten small public water supplies are within 25 miles of the site.
Seven obtain water from wells, one from springs, and the remaining
two from the South Anna and Rappahannock Rivers; all are either
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upstream from the site or - as in the case of the new Louisa
County system - are separated from the Station site by groundwater
divides. The current water usage in Louisa County (100 gpd per
person) is expected to double by the year 2000. The resident
nearest the Station (1 mile NW) obtains water from a spring.

2.5.2 Surface Water

The North Anna River rises in Orange and Louisa Counties and flows
east for 68 miles until it joins the South Anna River to form the
Pamunkey River (Fig. 2.4). The Pamunkey continues on a southeast
course joining with the Mattoponi River to form the York River,
which empties into Chesapeake Bay north of the Hampton Roads area
of Virginia.

The drainage basin of the North Anna River slopes moderately to the.
east, and the river drops from El. +304 ft at its source to El. +170
ft at the dam and El. +37 ft at its junction with the South Anna
River. At a gaging station located at Doswell (El. +55.66 ft) 15
miles downstream of Anna Dam, the flow of the North Anna River varied
from 1 to 24,000 cfs before the dam was constructed; the average
discharge into the Pamunkey River was 370 cfs, 7 and the flow exceeded
40 cfs 92% of the time (Fig. 2.5). During the 1969 flood caused by.
a 12-hr rainstorm that followed Hurricane Camille, the rate of
discharge exceeded 20,000 cfs for several days, and a maximum crest
of 32.6 ft was reached at Doswell. A frequency curve for floods
has been calculated for the Doswell gaging station (Fig. 2.6). The
applicant has estimated that the maximum probable flood of the river
at this Station is 123,000 cfs and has calculated that the maximum
flow below the dam could be reduced to 104,000 cfs by use of the
storage capacity of the reservoir.1

The normal elevation of the reservoir will be +250 ft, at which
stage the reservoir holds 305,000 acre-ft of water. 1 The minimum
elevation during droughts will be about +246 ft, and the corre-
sponding volume of the reservoir will be about 260,000 acre-ft.
With the lake at this minimum stage, mud flats will be exposed for
distances of as much as 1000 ft in the upper reaches of the river
and some of its tributaries between 250 ft MSL and the waterline.
Maximum flood stage has been calculated as El. +254.7 ft, but the
reservoir can hold water to El. +255 ft, at which elevation the
volume will be 373,000 acre-ft. Station grade is at El. +271 ft,
and the circulating-water intake structure is at El. +265 ft. Waves
as high as 4.8 ft might be formed on the reservoir by a hurricane
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in this part of Virginia; thus, with a wave runup of 8.5 ft, the
maximum possible water level would be El. +263.3 ft. 1

The State of Virginia requires a 40-cfs minimum discharge of water
from the dam to maintain the quality of the water in the North
Anna River below the dam and also that of the Pamunkey and York
Rivers, which are farther downstream. At Doswell, the quality of
the river water is checked monthly and no water is drawn from the
North Anna River below the dam. 1 An arrangement was made between
the State and the applicant whereby, during the impoundment period,
a minimal flow of 150 cfs at the dam was guaranteed from February
to June to maintain the salinity conditions that are essential to
fish spawning in the Pamunkey River. 2

2.5.3 Discharges from Goldmine and Contrary Creeks

Twenty-two creeks are the major tributaries of the North Anna River
within its 596-sq mile drainage basin. Most of these are upstream
from North Anna Dam, and several were inundated as the reservoir
was filled. Goldmine and Contrary Creeks (Fig. 2.4) are of special
interest because they are now sources of pollution.

Goldmine Creek empties into the North Anna River at El. +237 ft
after draining, over its 9-mile length, 25 sq-miles of Louisa
County north of Louisa. In 1965 the waste-treatment plant of
Louisa became overloaded, and Goldmine Creek was found to be devoid
of aquatic life below that plant. Biological pollution continues
to be present, the source of which may be the agricultural enterprises
downstream from the waste-treatment plant. 2

Contrary Creek drains 23 sq-miles of Louisa County before emptying
into the North Anna River at El. +199 ft. Within the drainage
basin of this creek are over 300 acres of wasteland that were
despoiled by mining operations during the 19th Century and during
the first two decades of this century. These mines were a major
source of pyrite (13.2% of the national production during the
years of commercial operation, 1882-1920) and produced a total
output of more than 6 million tons. In the 50-year period during
which these mines have remained idle, their shafts and piles of
tailings have been exposed uninterruptedly to the weather. The
soil in the area is relatively impervious, and most of the precipi-
tation that falls on these sites eventually drains into Contrary
Creek. As a result of the high acidity and mineral content of the
effluent, virtually no aquatic life now remains in Contrary Creek
downstream of the mines.
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The average suspended-solids content in the discharge from Contrary
Creek, excluding flood and high-water conditions, is 15.8 mg/liter;
that for the other tributaries to the lake is only 8.4 mg/liter. 2 3

The applicant realized that the creek was a source of pollution in
the North Anna River and called this fact to the attention of the
State Water Control Board before filing application with the Board
for a permit in 1967.

The acid mine drainage from Contrary Creek has severely degraded
the water quality of the North Anna River in the area. This damage,
which precludes other potential uses of the river, was one reason
for selection of the North Anna site for impoundment of a lake.
Ecological considerations indicated that the North Anna River was
the most suitable of the Piedmont rivers for impoundment and that
impoundment would enhance the water quality of the North Anna basin.

Although these considerations are meritorious, they overlook the
potential long-range effects on the environment which will result
from retention in the basin of materials contained in the discharge
from Contrary Creek. The lake is anticipated to become an important
factor in the culture and economy of the region. Both the improve-
ment of the river and the development of sport fishing are con-
tingent on finding that the accumulation of heavy metals in the
lake water and in the lake sediments will not adversely affect the
lake biota. Therefore, an analysis of the probable physical and
chemical effects of Contrary Creek runoff is presented in Sections 4
and 5.

2.6 METEOROLOGY

Northcentral Virginia has a temperate continental climate moderated
because of the proximity of the Blue Ridge Mountains to the west
and the Atlantic Ocean to the east. 7 Winds are predominantly from
south-southwest and north-northeast and average 8 mph. The weather
varies drastically throughout the year because this area is in the
path of winter storms from the north and northwest and also is
affected by the flow of moist air from the Gulf of Mexico, which
causes extended periods of summer rains and thunderstorms accompanied
by high winds.

For 27 years of record between 1931 and 1968, the monthly and annual
average air temperatures for the town of Louisa were7:*
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Month
Monthly average air

temperature (OF)a

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

36.4
38.2
45.9
56.5
65.2
72.7
76.2
74.8
68.0
57.6
47.1
37.1

aHigh, 104'F; low -7 0 F. Annual average, 56.3'F.

The streams of the area are subject to icing to a depth of 6 to
8 in. for as long as 30 days in the winter.

The monthly average precipitations in the town of Louisa for 28
years of record within the 1931-1968 period were7 :

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Monthly average
precipitation (in.)a

3.09b3.05b

3.91
3.11
3.36
3.35
4.63
4.46
3.21
3.01
3.06
3.40

aAnnual average precipitation,

bFor only 27 years of record.
41.64 in.
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However, abnormal weather occurs frequently. Tropical storms and
hurricanes occasionally expend themselves inland after moving up
the Atlantic Coast and have caused as much as 11 in. of rain to
fall at Louisa in 24 hr. The maximum recorded annual rainfall was
65 in. in 1948. Conversely, periods of drought have lasted 2 years
(Table 2.4); only 21.6 in. of rain fell in 1930.

High-intensity rainfalls result in essentially 100% runoff, whereas
long light rainfalls are completely retained by the superficial
soil. The average runoff of the entire York River watershed
is 32%. Snowfall ranges from 0 to 15 in./year; usually, each
snowfall is less than 4 in.

Since 1917, 21 tornadoes have passed within 50 miles of the North
Anna site, and storms that originate in the Atlantic Ocean pass
through on the average of once every 2 years.

The applicant has erected a 150-ft-high tower on the edge of
the lake, within a few hundred feet of the Station, and has been
making meteorological measurements at the 35- and 150-ft levels.
The wind rose shown in Appendix 2.2 was prepared from data obtained
at the 35-ft level for the period September 1, 1971 to August 31,
1972.24 Data on wind characteristics at the North Anna site (Appen-
dix 2.3-1) were used to calculate meteorological parameters (Appen-
dix 2.3-2) needed to establish the dispersion of radioactive gaseous
effluents from the Station.

2.7 ECOLOGY OF THE SITE AND ENVIRONS

2.7.1 Ecology of Terrestrial Environs

Virgin forest is today completely lacking in the region. In the
early days of settlement, tracts were cleared for cultivation and
after several years they became relatively unproductive. It became
common practice to abandon such fields and clear new lands. This
practice has been continued to the present day, although lands now
being cleared have been cultivated before, in some instances more
than once. Thus, the Piedmont farm land is an irregular patchwork of
fields and forested areas of all sizes.25,26 Much of the 13,000-acre
area cleared for the reservoir basin either was in various stages
of succession following cutting or was abandoned open fields.

The forest vegetation in the vicinity of the site consists of the
short-leaf pine and Virginia pine types, with bottom land hardwoods
possibly occurring along the edge of the North Anna River. 2 6,2 7

Appendix 2.3 is a species list of the more common shrubs and herbs
that are likely to be found in the area, Appendix 2.4 is a species
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Table 2.4. Meteorological drought in eastern Piedmont Virginia (1929-1965)

Numerical index value'
Year

Jan. Fe b. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oc t. Nov. Dec.

1929 -0.45 0.92 0.87 0.92 1.08 1.39 -0.36 -0.58 -0.93 2.13 2.04 -0.25
1930 -0.09 -0.94 -1.63 -1.59 -1.94 -1.87 -2.75 -3.50 -4.41 -4.57 -4.66 -4.74
1931 -5.13 -5.10 -4.34 -3.71 -2.16 -1.98 -2.04 -1.20 -1.48 -2.11 -3.08 -3.37
1932 -2.74 -3.00 -1.55 -1.94 -1.49 -1.79 -2.63 -3.54 -4.17 1.46 2.19 2.76
1933 2.49 2.23 1.75 2.18 2.40 -0.56 -0.29 -0.09 -0.87 -1.52 -2.19 -2.47
1934 -3.21 0.64 1.25 0.85 1.37 1.15 0.73 0.45 1.26 0.70 1.17 1.03
1935 1.49 1.24 1.31 1.81 1.82 1.81 1.49 0.97 2.20 1.85 1.93 L.71
1936 3.47 3.77 3.80 3.63 -1.18 -1.20 - 1.81f -2.01 -2.58 -2.77 -3.31 0.12
1937 2.32 2.10 1.10 3.16 2.52 3.00 3.11 3.78 3.74 4.75 -0.05 -0.75
1938 -0.73 -1.26 -1.36 -1.90 -1.68 2.29 3.40 -0.69 -0.58 -1.04 -0.93 -0.83
1939 -0.86 0.73 0.89 -0.33 -1.10 0.22 0.43 0.64 -0.91t -0.65 -0.65 -1.08
1940 -0.71 -0.67 -1.12 0.73 0.57 0.82 1.17 2.87 -0.32 -0.65 0.75 -0.41
1941 -0.65 -1.24 -1.45 -1.40 -2.24 -1.66 -[.03 -1.53 -2.25 -3.25 -3.96 -4.02
1942 -3.96 -4.02 -3.28 -4.22 -4.38 0.10 0.19 1.06 1.37 2.48 1.91 2.16
1943 -0.02 -0.45 -0.25 -0.45 -0.66 -0.71 -0.78 -1.79 -1.89 -2.24 -2.32 -2.59
1944 -2.77 0.83 1.95 1.93 -0.72 -1.76 -1.71 -1.80 1.32 1.23 1.29 0.01
1945 -0.19 0.19 -h.52 -1.84 0.60 -0.66 2.22 1.71 2.77 2.12 1.98 3.04
1946 2.44 2.16 1.41 1.12 2.20 2.08 2.37 -0.18 -0.13 -0.30 -0.76 -1.12
1947 -0.61 -0.79 -1.00 -1.26 -1.25 -1.18 -1.35 -2.05 0.32 -0.34 0.88 0.14
1948 0.56 0.44 0.73 1.26 1.76 1.43 0.92 1.49 1.46 1.68 2.59 3.54
1949 3.20 2.63 1.91 1.56 1.63 1.85 1.75 2.37 2.35 2.54 -0.14. -0.52
1950 -1.02 -1.35 -[.28 -1.92 0.68 0.15 0.62 0.32 1.03 -0.10 -0.44 -0.15
1951 -0.88 -1.03 -1.04 -0.85 -1.28 1.07 -0.25 -0.46 -0.84 -1.30 0.68 1.24
1952 1.84 1.46 1.91 2.24 0.00 -0.41 -1.08 -0.66 -0.81 -1.12 1.00 0.00
1953 0. 021 -0.11 0.213 0.25 -0.56 -0.89 -2.09 -3.04 -3.25 -3.32 -3.81 -3.65
1954 -3.21 -3.60 -3.38 -3.59 -2.53 -2.92 -3.41 -3.69 -4.46 -3.65 -3.40 -3.12
1955 -3.55 0.31 -0.09 -0.14 -0.27 0.24 0.01 1.86 1.96 2.15 -0.25 -0.96
1956 -1.52 -0.91 -1.11 -1.12 -1.45 -1.36 0.83 0.49 0.80 1.41 1.55 1.29
1957 1.17 1.75 -0.56 -0.79 -1.19 -1.21 -2.21 -2.09 0.15 0.46 1.02 2.02
1958 1.99 2.35 2.65 2.69 2.67 3.07 2.38 2.80 2.25 2.25 1.62 2.22
1959 -0.48 -0.96 -1.19 -0.74 -1.09 -1.56 0.89 -0.39 -0.76 0.50 0.99 0.86
1960 0.48 1.46 1.51 1.11 1.64 -0.57 -0.62 -0.61 0.65 -0.08 -0.65 -0.77
1961 -1.00 1.10 1.08 1.05 1.58 2.72 1.88 1.88 1.24 2.11 1.58 2.48
1962 2.89 2.88 3.13 3.08 2.59 3.72 3.54 2.95 2.92 1.83 2.67 2.46
1963 -0.50 -0.56 -0.05 -1.18 -1.70 -1.60 -2.39 -3.05 -3.06 -3.84 -2.61 -2.51
1964 -[.88 -0.87 -1.45 -1.47 -2.15 -2.62 -2.48 -2.40 -2.59 -1-.92 -2.17 -1.98
1965 -1.98 -1.62 -1.04 -1.28 -2.02 -1.87 -2.08 -2.31 -.. 4 4 b - 2 .55 b

'Explanation of index value:

Monthly index value Class

4.00 Extremely wet
3.00 to 3.99 Very wet
2.00 to 2.99 Moderately wet
1.00 to 1.99 Slightly wet
0.50 to 0.99 Incipient wet spell
0.49 to -0.49 Near normal

-0.50 to -0.99 Incipient drought
- 1.00 to -2.99 Moderate drought
-3.00 to -3.99 Severe drought

-4.00 Extreme drought

bProvisional data.

Source: ref. 7.
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list of trees whose range includes this area, and Appendix 2.5 is
a tree species composition of forest types expressed in percent of
net cubic foot volume which are found in the area.

In the Piedmont of Virginia, the principal associates of the Virginia
pine type are short-leaf pine, yellow poplar, "other red oaks," and
white oaks. In the short-leaf pine type, principal associates
include loblolly pine, Virginia pine, "other red oaks," yellow poplar,
white oak, and sweet gum. The bottom-land hardwood type in the
Piedmont is confined to river bottoms and, in general, is not im-
portant. Black gum and tupelo provide more than one-fourth of the
total cubic feet volume and sweet gum nearly one-fifth. Red maple
and yellow poplar are other important hardwood species in this
type. White cedar, cypress, and pond pine are restricted to the
bottom-land hardwood type. 2 6 Loblolly pine occurs more often on
the best sites, Virginia pine on the poorest, and short-leaf pine
on intermediate ones. 2 5

The developmental sequence of vegetation communities in the Piedmont
Region after field abandonment is: crabgrass-horseweed ÷ aster-common
ragweed -+ broom sedge -+- pine invasion -- pine forest ÷ hardwood
invasion (a deciduous understory is developed) -÷ mixed pine-oak ÷
oak or oak-hickory (climax forest). 2 5 , 2 8 Appendix 2.6 shows vegeta-
tion data from pine stands over 90 years old in the Piedmont of
North Carolina,25,29 which is similar to the Piedmont of Virginia.
Because of continual clearing and other disturbances, very little
mature climax forest exists in this area.

With the diverse habitats and vegetation types in the rolling
topography, the area supports a diverse fauna of wildlife. Game
mammals include the gray squirrel, fox squirrel, opossum, and
white-tailed deer. Several predator species are also found; they
include the black bear, red fox, gray fox, and bobcat. The beaver,
which was successfully reintroduced after having been eliminated
about 1910,1 also occurs in the North Anna River drainage basin,
and specimens were sighted during clearing operations. 1 The otter,
once nearly eliminated, is increasing in numbers. 1

The small streams and ponds provide a diverse habitat for several
species of amphibians and reptiles, including turtles, lizards,
and snakes. Creation of Lake Anna has substituted shoreline habitat
for much of the stream bottom habitat which is important to these
species.

The area also supports a diverse bird fauna, which consists of both
semiresident and migratory species (Appendix 2.7). Nonmigratory
game birds include ruffed grouse, bobwhite, quail, and wild turkey.
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Identified migratory game birds include ducks (mallard, shoveller,
widgeon, teal, scaup, etc.), dove, geese, swan, coot, rail snipe,
woodcock, and yellowleg.

The Southern bald eagle and the American peregrine falcon are the
only endangered species of wildlife 30 whose range includes Lake
Anna; but, according to the applicant, 1 neither species was found
in the area being inundated. Appendices 2.7-2.10 list the bird,
mammal, amphibian, and reptile species whose ranges include this
drainage basin. Major orders of terrestrial invertebrates are
also present; however, species lists of terrestrial invertebrates
were not compiled except for those identified as pests to man
(Appendix 2.11). The species lists of vegetation and wildlife
are based on State checklists and literature reviews of ecological
surveys made in the Piedmont region.

2.7.2 Ecology of the Aquatic Environs

Although data are available on the ecology of the North Anna River,
impoundment of the river will produce major environmental changes
and will cause the reservoir ecology to differ markedly from the
preimpoundment condition. 3 1 - 3 5 When a river is dammed, major
physical, chemical, and biological changes occur as the aquatic
habitat goes from a running-water (lotic) to a standing-water
(lentic) environment. Bottomlands and top soils in the basin are
inundated and these soils and humic layers - rich in nutrients and
organic matter - are leached, thus producing nutrient-rich (eutrophic)
water in the impoundment immediately after the reservoir is filled.
Consequently, primary and secondary productivity in newly impounded
reservoirs is usually very high compared with those of most natural
glacial lakes. Whereas the productivity of glacial lakes tends to
increase with time as nutrients are added from the drainage basin,
that of reservoirs declines with time and never regains the level
attained immediately after impoundment. Reasons for the decline in
productivity are not clear but probably are related to the rapidity
of water replacement, stratification, and withdrawal of nutrient-rich
waters. Figure 2.7 shows a pattern typical of this successional
change in productivity.

The North Anna Reservoir will be relatively shallow (maximum depth,
90 ft; average depth, approximately. 25 ft when filled to 250 ft
ML); large areas of the reservoir will be in the littoral zone
(the area less than 5 ft deep). The changes in biota which will
occur are difficult to predict except for the obvious changes that
take place as river species are eliminated and lake species increase
and develop in the reservoir.

Several species of green and blue-green algae and diatoms were col-
lected in the North Anna River drainage basin during preimpoundment
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surveys (Appendix 2.12). The phytoplanktonic community in the
reservoir will likely include representatives of all these groups.

The long shoreline (272 miles) and large area will likely cause
beds of submergent and emergent aquatic vegetation to develop in
much of the reservoir basin. Aquatic macrophytes frequently create
nuisance problems in shallow reservoirs because of their excessive
growth and compete with phytoplankton for inorganic nutrients. 3 0

However, the exact species composition of aquatic macrophytes likely
to develop in the North Anna Reservoir cannot be predicted for no
species list of aquatic macrophytes in this drainage basin has been
developed.

The zooplankton~c fauna will likely be represented by the major
groups including copepods, amphipods, cladocerans, and rotifers.
Zooplanktonic populations are important in reservoir productivity,
particularly if the benthic fauna is limited by water-level fluctua-
tions, siltation, or hypolimnetic oxygen deficits.

The typical bottom fauna in artificial impoundments is dominated
by the Chironomidae. 3 1 - 3 3 Most of the benthic macroinvertebrates
found in the North Anna River prior to impoundment will be elimi-
nated from the reservoir basin when the water level rises and the
current is stopped as impoundment occurs. Those benthic inverte-
brates that remain after impoundment will have greatly increased
area, however. Appendix 2.13 lists benthic macroinvertebrates
collected in this drainage basin prior to impoundment.

About 42 fish species have been identified from the North Anna
River drainage basin (Appendix 2.14). As the reservoir is formed,
several of the species will be eliminated by loss of spawning sites,
habitat, or other requirements that will not be available in a
lacustrine environment. Most of the native game fishes will carry
over into the reservoir environment. Important game and forage fish
that may exist in the filled reservoir are: largenmuth bass, bluegill,
pumpkinseed, black crappie, yellow perch, pickerel, gizzard shad,
bullhead, and several species of shiners. Appendix 2.15 describes
the life histories and environmental requirements of these species.
The State of Virginia reportedly3 4 stocked 375,000 bluegill, 101,000
redear sunfish, one million largemouth bass, and 100,000 channel
catfish in Lake Anna in the spring of 1972. Striped bass also may
be planted in Lake Anna. 3 4

The species composition and productivity of Lake Anna will depend,
in part, on the water-quality and water-level fluctuations in the
reservoir basin. Sulfate and heavy-metal drainage from Contrary
Creek has impaired water quality in the North Anna River for many
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years 2 3 and could also degrade water quality and productivity in
the reservoir. The impact of this pyrite mine drainage on reservoir
ecology is discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

Artificial impoundments that undergo extreme water-level fluctua-
tions are, in general, unstable environments for benthic inverte-
brates and fish. During drawdowns, large areas otherwise under
shallow water, which are important in fish spawning and -in benthic-
food production, are exposed and dried; thus the most productive
areas of most reservoirs are, in effect, removed for a period of
time. Because of the shallowness of the North Anna Reservoir,
small drawdowns will expose large areas. The applicant estimates
that the maximum reservoir drawdown, even under drought conditions,
will not exceed 4.0 ft;' however, this will expose about 2,000 acres.

Without Station operation, Lake Anna will be a dimictic lake (one
that undergoes overturn of epilimnion and hypolimnion twice a year)
with thermal stratification occurring during summer throughout most
of the reservoir, including the relatively shallow areas in the
upper reaches. The hypolimnion (in the deeper area) will become
anaerobic as a result of the high biochemical oxygen demand from
humic materials in the reservoir basin. This anaerobic condition
will substantially reduce the reservoir volume available for
production of organisms that require an aerobic environment (i.e.,
fish, zooplankton, and most benthic macroinvertebrates). Since
Lake Anna will be relatively turbid, light penetration will be
reduced and the top of the thermocline will likely be relatively
shallow (10-15 ft from the surface).

Figure 2.8 is a generalized schematic model of the trophic structure
of a reservoir such as the North Anna. Primary producers (phyto-
plankton and aquatic macrophytes) produce organic material from
dissolved nutrients that are leached from the sediments and carried
into the reservoir in feeder streams. In turbid reservoirs, the
depth of water at which sufficient light penetration occurs for
photosynthesis to equal or exceed community respiration is usually
very shallow. Primary producers are fed upon by zooplankton, fish,
and benthic grazers (snails, etc.). In addition, aquatic macrophytes
in the littoral zone provide spawning sites and protection to fry as
well as habitat for other species (e.g., largemouth bass and pumpkin-
seed). Planktivorous (plankton-eating) fish, such as the gizzard shad,
common shiners, etc., feed on both phytoplankton and zooplankton. The
fry of almost all fish species rely on zooplankton as their first
food source after yolk-sac absorption. Piscivorous (fish-eating)
species (e.g., largemouth bass and black crappie) feed on shiners,
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shad, and small individuals of other fish species as well as on
members of their own species. These predator species also feed
on benthic invertebrates (chironomids, snails, oligochaetes,
and crustaceans). Bottom-feeding fish species (brown and yellow
bullheads) feed on these benthic invertebrates and on detritus
deposited from the upper layers of the reservoir.
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3. THE STATION

3.1 EXTERNAL APPEARANCE

When it is completed, the North Anna Power Station will appear
as a box-and-dome configuration on the south bank of Lake Anna.
The turbine-generator building and four reactor-containment domes
will rise to a height of 124 ft above normal reservoir level.
Although the soft-green turbine building and the gray weathered
domes will be highly visible in the region of the inlet where they
will be located, their colors will be compatible with the natural
vegetation most of the year. The setting is rural farmland and
forest remote from highways and from developed residential areas.

The completed Station will resemble the sketch in Fig. 3.1. On
Jan. 1, 1972, when impoundment of the reservoir was begun, the
Station was in the early stages of construction. However, sufficient
progress had been made by April 1972 to permit comparison of some
structures (Fig. 3.2) with the conceptual drawing.

3.1.1 The Station and Immediate Vicinity

In early 1972, Units 1 and 2 were 30 to 40% completed; construction
of Units 3 and 4 had not begun. As shown in the architectural plan
(Fig. 3.3), the completed Station will be located close to the south
side of the reservoir. The two intake structures will be separated
by a narrow peninsula that will jut into the lake at about the center
of the turbine building. A 7.5-acre service-water reservoir will be
constructed 500 ft south of the main buildings by widening an exist-
ing gulley and building dikes to close in about 1800 ft of the
4100-ft perimeter. The base of this reservoir will be at El. +305
ft and the crests of the dikes at El. +320 ft. The water-discharge
vents and the.discharge canal have been excavated from a shallow
creek bed, and the former mouth of this creek has been closed by a
small dike. A peninsula of several-acres area northeast of Unit 1
is used as a storage area and as the location of a meteorological
tower.

Essentially all the construction activity relating to the Station
itself occurs between State Route 652 and the North Anna River,
especially along State Route 700 and at the site. The railroad spur
is visible from the extension of State Route 700, as well as the
temporary concrete-mixing plant and a storage area for large pieces
of equipment such as steam generators and neutron shields.
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Fig. 3.2. North Anna Power Station, April 1972, with Units 1
and 2 under construction. In the foreground is the
cooling water intake and going to the
rear is the discharge canal.
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Fig. 3.3. Architectural plan for the North Anna site.



3.1.2 North Anna Dam

On Jan. 1, 1972, the principal components of North Anna Dam were
functional, although landscaping and minor construction projects
were unfinished. The dam was constructed of 900,000 cubic yards of
compacted earthen materials and was riprapped with crushed granite
(Fig. 3.4). The 26-ft-wide crest is 90 ft above the former river
bed and has been converted to a service road over the 5000-ft length
of the dam. The level of the reservoir is controlled with three
concrete spillways that permit discharge under the gates and onto
a short concrete apron, where the flow is directed into the North
Anna River. In April 1972, the dam was still fully exposed and
presented a localized view typical of a denuded area of excavation
and fill. Only a few hundred yards east (downstream) of the dam,
the North Anna River appeared as a narrow sluggish stream that flows
through thickly wooded environs. Table 1.1 (in Section 1) gives
additional statistical information concerning these and other Station
characteristics.

3.1.3 Lake Anna Reservoir

When viewed in April 1972 from points on North Anna Dam, on the
Station site and from State Highway 208 bridge, the Lake Anna
reservoir appeared as a stream of moderate width with extensively
cleared borders. Inasmuch as the water level was only about +225 ft,
many of the results of reservoir preparation were still visible. All
trees and brush had been removed up to El. +255 ft along the main
channel and along all tributaries. Consequently, the outline of
the lake was delineated by these cleared areas, although it was not
possible to determine whether all the hillocks and points would be
inundated or some would remain as low islands. The construction
associated with Dike 3 was clearly evident from the dam, as was the
quarry from which the granite was obtained to build the dike and the
dam.

A perspective of the lake size is easily obtained from the bridge
on State Route 208 (Fig. 2.2). This bridge is about 3500 ft long
and joins Louisa and Spotsylvania Counties where the land forms a
series of gently rolling hills with wide shallow valleys (Fig. 3.5).
Several old abandoned farm houses still stand above the cleared
area. Four major segments of the new lake, including the mouth
of Contrary Creek, are visible from this bridge.

State Route 652 roughly parallels the south bank of the reservoir
and has been altered or relocated in many places to prepare for



Fig. 3.4. Lake Anna Dam, April 6, 1972, discharging at a

rate of 150 cfs.



STATION UNITS
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Fig. 3.5. Lake Anna at April 6, 1972 impoundment level. (Con-
struction of Units 1 and 2 can be seen in background.)
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the rising water. This road crosses Contrary Creek about 1.5 miles
from the creek mouth. In April 1972, this creek was only a few
feet wide and a few inches deep; however, the length of the new
bridge suggests that the embayment will eventually be about 1000
ft wide at this point. Because of the low profile of the land,
large areas of land were cleared in the upper reaches of this creek.
Similar vistas appear where State Route 652 crosses the creeks (Elk,
Millpond, Coleman, and Rock) that are being converted into cooling
ponds. The multifingered contour of the lake is evident from the
number and directions of these creeks and their secondary tributaries.

All the land between the many embayments will remain privately
owned. Except where construction of the cooling-pond canals and
service roads has altered the landscape, it remains largely forested.

3.2 REACTOR AND STEAM-ELECTRIC SYSTEM

The Station will generate electricity from the operation of four
nuclear-power units. Each unit will consist of a closed-cycle,
pressurized, light-water-moderated nuclear steam-supply system;
a turbine-generator; and auxiliary equipment. Westinghouse
Electric Corporation will design and supply the nuclear steam-supply
systems for Units 1 and 2, and Babcock and Wilcox Company those for
Units 3 and 4. Westinghouse will supply all four turbine generators.
The remainder of the power station will be designed by the applicant
with assistance from its architect-engineer, Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation.

Units 1 and 2 will each have an initial power rating of 2775 MWt
and a gross electrical output of 942 MW, with an ultimate designcapability of 2900 MWt and an equivalent gross electrical output

of 980 MW. Units 3 and 4 each will have an initial core output
of 2631 MWT and a gross electrical output of 950 MW, with an ulti-
mate design capability of 2763 MWt and 982 MW. When these ultimate
ratings are achieved, the Station's net generating capability will
be 3744 MW.

The reactors for Units 1 and 2 will each contain 157 fuel assemblies
(each with 204 rods) with a total U02 content of 87.8 tons. In this
type of core, the enrichment of the uranium varies (2.0, 2.6, and
3.2%); the equilibrium concentration of 2 3 5 U is 3.2%.

Units 3 and 4 are to be supplied with reactors each containing
145 fuel assemblies (208 fuel rods in each) with a total weight of
U02 of 75.02 tons and an average enrichment equivalent to 2.53% 2 3 5U.
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Each reactor will be refueled on a schedule to be determined
primarily by the number of hours and the level of production it
has experienced. Ordinarily, only part (about 1/3) of the fuel
is renewed at each predetermined shutdown.

During operation, the heat generated in each reactor will be
transferred through the primary-coolant system to the steam
generators (Fig. 3.6). Units 1 and 2 will each have three
separate closed-cycle loops with one generator per loop; Units 3
and 4 each will have two separate primary loops with one steam
generator per loop. The steam generators will use the heat from
the primary-coolant systems to produce steam at a constant pressure.
This steam will be transferred through the closed-cycle secondary-
coolant loops to the steam turbines, which will drive the generators
to produce electricity. After passing through the turbines, the
spent steam will be condensed and returned to the steam generators
to repeat the cycle.

3.3 HEAT-DISSIPATION SYSTEM

3.3.1 Once-Through Cooling

The Station will have a once-through cooling system (Fig. 3.7) to
dissipate waste heat from the turbine condensers (circulating-water
system) and from the auxiliary cooling systems (service-water system)
to the environment. When all four units operate, water will be taken
from the Lake Anna reservoir at a flow rate of about 8420 cfs (3,780,000
gpm), circulated through the turbine condensers and service-water
system, and returned to the reservoir via a 3400-acre waste-heat-
treatment facility (WHTF); operation of Units 1 and 2 only would
require a total flow rate of 4140 cfs (1,858,000 gpm). The tem-
perature of the cooling water will be increased about 14F' before
the water is discharged into the WHTF.

The cooling water for both the circulating-water system and the
service-water system will be withdrawn from Lake Anna through
four screenwells (one screenwell per unit) located in two coves
north of the Station (Fig. 3.3). Each screenwell contains four
individual bays. Each bay is equipped with a trash rack; a trav-
eling screen; and a vertical, motor-driven, circulating-water
pump (Fig. 3.8). The trash racks consist of 0.5-in.-wide by
3.5-in.-thick vertical bars spaced about 3.5 in. apart (the
velocity of the flow through the trash racks will be about 1 fps).
The traveling screens, constructed of 14-gage wire with 3/8 by
3/8 in. square openings, are designed to move once every 24 hr or
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Fig. 3.6. Simplified flow diagram of the steam-electric system for
a typical North Anna Power Station Unit.
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Fig. 3.7. Flow diagram of waste-heat-dissipation system for the
North Anna Power Station.
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Fig. 3.8. Schematic diagram of water-intake system of
the North Anna Power Station.

I
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whenever a predetermined pressure differential exists across the
screens.

Debris collected by the trash racks will be removed by horizontally
traversing mechanical rakes (one rake per screenwell) and then
collected in hoppers, which will discharge the debris into wire
baskets for disposal as solid waste. Debris and fish collected by
the traveling screens will be removed by washwater taken from the
screenwell and will also be collected in wire baskets for disposal
as solid waste.

From the intake structures, the circulating water will be pumped
through the turbine steam condensers and discharged through
rectangular tunnels into the discharge canal (Fig. 3.9). The
service water, also taken from the intake structures, will be
pumped through the various auxiliary cooling systems of the Station
before being discharged into the circulating-water discharge canal.
This canal, which has a bottom width of 100 ft and side slopes of
1:2.5, will then convey the entire cooling-water flow a distance
of about 3600 ft (at a velocity of 2 fps) to the head end of the
WHTF. Table 3.1 lists the residence times for the circulating
water in each of the intake and discharge facilities.

The WHTF, which was formed by diking off a portion of Lake Anna,
consists of three cooling lagoons interconnected by canals (Fig.
3.10). When filled to El. +251.5 ft, these lagoons will have a
combined volume of about 2.66 x 109 cu-ft and a total surface
area about 3400 acres. The three dikes that separate the WHTF
from the main reservoir consist mostly of compacted earthen mate-
rials. Each has a crest width of 26 ft, side slope of 1:2.5, and
riprap erosion protection on both sides. The canals, which are
at El. +227 ft, have 100-ft bottom widths and side slopes of
1:2.5. During operation of all four units, the velocity of flow
through these canals will be about 2.1 fps; operation of Units 1
and 2 only will result in velocities of about 1 fps.

The effluent from the WHTF will enter Lake Anna through a six-
bay skimmerwall discharge structure constructed within Dike 3
(Figs. 3.9 and 3.10). Each discharge bay will be about 16.7 ft
wide and 15 ft high and will contain a stop-log gate for adjusting
the effective area of discharge so that the discharge velocity is
maintained at about 8 fps. The crest of this discharge structure
is at El. +253.5 ft, whereas the crests of the other dikes are at
El. +260.0 ft. When flood conditions cause the WHTF water level
to exceed +253.5 ft, the discharge structure will thus be overtopped,
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Table 3.1. Circulating-water residence timesa

Residence time (sec)
Location

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

Screenwell 36.7 36.7 37.6 37.6
Intake piping 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.0
Intake tunnel 26.7 26.7 28.5 28.5
Condenser-inlet piping 1.5 1.5 1.2 1.2
Condenser-inlet water box 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2
Condenser tubes 5.5 5.5 6.25 6.25
Condenser-outlet water box 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2
Condenser-outlet piping 8.0 8.0 10.4 10.4
Discharge tunnel 60.0 80.6 114.5 131.5

Total 144.5 165.1 203.65 227.85

Discharge canal 109 (min)
54.5 (min)

37.2 (min)-- -
27.8 (min)

aBased on flows of 2140 cfs for Units 1 and 2 and 2070 cfs for Units 3 and 4.
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thereby allowing the excess flood waters to enter the main
reservoir through the discharge dike only. This type of overflow
should occur no more often than once every 100 years. 2

After entering Lake Anna, most of the discharged cooling water will
flow through the lake and, after dissipating a large portion of its
heat to the atmosphere, will enter the intake structures to be
recirculated through the plant. A small portion of the waste heat
discharged into Lake Anna (approximately 0.2%) will flow over the
dam into the North Anna River. The average rate of this flow will
be about 220 cfs; a minimum flow of 40 cfs will be maintained at
all times.

The North Anna Dam is an earth-fill structure about 5000 ft long
and 90 ft high; its crest width is about 30 ft (Fig. 3.4). It
has a central, concrete, gravity-spillway section about 200 ft
long which contains three radial crest gates for flood control,
each 40 ft wide by 35 ft high, separated by concrete piers about
10 ft wide. More precise level control will be obtained through
the use of two skimmer gates, each 8 by 8 ft. These small gates
will regulate the release rate during periods when th(e. flow of
water from the environment into the reservoir is low, thereby
rendering unnecessary the operation of the large gates for small
releases.

3.3.2 Thermal Effluent Dissipation

Qualitative Description of Thermal Effluent Behavior

During four-unit operation, the Station will discharge about 25.9 x
109 Btu of waste heat per hour into the cooling-water effluent;
operation of only Units 1 and 2 will result in a discharge of 13.5 x
109 Btu/hr. Since only a minimal amount of fresh water will flow into
the WHTF and the main reservoir, the dissipation of this heat will be
primarily through heat losses to the atmosphere and will thus depend
upon prevailing meteorological conditions.

The cooling-water effluent should become thoroughly mixed as it flows
through the discharge canal. Upon entering the first lagoon of the
WHTF, the effluent will stratify on the surface; the depth of this
stratified surface layer is expected to be from five to ten feet.
After flowing through the three lagoons of the WHTF, the effluent
will enter Lake Anna through a six-bay skimmer-wall discharge struc-
ture (Figures 3.9 and 3.11). Although the discharge from this
structure will be submerged, the slope of the lake bottom immediately
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adjacent to the structure will direct the discharge to the surface.
The effluent should always be warmer than the water that receives it
since the intake water will be withdrawn from the surface of the
reservoir. Therefore, the thermal plume should always tend to
stratify on the surface of the lake.

Currents in the WHTF and in the main reservoir will result from
three mechanisms - station pumping which will produce a forced
horizontal surface flow through the WHTF and Lake Anna; wind
stresses which will produce currents in the direction of the wind;
and density differences which will produce natural convective flows
into the "arms" of the WHTF and of the main reservoir. The dominant
flow pattern should be that produced by the station pumping. Cur-
rents produced by wind could, on certain occasions, become significant;
while the density flows are expected to be minimal for this surface
intake-surface discharge circulating water system.

Electrical analogy studies conducted by the staff indicate that the
path of the forced convective flow will extend only a minimal dis-
tance upstream of the power station (Fig. 3.15). Lake Anna should
thus become two separate systems - a naturally functioning reservoir
with the thermal characteristics of a temperature dimictic lake
located upstream of the power station and a reservoir affected by
the horizontal circulation of heated cooling water located down-
stream of the power station. Since the flow inputs into the
reservoir will be negligible compared with the circulating-water
discharge (220 versus 8420 cfs), the major process of heat dissipa-
tion in the lower portion of Lake Anna will be heat transfer from
the lake surface to the atmosphere. As in the WHTF, this dissipa-
tion will depend on prevailing meteorological condition; thus, the
lower portion of the main reservoir will also function as a large
cooling pond.

The discharge from the WHTF (El. 227 ft), the power station intake
(El. +250 ft), and the North Anna Dam discharge (El. +250 ft) will
all provide for transport of the lake surface waters only, and the
continuous discharge of heat into the lower portion of the reservoir
will ensure that these surface waters never become cooler and more
dense than the bottomwaters. Thus, the lower portion of Lake Anna
should remain permanently stratified. Turnover of the hypolimnion
of the lower portion of the reservoir will occur only through the
vertical entrainment of the hypolimnion by the horizontally circu-
lating cooling water (Fig. 3.11). Freshwater flows into the lower
portion of Lake Anna, being cooler and therefore more dense than the
heated surface waters, will tend to sink to the bottom of the lake
or to some intermediate depth and will thus enhance the stratification.
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Quantitative Description of Thermal-effluent Behavior

Two independent studies have been conducted to quantitatively
describe the behavior of the North Anna cooling-water effluent.
One was done for the applicant by Stone and Webster Engineering
Corporation; the other, for the AEC by the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL).

The applicant's analysis, as presented in its environmental report, 2

used meteorological data collected from 1930 through 1968 to predict
monthly average temperatures of the WHTF and of the main reservoir.
In view of the need for more exact predictions of temperature distribu-
tions, the applicant was requested to and - through Stone and Webster -

did submit a revised study 8 that included estimates of all pertinent
temperature distributions within the WHTF and the main reservoir.

The revised study resulted in three separate estimates:

1. Effect of the Station on the water budget of the reservoir.

2. Temperature of the intake water and temperature distribution
in the WHTF.

3. Temperature distribution within the near-field plume produced
by the discharge from the third lagoon of the WHTF into Lake
Anna, including the temperature of the discharge from the
reservoir over the North Anna Dam.

The water budget was estimated by balancing the water inputs from
the environment (rain and runoff) against the water losses (forced
and natural evaporation); the inputs were determined from data
collected from 1930 through 1968, and the evaporative losses
were calculated by means of Meyer's evaporation equation.4

Table 3.2 lists expected average values for the water budget, and
Table 3.3 gives deviations in the surface elevation of the reservoir
which will result from fluctuations in the water supplies from
various sources; the durations of these deviations were estimated
statistically from data collected from 1930 through 1960.
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Table 3.2. Water budget for Lake Anna and North Anna
Waste-heat-treatment Facility (WHTF)a

Water averages (cfs)

WHTF Lake Anna Total

Environmental input 30.0 270.0 300.0
Evaporative lossesb 21.0 59.0 80.0
Release rate 220.0 220.0

Source: ref. 2.
aBased on a 40-year life of the station.
bBased on yearly averages.

Table 3.3. Expected surface elevation of Lake Anna

Drawdown
Extent of drawdown DurationaDistance (ft) (ots

(months)

Design surface elevation 250.0 MSL 31 1
Maximum 3.0-4.0 3
Extreme 2.0-3.0 14.7
Nominal 1.0-2.0 32.7
Minimal 0.0-1.0 118.6

aBased on a 40-year life of the station.



The temperature distribution in the WHTF was estimated by a two-step
process. First, the average equilibrium temperature for each month
from 1930 through 1968 was calculated according to the energy-budget
method, 5 - 7 using climatological data for Richmond, Va. The list of

equilibrium temperatures, submitted as a part of the applicant's
revised cooling-lagoon analysis, 8 clearly shows that the worst-case
conditions, which correspond to the summer of 1931, would result in
an equilibrium temperature of 84.7*F.

After the estimated heat load of the Station was added to the
estimated natural heat load of the water, a step-by-step arithmetical
integration of heat losses to the atmosphere for successive increments
of surface area resulted in estimated temperature distributions in
the WHTF and a steady-state (intake) temperature for the reservoir.
Assumptions pertinent to the study were:

1. The distribution of circulating-water flow will be uniform

at any cross section of the reservoir.

2. The wind direction will be roughly normal to the orientation
of the water body.

3. The total surface area of each lagoon and of the main
reservoir will be 100% effective for transferring the
waste heat of the power station to the atmosphere. (The
applicant and its consultant believe that this assump-
tion is validated by data taken for the Mt. Storm
Power Station.

9 )

The temperatures that would result under the worst-case conditions

(summer, 1931) at various locations in the North Anna heat-
dissipation system are indicated in Table 3.4 for both two-unit
and four-unit operation.

Table 3.4 Results of the North Anna cooling-lagoon temperature
analysis conducted by Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation*

Temperature ('F)

Location Two Units Four Units
Station intake 85.9 88.4
Exit of discharge canal 100.0 102.1
Entrance of Canal B 99.4 101.6

Entrance of Canal C 92.8 96.6
Entrance of Dike 3 outlet 89.5 94.0
Dam discharge 85.9 88.5

* worst-case summer conditions
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The horizontal temperature distributions within the near-field
thermal plume that will result from the discharge from the WHTF
into Lake Anna were determined by use of an analytical model. 1 0

The results of this analysis for the operation of all four units
are shown in Fig. 3.12, which also shows that the temperature
of the water which will flow over North Anna Dam will be 88.5*F;
the operation of only Units 1 and 2 would produce a dam-discharge
temperature of 85.9*F.

From the temperature-distribution determinations and the residence
times of the effluent in the various discharge facilities (Table 3.1),
a time-temperature relationship was determined for worst-case summer
operation of all four units (Fig. 3.13).

The applicant's study also included temperature predictions for oper-
ation during the winter. For a typical four-unit operation case, the
study resulted in an equilibrium temperature for the reservoir of
39.6'F, a steady state (intake) temperature for Lake Anna of 49.1'F,
a condenser outlet temperature of 62.8*F, and a Dike 3 discharge tem-
perature of 56.3 0 F. Operation of only two units would, according to
the applicant's study, result in a steady-state lake temperature of
43.5°F, a condenser outlet temperature of 57.6'F, and a Dike 3 dis-
charge temperature of 49.4'F.

The Staff's Analysis

The thermal-effluent study conducted for the AEC resulted in three
major estimates:

1. The temperature distribution in the WHTF and the resulting
steady-state temperature (intake temperature) of the
reservoir.

2. The temperature distributions within the near-field region
of the thermal plume produced by the discharge from the WHTF
into Lake Anna, including the temperature of the discharge
over North Anna Dam.

3. The temperature distribution in the river below the dam.

No independent study was conducted to determine the water budget
for Lake Anna inasmuch as ORNL reviewed the Stone and Webster study
and agreed with the results. As in the case of the Stone and Webster
study, this study used the energy-budget method 4 , 5 to predict a
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Webster Engineering Corporation (four-unit
operation).
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natural-water temperature (equilibrium temperature) of 84.7'F for
the worst-case conditions, which correspond to the summer of 1931.
The estimated heat load of the plant was then added to the estimated
natural-heat content of the cooling water, and a step-by-step
arithmetical integration of heat losses for successive increments
of surface area was carried out. The assumptions made for the study
were:

1. The distribution of the circulating-water flow will be uniform at
each cross section of the forced convective flow path and at each
cross section of each natural convective flow path throughout the
WHTF and the main reservoir.

2. The only heat-dissipation process will be heat losses to the
atmosphere.

3. The entire reservoir will be in a steady-state condition corres-
ponding to the summer of 1931 (as mentioned previously, a worst-
case condition). During this period, the flow through the
reservoir will be the minimum 40 cfs, the wind velocity will be.
5 mph, and the resulting equilibrium temperature of the lake
will be 84.7°F. The surface-to-air heat transfer coefficient,
based on these parameters, was determined for each incremental
area of water surface, depending upon the temperature of that
surface. These values ranged from about 110 Btu/FO-Ft 2 -day to
175 Btu/oF-Ft 2 -day.

4. The cooling effectiveness* of the WHTF and the main reservoir will
be less than 100%.

Assumption no. 4 is the principal cause of the disparity between the
staff's and applicant's thermal analyses. The applicant assumes the
heated surface layer will spread rapidly (natural convective flows)
into the large, dead-end regions of the WHTF and the main reservoir,
and that these regions will become as effective an area for surface
heat transfer as if the same areas were located in the main (forced
convective) flow path. The applicant cites the experience at the
Mount Storm facility9 as the basis for this assumption. The staff
does not accept the assumption of 100% effectiveness for the North
Anna reservoir for the following reasons:

*-he term "cooling effectiveness" is defined as the ratio of the heat
actually dissipated from a given surface area of the lake to the
heat that would be dissipated if the same surface area were in the
main flow path of the effluent.
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1. The geometry of the North Anna heat dissipation system differs
significantly from that of Mount Storm. The Mount Storm facility
is located on a deep reservoir and has its cooling water intake
located about 90 feet below the surface with its discharge located
on the surface (Fig. 3.14). Data from Mount Storm indicates that
the warm cooling water effluent spreads laterally across the
entire surface to the extremities of the reservoir and, on cooling
and becoming more dense, sinks to the depth where it is withdrawn
through the intake structure. The staff concluded that this
lateral spreading (density flows) is aided significantly by the
surface discharge-subsurface intake arrangement. The WHTF of
the North Anna reservoir is shallower and of a much more irregular
geometry than the Mount Storm reservoir (Fig. 3.10). In addition,
the power station cooling water intakes, the canals between the
WHTF lagoons, and the discharge from the North Anna Dam are all
located near the lake surface (Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.15). The
forced convective flow produced by the station pumping should
thus tend to "short-circuit" through the WHTF and the main reser-
voir (Fig. 3.15). Natural convective flow patterns (density
flows) near the edge of this forced convective flow pattern
will undoubtedly result in some lateral spreading of the effluent
into the dead-end regions of the WHTF and the main reservoir.
However, these density flows should be small relative to the
forced flow, so that the amount of heat dissipated from the dead-
end regions will be less than the amount of heat that would be
dissipated if the same dead-end regions were located in the
path of the forced flow.

2. Data from Mt. Storm clearly indicate that the lateral spreading of
the heated effluent is affected by wind velocities; that is, when
winds are from the west, the effluent moves across the surface
into the eastern area of the lake. 9 Since the winds at North Anna
will be from the west a large portion of the time (see wind rose in
Appendix 2.2), the heated effluent should, for extended periods of
time, flow easterly, or away from the western "arms" of the WHTF.
These "arms" will thus be less than 100% effective for surface
cooling. (Fig. 3.15)

3. It is well known that the surfaces of some cooling lakes are less
than 100% effective for transferring excess heat to the atmosphere.
GEORGIEV and MONEV found, for example, that in a rather regularly-
shaped cooling lake, the heated surface layer resulting from a
power plant discharge covered "only a small part of the reservoir
surface." 1 8 This fact was cited as a "reason for the small
cooling capacity of the reservoir." Additionally, a study by
Hogan, Liepins, and Reed 1 9 indicated less than 100% cooling
effectiveness for two of some five cases they studied.
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4. There is littledeveloped theoretical insight on the process of
reliably estimating the magnitude of natural convective (density
induced) currents. Hence, the applicability of data taken in
the field or in the laboratory for projections at a site pre-
senting a significantly different situation is at best question-
able. Specifically, there presently exist no available data
relating to density flows into dead-end regions as large as
those existing in the WHTF of the North Anna reservoir.

The staff has therefore concluded the following: Presumption of 100%
cooling effectiveness of large, dead-end regions of irregularly-shaped
cooling lakes, such as the WHTF of the North Anna reservoir, cannot be
made without some direct demonstration that such is indeed the case;
and further, that no such direct evidence exists. Additionally, there
are published data that indicate that portions of some cooling lakes
are less than 100% effective for surface cooling. Hence, the staff's
analysis of the North Anna thermal effluent did not presume 100%
cooling effectiveness for the North Anna reservoir.

The sole available method for directly estimating the cooling effective-
ness of highly irregular cooling lakes is that presented by Berman. 2 0

This method determines the cooling effectiveness of each side arm
(dead-end region) of the lake from the relative area of the side arm
with respect to the area of the main flow path. A side-arm having
an area equal to that of the main flow path is estimated, by Berman,
to be 60% effective, with the effectiveness decreasing as the rela-
tive area of the side arm increases. The staff recognizes that this
method lacks sound theoretical basis. Therefore, a range of cooling
effectivenesses was assumed, with the value of the estimate deter-
mined from Berman's method lying approximately between "conservative"
and "liberal" estimates (see Table 3.5).

After the effectivenesses of the various lagoons of the North Anna
reservoir were determined, the use of a procedure similar to that
employed by the applicant resulted in the temperature distribution
prediction. Specifically, the procedure employed by the staff was
as follows:

1. The forced-convective (main) flow path was determined from an
electrical analog representation of the flow induced by the
station pumping (Figure 3.15). The cooling effectiveness of
this path was determined according to Berman. 2 0

2. The cooling effectivenesses of the side arms were determined
according to Berman. 2 0 (See Table 3.5)
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3. The heat losses due to surface cooling were determined for succes-
sive increments of surface area (incorporating the effectiveness
values) and the corresponding water temperatures were calculated.

4. The behavior of the warm jet resulting from the discharge from
Dike 3 of the WHTF into Lake Anna was analyzed by means of an
analytical model developed by Motz and Benedict.TI The mixing
induced by this jet discharge was incorporated into the intake
(steady-state) temperature calculations.

The results for operation during the period of worst-case summer con-
ditions are listed in Table 3.5 for both the "conservative" and
"liberal" estimates for operation of all four units and also for
operation of Units 1 and 2 only.

Table 3.5 Results of the North Anna cooling-lagoon analysis
conducted by ORNL for worst-case summer conditions

Temperature (OF) for operation of
Cooling effectiveness (%'

Units I and 2 only All four unitsLocation Conservative Liberal

estimate estimate Conservative Liberal Conservative Liberal
estimate estimate estimate estimate

First lagoon 70 85 103.3 99.8 109.3 105.5

Second lagoon 40 70 98.5 94.0 105.5 100.5

Third lagoon 75 88 98.0 92.1 103.2 98.7

Main reservoir 50 75 89.7 87.2 96.0 92.1

Discharge from dam 90.6 87.9 96.8 93.0

The four-unit operation estimate incorporated the heat rejection
value corresponding to operation at 100% of total capacity while the
two-unit operation estimate incorporated a rejection value corres-
ponding to operation at 52% of total capacity.

Figures 3.16(a) and 3.16(b) depict the horizontal temperature dis-
tributions determined from this study for operation of all four units
for the conservative and liberal cases respectively. As seen from
these figures, the temperature of the effluent over the North Anna
dam may, under extreme conditions, be from 93.0°F to 96.8°F; the
temperature of the dam-discharge during operation of Units 1 and 2
only may be from 87.9 0 F to 90.60F.

During operation of all four units under the extreme weather condi-
tions of the summer of 1931, the effluent over North Anna dam (at
220-cfs flow) would discharge about 6.0 x 107 Btu of heat per hour
(0.2% of the heat rejected by the power plant) into the North Anna
River below the dam. On the assumption that the river below the
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dam will be completely mixed, the temperature distribution was deter-
mined by calculating the heat dissipation due to inputs to the river12

and to heat losses to the atmosphere. This analysis, for operation
of all four units during the most extreme summer conditions, indicated
that the temperatures of the river will be 93.0°F, 88*F, and 86 0 F at
distances downstream of the dam of about 4, 23, and 38 miles, respec-
tively, based on the consorvative cooling effectiveness values.

The residence times for the lagoons of the WHTF were calculated from
the effective volumes, which were determined from the effective-
cooling-area predictions. The residence-time prediction for the main
reservoir incorporated the effects of permanent stratification, and
thus a reduction in effective volume, as well as the effective volume
determined from the effective-cooling-area analysis.

The exposure time - the time required for water to pass from the
point of discharge through a specific isotherm of the plume - plays
an important role in determining the impact of the thermal effluent.
From Pritchard's method for determining the exposure time 1 3 and from
the residence times and temperature distributions of the various dis-
charge facilities, time-temperature relationships were estimated for
the operation, under the worst-case conditions (summer of 1931), of
all four units (Fig. 3.17) and of only Units 1 and 2 (Fig. 3.18).

The applicant presently predicts that the station will have an annual
average heat output of about 80% of its total capacity. Assuming
that the station were operating at this 80% capacity during the summer
of 1931, the inlet temperature, the condenser outlet temperature, and
the Dike 3 discharge temperature would have been 93.6°F, 107.3 0 F, and
100.6°F, respectively. (These determinations were based on the con-
servative cooling effectiveness values; the inlet temperature would
thus be about 2.4F' cooler than it would be during operation at 100%
of total power.)

Although winter operation will result in a lower absolute value for
the lake temperature, it will produce a greater excess temperature
(temperature of the lake minus the equilibrium temperature) due to
the reduction of the water's ability to transfer heat to the atmo-
sphere. The staff estimated WHTF and Lake Anna excess temperatures
for a typical mid-winter month when the equilibrium temperature of
the reservoir was estimated to be 37.7'F. (This value represents the
average of the minimum monthly equilibrium temperatures found for the
reservoir during the last 39 years.2) it was found that, for oper-
ation of all four units during the winter, the average inlet temper-
ature will be about 56.2°F; the condenser outlet temperature will be
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about 69.9*F; and the third lagoon discharge temperature will be about
63.9°F. Operation of Units 1 and 2 only would result in an intake
temperature of about 47.5*F, a condenser outlet of 61.6°F, and a
third lagoon discharge temperature of 55.1*F; operation of only one
unit would result in temperatures of 40'F, 54.1°F, and 45*F respec-
tively at the same locations. (All of the winter-operation predic-
tions were based on the average cooling effectiveness values.)

Summary of Results

The applicant and ORNL used essentially the same approach to make the
cooling-lagoon analysis. The major difference was that the appli-
cant's study was based on the assumption that the entire surface
areas of the WHTF lagoons and of the main reservoir will be 100%
effective for dissipating heat to the atmosphere, whereas less than
100% effectiveness was assumed for the ORNL study.

The near-field thermal-plume analyses by the applicant and ORNL were
also based on the same type of approach - a surface discharge into a
large lake. Comparison of Figs. 3.12 with 3.16(a) and 3.16(b) shows
that ORNL predicts somewhat larger plumes than does the applicant.

As seen by comparing Fig. 3.13 with Fig. 3.17, the residence times
predicted by ORNL are less than those predicted by the applicant.
The difference results from the applicant's assumption that 100% of
the volumes of the lagoons and the main reservoir will be recirculated
regularly by the Station, while ORNL predicted a recirculation volume
of less than 100%. The staff's time-temperature plots are representa-
tive of the conditions that will be experienced by an organism that
remains in the main flow path - as the overwhelming majority probably
will. Organisms which move into the side-arms of the reservoir
through the density flows will experience longer durations in the
high excess temperatures.

The applicant's summer operation analysis predicted a worst-case
equilibrium temperature of 84.7'F. From this it was predicted for
four-unit operation that the steady-state (intake) temperature of
Lake Anna would be 88.4°F, or approximately 3.7°F above the equili-
brium temperature. Two-unit operation would result in an intake
temperature of 85.9°F.

The staff's summer operation thermal analysis assumed the worst case
set of hydrological-meteorological conditions and also found a
reservoir equilibrium temperature of 84.7°F. During four-unit oper-
ation it was determined that the steady-state (intake) temperature
of Lake Anna would range between 92.1 and 96°F, depending upon the
cooling effectiveness values employed. Based upon the "conservative'
cooling effectiveness values and the meteorological data collected
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from 1930 through 1968, it was determined that the steady-statetemperature (intake temperature) of Lake Anna would have been 95"F
or higher for no more than one-month durations in seven of the 39
years in which the data were taken, or one month every 5.6 years.
It was also determined that the steady-state temperature of the lake
could have been 90'F or higher during 93 of the 368 months in which
the data were collected, or about 2.4 months each year. The staff
predicts that two-unit operation under worst-case summer conditions
will result in an intake temperature between 87.2 0 F and 89.7'F.

The applicant's winter-operation studies predicted that, for four-
unit operation, the steady-state (intake) temperature of Lake Anna
will be approximately 9.5F° above the equilibrium temperature of
39.6'F. Two-unit operation, as predicted by the applicant, would
result in an excess lake temperature of 3.9F0 . According to the
staff's winter analysis, the steady-state (intake) temperature of
Lake Anna resulting from four-unit operation (based on the average
cooling effectiveness values) should be about 18.5F° above the
equilibrium temperature. Operation of units 1 and 2 only would
produce an excess lake temperature of 9.8F', whereas operation of
only one unit would produce an excess temperature of 2.3F0 .

The environmental impact resulting from the use of Lake Anna water for
once-through cooling was assessed by use of the ORNL determinations
(see Section 5).

3.4 RADIOACTIVE-WASTE SYSTEMS

During the operation of Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Station, radio-
active material will be produced by fission and by neutron activation
in metals and of other materials in the reactor-coolant system. Small
amounts of gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes may enter the effluent
streams, which will be monitored and processed within the Station to
minimize the radioactive nuclides that will ultimately be released
to the atmosphere and into the North Anna River. The radioactivity
that may be released during full-power operation of the Station will
be in accordance with the Commission's regulations as set forth in
10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 50.

The waste-management systems described in the following paragraphs
are designed to collect and to process the gaseous., liquid, and
solid wastes that may contain radioactive materials. These systems
to be installed at the Station are discussed in the Preliminary
Safety Analysis Reports14 and in the applicant's Environmental Report
Supplement. 2

The Station may be considered as two separate plants, Units 1 and 2
.comprising one plant and Units 3 and 4 the other. Some systems will

be common to one or more units as shown in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6. Commonality of systems that will comprise the North Anna Power Station

System function 
Systems

Unit I Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

Primary-loop cleanup CVCSa CVCSa MpSb MPSb

Secondary-loop cleanup Blowdown Blowdown Condensate Condensate
demineralizer dermineralizer

Boron recovery *-- Boron-recovery Systemr-- <- Boron-recovery System ->

Liquid-waste disposal <-- Liquid-waste-disposal System---> I Liquid-waste-disposal System ->

1<- -.- Clarifier package

< - Discharge canal

Gaseous-waste disposal <--Gaseous-waste-disposal System--> <--Gaseous-waste-disposal System---

aChemical- and Volume-control System-
bMakeup and Purification System.

3.4.1 Gaseous Wastes

During power operation of the facilities, radioactive materials
released to the atmosphere in gaseous effluents will include low con-
centrations of fission-product noble gases (krypton and xenon),
halogens (mostly iodines), tritium contained in water vapor, and
particulate material including both fission products and activated
corrosion products.

Each pair of reactors - (Units 1 and 2) and (Units 3 and 4) -
will have a common gaseous-wa te-disposal system. While the
two types of reactors differ in some respects, the two gaseous-
waste-disposal systems are essentially similar. Figure 3.19 shows
schematically the various systems for the processing of radioactive
gaseous waste and the ventilation paths.

The major source of gaseous-waste radioactivity during normal
Station operation will be the waste gases -- primarily hydrogen,
nitrogen, and fission-product gases (krypton and xenons) -
removed from the reactor-coolant letdown by the gas stripper in
the boron-recovery system. These waste gases will be treated in
the gaseous-waste-disposal system.

The volume of gas treated will be reduced by the catalytic recombi-
nation of the hydrogen (removed from the primary coolant by the gas
stripper) with added oxygen to produce water. The dried gas will
be pumped from a surge tank in the recombiner system to one of the
two pressurized waste-storage tanks (460 cu-ft at 145 psig) by one
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of two compressors. The storage tanks have capacity to hold up the
gases for 60 days before being released gradually over a 10-day period.

The gas released from the waste-gas storage tanks will be mixed with
dilution air, with exhaust from the containment vacuum system, and
with off-gas from the aereated vents of the vent-and-drain system.
The combined offgas will be filtered through HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers prior to discharge through the process vent to the atmosphere.
The combined effluent will be monitored continuously to ensure that
the release rates do not exceed prescribed limits.

Additional sources of radioactive gases that are not concentrated
enough to permit collection and storage will include the auxiliary-
building exhaust, the turbine-building exhaust, the reactor-building
containment air, the main condenser air ejectors, and the blowdown-
tank vent.

The noncondensible gases removed from the main condenser by the air
ejectors normally will be discharged, without treatment, through a
radiation monitor to the atmosphere via the ventilation vent.

A small fraction of the liquid in the secondary side of the steam
generator (22 gpm) will be discarded continuously. The liquid from
the three steam generators for Units 1 and 2 will be discharged to
the blowdown-flash tank, where the vapor will be routed to a condenser
and vented to the atmosphere. Vaporized iodine radioactivity from
this source has been estimated from a 20-gpd leak of primary coolant
into the secondary system. Units 3 and 4 will be provided with once-
through steam generators and will be operated without blowdown.

Radioactive gases may be released inside the reactor-containment build-
ing when components of the primary system are opened to the building
atmosphere. Prior to purging, the containment atmosphere will be cir-
culated for a predetermined period of time at a rate of 4,000 cfm in
Units 1 and 2 and 20,000 cfm in Units 3 and 4 through an internal
cleanup system that will consist of prefilters, HEPA filters and char-
coal adsorbers in series. Before personnel entry into the containment,
the containment atmosphere will be purged to the common ventilation
vent. The exhaust will be monitored and, if necessary, can be diverted
through the auxiliary building vent system where it will be processed
by prefilters, HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers before being re-
leased. In our evaluation we assumed that the containment buildings
for Units 1 and 2 will be purged four times a year and that the air
will be exhausted to the ventilation vent without additional treatment.
For Units 3 and 4 we assumed an equal number of purges but, based on a
commitment by the applicant, all purged air will be treated in the
auxiliary building vent system (HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers)
before being released to the atmosphere. In addition, the applicant
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has committed to run the internal cleanup system for a sufficient
period of time to reduce the level of radioiodine within the contain-
ment to the occupational MPC value prior to purging. Tables 3.7 and
3.8 list the estimated annual radioactive releases in gaseous effluent
from this source.

The ventilation systems of the auxiliary building central area, fuel-
storage building, decontamination building and safeguards areas are
similar to and operated in the same manner as the containment purge
system. These areas will be maintained at negative pressure, and the
airflow will be controlled so that the flow will be from clean to
potentially more - contaminated areas. In our evaluation of Units
1 and 2 we assumed that ventilation air from these areas will be re-
leased to the atmosphere without treatment.

In our evaluation of Units 3 and 4 we considered the same ventilation
systems; but, based on a commitment from the applicant, when the
activity exceeds a predetermined level, ventilation air from these
auxiliary building areas will be treated in the auxiliary building
vent system (HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers) before being dis-
charged to the atmosphere. Six continuous monitors (particulate
sampler, noble gas monitor and charcoal cartridge for radioiodine)
will be installed in each of the exhaust systems. A continuous stack
monitor will also be provided to monitor the total exhaust flow
(243,000 cfm). In the event one of the individual system monitors or
the stack monitor exceeds a predetermined set point, the exhaust from
these areas is reduced in volume and is diverted through the charcoal
adsorbers. The two charcoal adsorber banks will have a combined total
capacity of 125,000 cfm. Tables 3.7 and 3.8 list the estimated annual
release of radioactive materials in gaseous effluent from this source.

The exhausts from potentially contaminated areas of the laundry, shop,
and hot labs will pass through prefilters and HEPA filters before
being discharged into the common ventilation vent of Units 1 and 2.

The ventilation air from the turbine building will be discharged,
without treatment, to the atmosphere through roof-mounted exhaust fans.

Based on the evaluation of the gaseous waste treatment systems, the
staff estimates that the total amount of noble gases will be 1680
Ci/yr/unit from Units 1 and 2 and 1760 Ci/yr/unit from Units 3 and
4. Iodine 131 releases were estimated to be 0.25 and 0.018 Ci/yr/
unit, respectively. Tables 3.7 and 3.8 give estimated releases from
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Table 3.7. Estimated annual release of radioactive materials in gaseous effluent
from North Anna Power Station Units I and 2

Power level 2910 MWt

Release (Ci/year) per unit
Gas-processing Steam-

Radionuclide Auxiliary Containment Condenser generator Turbine
system air ejector blowdown Bldg. Total

building purge (60-day decay) venta

83mKr 1 1 2

BSmKr 7 7 14
85 Kr 1 1 774 1 776
8 7 Kr 4 4 8
a8Kr 12 12 24
8 9 Kr _ _ _
131mXe 1 1 3 1 6

33mXe 7 1 7 15

13 3xe 362 61 7 362 792
3SmXe 1 1 2

13SXe 18 18 36
13 7 Xe 1 1 2
38Xe 3 3 6

Total 418 64 784 418 1680

131 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.062 0.005 0.26

1331 0.08 0.013 0.04 0.051 0.005 0.19

aWith a condenser added.

I
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Table 3.8. Estimated annual release of radioactive materials in gaseous effluent
from North Anna Nuclear Power Station Units 3 and 4

Power level 2763 MWt

Release (Ci/year) per unit

Radionuclide Auxiliary Containment Gas-processing Condenser Turbine
system Total

building purge (60-day decay) air ejector Bldg.

83mKr 1 1 2
8 SmKr 5 5 10
8 5 Kr 1 2 734 1 7388 7 Kr 3 3 6
8 8 Kr 8 8 16
8 9 Kr - - 1
131mXe 2 - 4 2 9

X 33mxe 7 - 7 13
13 3 Xe 426 72 7 426 931
13SmXe I I

13 5Xe 13 - 13 2713 3"Xe _ _ _

1 3 8 Xe 2 2 4

Total 468 74 745 468 1760

131 1 0.0016 0.001 - 0.01 0.005 0.018

1331 0.0018 0.002 0.01 0.005 0.019
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primary and secondary sources; Table 3.9 summarizes them. Table 3.10
gives the bases for these estimations. The applicant has estimated
that noble-gas releases will be 1900 Ci/yr/unit for Units 1 and 2 and
900 Ci/yr/unit for Units 3 and 4. 1-131 releases were estimated to
be 2.3 pCi/yr/unit and 0.17 pCi/yr/unit, respectively. The applicant's
estimates are based on 0.2% failed fuel for Units 1 and 2 and 0.1% for
Units 3 and 4.

Table 3.9. Summary of gaseous effluents from North Anna Power Station

Release (Ci/year) per unitSource Noble gases 1311

Units I and 2

Turbine building - 0.005
Auxiliary building 417 0.06
Containment purge 64 0.08
Gas-processing system (60-day decay) 784 -
Condenser air ejector 418 0.05
Steam-generator blowdown vent with condenser 0.06

Total 1680 0.26

Units 3 and 4

Turbine building - 0.005
Auxiliary building 468 0.0016
Containment purge 74 0.001
Gas-processing system (60-day decay) 745 -
Condenser air ejector 468 0.01

Total 1760 0.018

3.4.2 Liquid Wastes

The waste treatment systems for radioactive liquid will consist of the
process equipment and instrumentation necessary to collert, process,
monitor, and discharge potentially radioactive liquid wastes from the
Station. Treated liquid wastes will be handled on a batch basis as
required to permit their optimum control and release of radioactive
liquid waste. Prior to release of any treated liquid waste, samples
will be analyzed to determine the type and amount of radioactivity con-
tained in a batch and to ensure conformance with release limits.
Radiation-monitoring equipment will automatically terminate the
discharge of liquid waste if activity is detected above a preset
level in the discharge line.
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Table 3.10. Principal assumptions and conditions used in determining releases
of radioactivity in effluents from North Anna Power Station

Value per unitVariable
Units I and 2 Units 3 and 4

Thermal power, MWt 2910 2763
Plant factor 0.8 0.8
Failed fuel, %a 0.25 0.25
Total steam flow, lb/hr 12,700,000 11,150,000
Number of steam generators 3 2
Steam-generator blowdown rate, gpm 22 0
Primary-to-secondary leak rate, gpd 20 20
Leaks

Containment building, gpd 40 40
Auxiliary building, gpd 20 20
Turbine building, gpm 5 5

Partition coefficients for iodine (gas/liquid)
Steam-generator internal partition 0.01 1
Steam-generator blowdown vent 0.006 0.05
Condenser air ejector 0.0005 0.0005
Leakage to containment 0.01 0.01
Leakage to auxiliary building 0.005 0.001
Leakage to turbine building 1 1
Turbine gland-seal leak 0 0
Primary-coolant leakage, steam 0.1 0.1
Primary-coolant leakage, liquid 0.001 0.001

Frequency of containment 4 4
purge, times/year

Capacity of the containment 4000 4000
internal-cleanup system, cfm

Holdup time, days
Gas-processing system 60 60
Shim bleed, liquids 10 10
Aerated waste 10 10
Treated blowdown 0.1 0

Flow rate, gal/year
Shim bleed 7,200,000 7,200,000
Aerated waste 38,000 38,000
Treated blowdown 9,300,000 0

Condensate-demineralizer regeneration, 0 2,300,000
gal/year

Liquid-waste-treatment System
decontamination factors I Cs/Rb Y Mo Te Others

Boron-recovery system 10' 2 X 106 107 107 106 107
Liquid-waste-disposal System 104 106 l07 107 105 106

Steam-generator blowdown 10 102 103 103 10 102

aThis value is constant and corresponds to 0.25% of the operating-power equilibrium
fission source term.
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The liquid waste treatment system is divided into four main parts:
the chemical- and volume-control systems (makeup and purification
systems for Units 3 and 4), boron-recovery systems, liquid-waste-
disposal systems, and the secondary-loop purification systems.
Figure 3.20 shows schematically the interrelations of these systems
and their interaction with other components of Units 1 and 2. The
major difference for Units 3 and 4 will be that blowdown from the
steam generators has been eliminated and a full-flow regenerable
demineralizer will be used on the condensate side of the secondary
loop. This difference is described in the following paragraphs.

The chemical- and volume-control systems (Units 1 and 2) will be
designed to maintain the proper concentration of boron in the
primary coolant for reactivity control and to purify and
degas the primary coolant. The liquid from the primary loop will
be cooled, passed through a mixed-bed demineralizer, filtered, and
sent to the volume-control tank. Following adjustment of the boron
concentration, if necessary, the liquid will be heated and returned
to the primary loop. Excess liquid in the volume-control tank will
be sent to the boron-recovery system. After passing through the
mixed-bed demineralizer, the liquid may be passed through a cation-
bed demineralizer to control the lithium 7 and cesium 137 concentra-
tions and/or through a deborating demineralizer (used for boron
control near the end of a fuel cycle). Unit 1 and Unit 2 will have
separate systems. The spent demineralizer resins and filter
cartridges will be disposed of as solid radioactive waste.

The makeup and purification systems (Units 3 and 4) will be basically
the same as the chemical- and volume-control systems except that they
will not contain a cation-bed demineralizer to control the Li and Cs
concentrations. These systems will be separate for Units 3 and 4.

The boron-recovery systems will process excess liquid from the
chemical- and volume-control systems to recover boric acid and puri-
fied water for reuse within the Station. The liquid entering from
the chemical- and volume-control systems will be processed through
a gas stripper, filtered, and sent to a 20-gpm evaporator. The
condensate from the evaporator will be accumulated and stored in
storage tanks for use as makeup water for the primary loop or, if
necessary, it may be processed through the liquid-waste-disposal
systems. In its evaluation, the staff assumed that 8% of the waste
will be discharged and that 92% will be reused in the reactor. The
evaporator bottoms (solid residue and sludge that contain boric
acid) will be sent to the chemical- and volume-control systems
for reuse or will be disposed of as solid radioactive waste. Each
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boron-recovery system serves two units, and both systems will be
basically the same.

The discharges from various drains and sumps will be processed in
the liquid-waste-disposal system. Liquids entering these systems
will be accumulated in three pairs of drain tanks. The low-level-
radioactivity drain tanks will receive liquids whose radioactivity
is less than 0.001 pCi/ml; the high-level drain tanks, those whose
radioactivity is equal to or greater than 0.001 pCi/ml. The con-
taminated drain tanks will receive liquid waste from the laundry and
from the personnel-change-area drains. The contents of the low-level
drain tanks and of the contaminated drain tanks will be filtered and
sent to the clarifier package; that of the high-level drain tanks
will be sent to a 6-gpm evaporator. The condensate from the
evaporator will be sampled and analyzed and will be either
recycled through the evaporator or passed through a mixed-bed demin-
eralizer until the radioactivity is reduced to a level that permits
discharge of the condensate to the clarifier package. The staff
assumed that 100% of the waste will be evaporated, but not demin-
eralized, before it is released to the clarifier package. The
bottoms from the evaporator and spent demineralizer resins will be
disposed of as solid radioactive waste. Each liquid-waste-disposal
system serves two units, and both systems are basically the same.

Secondary-loop cleanup for Units l and 2 will be accomplished by
removing a fraction of the circulating liquid as blowdown- The
blowdown will be discharged to a collector tank, where part of it
will be vaporized and discharged to the atmosphere and part will
condense and be sent to the clarifier package for treatment prior
to discharge. For Units 3 and 4, secondary-loop cleanup will •be
accomplished by passing the secondary-loop condensate through
mixed-bed demileralizers. The demineralizers will be regenerated
periodically. /The waste solutions from the regeneration will be
processed through an evaporator and sent to the clarifier package
for treatment before being discharged.

All potentially radioactive liquid discharges will be processed in
the clarifier package before being released through the discharge
canal. Liquids enteringthe clarifier package will be collected
in a holdup tank, processed in the clarifier, filtered, passed
through an anion-bed demineralizer, and discharged into the circu-
lating water discharge canal. The staff assumed that all wastes
processed through the clarifier will be released to the discharge
canal. Impurities will be removed in the clarifier by coprecipi-
tation with and adsorption onto a flocculent precipitate produced
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by the addition of alum (aluminum sulfate) and hydrated lime
(calcium hydroxide). The resulting sludge will be disposed of
as solid radioactive waste.

Table 3.11 shows estimated annual releases of radioactive materials
in liquid discharges from the Station. Table 3.10 shows the princi-
pal assumptions and conditions used to determine releases of radio-
activity in effluents from the Station. The laundry wastes will be
processed through the clarifier package and are not expected to be
a contributing source of radioactivity. In addition, there will be
some leakage from the secondary loops to the turbine building which
will be released untreated; the amount is estimated not to be a con-
tributing source of radioactivity.

Based on its evaluation of the liquid-waste-treatment systems for
the Station, the staff estimates that the annual releases of radio-
active material (non-tritium) in liquid waste will be a fraction of
the values shown in Table 3.11. However, to compensate for process
and equipment malfunction and downtime and for expected variations
in Station operation, the values (excluding tritium) have been
normalized to 4 Ci/yr/unit for Units 1 and 2 and 1 Ci/yr/unit for
Units 3 and 4. From the operating experience of other PWR's the
staff estimates that releases of tritium will be about 1000 Ci/yr
per unit.

The applicant has estimated that from all four reactors the total
non-tritium release will be 2.57 Ci/yr and the tritium release will
be 2045 Ci/yr. These estimates were based on a decay time of 10 hr
for all radionuclides that pass through the clarifier only.

The flow pattern in the Waste-heat-treatment Facility (WHTF) and in
the North Anna Reservoir (Sect. 3.3) will give a higher concentration
of radionuclides than that from a simple single-pass cooling flow
because the cooling water will be recirculated. Table 3.12 gives
the estimated steady-state concentrations in the discharge canal,
WHTF,, and reservoir; Table 3.13 gives volumes and flow rates used in
these calculations. Appendix 3.1 gives further details.

The total steady-state concentration (exclusive of tritium) in the
discharge canal is greater by a factor of 2.3 than the concentra-
tion without recirculation. The radionuclides with a long half-life
show a greater reconcentration effect (e.g., Cs-137, t,/ 2 = 30 years,
a factor of 38) than those with a short half-life (e.g., Sr-91,
tl/ 2 = 9.7 hr, a factor of 1.03).

I.
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Table 3.11. Estimated annual release of radioactive materials
in liquid effluents from North Anna Power Station

Total release (Ci/year)a

Radionuclide For Units For Units For all four

I and 2 3 and 4 units

Rb-86
Rb-88
Sr-89
SO-90
Sr-91
Y-91m
Y-91
Y-93
Zr-95
Zr-97
Nb-95
Nb-97m
Nb-97
Mo-99
Tc-99m
Ru-103
Ru-106
Rh-103m
Rh-105
Rh- 106
Te-125m
Te-127m
Te-127
Te-129m
Te-129
Te-131m
Te-131
Te-132
1-130
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-135
Cs-134
Cs-136
Cs-137
Ba-137m
Ba-140
La-140
Ce-141
Ce-143
Ce-144
Pr-143
Pr- 144
Nd- 147
Pm- 147
Cr-51
Mn-54
Fe-55
Fe-59
Co-58
Co-60
Np-239

H-3

1.2 (-4)
1.1 (-3)
4.8 (-4)
1.6 (-5)
2.8 (-4)
1.8 (-5)
6.8 (-4)
6.2 (-6)
8.0(-5)
2.4 (-5)
7.6(-5)
2.2 (-5)
2.6 (-5)
5.4 (-2)
4.8(-1)
6.0 (-5)
1.6 (-5)
6.0(-5)
2.6 (-5)
1.6(-5)
4.8 (-4)
3.8 (-3)

6.2 (-3)
3.8 (-2)
2.6(-2)
1.9(-2)
3.8 (-3)
3.0 (-1)
1.1 (-2)
3.2(0)
3.8(-1)
2.6(0)
6.6(-1)
4.2 (-2)
1.7 (-2)
2.8 (-2)
2.6 (-2)
5.6(-4)
3.2 (-4)
8.8(-5)
3.8(-5)
5.0 (-5)
7.4(-5)
5.0 (-5)
3.0(-5)
4.8 (-6)
6.0 (-4)
5.0 (-4)
1.1 (-3)
6.6 (-4)
1.6 (-2)
4.8 (-4)
6.0 (-4)

7.9(0)

2.0 (+3)

2.4 (-5)
7.2 (-4)
2.8 (-5)
9.6 (-7)
2.2 (-6)
8.8 (-7)
3.2 (-6)
1.6 (-7)
4.6 (-6)
2.4 (-7)
4.8 (-6)
2.2 (-7)
2.6 (-7)
1.4 (-3)
1.4 (-3)
3.4 (-6)
1.0 (-6)
3.6 (-6)
4.0(-7)
1.0 (-6)
3.0 (-5)
2.4 (-4)
2.6 (-4)
2.2 (-3)
1.5 (-3)
3.0 (-5)
5.6 (-5)
8.4 (-3)
9.6 (-4)
1.5 (0)
9.6 (-2)
3.0 (-1)
4.4 (-2)
9.6 (-3)
3.4 (-2)
6.8 (-3)
1.9 (-3)
3.2 (-5)
2.6 (-5)
5.0 (-6)
6.0 (-7)
3.0 (-6)
3.8 (-6)
3.0 (-6)
1.5 (-6)

2.4 (-5)
2.4 (-5)
5.4 (-5)
2.6 (-5)
7.4 (-4)
2.4 (-5)

A:4 (-5)

2.0(0)

2.0 (+3)

1.4 (-4)
1.8 (-3)
5.1 (-4)
1.7 (-5)
2.8 (-4)
1.9 (-5)
6.8 (-4)
6.4 (-6)
8.5 (-5)
2.4 (-5)
8.1 (-5)
2.2 (-5)
2.6 (-5)
5.5 (-2)
4.8 (-1)
6.3(-5)
1.7 (-5)
6.4 (-5)
2.6 (-5)
1.7 (-5)
5.1 (-4)
4.0 (-3)
6.5 (-3)
4.0 (-2)
2.8 (-2)
1.9 (-2)
3.9 (-3)
3.1 (-1)
1.2 (-2)
4.7 (0)
4.8 (-1)
2.9 (0)
7.0 (-1)
5.2 (-2)
5.1 (-2)
3.5 (-2)
2.8 (-2)
5.9 (-4)
3.5 (-4)
9.3 (-5)
3.9 (-5)
5.3 (-5)
7.8(-5)
5.3 (-5)
3.2 (-5)
4.8 (-6)
6.2 (-4)
5.2 (-4)
1.2 (-3)
6.9 (-4)
1.7 (-2)
5.0 (-4)
6.1 (-4)

9.9 (0)

4.0 (+3)

aThe integer in parentheses indicates the power of ten by which the
number should be multiplied, e.g., 1.2 (-4) means 1.2 x 10"4.
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Table 3.12. Estimated concentrations resulting from release of radioactive
materials in liquid effluents from the North Anna Power Stationa

Concentration (,ACi/cm3)b

Radionuclide Initial, Steady-state
in discharge In discharge In In

canalC canal WHTFd reservoir

Rb-86 1.9 (-14) 8.9(-14) 8.3(-14) 7.0(-14)
Rb-88 2.4(-13) 2.4 (-13) 2.6 (-15) 1.0(-17)
Sr-89 6.8 (-14) 6.7 (-13) 6.5 (-13) 6.0 (-131
Sr-90 2.3)(-15) 8.7(-14) 8.7(-14) 8.5 (-141
Sr-91 3.7 (-14) 3.8 (-14) 1.0 (-14) 1.2(-15)
Y-91m 2.4 (-14) 2.5 (-14) 6.5 - 15) 7.5 (-16)
Y-91 9.0(-14) 9.9 (-13) 9.71-13) 9.0(-13)
Y-93 8.51-16) 8.81(-16( 2.41-16) 2.9(-17)
Zr-95 1.11-14) 1.3 (-13) 1.3(-13) 1.2 (-13)
Zr-97 3.2)-15) 3.4(-15- 1.3 1-15) 2.41-16)
Nb-95 2.51-14) 2.91-13) 2.9(-13) 2.71-13)
Nb-97m 6.0(-15) 6.2 (-15) 1.3 (-15) 2.3 (-16)
Nb-97 3.6(-15) 3.61-15) 2.01-16) 1.31-171
Nb-97 3.6(-15) 3.6(-15) 2.01-16) 1.3(-17)
Mo-99 7.3 (-12) 1.1 (-11) 7.8 (-12) 3.6(-12)
Tc-99m 8.1 (-12) 1.2(-1l) 8.5 1-12) 4.0(-12)
Ru-103 8.41-15) 7.0)-14) 6.8(-14) 6.11-14)
Ru-106 2.31-I5) 6.2)- 4) 6.21-14) 6.01- 14)
Rh-103m 8.4 (I-5) 7.01-141 6.8 (- 14 6.1 -14)
Rh-105 3.5 (-15) 4.2 I-15) 2.41-15) 7.7 (-16)
Rh-106 2.3 (-15) 6.2(-14) 6.2(-14) 6.01-14)
Te-125m 6.8(-14) 7.41-13) 7.21-13) 6.71-13)
Te-127m 5.3(-13) 8.6(-12) 8.51-12) 8.1 (-12)
Te-127 5.3 (-13) 8.6(-12) 8.5 (-12) 8.1 (-12)
Te-129m 5.3 (-12) 4.0(-Il) 3.8(-Il) 3.4(-I1)
Te-129 3.4(-12) 2.5 (-11) 2.5(-11) 2.2(-11)
Te-131m 2.5(-12) 3.0(-12) 1.6(-12) 4.4(-13)
Te-131 9.8(-13) 1.1 (-12) 2.9(-13) 8.1 (-14)
Te-132 4.1'(-11) 6.6(-II) 4.91-11) 2.4)-Il)
1- 30 1.6 (-12) 1.71-12) 5.2 (-13) 7.3(-14)
1-131 6.3 (-10) 1.6 (-9) 1.4(-9) 1.0(-9)
1-132 4.31-1l) 6.8(-Il) 5.0!-Il) 2.5)-11)
1-133 3.9 (1-10) 4.2(-10) 1.8(-10) 3.8(-11)
1-135 9.3(-11) 9.51-11) 1.9 (-11) 1.5 (-12)
Cs-134 . 6.91-12) 2.2(-10) 2.2 (-10) 2.2)-10)
Cs-136 6.81-12) 2.61-11) 2.4(-Il) 1.91-11)
Cs-137 4.71-12) 1.8(-10) 1.8(-10) 1.8(-10)
Ba-137m 4.7 (-12) 1.8(-10) 1.8 (-10) 1.8(-10)
Ba-140 7.9(-14) 2.8 (-13) 2.61-13) 2.11-13)
La-140 9.0(-14) 3.3 (-13) 3.01-13) 2.41- 13)
Ce-141 1.2 (-14) 8.9(-14) 8.6(-14) 7.6(- 14)
Ce-143 5.21-15) 6.2(-15) 3.4 (- 15) 1.0(- 15)
Ce-144 7.1 (-15) 1.8(-13) 1.8)(-13) 1.7 (-13)
Pr-143 1.01-14) 3.9 (-14) 3.6(-14) 2.9(-14)
Pr-144 7.1 -I5 1.8 (-13) 1.8(-13) 1.7 (-13)
Nd-147 4.31-15) 1.41-14) 1.31-14) 9.6)-15)
Pm-147 6.4(-16) 2.2(-14) 2.1 (-14) 2.1 (-14)
Cr-51 8.3(-14) 5.3 (-13) 5.1 1-13) 4.5 (-13)
Mn-54 6.9 (-14) 1.8)-12) 1.8(-121 1.71-12)
Fe-55 1.6 (-13) 5.41-12) 5.4)-12) 5.2 1-12)
Fe-59 9.2(-14) 8.51(-13) 8.21-13) 7.51(-13)
Co-58 2.3(-12) 2.8)-Il) 2.8(-I1) 2.6(-11)
Co-60 6.7 (-14) 2.4 (-12) 2.41-12) 2.3(-12)
Np-239 8.11-14) 1.1 (-13) 7.7(-14) 3.31-14)

1.3 (-9) 3.0(-9) 2.4 (-9) 1.8(-9)

H-3 5.3 (-7) 1.5 (-5) 1.5 (-5) 1.5 (-5)

aBased on releases given in Table 3.12 for all four units.
t
bThe integer in parentheses indicates the power of ten by which the number

should be multiplied. e.g., 1.9 (- 14) means 1.9 × 10-1
4

.
CConcentrations based on no recirculation; equivalent to assuming a single-

pass cooling-water flow.
dWaste-heat-treatment Facility. The three lagoons were considered as a single

body of water.
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Table 3.13. Variables used to calculate the
concentrations given in Table 3.12

Variable Value

Effective volume, ft 3

OfWHTFab 1.191 x 109

Of reservoirb 3.28 x 109

Flow, cfs
Into reservoir from North Anna Riverc 270
Into WHTFa from environmentc 30
From reservoir through damc 220
From reservoir to WHTFa,c 8420
From WHTFa to reservoir 8429

Evaporative loss, cfs
From WHTFa,c 21
From reservoirc 59

aWaste-heat-treatment Facility. The three lagoons were
considered as a single body of water.

bBased on conservative surface-area estimate.
CRef. 2, Table 3.4, p. 3-36.

1
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The figures for tritium (Table 3.12) take into account the loss by
evaporation from the WHTF and from the reservoir. If they did not,
the steady-state concentrations would be increased by about 35%.
The loss of tritium by evaporation represents a discharge to the
atmosphere of about 280 Ci/year from the WHTF and 760 Ci/year from
the reservoir.

3.4.3 Solid Wastes

Primary sources of solid radioactive wastes will be evaporator
bottoms, spent demineralizer resins, filter-basket assemblies,
clarifier sludge, and miscellaneous low-level dry solid wastes. The
solid-waste-disposal system will provide holdup, packaging, and storage
facilities for these wastes before they are shipped off-site to a
licensed burial ground. Evaporator bottoms will be solidified with
concrete in drums. Spent demineralizer resins will be accumulated
in holdup tanks located below ground level in a shielded room. The
spent resin will be flushed from the holdup tanks into disposable
containers in shielded shipping casks or into shielded tank trucks.
Highly radioactive filter assemblies will be placed in disposable
containers in shielded shipping casks; those with sufficiently low
radioactivity will be put in drums. Clarifier sludge will be
filtered, dewatered, and placed directly in drums. Other highly
radioactive contaminated solid materials will be placed in drums
shielded with concrete. Soft materials with a low radioactivity
will be put in drums and compacted to reduce the volume. The
Station is estimated to require about 200 shipments per year. Each
shipment will consist of either one cask or about 40 drums that
contain 21 Ci per drum.

All solid radioactive wastes will be packaged and shipped off-site
in accordance with AEC and Department of Transportation regulations.

3.5 CHEMICAL AND BIOCIDE WASTE SYSTEMS

The amounts of chemicals released from the Station will be very small
compared with normal concentrations in the North Anna River. Also,
the use of once-through cooling will provide a large volume of water
for diluting the chemical discharges.

The turbine condenser tubes will be cleaned by a mechanical method
(Amertap), and no chemical biocides will be needed. Cleaning will
be accomplished by circulating natural-rubber (sponge) balls through
the tubes with the cooling water. The balls are slightly larger
than the inside diameter of the tubes; they will be collected in
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the outlet stream and reused. The number in circulation at any
time will be about 10% of the number of condenser tubes. Thus, even
if all the balls become lodged in the tubes no major problem will
occur. With replacement of 2 to 6% of the balls each day, a
similar system has maintained clean condenser tubes at the applicant's
Mount Storm Power Station.

Table 3.14 tabulates the concentrations of chemicals in the discharge
canal which will result from Station operation. These concentrations
were obtained from estimates by the applicant2 and from experience
at other nuclear stations. They take into account recirculation in
Lake Anna and in the Waste-heat-treatment Facility but do not con-
sider sources of chemicals other than the Station itself.

The major chemical additives that will be used in the primary-coolant
system are boric acid and lithium hydroxide. Regeneration of the
secondary-loop condensate demineralizers with sulfuric acid and
sodium hydroxide will result in the discharge of sodium sulfate.
Regeneration of one demineralizer bed is expected to be required
each week. The resulting liquid will be processed through an
evaporator and the clarifier package. Demineralizers will be used
to prepare pure makeup water for the Station. Their regeneration
will result in a liquid discharge that will contain sodium sulfate
(pH. 5.6 to 8); the discharge will be released intermittently and
without treatment. Blowdown from the flash evaporator used for
makeup-water purification for Units 1 and 2 will also contain
sulfate ions.

Chemical discharges from the clarifier package (Sect. 3.4.2) will
be negligible. For the concentrations given in Table 3.14, the
extreme and unrealistic assumption was made that no chemical reactions
occur.

Chemicals used 'during preoperational cleaning activities will be
disposed of by evaporation and retention in a holdup pond or by
shipment to an approved chemical-treatment facility at one of the
applicant's other power stations.

3.6 SANITARY AND OTHER WASTE SYSTEMS

A septic-tank system will dispose of sewage. The system will be
located 185 ft east of the administration building and will consist
of a 5000-gal septic tank and two 9200-sq-ft subsurface tile fields.
The water consumption is estimated to be 3580 gpd. The system has
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Table 3.14. Estimated maximum concentrations
of chemicals in the discharge canal which

will result from Station operation

Maximum
Chemical concentration

(ppm)

Sulfate 24

Sodium 12

Hydrated lime 0.24a

Alum 0.12a

Halides 0.04

Silica 0.02

Boron 0.008

Phosphates 0.003

Lithium 0.00001

aThe assumption is made that no chemical reac-

tions occur in the clarifier.
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the approval of the Louisa County Health Department and will conform
to the standards of the Virginia Department of Health. During Station
construction, portable toilets will be used at the site. Wastes from
them will be removed for processing in an approved off-site facility.

The exact disposition of other wastes such as material collected on
the intake traveling screens and of miscellaneous solid trash has
not been specified.

Some gaseous emissions will result from the infrequent operation
of emergency diesel generators and auxiliary steam boilers. These
emissions are expected to be negligible.

3.7 TRANSMISSION FACILITIES

The applicant plans to build four 500-kV transmission lines from
the North Anna Power Station to four connection points on its 500-kV

bulk-power transmission system.2 The initial lines of this system
were constructed to provide high-capacity interconnections with
neighboring utility systems to the north and west and to carry elec-
tricity from the Mt. Storm coal-fired generating plant in West Virginia
to the applicant's fast-growing loads in the urban corridor of eastern
Virginia (Fig 8.1). One of the existing lines from Mt. Storm crosses
the northern part of the state to the Loudon substation northwest of
Alexandria, while the other 500-kV line from Mt. Storm runs southeast
via Dooms substation near Waynesboro to the Elmont substation just
north of Richmond. Loudon and Elmont were also interconnected by

a north-south 500-kV line and recently a 500-kV circuit was com-
pleted from Elmont to Surry Power Station and the Norfolk area.

The first 500-kV line to be constructed from North Anna will be

14.25 miles long. It will span the northern part of Lake Anna
and then will go nearly due east to Ladysmith Switching Station,
where it will connect with the Loudon-Elmont line (Fig. 3.21).
The rural, gently rolling terrain and low population density per-

mit a nearly direct routing of the live without close proximity

to residences except near the lake. In that vicinity, there is a
southeasterly deviation in the route to minimize the impact on

residents and on a cemetery located on Route 601. Originally, the

route would have continued east, after crossing the reservoir, to

intersect the Elmont-Loudon line somewhat north of Ladysmith, but

this idea was abandoned since multiple crossings of the Matta River
would have been necessary.

1 5
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While the first line will have sufficient capacity to carry the full
output of Unit 1, a second connection to the bulk-power transmission
grid is essential to assure continuity of operation in the event one
line from the Station is out of service. The applicant plans to con-
struct this second line northerly about 31.8 miles to the Morrisville
Substation. This substation is a new facility the applicant plans to
construct, prior to the North Anna - Morrisville line, along with a
new 500-kV line from Mt. Storm to Morrisville to Bristers (Fig. 3.21).
At Bristers the Loudon-Elmont line will be separated and the northern
segment from Loudon will be connected to the new line from Morrisville,
while the southern segment to Elmont will be connected to Ox Substation
near Alexandria.

From its analysis of the transmission system and power demands in the
applicant's service area, the staff is satisfied that the proposed. Mt.
Storm - Morrisville line would not properly be considered a part of
the North Anna nuclear project. Inasmuch as the Mt. Storm - Morrisville -

Bristers lines and the Morrisville Substation are intended primarily
to provide additional transmission capacity from Mt. Storm (where
another 560-MW generating unit will be completed in 1973) to Northern
Virginia and to increase the reliability of power supply to the
Mbrrisville - Remington area, the applicant plans to install these'
facilities regardless of the North Anna project and has applications
for permits to do so pending before county and state authorities.16
Should these authorities not grant permission to build the Morrisville
Substation, the 500-kV line from North Anna would terminate at Bristers
but would probably utilize much of the presently planned route in view
of the applicant's plans to build 230-kV circuits on the same right-of-
way.

Previous investigations of several alternative routes eastward of the
proposed North Anna - Morrisville right-of-way had resulted in their
rejection because of potentially greater environmental impacts. 17

One such route would depart from the proposed route near Robertson Run
and extend easterly to the Loudon-Elmont line; it was discarded
because of its proximity to the Fredericksburg-Spotsylvania National
Military Park and because of obstacles to acquisition of right-of-way
northward in parallel with the existing 500-kV line. Another route
extending easterly at a point in Stafford County was found to conflict
with several potential park sites and it would be in close proximity
,to an area of the Rappahannock River replete with old canal locks and
'dams and white-water rapids. Still another proposal was to depart
from the proposed route near the Germanna Colonies historic site and
extend eastward to cross the Rapidan River near its confluence with
Flat Run, but this would affect potential waterfront lots along Flat
Run and, further east near Richardsville, with an area being con-
sidered for a major park. This route would also require five spans
of conductor to cross the Rappahannock River at the confluence with
Sumerduck Run when the Corps of Engineers' Salem Church Dam is built.
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The proposed North Anna - Morrisville route does include several
lesser deviations from original plans. On the north side of Lake
Anna, the route moves eastward from its northerly beginning to
minimize the impact on a planned state park, then westward to bypass
the National Military Park wilderness area and Lake of the Woods
subdivision. Further north, the route jogs east and west again to
go around the Germanna Colonies site on the Rapidan River. Finally,
the northern terminus was to be at Remington, but this was changed to
Morrisville when Federal authorities directed that any 500-kV lines
should not be within five miles of communicatýion stations in that
area.

The third line from North Anna will be constructed in time for
operation of Unit 2 in 1975 so as to assure transmission reliability
consistent with the Station capability. It will cross two of the cool-
ing lagoons and extend 40.75 miles in a southerly direction to
Midlothian Substation west of Richmond. The route selected includes
two moderate relocations from the original concept, one to reduce
visual impact in the Genito Creek area by locating the line one mile
west; the other to avoid close proximity to the Oilville interchange
where the line crosses U. S. Interstate Highway 64. An alternate
route around the cooling lagoons was rejected because of its poten-
tially greater intrusion on private properties. 1 7

The fourth generating unit is planned for operation at North Anna by
the summer of 1978 when the load in VEPCO's Northern Division is
expected to be such that most of the electricity generated at North
Anna will flow north to supply this load. Since each of the 500-kV
circuits from North Anna will have a-normal capacity of 2450 MVA, the
line to Ladysmith and the line to Morrisville together can carry the
3744 MW total output of the Station. Howe-fer, if either of these
lines or the Morrisville-Loudon line were out of service, the remain-
ing lines would be heavily loaded and low-voltage conditions would
develop. To relieve this situation, the applicant plans to install
a fourth line from North Anna to Possum Point Station on the Potomac
River northeast of Fredericksburg. 2

The North Anna-Possum Point line will share the 14-mile right-of-way
east to Ladysmith. Then it will extend 31 miles on new right-of-way
northeast and north around the eastern edge of Fredericksburg to join an
existing right-of-way for the remaining 16 miles to Possum Point.
To the northeast of Ladysmith, the Possum Point right-of-way has been
selected to cross U. S. Interstate Highway 95 on a curve through a
wooded area in order to minimize visual impact. The selected route
also avoids close proximity to the National Military Park to the west,
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while crossing the Rappahannock River at a point with minimal effect
upon riverfront property. Further north, the route was moved some-
what west because of a subdivision on the south side of Route 608 and
large farms where screening would have been difficult. However, two
additional crossings of U. S. 95 are necessary in passin$ through the
Quantico Marine Base on a widened existing right-of-way.

Table 3.15 presents information concerning all the proposed rights-of-
way and also identifies lower voltage lines which will share the
rights-of-way for the purpose of conveying energy to local distribu-
tion substations.8 This information is keyed to sections of the lines
which are shown in Figure 3.22. The four 500-kV circuits from North
Anna will be a total of 133.8 miles in length and they will require
3528 acres of new right-of-way, including the widening of existing
corridors. The right-of-way acquired for the North Anna-Ladysmith
line traverses about 3 miles of open fields and 11 miles of woods.
About 90% of the route to Morrisville, 74% of the route to Midlothian,
and 81% of the 31-mile new right-of-way section to Possum Point will
also be wooded.

Each of the 500-kV single-circuit lines will consist of six conductors
in three 2-conductor bundles suspended from steel structures spaced
approximately 1100 ft apart on the right-of-way. These will be lat-
tice structures (Fig. 3.23) of ASTM A-588 corrosion-resistant steel
which weathers to a dull russet-brown color that blends fairly well
with rural landscape. Trees will screen the view of these structures
from most locations. However, the structures will be 84 ft wide at
the crossarm and will average 116 ft in height, 1 7 considerably more
than the trees which are a maximum of 50-ft high in most of this
area. Consequently, they will be noticeable where they can be seen
from a distance, as well as in open fields. The towers and cables
will be visible for a considerable distance where the right-of-way
to Midlothian crosses U. S. Highways 33, 64 and 250, as well as the
James River, because of the nature of the topography and vegetation
in these vicinities. Where the line to Morrisville crosses the
Rapidan River in a single 1820-ft span, the towers on either side
will be 181 ft and 196 ft high.

Steel H-frame structures - 205 ft, 200 ft, and 135 ft tall to provide
55-ft clearance over water - will be used to support the 2300-ft con-
ductor spans across the northern part of Lake Anna. 1 7 These structures
(Fig. 3.24) will be painted gray to blend with the dominant scene of
sky and water.
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TABLE 3.15
RIGHT-OF-WAY CRIDORDESCRIPTION-

NORTH ANNA UNITS 1, 2, 3, AND 4

New R/W
Width

Section (Feet)

New R/W
Width To

Be Cleared

Acres of
New R/W

Mileage Recuired

Number
and Type
of Lines Remarks

A-B 275' 275' 14.25 475 Two (2) 500
kV S.C. tower
lines

B-C 250' 250' 31.0 939 One (1) 500 A future 500 kV
kV S.C. tower. S.C. tower line
One (1) future may be substituted
D.C. 230 kV for the D.C. 230
tower line kV tower line if

a power generation
station is developedl
at the Stafford site!

C-G *135' *135' *2.96 *47 One (1) 500 The existing S.C.
kV S.C. tower 115 kV and S.C.
line. One (1) 230 kV lines are
rebuilt D.C. to be rebuilt on
230 kV tower a D.C. 230 kV
line tower line

G-D Existing None 13.04 None One (1) 500 The existing R/W
(Varies kV S.C. tower width was expanded
235'-325') line. One (1) 35' for 2.59 miles

rebuilt D.C. and 75' for 0.5
230 kV tower miles. R/W was
line acquired in 1969

A-E 235' 235' 31.8 906 One (1) 500
kV S.C. tower
line. One (1)
future D.C.
230 kV tower

line

A-F 235' 235' 40.75 1161 One (1) 500 kV
S.C. tower line.
One (1) future
D.C. 230 kV
tower line

*The existing Elmont to Possum Point right-of-way is to be expanded 135' for 2.65 miles and
97.5' for 0.31 miles. This results from the varying dimensions of the existing right-of-way.

Total transmission line construction mileage - 133.8 miles
Total transmission R/W corridor area (new) - 3528 acres
S.C. - single circuit, D.C. - double circuit, R/W - right-of-way
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E
C

AD

BA

A L

For right-of-way corridor description, see Table 3.1

KEY

A - North Anna Power Station

B - Ladysmith Switching Station
C - Intersection point of the Elmont to Possum

Point 230-kv right-of-way (existing).
D - Possum Point Substation

E - Morrisville Substation
F - Midlothian Substation
G - Junction Point of the existing right-

of-way between Stafford and the Elmont-
Loudoun 500-kv right-of-way and the
North Anna Possum Point 500-kv right-
of-way

Fig. 3.22. Right-of-Way Sections for 500-kv Transmission

Lines from North Anna Power Station.

5.
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Fig. 3.23. Conventional 500-kv trans-
mission structures, except of steel which
turns russet brown.

Fig. 3.24. H-frame 500-kv steel struc-
tures, painted gray, to be used for water
crossings.
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF SITE PREPARATION AND OF
STATION AND TRANSMISSION LINE CONSTRUCTION

The Station is being constructed for the applicant by Stone and
Webster Engineering Corporation, Boston, Mass. Land preparation
for Unit 1 began in September 1969, and construction permits for
Units 1 and 2 were issued in November 1970. Work on Unit 2 was
begun in March 1970, and subsequent planning and construction has
been on a unified schedule. This project has been divided into
work on nine major areas: (1) main and service-water reservoirs
and other off-site work, (2) turbine building No. 1, (3) turbine
building No. 2, (4) reactor containment No. 1, (5) reactor contain-
ment No. 2, (6) service building, (7) auxiliary building, (8) fuel,
boron-recovery, and associated structures, and (9) office building. 1

The first major phase of site development was completed in January
1972 when the main dam was closed and impoundment of the reservoir
began. By then, most of the work associated with the dam, reservoir,
service roads, highways,. dikes, and intake and discharge structures
had been completed. The only major earthwork that remains to be
done is the service-water reservoir. Consequently, nearly all the
envnronmental impacts associated with land clearance, excavation,
and earth moving have occurred. At this phase, construction of
Units 1 and 2 was about 36 and 10% complete, respectively, although
nearly 60% of the required exterior work and earthwork had been

finished. Work had not begun on Units 3 and 4 except in site
preparation for the entire Station (e.g., intake structures, sub-
surface excavation, and foundation construction).

On December 1, 1972 the reservoir had filled to El. +250 ft, the
desired operating level. The applicant estimates that Units 1 and
2 will be completed in October 1974 and March 1975, respectively.
Completion of the entire four-unit Station is scheduled for 1978.1

A work force of 1500 to 1700 men was estimated from the man-hour
work schedules, which were 280,000 man-hours per month for Unit 1
and 60,000 man-hours per month for Unit 2 in April 1972 (cumulative
totals to this date were 5,000,000 man-hours for Unit 1 and 600,000
man-hours for Unit 2). The applicant anticipates that this level
of activity will be maintained on Unit 1 until early 1974, and then
the activity will be terminated rapidly. Work on Unit 2 will in-
crease to a maximum of about 200,000 man-hours/month by early 1974
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and then decrease steadily during the next year or so until this
unit is completed. A total of about 17,000,000 man-hours will have
been expended on finished Units 1 and 2. The present work schedule
is 45 hr/week. 1

Some 35% of the construction workers live in Richmond and commute
daily to the site. Others commute from nearby locales such as
Charlottesville (9%), Petersburg (8%), the Culpepper area (7%), and
Fredericksburg (5%). About 20% list their residences in places too
distant from the site for daily driving (Norfolk, Bristol, and out-of-
state) and probably have secured temporary residences closer to the
site. Only 14% of the construction workers have indicated residence
in the project area.1

The environmental impacts discussed in this section include those
that have occurred, or are likely to occur, from construction of
North Anna Dam, impoundment of the North Anna River, and actual
construction of the Station and its associated facilities.

4.1 EFFECT ON LAND USE

About 13,000 acres of land will be inundated when the reservoir
and cooling lagoons are filled to El. +250 ft. A larger area (about
17,325 acres) was cleared for the maximum reservoir level (El. +255 ft).
Less than 30% of the land in the North Anna impoundment basin was
classed as urban and farmland; the remainder was forest. 2 Clearing
of the basin caused an estimated loss of 0.5%zof commercial forest
land in the region, based on a 1966 survey. 1

Some agricultural land will also be lost by impoundment of the
North Anna River; the exact acreage is not known. The more-fertile
agricultural land in the reservoir basin probably was along the

stream bottoms.
3

Recreational uses of the land in this area include hunting for
wild turkey, squirrel, quail, racoon, and white-tailed deer.
Wildlife habitat will be reduced by the clearing and flooding of
bottom lands, and still further as recreation and housing devel-
opment around the reservoir occurs. The Virginia Commission of
Outdoor Recreation contracted with a firm of environmental-planning
consultants to design a land-use plan2 for the North. Anna Reservoir
in anticipation of increased land development in the area. These
consultants have estimated that by 1975 the potential number of
recreational visits to the reservoir will exceed one million.
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The site and exclusion area of the Station encompass 1075 acres of
land. The construction site has displaced some farmland and
timberland, although the area is relatively small compared with
that displaced for the reservoir basin and with the total area in
the two counties in which the North Anna project is located.

The total area of the proposed transmission line corridors is 3528
acres, of which about 79% (2800 acres) is in wooded land (Table 4.1).4

Nearly half of the timber is scrub and the rest is merchantable
(Table 4.2); the clearing of these rights-of-way will diminish the
present usable productivity by approximately 1024 acres of hardwood
and 424 acres of softwood. If the land area was covered with pine,
the applicant

"...will contribute to the property owner, $25.00 per acre
of pine land removed from production as a result of clearing
of new transmission right-of-way, provided the property owner
will plant pine seedlings on an equivalent acreage at some
other location sufficiently removed from the right-of-way so
that when maturity is reached, the trees cannot fall into the
right-of-way. "I

On February 4, 1972, when the Director of Regulation issued an order
suspending construction activities involving the off-site portions
of transmission lines at the North Anna Power Station, no such
activities had occurred except on the 14.25-mile North Anna to
Ladysmith right-of-way. About 53% (250 acres) of this 275-ft-wide
right-of-way had been clear-cut through second and third growth
trees ranging up to 45 ft in height, but no tower foundations had
been prepared. 5 Most of the 200 acres remaining to be cleared are
nearer to the generating station than to Ladysmith and much of it is
open rural land.4 Thus, the impacts of clearing this right-of-way
have largely occurred. The area for the Ladysmith Switching Station
has also been enlarged from the original 160 by 700 ft to 500 by
700 ft. 5

On September 29, 1972 the Director of Regulation issued an order which
partially rescinded the suspension order to permit construction of the
North Anna - Ladysmith transmission line to resume. The order was based
upon a determination3 6 that a further delay in its completion would
cause an undersirable delay in the availability of power from Unit 1,

that the remaining environmental impacts of its construction, operation
and maintenance should not be unduly adverse, and that its route and
design appear to be the best approach from a cost-benefit perspective.
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Table 4. 1. Length, total areas, and forested areas in txamsmission-line corridors
for the North Anna Power Station

Transmission corridor Length Area Area in forest

(miles) (acres) (acres) (%)

North Anna to Ladysmith 14.25 475 356 75
North Anna to Morrisville 31.80 906 815 90
North Anna to Midlothian 40.75 1161 859 74
North Anna to Possum Point 47.00 986 769 78

Total 133.8 3618 2999 79

Table 4.2. Land usage in proposed transmission corridors for the North Anna Power Stationa

Wooded landb Open landc

Corridor Merchantable Merchantable Scrub Agricultural Nonagricultural
hardwood softwood use use

North Anna-Ladysmith 25 16 60 95 5
North Anna-Morrisville 35 15 50 90 10
North Anna-Midlothian 40 20 40 92 8
North Anna-Possum Point 40 10 50 85 15

aData from ref. 1, Appendix J.

bPercent of wooded land.
cPercent of open land.
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Clearing activities will include clear-cutting the trees close to
the ground and sawing the saleable timber into lengths suitable for
disposal~by the property owners. Brush and unsold timber will be
burned at locations along the rights-of-way in accordance with rules
of the State Air Pollution Control Board. Low-growing trees are to
be left for screening at roadway crossings, homes sites and in the
vicinity of Lake Anna; supplemental plantings of ornamental varieties
will be made where natural vegetation is insufficient. 5 ,6

Because of the relatively flat terrain, movement of materials and
equipment between structure sites will be primarily on the rights-
of-way. Where this is not practical, existing trails and private
roads will be used to the extent possible. About four miles of new
access roads will also be necessary at various places along the
14-mile route to Ladysmith; 43 additional miles of new access roads
will be needed for construction of the other three lines. 5

At the conclusion of line construction, the terrain is to be restored
as nearly as possible to its original condition. Access roads, areas
around towers, and other disturbed locations will be graded, disced
and seeded and water bars will be installed to prevent erosion. 5 ,6

Throughout the construction period, there will be increased traffic
and noise, which should have no substantial effect in this sparsely
settled region. Most wildlife will be displaced during the con-
struction activity, particularly species which prefer uninterrupted
forest habitat. But, as the growth of ground and shrub vegetation is
stimulated by the open areas created during clearing, birds and
mammals which feed on this vegetation will tend to increase. The
applicant also encourages property owners to convert brush acres of
right-of-way to seed crops by contributing to the cost.

The visual impact of the transmission lines will be diminished by
several techniques including the use of russet-brown tower struc-
tures that blend fairly well with rural landscape (Fig. 3.22) and
gray-painted H-frame structures (Fig. 3.23) to support conductor spans
over the reservoir. 1 , 6 Nevertheless, the heights of the H-frames -
up to 205 ft will be such that they may dominate the scene to the
north of the Station; and the conductors will shine until the bright
surface oxidizes over a period of approximately 12 months. Routing
the lines away from highways and crossing major roads at an angle
to avoid long views of the lines are other techniques the applicant
will use to minimize their visual impact. These techniques are in
accordance with federal guidelines; 7 , 8 however, these efforts can be
more effective in wooded areas if the alignment is also changed on
both sides of the road as recommended by FPC guideline #6.7
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Natural vegetation will be retained, where possible, at all road
crossings and will be supplemented as necessary by planting low-
growing species. 6 Inasmuch as the new plantings will require several
years to become effective as screening, the natural vegetation should

be left in place and cut selectively until that occurs.

The staff also recommends that tree cutting be "feathered" at the
edges of the right-of-way rather than clear-cutting to the boundaries
in well-defined corridors. 7,8

In view of the expected influx of people to enjoy the recreational
benefits of Lake Anna, as well as other areas through which the
lines will pass, it is important to disguise lines by following
natural contours and avoiding high points of land unless this
results in a lesser impact than alternatives. Topographic maps
provided by the applicantl,6 show that the terrain along the route
to Morrisville, for example, is irregular enough to provide some
concealment. Siting the towers along the lower slopes would decrease
possibilities of erosion when the right-of-way is cleared; following

the.contours would partially conceal the line and eliminate long
views of it through the woods and up to the slopes. There are also
some steep slopes and high points, such as the location of Culpeper
Lookout Tower near Route 610, which should be avoided if transmission

structures at these locations would be prominantly visible from a
distance.

In the North Anna-to-Midlothian corridor, the proposed crossing of
the James River is at a wide expanse of river and marshland. While
this is a relocation from an even wider expanse of similar nature,
a less obvious location would be desirable. If that is not possible,
this location may be a suitable application for gray-painted H-frame
structures. 6

The staff recommends that further attention begiven by the applicant
to implementing the environmental guidelines noted in this section
during detailed planning and construction of the North Anna trans-
mission lines. In general, the applicant has selected rights-of-way
which should provide adequately for system reliability while also
reasonably avoiding unnecessary impacts on communities, historic
sites, government installations and scenic areas. This was verified
by the staff during an airplane flight over the proposed rights-of-
way as well as inspection on the ground. However, there appears to
be no way to avoid impacts upon some property owners; in this regard,
the Virginia State Corporation Commission plans to hold hearings at
which local concerns may be expressed and, hopefully, resolved.
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4.2 EFFECT ON WATER USE - IMPOUNDMENT OF LAKE ANNA

Prior to the impoundment, no known industrial users of the North
Anna River existed.' No water was withdrawn for potable purposes;
potable water is obtained from groundwater sources and springs.
Thus, impoundment of the North Anna River is having no effect on
potable water sources in this area.

Fishing on the North Anna River is primarily sport fishing for
largemouth bass, black crappie, bluegill, and pumpkinseed; the
lower sections of the river are also used for canoeing. Stabili-
zation of flow from the North Anna Dam will improve recreational
uses of the North Anna River below the dam.

Other water-related recreational activities such as sailing,

boating, water skiing, and swimming probably will increase once
the reservoir is filled. Only small ponds, small streams, and
a lake (Lake Louisa) in the immediate area now provide water-
related recreational facilities. All access to the reservoir is
presently under private ownership except at highway bridges which
cross portions of Lake Anna. However, the State Division of Parks
has recently been authorized to purchase land for a 2000 acre
park2 on the north shore of the reservoir above the confluence of
Contrary Creek.

Lake Anna may be attractive as a temporary habitat for waterfowl
and as a feeding and rest area during their migrations. It has
potential for increased duck hunting since various species of ducks
and Canadian geese have already been found in it (Appendix 2.7).

4.2.1 Sources of Lake Pollutants

Impoundment of a river results in a complete change in the dynamics
of water and mineral equilibria in the aquatic ecosystem. River
systems are considered to be open-ended (i.e., in dynamic equilib-
rium). Whereas rivers continuously transport sediments to down-
stream locations, 9 a lake becomes a geochemical sink for minerals
in a drainage basin, even when there are free exits from the lake.
The amount of material lost in surface outflow is small compared
with the amount that enters and is deposited in bottom sediments.
These sediments are not necessarily deposited irreversibly, for
through chemical, physical, and biological processes, their
components may be recirculated and can significantly alter water

quality and water use.

Geochemical materials from drainage do not impair water quality
of most reservoirs. Materials from several sources related to man's
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activities could affect the quality, use, and productivity of
Lake Anna water. They are: (1) sewage from sewage-treatment
facilities, from septic-tank drain fields, and from boaters in
the North Anna River drainage basin; (2) heavy-metal and sulfate
drainage from Contrary Creek; and (3) agricultural runoff, which
may contain fertilizers, pesticides, and farm-animal waste products.

The only known point-source of sewage effluent into the Lake Anna
drainage basin is the sewage treatment plant at Louisa, Virginial

which now enters Goldmine Creek (Fig. 2.2) and flows into the reser-
voir. This plant was overloaded at one time but is now operating at
less than full capacity. The sewage receives secondary treatment
(trickling filter) and post chlorination at this plant before being
discharged into the creek at a rate of 0.040 MGD (million gallons per
day). Organic wastes in such discharges often promote the rapid
development of bacterial populations and thus represent a potential
public-health hazard. Septic tanks of private landowners around the
reservoir should not add significant amounts of organic wastes to the
lake since the applicant's deed with reservation of easement states
that owners may not transfer pollutants to the lake. Domestic
pollution from boaters should not become a problem either if they
observe the standards which are established by the State Water
Control Board for regulating water quality. There is some organic
effluent still entering Goldmine Creek, but its source has not been

identified.

The most serious potential impact of the impoundment of the North
Anna River is the buildup of toxic metals and sulfur species that
enter the reservoir from Contrary Creek. Heavy metals and sulfate
(S0 4

2 -) leached from iron-pyrite mine tailings along this creek and
its tributaries have resulted in virtually complete biological degra-
dation of this stream and parts of the North Anna River. 1 

Ui1

The destruction of streamside vegetation has increased the erosion
and silt loads in Contrary Creek.

4.2.2 Chemical Behavior of Discharges from Contrary Creek

Pyrite is the chief source of contaminants in mine drainage in the
eastern United States. The mineral, principally iron sulfide,
FeS 2 , generally includes minor amounts of other heavy metals.
Weathering promotes chemical reactions such as

FeS 2 (s) + _ 02 + H2 0 ÷ Fe 2 •- + 2SO4 2 - + 2H+
2

Fe2+ + 12 +H+ + Fe 3+ + L20
4Z

Fe3+ + 3H20 + Fe(OH) 3 (s) + 3H+

FeS2 (s) + 14Fe 3+ + 8H2 0 * 15Fe 2 + + 2S042 + 16H
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Drainage from the pyrite tailings in Contrary Creek carries the
cations Al3+, Mn2+, Cr 2 +, Zn 2 + and Cu 2 +, in addition to those of
Fe2+. II unbuffered solutions, these species remain dissolved,
but in shallow streams such as Contrary Creek, carbonate
equilibriums become established quickly and cause hydrolysis
products to form. Discharge from the mine tailings along Contrary
Creek sometimes reduce the pH of the stream below a level of 3.
When the stream discharges into the reservoir, the pH of the
confluent waters will approach the range of 6.5 to 7.0, resulting
in the precipitation and/or adsorption of all but traces of the
heavy metals, as described below.

The burden of soluble metal ions and "total dissolved solids" in
Contrary Creek was estimated by the staff from data collected
during pre-impoundment studies.10,12 The total volume that passes
a sampling point during a year was calculated to be 2 x 1010 liters,
based on the staff's estimate that the flow of Contrary Creek under
average conditions is approximately 22 cfs (7.7% of the total of
14 tributary creeks upstream of the North Anna Dam). 1 3 Although
these calculations cannot represent an accurate measure of annual
discharge, they show that the burden of such toxic metals as Cu,
Zn, Mn, Pb, and Fe is approximately 100,000 lb/year. Major
variations were noted to exist between creek water and the mixed
(water-sediment) specimens for all metal components except zinc.
The concentrations of soluble elements decrease by a factor of
10 between upstream and downstream sampling points, a distance of
about 3 miles. In addition, the normal 15.8-mg/liter burden of
suspended solids increases by a factor of 100 during periods of
heavy precipitation.

Figure 4.1 summarizes the major features of the chemistry of iron
and manganese as described by Stumm and Morgan. The hydrated
oxides of iron and manganese, which form when the stream pH
increases, have high specific surface areas (about 300 m2 /g).
These materials are reactive toward other cations. They tend to
adsorb alkali and alkaline-earth cations principally in the diffuse
region of the electric double layer and to adsorb transition- and
heavy-metal cations specifically at the surface. The magnitude
of the adsorption potential can be surprisingly high; for example,
the specific sorption potential for Ni2L and Cu2+ on Mn-manganite
is -1.9 kcal/mole.'1

Thus, in regions of the confluence where the discharge from Contrary
Creek enters the reservoir, the heavy-metal cations are expected to
equilibrate rapidly with bottom sediments. Since impoundment of the
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lake will inundate part of the Contrary Creek drainage basin, major
sedimentation will be confined, under low-flow conditions, to the
embayment of Contrary Creek (Fig. 2.2). Under high-flow and flood
conditions, these and added sediments containing heavy metals can
be expected to disperse extensively but unpredictably out into the
main reservoir.

When higti rates of runoff occur in the watershed, some of the
accumulated sediments that contain heavy metals in high concentra-
tions will be transferred to the area of the reservoir below the
Station. There they will be redeposited in the region of the
reservoir which will be stratified. The chemistry of iron and
manganese in sediments of the hypolimnion where a reducing environ-
ment will exist has been summarized; 1 4 however, the following excerpt
from the summary indicates the intractibility for quantitative pre-
diction of the behavior of these materials:

"Obviously, the concentration of such elements as phosphorus,
nitrogen, iron and manganese as a function of time and
position cannot simply be computed from a knowledge of the
initial concentrations and the hydrographic characteristics.
The circulation of these elements is regulated not only by
hydraulic and hydrographic conditions, but depends strongly
on the interrelation of biota and chemical environment. The
behavior of such elements exemplifies the additional significance
of oxidation and reduction, of complex formation and of surface
chemical reactions. ... The rate of sedimentation of insoluble
Fe and Mn oxides is influenced by many factors, among which the
colloid chemical nature of the ferric precipitate is perhaps
most significant. Organic bases can form surface complexes on
the insoluble ferric oxide and enhance the colloid stability. If
the hypolimnetic waters are devoid of dissolved oxygen (as in
many eutrophic lakes during the periods of stagnation) conditions
favorable for the reduction of ferric oxide to ferrous iron
prevail. Fe(III) which has not been reduced in the waters
overlaying the sediments may become reduced to Fe(II) at the
mud interface. The iron content of the water overlaying the
deposits will progressively increase during the stagnation
periods. During the fall and spring circulation, when dissovled
02 becomes more or less evenly distributed, most of the ferrous
iron is reoxidized to insoluble Fe(III).

"A considerable enrichment of Mn is found in the hypolimnia of
productive lakes while very little soluble Mn is found in the
surface layers. It might appear reasonable to construct a
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picture for the Mn(TI)-MnO2 cycle similar to that given for
iron. However, oxygenation of Mn(II) at the low concentrations
encountered does not occur as readily as Fe(II) oxygenation
within the pH range of most natural waters. A certain amount
of Mn(II) oxygenation can occur in the immediate vicinity of
surfaces which have a higher pH than the bulk of the solution,
for example, at the surfaces of positively charged colloids
(aluminum oxide) or on surfaces of algae.... Although the
Fe:Mn concentration ratio in lakes tends to be lower than the
geochemical ratio, the quantity of Mn present is significantly
less than that of Fe. In view of the demonstrated high
sorption capacity of ferric oxide for Mn(II), it can be
postulated in the cycle without even undergoing redox
reactions. Under aerobic conditions Mn(II) is sorbed by the
ferric oxide. The fraction of the Mn which has had a chance
to be oxidized will adsorb additional Mn(II), which will then
settle, together with the ferric oxide, into the hypolimnion.
Enrichment of soluble Mn(II) in the hypolimnion may occur by
the following processes: (a) A decrease in pH (heterotrophic
activity) will shift the exchange-adsorption equilibrium in
such a way as to desorb Mn(II) from the higher valent manganese
oxides and from ferric oxide; (b) reduction of ferric oxide
releases sorbed Mn(II); (c) ferrous iron and other
reductants [S(-II), organic material] can reduce manganese
oxides and render them soluble.

"During the fall and spring recirculation when dissolved
oxygen becomes more or less evenly distributed within
the lake, most of the soluble and suspended bivalent Fe
and Mn are reoxidized to insoluble oxides which through
sedimentation are deposited in the sediments. The con-
tinuous sequence of circulation and stagnation accompanied
by oxidation and reduction as well as precipitation and

dissolution leads to a progressive accumulation of Fe and
Mn in the lake sediments."

The distribution in lakes of the cations Ca2+, Cs+, Ni2+, and Zn 2 +

and of the radionuclides of Cs, Sr, and Ru has been observed to be
similar to that of nutrient species. 1 4 The behavior of hydrous
iron oxides in lake sediments will therefore control the distribu-

tion of these cations. A particularly significant fact is that if
hydrous iron(III) oxides are reduced in the hypolimnion under
conditions of thermal stratification, adsorbed cations will be
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released rapidly. The influence of oxidizing and reducing conditions
of the lake on the entry of heavy-metal contaminants into the food
chain is~thus of primary significance.

4.2.3 Potential Impacts of Contrary Creek Discharge on Lake Anna

Four-unit operation of the North Anna Station as proposed will result
in thermal stratification of Lake Anna and concomitant formation of a
reducing environment in the hypolimnion. The hypolimnion will receive
new supplies of aerated water primarily in the winter as a result of
underflow from feeder streams and will thus tend to be anaerobic in
summer. Reducing conditions probably will be most pronounced during
the summer months.

No plans exist to seal the discharge from the pyrites mine tailings;
thus, no means is foreseeable to prevent the accumulation of heavy
metals in the lake sediments. Therefore, the only obvious means to
control the distribution of the heavy metals appears to be by
maintaining oxidizing conditions in the lake water, i.e., by
modifying Station components or Station operation to prevent
permanent thermal (and chemical) stratification of the lake.

Table 4.3 shows the concentrations of heavy metals and other water-
quality characteristics at several locations along Contrary Creek,
in Freshwater Creek (which also has mine tailings along its banks),
and in the North Anna River prior to its impoundment. 1 5 Zinc con-
centrations in Contrary Creek range from 2.30 to 3.00 mg/liter
(mean, 2.66 mg/liter) and copper concentrations from 0.87 to 1.17
mg/liter (mean, 1.03 mg/liter); 2 1 the period and flow regime over
which these ranges were measured was not specified. Concentrations
of heavy metals would be expected to be maximum after high precipita-
tion when leaching of the tailings would be maximum. Typically,
the pH of water in Contrary Creek is less than 3 and the sulfate
concentration over 500 mg/liter. When the reservoir is filled to
the El. +250, the mine tailings will not be inundated, but leaching
will continue to carry materials into Contrary Creek and thence
into the Contrary Creek embayment of the reservoir. The Virginia
Division of Water Resources concluded that

"Impending heavy metal concentrations in Lake Anna (North Anna
reservoir), not acid water, is considered the major threat to
the surface water reservoir.''16

In addition to the heavy metals listed in Table 4.3, trace amounts
of lead, chromium, mercury, and cadmium have been detected in water
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Table 4.3. Water-quality characteristics at locations in the Contrary Creek drainage and the North Anna River

Sample stationa

Characteristic F
(oro) A D E B C G(control)

Temperature ( F) 89.0 70.5 89.0 86.5 87.0 73.5 73.0

pH (lab.) at 20°C 7.3 3.7 2.6 2.7 2.7 7.1 7.3

Component concentration (ppm)

Alkalinity as CaCO 3  3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.1

Ca 2÷ 6.85 18.5 16.4 13.1 17.1 7.54 6.85
Mge 2.10 8.32 1.7 1.7 2.9 3.3 2.9

CI 3.5 4.5 2.5 1.0 1.5 3.0 4.3

NH 3  0.15 0.42 1.26 1.08 1.38 0.06 0.17

P0 4 3- 0.44 0.58 0.36 0.16 0.11 1.10 0.28

S0 4 2" 5.0 366.2 568.3 588.4 564.2 43.0 13.0

Cu 2÷ 0.022 0.180 2.2 2.0 2.2 0.036 0.018

Fe3 0.190 14.90 15.67 13.56 14.83 0.020 0.170

Mn2+ 0.020 0.435 0.595 0.500 0.565 0.035 0.045
Zn2+ 0.100 0.980 0.900 1.060 1.320 0.208 0.196

Dissolved solids 68.0 675.0 1144.0 926.0 1070.6 85.0 71.5

Source: ref. 9.
aSee map below for sample locations:
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samples from Contrary Creek and its tributaries. 1 1 ' 1 7 Concentrations
of lead, chromium, and cadmium in Contrary Creek range from <0.01
to 0.13, <0.01 to 0.05, and <0.01 to 0.07 ppm, respectively. 1 7 The
chemical data in Table 4.3 indicate that the North Anna River had

recovered somewhat from the pyrite mine drainage into Contrary Creek
by the time the water had reached the location of the North Anna

Dam. Alkalinity and pH values were near the control values, and

heavy metals, sulfate, and total-dissolved-solid concentrations
were substantially reduced. No data on heavy-metal concentrations
in sediments of the North Anna River were reported.

Biological data from the North Anna River show that the river had
not recovered from the mine drainage into Contrary Creek even at
the dam site.10,11 On one occasion, a fish kill occurred in the
North Anna River following a freshet when zinc and copper concen-
trations in the river water were as high as 2.59 and 0.41 mg/liter,
respectively, 22.7 miles downstream from the point where Contrary
Creek enters the river; the copper concentration in Contrary Creek

itself was 8.2 mg/liter. These data show the importance of high
rainfall and leaching in dispersal of heavy metals in the drainage
basin. In one reservoir in California which received heavy-metal
drainage from pyrite mines, biological damage to diatoms increased
in both severity and geographical range during freshet flow into
the reservoir.1 8 The degraded conditions that resulted could be
detected throughout the reservoir as well as at sampling stations
in the upper section of a reservoir downstream. Waters of the
pyrite-mine-drainage streams that flow into this California reservoir
had water-quality characteristics similar to those of Contrary Creek
(i.e., very low pH and high concentrations of sulfate, iron, copper,
and zinc). These metals, especially iron, (as hydrous iron oxides)
were present in high concentrations in the delta muds in the
California reservoir.18 Toxicities of the various waters and
water-sediment mixtures were accounted for on the basis of their

copper and/or zinc contents only. 1 8 The heavy-metals concentration
of sediments in the Contrary Creek embayment is also likely to be
very high since zinc will sorb onto sediments and iron will precipitate

as an oxide in the shallower oxidized zone. Since the reservoir will
not tend to be alkaline, localized conditions in the reservoir may

permit copper to remain in solution for a longer time. During and
after freshets, heavy-metals concentrations in the main body of Lake
Anna reservoir will increase and are a potential cause of fish kills..
The heavy metals will probably be present in sublethal concentrations
throughout most of the lake and potentially could alter growth and
inhibit photosynthesis of phytoplankton.
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Table 4.3 shows that sulfate is the principal anionic chemical
discharged into the lake from Contrary Creek. Although sulfate
will not control the heavy-metals chemistry of the lake, sulfate-
sulfide equilibriums in the hypolimnion may, under some conditions,
cause the release of hydrogen sulfide to the aquatic environment.
In the hypolimnion of lakes such as in Lake Anna, anaerobic con-
ditions develop during thermal stratification which allow bacterial
reduction of sulfate ion to sulfide ion. If, in addition, the pH
of the aquatic system is below 7.0, hydrogen sulfide can be produced
Production of hydrogen sulfide in the hypolimnion and transport of
hypolimnetic water into the thermocline may result in toxic con-
centrations of H2 S in the upper region of the hypolimnion of Lake
Anna. Hydrogen sulfide is soluble in water to the extent of about
4 mg/liter at 20*C and at 1 atm. Even at low concentrations, and
particularly in the undissociated state, it is extremely toxic to
aquatic organisms. The hatching of northern pike (Esox lucius)
eggs is substantially reduced at H2 S concentrations of 0.025 mg/
liter; at 0.047 mg/liter, mortality is almost complete. 1 9 The
96-hr LC 5 0 (mean concentration lethal to 50% of the population)
for northern pike fry is between 0.017 and 0.032 mg/liter. Safe
levels of H2 S to walleyes (Stizostedion vitreum) and fathead
minnows (Pimephales promelas) varies from 0.0029 at 0.012 mg/liter;
eggs are the least sensitive and juveniles the most sensitive. 2 0

Chronic bioassays indicate that the safe level for bluegill
(Lepornis macrochirus) is 0.002 mg/liter; for the fathead minnow,
0.002 to 0.003 mg/liter; and for invertebrates (Gammarus sp. and
Heaqgenia sp.),. 0.002 to 0.003 mg/liter. 2 0 The safe level of
undissociated H2 S for all aquatic organisms is thus probably about
0.002 mg/liter.

Copper also is toxic to almost all forms of aquatic life including
algae, planktonic and benthic invertebrates, and fish. As is the
case for most metals, copper toxicity is related directly to ionic
concentration in solution.. The safe concentration of copper for
survival and reproduction of aquatic species is lower in soft
waters (0 to 60 mg/liter, as CaCO 3 ) than in hard waters (120 to
200 mg/liter, as CaCOO). Based on water-quality data from surface
waters in this area, water in the North Anna Reservoir is likely
to be in the hardness range of soft water (0 to 60 mg/liter, as
CaC02)1 2 1 The safe level of copper for reproduction and growth
of the microcrustacean Daphnia magna in soft water is 0.006 mg/
liter 2 2 and for fathead minnow, between 0.011 and 0.018 mg/liter. 2 3

The presence of copper species in solution and associated with some
of the lake sediments may prove to be restrictive to these species
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in their selection of habitat and may affect their population devel-
opment more than will result from the toxicity of copper salts.
Atlantic salmon were shown in the laboratory2ý to avoid copper
concentr~ations as low as 0.004 mg/liter. Copper at concentrations
as low as 0.02 pg-atom/liter 2 5 , 2 6 also inhibits the growth and
photosynthesis of phytoplankton.

Although zinc is as toxic as copper, its toxicity also is affected
by hardness. The LC 5 0 oftzinc in soft water (20 mg/liter as CaCO 3 )
was 0.87 mg/liter for fathead minnows compared with 33 mg/liter in
hard water (360 mg/liter as CaCO 3 ). 2 7  In hard water (200 mg/liter,
as CaCO 3 ), chronic exposure to zinc in concentration of 0.18 mg/liter
caused 83% reduction in fecundity of fathead minnow. 2 8 Reproduc-
tion of Daphnia magna was reduced at a zinc concentration of 0.10
mg/liter in soft water (45 mg/liter, as CaC0 3 ). 2 9 A synergistic
effect exists between copper and zinc, that is, these metals are
more toxic when combined.

Iron, the other major metal in pyrite drainage waters, will be
dispersed or precipitated in natural waters, depending on such
factors as the solubility of its compounds at various pH levels,
redox potential and dissolved 02.16,$0 Precipitates of iron can
be colloidal; such colloids rarely remain in suspension but are
deposited or are adsorbed on substrates. Heavy precipitates of
ferric hydroxide can irritate the respiratory surfaces of fish and
other aquatic organisms and may smother eggs of benthic-spawning
fish species. 3 1 The toxicity of iron and iron salts depends on
whether the iron is in the ferric or ferrous state and whether it
is in solution or suspension. 2 6 For some fish species, the threshold
concentration of iron is as low as 0.2 mg/liter.3 2

Species of fish such as channel catfish, that feed on the bottom
where metal concentrations will be highest, could concentrate
significant quantities of some metals contained in the acid
mine drainage.

Downstream of North Anna Dam, concentrations of heavy metals will
be less than has occurred in this area prior to impoundment, since
the lake will serve as a sink for the heavy metals. The minimum
release rate of 40 cfs will help to stabilize flows in this river,
which have been as little as 1 cfs. 1 The ecology of the lower
North Anna River will thus benefit if the temperature regimen is
not altered significantly.
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The Pamunkey River is tidal for 56 miles above its mouth. 3 3 However,
the exact tidal distance varies with the freshwater flow of tributary
streams of the Pamunkey River, including the North Anna River.
The spawning and nursery grounds of estuarine species that spawn
in freshwater above the interface might become part of the tidal
estuary if the flow of freshwater into the Pamunkey River were re-
duced. This might reduce certain estuarine species. Also, marsh
plants that are critical in the ecology of estuaries but that cannot
tolerate high-salinity water would be eliminated if the tidal distance
were extended upstream in the Pamunkey River. To ensure that the
salinity distribution and ecology of the downstream area of the
Pamunkey River and the estuarine section of that river are not altered
significantly, the following conditions for monitoring were established
by the Virginia State Water Control Board following a hearing34 in
November 1970:

1. "The Virginia Electric and Power Company shall at all times
provide a minimum instantaneous release from the impoundment
of at least 40 cfs.

2. During the period when the reservoir is being filled, the
Virginia Electric and Power Company shall at all times
provide a minimum instantaneous release from the impoundment

of not less than 150 cfs during the months of February through
June. This provision is subject to additional action, if
required, by the State Corporation Commission or this Board.

3. The staff, in conjunction with the Virginia Institute of Marine
Science and the Virginia Electric and Power Company, shall monitor
the downstream water quality and effect of salinity on downstream
environment to determine the effect of the 40 cfs minimum release

schedule.

4. If at any time firm data from such monitoring indicate that
further action on the part of the Board is necessary in order
to protect water quality standards within the authority granted
it under Title 62.1, Chapter 3.1, Articles 1-7, of the Code of
Virginia, the staff is to immediately report the need for such
action to the Board.

5. The hearing is generally continued for such further action as
the Board may deem appropriate."
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According to the applicant, the minimum release rate of 150 cfs
during the February-June period while Lake Anna is filling is "based
upon a request by other state regulatory and advisory agencies in
order to establish a near normal salinity gradient in the Pamunkey
River during the spawning season for anadramous and estuarine species
of fish during the initial filling period." It has not proved to be
evident why the 150-cfs release rate for the February-June period
applies only during the filling period. The 150 cfs represents an
approximate average of the monthly low flows of record during the
spring months. In drought years, when average low flows decrease
to less than 150 cfs, release rates from Lake Anna may also decrease.
Present requirements of release rates from Lake Anna do not appear
to take into account all losses of water from Lake Anna, including
Station withdrawals, and the dependence of outflow on these water
losses. Thus, it is possible that release rates could decrease to
less than 150 cfs during the spring period of some years, thereby
changing the salinity distribution in the upper Pamunkey River and
affecting reproduction of anadramous fish species. A review of
release rates from Lake Anna by the appropriate state regulatory
and advisory agencies taking into consideration these factors seems
to be warranted.

Details of the monitoring program required by the Water Control
Board are partially described in Section 6 of this Statement.
If monitoring is conducted only during summer, as proposed, any
effects of changes in freshwater flow on the ecology of the upper
Pamunkey River during the February-June period will likely not be
found.

4.3 EFFECT ON SITE ECOLOGY

Construction of the Station and North Anna Dam has caused the loss
of about 19,000 acres of wildlife habitat. 1 Deer, squirrel, rabbit,
turkey, and quail were the principal game species displaced. Birds
were also displaced because of ground-cover removal and clearing of
forests. Although this loss of wildlife habitat will result in a
net loss of game species and other wildlife, the effect on wildlife
populations cannot be assessed quantitatively because no baseline
data on preimpoundment population densities were available. Cer-
tain species of wildlife such as waterfowl will probably increase
in abundance with the increase in aquatic habitat available from
the new Lake Anna.
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Construction of the Station and bridges and relocation of roads
have caused some local erosion and siltation in the North Anna
River. Once this work is completed, the silt load into the river
will decrease. Since the river is now impounded, much of the
silt will settle to the bottom of the reservoir. Effects of
siltation on downstream water use will be negligible because the
turbidity of the North Anna River was relatively high prior to
construction and impoundment.

Effects of turbidity in the reservoir itself cannot be assessed at
present because no baseline data exist. When the reservoir is filled,
erosion and siltation should decrease somewhat. However, water-level
fluctuation in the reservoir may prevent the stabilization of banks
around the reservoir and cause continued erosion of shoreline from
wave action. To reduce this effect around the Station, some banks,
dikes, and canals have been riprapped and other areas have been
graded and seeded. (Effects of Station operation on turbidity and
other water quality parameters are discussed in Section 5.)

Landscaping and revegetation with native species would enhance the
appearance of the site and help to stabilize soils and prevent
erosion. The applicant has announced no plans to landscape the
area of the Station when construction is completed.

4.4 EFFECTS ON THE COMMUNITY

Because the region around the North Anna site is rural and sparsely
populated, the effects of construction of the Station and its
cooling-water reservoir are easily identified. Most of the farms
in this section average only 200 to 300 acres; 1 3 therefore,
several-dozen landowners were involved in these transactions, and
all or parts of many landholdings have become part of the cleared
basin that is now being transformed into Lake Anna.

The applicant has acquired 466 parcels of land for the reservoir,
lagoon, and Station as well as 150 parcels for roads and railroads. 2

Inasmuch as homesteads were on some of these parcels, only 13
families were displaced. Most of these people were engaged in
small-scale (often part-time) farming and timber cutting - some
for many years on the s farm. Consequently, leaving their homes
and changing their ways of living was difficult for some of the
inhabitants of Louisa and Spotsylvania Counties. 3 5  The relocation
of 45 family and community cemeteries within. the area to be
inundated by Lake Anna was also an emotional factor. The applicant
assumed this responsibility and performed more than 3000 reinter-
ments. 2 1 Similarly, the conversion of the small North Anna River
to a lake that probably will become a recreational center is also
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viewed as a change in the life style of this quiet community. The
activities of this region have been affected slightly by alterations
of th.e secondary-road system; however, essentially, th.e same facilities
are still available.

The economies of Louisa, Spotsylvania, and Orange Counties will not
be affected detrimentally by th.e loss of the marginal agricultural
activities that were carried out along the banks of the North. Anna
River. Activities of the work forces of these counties have shifted
slightly since 200 to 250 of the local inhabitants are employed in
construction at the Station.35

Future impacts of the increased tax base of Louisa County due to the
Station may be as significant as and last longer than the effects
of construction. However, the Louisa County government has not
revealed future plans other than the construction of a new high
school and water-supply system.35 Spotsylvania and Orange Counties
will not tax the Station.

Future impacts on the communities around Lake Anna can be assessed
only after the extent of the proposed development of resort and
recreational facilities becomes apparent. None of the owners of
lake frontage has yet indicated intentions relative to the devel-
opment of his land. As is already evident, however, the value
of the land has been increased greatly by the development of the
lake.21

4.5 RESOURCES COMMITTED

Construction of the Station will consume considerable human and
material resources. The dirt and stone excavated from the reservoir
site and from the canal areas were used to build the dikes and the
dam. A granite quarry was developed on the south bank of the lake
to furnish riprap for all the earthen structures. Major structures,
such as bridges, the Station foundations, and the spillway section
of the dam have required large amounts of concrete and reinforcing
steel. The principal Station buildings and components will also
use large amounts of steel, aluminum, and other construction metals.
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF STATION OPERATION

Although many of the changes that development and operation of the
North Anna Power Station will impose on the local environment are
abundantly evident, others - in particular, those that are causing
completely different ecological equilibria to establish - are more
subtle. In this section, the principal causes of these changes are
described together with assessments of the extent to which they are
likely to bring about significant changes in the environment.

5.1 EFFECT ON LAND USE

Operation of the Station will require restriction of 1075 acres of
land for an exclusion area (Fig. 2.2) only under accident conditions.
The plant boundary will be fenced; however, normal Station operation

should not restrict the use of land outside the Station boundary.

The presence of transmission lines structures is likely to discourage
residential construction immediately adjacent to the rights-of-way;
however, the operation and maintenance of these lines should not
affect uses of the rights-of-way for agriculture.

5.2 EFFECT ON WATER USE

Operation of the Station should not make the water in the North Anna
River unsuitable for industrial use. However, the pollutant burden
being added to the reservoir from heavy-metals drainage from Contrary
Creek and from organic pollution attributed to Goldmine Creek may

cause the reservoir water to be unsuitable as a potable supply or for
agricultural purposes unless it is treated. No industrial or municipal
users of water from the North Anna River in the area of Lake Anna are
known to exist.

Station operation should not affect groundwater. The potable-water
source at the Station is well water from essentially impermeable
bedrock.1

The use of surface waters of Lake Anna will not be restricted as a
result of normal Station operation. However, use of the 3400-acre



cooling-lagoon area is open for decision by the applicant. If con-
ditions exist in the cooling lagoons which are deemed a hazard or
nuisance to or by the public, the area can be excluded from public
use. The discharge of water from Dike 3 (Fig. 2.2) may be a hazard
to swimmers and boaters because of its turbulence and high velocity
(8 fps). The area of the intake structures also will be a potential
hazard to swimmers and boaters; it is open to the public from the
reservoir, and boaters can approach the intake screens. Warning
signs should be posted in these areas.

The Station will be the major user of water from the reservoir. Most
of the water will be returned to the reservoir since the major water
use by the Station will be for condenser cooling (8420 cfs).' Some
water uses will be dissipative, such as that for the flash evaporator,
but this loss will be relatively small (0.3 cfs). 1

Water-budget calculations (Table 3.2) indicate that, under average
conditions, inputs from the watershed will exceed outputs (losses
plus withdrawals) from the reservoir so that major drawdowns for
Station use will not be required.

However, drawdowns will occur in years of drought to maintain
the required river flow (40 cfs minimum); and the drawdown will be
further increased because of evaporation that results from heat
inputs from the Station. In the most severe drought, the maximum
drawdown will be 4 ft and the total water volume of the reservoir
will decrease by about 50,000 acre-feet. Large areas of the
littoral zone (about 2000 acres) will then be exposed, thus making
recreational use of the reservoir less attractive. This extreme
condition is probable only 3 months in 40 years (Table 3.3).

5.3 EFFECT ON TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

During winter, icing in the area of the discharge canal and cool-
ing lagoons will possibly occur as a result of the vapor produced by
the discharge of heated water from the Station. Vegetation in this
area may be damaged during severe icing, but the damage will be
localized.

A more siznificant impact on the terrestrial environment could stem
from the application of herbicides to the transmission-line rights-
of-way. Herbicides, unless judiciously applied, can destroy bird and
mammal habitats and cause changes in the chemistry of soil, ground
and surface waters. Silvex completely deoxygenated surface waters
in a backwater area of the Santee River in South Carolina; in un-
treated areas, the oxygen content of the water was 6 to 8 ppm. 2
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Silvex in ponds has increased fish weight losses; 3 delays in spawning
and acute mortality of fish have resulted from applications of 2,4-D.4

Studies have also shown that 2,4,5-T is not persistent in soil; 5 in
addition to microbial degradation, it undergoes photochemical de-
gradation.

6

Table 5.1 lists the herbicides normally used by the applicant; these
are registered with the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Virginia Department of Agriculture for woody brush control. The
rates of application follow recommendations by the Agricultural
Extension Service of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University. 7 The applicant has found that 6 lbs. of 2,4,5-T per
acre, applied by fixed-boom spray from ground vehicles on calm days,
does not injure grasses, sedges and similar low-growing plants.
Two such applications, the first three or four years after a right-
of-way is initially cleared and the second about three years later,
are usually sufficient to reduce hardwood density to a level where
hand cutting or selective basal spraying can be used thereafter. 8

It is the staff's opinion that, while general applications of
some herbicides in large quantities is not desirable, the applicant's
limited use of 2,4,5-T described here is a reasonable approach to
control of tall-growing woody plants on the large areas required for
these rights-of-way.

Table 5.1. Herbicides, application rates, and types of vegetation control
to be used by Vepco on transmission rights-of-way

Herbicide Rate Species controlled

Tordon 101 2 gal of concentrate (1/ lb Picloram, Pines and other
(Picloram) 2 lb acid equivalent 2,4-D) to 50 gal resistant species

water, applied to I acre

Silvex 114 gal of concentrate [6 lb acid equiv. Oaks and other
2-(2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy)propionic acid] to intermediate species
50 gal water, applied to 1 acre

2,4,5-T 11/2 gal of concentrate (6 lb acid equiv. General broadleaf
2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid) to 50 species
gal water, applied to 1 acre

Rights-of-way over cropland pasture, ditch banks and areas around
homes, recreation sites, lakes, and ponds will not be treated with
herbicides; 8 nor will rights-of-way the individual property owners
devote to such uses as growing Christmas trees. 7  The staff recommends
the planting of species such as legumes 9 in the rights-of-way to
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control erosion, provide food for wildlife, 1 0 and reduce the need for
herbicidal control of brush growth.

Routine patrol of the transmission lines will have no effect upon the
environment since these patrols are made on foot or from the air.
Minor maintenance requiring no heavy equipment should have little
effect, as should major repairs where heavy or specialized equipment
can utilize existing access to the right-of-way. There may be in-
frequent emergency conditions, however, where access must be created
and the affected areas restored later by grading and seeding as
necessary. lu

Clearances below the energized conductors will be adequate to pro-
tect the public, as required by local and state laws. These clear-
ances will be at least 35 ft. at road crossings and across country
and 55 ft. over water.

Corona resulting from ionization of air molecules around high-voltage
conductors is a source of ozone and nitrous gases, but these gases
should be minimal due to the low-voltage-gradient design of the line. 10
Recent tests on extra-high-voltage transmission lines showed that ozone
increases above ambient due to their operation was less than 2 ppb,
which was the minimum sensitivity of the instrumentation. 1 1 ' 12 Radio
interference will also be low due to low corona level of the line and
the use of RI clips between insulators to minimize loose hardware.

5.4 EFFECT ON AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT

Operation of all four units of the Station with once-through cool-
ing is likely to have a significant impact on the total ecology
and productivity of the reservoir. With both a surface intake and
a surface discharge, the reservoir will become a thermally stratified
lake. The effects of this will be to (1) reduce the volume of the
reservoir available for production of sport fish by about 17%, (2)
accelerate the decline in productivity of Lake Anna by creating a
nutrient trap in the hypolimnion which will reduce substantially the
recirculation of nutrients to surface waters where they can be used
in the normal production process, (3) allow the buildup of heavy metals
(Cu, Fe, Zn) and sulfate in the hypolimnion - an effect that could
seriously impair water quality and reduce the aesthetic qualities of
the laka as a recreational resource, and (4) reduce the volume of lake
water available for recirculation through the condenser-cooling
system, thereby increasing the entrainment of planktonic organisms.
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During maximum summer temperatures, the thermal dose received
during passage through the condenser-cooling system and cooling
lagoons will likely change the species composition of phytoplankton
to more-heat-tolerant green and blue-green algae and cause significant
mortality of zooplankton. Entrainment mortality of zooplankton due
to physical damage alone could be as high as 30% throughout the year.
Fish production will be limited substantially as a result of zoo-
plankton mortality and decreased habitat. Under worst-case conditions,
fish will likely avoid the lower section of the reservoir due to high
temperatures.

The staff concludes that operation of all four units with the existing
heat dissipation system will be detrimental to the lake productivity
and reduce its potential as a recreational resource. Operation of
Units 1 and 2 only with the existing heat dissipation system will
not result in a significantly adverse environmental impact. The
basis for these conclusions is presented in the following subsections.

5.4.1 Chemicals and Turbidity

Chemicals used in the Station which will be discharged through the
WHTF to the reservoir are described in Section 3.5. Estimated
concentrations of boron, lithium, sodium, chloride, and sulfate
will be less than concentrations of these materials found in many
natural waters.1 3'14 For all these materials, the estimated
concentrations in the discharge canal (Table 3.14) will be below
the concentrations at which detectable effects on aquatic
organisms have been demonstrated under both experimental and
natural exposure conditions. These concentrations will be in
compliance with State water quality standards.

Typically, reservoir waters are relatively turbid because of fluc-
tuating water levels and shore erosion. The North Anna Reservoir
also may be relatively turbid, and the turbidity will be increased
as a result of Station operation. Erosion of banks and shoreline
in the cooling lagoons and in the interconnecting canals will in-
crease the turbidity of the recirculating cooling water, which
eventually enters the main reservoir. Any increase in turbidity
will certainly decrease light penetration and thereby restrict the
zone in which photosynthesis occurs. If the turbidity becomes high
enough to restrict light penetration to only the upper few centi-
meters of water, primary productivity in the reservoir will be so
limited that the productivity of higher trophic levels of consumer
organisms will be affected. Establishment of a monitoring program
as soon as possible is highly desirable so that baseline data on
water quality, particularly turbidity, can be obtained before
Units 1 and 2 become operational.
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5.4.2 Temperature

Large amounts of heat will be added to the cooling water at the
Station, as described in Section 3.3. The major environmental impacts
will be from: (1) alteration of the thermal characteristics and
mixing in Lake Anna, (2) changes in water quality, primarily dis-
solved oxygen, and (3) changes in productivity of the reservoir as
a result of entrainment and the thermal discharge.

Mixing and Thermal Characteristics

With no thermal discharge to the lake, Lake Anna would be characterized
thermally as a temperate dimictic lake 1 5 (i.e., exhibiting two circu-
lation periods per year - one in the spring and one in the fall). Cal-
culated average monthly temperatures for the reservoir, based on
meteorologic data collected over the period 1930-1968, show that
average monthly water temperatures in winter with no thermal discharge
would be as low as 31.5'F and the maximum average monthly temperature
in summer would be about 85 0 F (Fig. 5.1). Thus, an ice cover will
develop in the lake in some winters, although predicted lake tempera-
tures indicate that the occurrence of extensive ice cover for an
extended time in winter probably will be infrequent.

In summer, the low wind velocities that prevail in this area and the
existence of sheltered embayments throughout the upper reaches of
Lake Anna (Fig. 2.2) will tend to produce thermal stratification
throughout most of the reservoir. However, the most pronounced
and stable thermal stratification will occur toward the lower end
of the lake near the dam, where the maximum depth is 90 ft. In the
fall, turnover of the lake will occur as the surface temperature
decreases and the thermal stratification is destroyed.

With four-unit, full-power operation, the thermal discharge from the
Station is expected to result in year-round thermal and chemical
stratification of the lake in the area between the intake and the
dam. This conclusion is based on an analysis of heat dissipation
in Lake Anna (section 3.3) which indicates that not all of the entire
surface areas of the cooling lagoons and of the open reservoir will
be available for heat dissipation. The effect will be an increase
in the steady-state temperature of surface waters above that predicted
by the applicant for the lower section of 'the reservoir, where the
thermal discharge will occur. With both surface withdrawal and sur-
face discharge to Lake Anna, the warmer, less-dense water will stratify
on the surface and be recirculated in the lower part of the reservoir
CFig. 3.14). This circulation pattern will probably isolate the lower
part from most of the upper reaches in terms of mixing and heat
dissipation.
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Fig. 5. 1. Calculated average monthly maximum and minimum
water temperatures (equilibrium temperatures)
in Lake Anna with no thermal discharge. (Date
from ref. 1, Appendix G.)
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Thus, the lower section of Lake Anna will become a cooling lagoon for
heat dissipation, whereas thermal conditions in the upper reaches of
the rese-4voir will not likely be altered significantly from those pre-
dicted for Lake Anna without the thermal discharge. Colder waters
from inflowing streams will become interflows or underflows1 6 in the
lower reservoir whick will further intensify the thermal stratifica-
tion. Even in the fall, the continuous discharge of heat to surface
waters probably will prevent vertical mixing from being sufficient to
destroy the stability of stratification. Whereas most dimictic lakes
in temperate latitudes are essentially isothermal from top to bottom
during the late-fall, winter, and spring periods, the lower section
of Lake Anna will thus be thermally stratified during these periods.
The stratification will persist throughout the remainder of the year
as a result of the continuous withdrawal of warmer water and discharge
from and to the surface of the reservoir.

As is typical in most reservoirs and natural eutrophic lakes that
stratify thermally, the hypolimnetic waters in Lake Anna will develop
an oxygen deficiency and become anaerobic during stratification.
Oxygen concentrations in the hypolimnion are likely to decrease to
zero, thus creating chemical stratification also. This development
of permanent thermal (and chemical) stratification will have several
important effects on the ecology of Lake Anna and the potential long-
term impacts on its development as a recreational resource. The
hypolimnetic water will not be available as habitat for fish species,
except perhaps for catfish, due to the development of an anaerobic
environment. This portion of Lake Anna (about 17% of the volume)
will then be lost as habitat for normal production processes. In
addition, the hypolimnion will become a nutrient-sink in the reservoir.
Organic and inorganic materials that settle into the hypolimnion will
be recirculated at a much slower rate due to the slower replacement
water in the hypolimnion; this nutrient trap will accelerate the
decline in productivity of the lake beyond that which normally occurs
in reservoirs after impoundment.

Water Quality

Another factor to be considered in creating a permanent stratifi-
cation of the lake is the potential buildup of heavy metals and sul-
phate from the drainage of Contrary Creek into the hypolimnion and
the sediments of the lower part of the reservoir (section 4.2.3).
With a reducing environment, iron, for example, will redissolve as
it is reduced from the trivalent to divalent state. The concentration
of iron in the hypolimnion could become high and seriously impair
the water quality of the lake. If large amounts of sulfates are
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reduced, the hypolitnion may become saturated with H2 S, permitting
the release of H2 S into the epilinnion and possibly even to the
atmosphere. This would bring about the potential for damage or
mortality to aquatic species and possibly could even produce noxious
odors at the lake surface.

With two-unit operation, the buildup of heavy metals and sulfate in
the hypolimnion will be less than with four-unit operation since
Lake Anna would be stratified only during the summer. During most
of the year, an oxidizing environment will exist in the hypolimnion
and will cause metals in the pyrite-mine drainage to precipitate onto
the bottom sediments. Sulfate will not be reduced to H2 S, except
during sumer when Lake Anna will be thermally stratified and a
reducing environment will exist in the hypolimnion.

The second potential effect of the thermal discharge on water quality
concerns the dissolved oxygen concentration. Measurements of the con-
centrations of dissolved oxygen in Lake Anna were not obtained during
the impoundment period. It cannot be assumed that saturation equili-
brium was achieved, nor that it can be expected for sometime in the
future, for the following reasons. Most natural-lake waters are not
saturated with oxygen because inundation of organic-rich bottomlands
in a reservoir basin creates high biochemical demand of bottom sedi-
ments. Unless mixing conditions create dynamic exchange of the hypo-
limnion and epilimnion, oxygen concentrations in the hypolimnion per-
sist at far less than saturation values, because the diffusion coef-
ficient of the dissolved gas limits the supply through the hypolimnion.

Limitation of available oxygen will be induced to a further extent
after Station operation has begun. This arises from the fact that
the increase in the cooling water temperature will result in a de-
crease in the oxygen concentration, since oxygen solubility is in-
versely proportional to temperature. Concurrently, the oxygen demand
by organisms in the reservoir will increase as a result of the higher
water temperature. This increased demand might exceed the rate of
oxygenation from surface diffusion and phytosynthetic production and
thus result in a decrease in oxygen concentrations below those normally
expected from calculated saturation concentrations.

The addition of heat from passage through the Station condensers with
4-unit operation will increase the steady-state temperature to a maxi-
mum of 94°F, at which the saturation concentration for dissolved oxygen
is 7.1 mg/liter. Supersaturation will likely occur in water that passes
through the condenser;17 some of the oxygen will be lost to the
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atmosphere during the turbulent flow in the discharge canal and in
the lagoons until saturation concentrations are again reached. Since
the oxygen demand of organisms will be higher in the cooling lagoons
due to the elevated temperatures, oxygen levels in these lagoons
could decrease to less than 5.0 mg/liter. However, since the cooling
lagoons are not considered to be part of the main reservoir, the
State water-quality standards 1 8 do not apply. (These standards allow
a minimum of 4.0 mg/liter for dissolved-oxygen concentration and a
daily average of not less than 5.0 mg/liter.)

At the discharge dike of the cooling lagoons, some oxygen will be
dissolved as a result of the turbulence. With the decreased temper-
ature and oxygenation, oxygen levels of surface water should be
raised to near saturation in the area of Dike 3 (Fig. 2.2). Oxygen
requirements of freshwater organisms 1 9 are such that if levels drop
to 4 mg/liter or below for an extended time, fish production will
decrease and some sensitive species of fish may be eliminated. Since
oxygen concentrations in surface waters of the main reservoir are
expected to be greater than 6 mg/liter throughout the year, impair-
ment of fish production from changes in dissolved oxygen is not
likely to result from operation of the Station.

The Virginia State water-quality standards for temperature,1 8 which
are federally approved, specify that

"In lakes and impoundments the temperature of the epilimnion,
in those areas where important organisms are most likely to be
adversely affected, shall not be more than 3 degrees F, above
that which existed before the addition of heat of artificial
origin. The increase is to be based on the monthly average
of the maximum daily temperature. Unless a special study shows
that a discharge of heated effluent into the hypolimnion (or
pumping water from the hypolimnion for discharging back into
the same water body) will not produce adverse effects, such
practice shall not be approved. Maximum temperatures con-
sistent with the standards established for waters immediately
above and below the lake or impoundment will be established
for these waters.

With one-unit operation at 100% load under typical winter conditions,
the staff's analysis (Section 3.3.2) shows that the excess temperature
(i.e., temperature increase over the equilibrium temperature) in the
lower part of Lake Anna between the intake and the dam will be 2.3 F0 ,
based on average cooling-lagoon effectiveness. However, 2-unit opera-
tion under the same conditions will result in a temperature increase
of 9.8 F0 ; this would exceed the state standard, which limits
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the excess to 3 F'. Under worst-case summer conditions, the excess
temperature for 2-unit operation will be within the range of 2.5F',
based on the liberal cooling estimate in Table 3.5, to 5 F0 for the
conservative estimate.

For 4-unit operation at 100% load under typical winter conditions,
the staff predicts the excess temperature will be 18.5 F0 for average
cooling-lagoon effectiveness. In summer, under the same 100%
operating conditions, the excess temperature will be in the 7.4 to
11.3 FV range as shown in Table 3.5. Reducing the load to 80%
reduces the excess temperature by only 2.4 F', which will still put
the station in violation of the 3 F0 excess State standard.

Thus, it appears likely that the station will be in violation of the
State thermal standard with 2-unit operation under winter conditions
and may slightly exceed the 3 F0 excess limit under some summer
conditions, using the designed heat dissipation system. With 4-unit
operation, the staticn will clearly be in violation when at 100%
load regardless of when this load occurs and even a reduction to
80% load will not reduce the excess temperature sufficiently to bring
it into compliance with the State standard.

The above excess temperatures were calculated by subtracting the
calculated equilibrium temperature of surface waters in Lake Anna
from the estimated intake temperature. Both equilibrium and steady-
state (intake) temperatures are based on monthly averages. Since the
standard specifies that the temperature of the epilimnion shall not
have an excess temperature greater than 3 F', average surface
temperatures between the discharge from lagoon 3 and the intake may
be more meaningful in determining compliance with the standard rather
than using the intake temperature only. Some heat loss between the
discharge from lagoon 3 and the station intake will occur and the
estimated excess temperatures would be even greater if the average
were used. The excess temperature at the discharge from Dike 3 with
four units operating will be in the range of 14 to 18.5 F0 under
worst-case summer conditions (Table 3.5) and about 26 F0 during
typical winter conditions. However, the important question here is
whether this temperature increase will occur "in those areas where
important organisms are most likely to be adversely affected." Since
the plume will stratify on the surface and dissipate in the area
between the dam and the intake of the Station, the shallow littoral
zone in this area of the reservoir will be exposed to excess tempera-
tures and biota in this zone likely will be adversely affected by
4-unit operation, as discussed in the following sections.

The surface discharge over the North Anna Dam will result in the warm
surface waters being released to the North Anna River. The State
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thermal standard which applies to this river Ci.e., free flowing
streams in the Piedmont zone) is that the excess temperature in the
river ca be no greater than 5 F0 and the maximum absolute temperature
can be no greater than 90'F. With 2-unit operation, the station will
violate the 5 F' excess limit in winter but will likely be in com-
pliance during most summer conditions when the excess downstream of
the dam will be slightly less than 5 F0 and the maximum will be less
than 90'F, except perhaps under extreme conditions. With 4-unit
operation, the station will violate the 5 F0 excess temperature limit
during all seasons when at 100% load and will exceed the 90'F maxi-
mum throughout the June-August period of most summers. If average
daily maximum temperatures were used to calculate steady-state tempera-
tures in Lake Anna, the 90°F upper limit would likely be exceeded
throughout most of the summer period. Reduction of the load to 80%
will still cause the station to be in violation of the 5 F0 excess limit.

Entrainment, Impingement, and Thermal Effects

Every power plant that uses once-through cooling passes planktonic
biota with the cooling water through the condensers. During this
process, organisms are subjected to thermal and mechanical injury
and often to changes in the chemical composition of their surround-
ings. Larger organisms can be impinged on intake screens and trash
racks and can be injured or killed as a result of physical damage or
fatigue in attempting to escape from the screens. The importance
of passage and impingement is related to the relative quantity of
organisms withdrawn, the degree to which they are affected, their
ecological roles, and the reproductive stategies of the species
involved.

Of the total reservoir volume of 13.26 x 109 cu-ft,l including the
cooling lagoons, about 5.5% will pass through the Station and
cooling lagoons each day during operation of all four units. If
the entire volume of Lake Anna is assumed to be available for
recirculation, all of the water would pass through the Station
once every 18.2 days. However, as the thermal analysis shows (Section
3.3.2), recirculation of an unknown fraction of Lake Anna will occur,
thus increasing the turnover time of the total lake volume. If the
reservoir becomes permanently stratified as a result of the thermal
discharge, the volume of water newly available for condenser cooling
(i.e., water that has not passed through the condenser) will be less
and the percentage of this water recirculated each day will increase.
In addition to physical damage in passing through the condensers,
organisms will be exposed to a thermal dose determined by integrating
the thermal exposure as shown in Figs. 3.17 and 3.18. Planktonic
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organisms and larval fish will be exposed to a thermal shock of 14F*
and then will pass t'hrough the cooling lagoon, where heat loss is
relatively slow. After 40 hours, entrained organisms will still be
at a temperature more than 6F° above the calculated steady-state
temperature of the lower section of the lake. Organisms entrained
in the density flows that extend into the arms of the WHTF will be
exposed to the elevated temperature for a longer period of time since
the density flows will increase the residence time of water in the
WETF.

With two-unitoperation, approximately 2.75% of the total volume of
Lake Anna will pass through the Station condensers and cooling
lagoons each day. Under these conditions, 36 days would be required
to circulate the entire volume of the lake through the Station with
Units 1 and 2 only in operation. The thermal dose received by en-
trained organisms with two units operating can be computed by
integrating the time-temperature curve shown in Fig. 3.17. Although
the excess temperatures to which entrained organisms would be exposed
are less with two-unit operation, the duration of exposure will be
greater due to the reduced volume of flow through the Station and
cooling lagoons (Table 3.1).

Sublethal effects of condenser passage may also reduce growth rates
or reproductive potentials of certain species. These thermal effects
will be determined primarily by the accumulation of exposure to
temperatures above a certain critical limit (i.e., a dose response
of time and temperature).

With the proposed use of cooling lagoons for heat dissipation, the
thermal dose received by entrained organisms will be substantially
greater than if the Station discharge were mixed with water out in
the open reservoir where the excess temperatures would decrease
much faster, even though the steady-state temperature were increased.
Entrainment and the long exposure to excess temperatures in the
cooling lagoons in Lake Anna will likely stimulate growth of
bacteria in cooling water. The increased bacterial population
should not be a problem, however, since by stimulating micro-
biological processes of decomposers, the degradation and chemical
oxidation of organic materials will be intensified. Thus, the
self-purification of the reservoir water will be accelerated. 2 0

Other organisms killed from entrainment will be oxidized at a
greater rate as a result of the increased microbiological activity.
Thus, entrainment is not expected to seriously affect decomposer
populations in Lake Anna.
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The temperature lethal to algae varIes with te s:pecies.. For most
algal species jt is 8!.5 to 11!2.9 f, usLually- near- lIIF. Stenothermic
diatoma that require cooler temperatures are generally most aensitive
to temperature change and can withstand only- an l81 change. Diatoms.
suited to warmer temperatures can tolerate temperature changes of 27
to 36F*, which. are far greater than the 14'F* change that will be
encountered by entrained phytoplankters at the Station.

More important considerations in evaluating the effects of'entrainment
on phytoplankton are the sublethal effects such as reduced growth
and production of the phytoplankton community. The effects of
entrainment on algal populations during the operation of other
power plants have been determ:ined by examining the ability of the
algae to produce organic matter. This method was used in studies
on the York River, in Virginia, 2 1 where it was shown that the
responses of phytoplankton to entrainment depended on the ambient
stream temperature as well as on the change of temperature imposed
by the condensers. In winter (temperatures 32 to 500F), elevated
temperature increased production; during summer (temperatures 59
to 70°F), slight additional temperature increases increased produc--
tion, but larger increases (greater than 1OF') depressed it. The
greater the temperature rise in summer, the greater was the depres-
sion of the affected plankton's ability to photosynthesize.

Investigators have found similar results at the Chalk Point Plant 2 2

where phytoplankton that were returned to the cool temperatures of
the mixed estuary at the end of the discharge canal did not recover
their photosynthetic ability. In relating the observed changes in
productivity to the entire estuary, major reductions in productivity
were regarded as probable only if the rate of photosynthesis is not
nutrient-limited. It was concluded that, since nutrient limitation
is'only a sporadic occurrence, 23 reduction in photosynthesis by
another factor (operation of a power plant) must, therefore, reduce
the amount of material available for passage through the food chain.
In contrast, another study showed rates of photosynthesis that were
similar for power-plant intake and effluent water when incubated at
the prevailing temperature for each source, although some differences
were significant. 2 4 Algae in heated water had a higher rate of
photosynthesis than algae incubated at ambient temperatures. The
highest rates of photosynthesis occurred at temperatures between
80.6' and 91.40F. The highest rate observed was for effluent water
incubated at 86.9*F. No consistent reduction of photosynthesis
was observed in the vicinity of the discharge canal during field
studies,
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These studies show the uncertainty that surrounds predictions of
the effects.of entrainment on planktonic algal populations. The
combined high-leyel of entrainment and the thermal dose received
in the cooling lagoons probably, will result in changes in
phytoplanktonic species composition Ci.ae., the dominance of
the stenothermic diatoms will decrease and the more-'eurythermic
green and blue-green algae will increase in abundance during the
summer period). AlthougFr there may be no net increase in algae
production at the higher temperatures, the growth forms of some
green and blue-green algae which are utilized less by consumer
organisms could result in nuisance problems (e.g., filamentous,
mat-forming growth forms, etc). During periods of maximum summer
temperatures, the thermal exposure in the cooling lagoons will likely
cause some mortality of phytoplankton and will inhibit photosynthesis,
particularly at temperatures in excess of 100*F. In turbid
reservoirs, primary productivity typically is low due to limited
light penetration and, in some cases, to limited nutrient avail-
ability. Further decreases in primary productivity because of
entrainment would thus decrease the productivity of high trophic
levels that graze on phytoplankton.

The thermal dose received by entrained phytoplankton with two-unit
operation will be less than with four-unit operation. Under worst-
case conditions (see Table 3.5), some changes in species composition
will occur in the cooling lagoons and phytosynthesis will likely
be inhibited. Under average conditions, some stimulation of photo-
synthesis will likely occur but no major changes in the phyto-
plankton community are anticipated from entrainment.

Zooplankton is the component of the planktonic community which
will be most affected by entrainment. To evaluate fully the
consequences, however, the ability of the populations of affected
species to compensate for the increased mortality must be under-
stood. Entrainment effects on zooplankton were analyzed in May
1964 at the Paradise Generating Station, Green River, Kentucky. 2 5

Biologists found that the volume of zooplankton was drastically
reduced during passage through the single-pass cooling system
of the plant. However, microcrustaceans that bypassed the plant
reproduced at an accelerated rate in water warmed by mixing with
the thermal discharge to a temperature 16FO above an ambient

* 82*F, and decreases in zooplankton volume could not be attributed
to thermal-shock effects alone. 2 6  (The time of exposure to the
excess temperature was substantially less than that which
zooplankton in Lake Anna will encounter). Other causes of mor-
tality included mechanical destruction in the condenser or piping
system and predation upon weakened individuals near the plant
discharge.
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Distinct effects of condenser pass.age.. on-.-summer.. zoopl~nkton and
phytoplankton at thje Merrimack. Generating station on the
Merrimack River were 'observed.I S"amplesý taken above. the tnlet
and fro• therdi'hharge canal indicated a reduction in population
densIty' of nearly- all zooplankton and dtatoms&. after: they, had passed
through. the .power -plant. These effects'-clearly--wer-e.related to
absolute temperature, being dis cernible., pri'ncip ally, when the: tern-.
peratureof the condenser cooling water.w..as.elevated.t6 above 100F
in July, a condition that will occur..at the Lake Anna Station about
2.4 months of every year with, four-unit operation. The increase in
temperature alone was not the apparent causative factor; rather,
mortality, occurred when the maximum attained temperature exceeded
the tolerance limits of.the species. The zooplankton-population
depressions were also evident in the mixing zone in the Merrimack
River downstream of the Station, although cooling water was a
small percentage of the total river flow at this point. 27

Zooplankton entrainment at the Big Rock Nuclear Power Plant and
the Escanaba Power Plant on Lake Michigan in November and December
resulted in mortalities of 45 and 7%, respectively, from passage
through the condenser cooling systems of these two power plants. 28

Entrainment data also indicated that some of the zooplankton
mortality was due primarily to damage sustained during passage
through the inlet pipe. Mortality from the thermal exposure at
these two power plants was probably due to heat shock and subse-
quent exposure to temperatures above the acclimation temperature
since the data were collected during the period of minimum annual
temperatures and consequently far below the upper incipient lethal
temperatures of the zooplankton species. The important aspect of
these data, however, is that even during the period when the thermal
dose received by entrained organisms was minimal, significant
mortality of zooplankton occurred. Significant mortality of
Daphnia sp. was also found at the Peach Bottom Plant on the
Susquehanna River in Pennsylvania. 2 9 Laboratory studies suggested,
however, that upper incipient lethal temperatures were not
attained in entrainment under the operating conditions at the
time of measurements at the power plant, again suggesthng that the
entrainment mortality was due primarily- to mechanical damage or a
combination of mechanical damage and thermal exposure.

Effects of entrainment on zooplankton are highly species-spec$Lfic.
Laboratory studies indicate that the thermal sens.-itivity for
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different species is qcuite variable. Table 5.2 for example, shows
the cumulatiye mortality: of zooplankton after a thermal shock of
l5V° for 5 minutes and the return to the acclimation temperature.
The-se data indicate that a 5-min exposure to a 15F° temperature
change wuld vixtually- eliminate two of the species tested and
double or triple the mortality rate of the remaining species when
acclimation temperature is only 70°F.

Table 5.2. Cumulative mortality of zooplankton after exposure
to a temperature rise of 15°F for 5 min and then
return to the acclimation temperature

Acclimation
temperature

(OF)

Time
after

expo sure
(hr)

Mortality (%)
Control Heat-shockedSpecies

Daphnia 70 53 48 100
retrocurva 80 51 34 92

Diap hano soma 70 54 40 97
leuchtenbergianum 80 51 33 96

Cyclopoid- 70 126 17 28
Copepodaa 80 122 5 18

aA mixture of Mesocyclops edax and CycZops
Source: ref. 29

vernalis.

At the North Anna Station, entrained zooplankton will be exposed
to a thermal shock of 14F°, and the duration of exposure will exceed
20 min with four units operating (Table 3.1). Intake temperatures
(which can be used as acclimation temperatures) will exceed 70°F
for much of the year with four units operating. Thus, the thermal
dose alone will almost certainly eliminate the more-sensitive
zooplankton species and double or triple mortality rates of the
more-heat-tolerant species. As intake temperatures increase above
90 0 F, the thermal dose received from entrainment alone will eli-
minate almost all species. Mortality from physical damage sustained
in entrainment will likely eliminate the larger zooplankton species
from Lake Anna since they are more susceptible to physical damage.
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Reduction of entrainment mortality- so:.asd to.-save the more-heat-
tolerant species would require reducing thetintake .temperatures to
less than 9 0Qb and aubs~tantlall*, decreasing the time of expos.ure at
the excess' temperatures-.

The combined reduced volume of entrainment and reduced thermal
exposure with. two-unit operation should not adversely affect the
zooplankton community except under extreme (@orst-case) conditions
when the intake temperature will be approximately 90°F (Table
3.5) and duration of exposure to temperatures in excess of 100*F in
the discharge canal will be approximately 50 minutes (Table 3.1).
The reduced volume of entrainment may permit zooplankton popula-
tions in the open reservoir to recover from the mortality due to
entrainment.

In large, open systems such as large lakes, rivers, and estuaries,
zooplankton populations may have sufficient resilience to increased
mortalities and stress resulting from entrainment (i.e., physical
damage and chemical and thermal effects) so that population levels
and production rates of zooplankton are not affected by power
plant operation as previous examples have demonstrated. This is
due to the fact that the volume of available water that is entrained
and the area of the system affected is relatively small, thus leav-
ing a large, unaffected area for recruitment. Zooplankton popula-
tions thus are able to recover from the increased mortality due to
entrainment. However there are limits to any population's
resilience to stress.)0 If mortality rates exceed the reproductive
potential of the population, population densities and production
rates of zooplankton will decrease. In closed systems where a
large fraction of the available water is used for condenser cool-
ing, such as at the North Anna Power Station, continuous high.
mortality rates, particularly during periods when the thermal dose
received by entrained organisms will be at a maximum, are likely to
prevent recovery of populations. In view of the fact that the
reproductive potential of zooplankters that survive entrainment has
been shown to be reduced, the combination of increased mortality and
lowered reproduction may result in significant declines in population
levels. Under these conditions, a significant decrease in zoo-
plankton densities and production rates would have a profound
effect on other components of aquatic food chains which exploit
the zooplankton. Also, changes in s-pecie& composition and size
distribution of the zooplankton community are likely, to occur as
the more sensitive species are reduced or eliminated and the
size-frequency' patterns of the remaining species that are more

heat.tolerant changes. Changes in size distribution of zooplankton
alone can have significant affects an fish, populations which graze
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on zooplankton since. each Species will filter Qut organisms above a
certain size. If zooplankton species larger than this critical
size are. ellixiated, the ayai.L4bleb food source of these fish
spe-cies essentially is eliminated since they' are unable to filter
out the- smaller species.

Generation times of many zooplanktonic species are. greater than
the maximum recirculation time of the entire volume of Lake Anna
through the Station with four-unit operation. It is highly
likely, then, that four-unit operation of the Station will bring
about substantial reductions in the zooplanktonic populations
during much of the year and that, during extreme summer temperatures,
zooplankton populations are likely to be virtually eliminated from
the lower reservoir where steady-state temperatures will be in excess
of 90'F. This decrease will greatly affect fish populations in
the reservoir since zooplankters are important and critical food
for almost all fish species, at least during some stage of their
life history. For spring-spawning species, larval fish rely on
zooplankton as their first food when they begin to feed in early
summer. Any depletion in zooplankton densities during this
critical period of their life history will result in lowered
survival and growth of important fish species in Lake Anna.
Fish species which depend on zooplankton as their primary food
source will be most affected.

Planktonic forms are most susceptible to temperature fluctuations
that result from power plant operations since they depend on water
currents for much of their movement. Larger motile organisms such
as fish are usually able to find and to remain in areas near their
preferred temperature unless they become trapped in shallow or
enclosed areas or are forced to migrate through thermally altered
zones. Many organisms have restricted ranges of temperature within
which they can reproduce successfully. Larval development also
requires narrow ranges of temperature. For these reasons, many
species may exist in excessively heated areas only by continued
recruitment from the outside. In such areas, fish may be absent
during warm summer months and present in cold winter monrths. In
some locations, populations of widely heat-tolerant species may
replace stenothermal species (those that can withstand only a
limited range of temperatures).

Under summer conditions of thermal and chemical stratification,
most species will be restricted to living in the warm surface
waters of Lake Anna because of the lack of oxygen in the hypolimnion.
With a maximum steady-state temperature of 96°F, some fish species
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will be living near their upper lethal temperature limit and above
their thermal tange of metabQlic insenaitivity. Since temperature
affects 4pawning time, rate of development, energy demand, and
behavioral patterns of plankton, benthQs, and fish, the e-ffects
must be evaluated in terms of the total aquatic environment.

In general, very little effect of thermal discharge at power sta-
tions on phytoplanktonic communities has been observed. In most
situations, phytoplankters in the area of thermal discharges experi-
ence temperature elevations as large as 5F* for no more than one-
half hour, a relatively short time compared with. the 8 hours or
longer required for algal cells to divide.

Since death of algal cells is not easily recognized, recent stuides
have measured photosynthesis, or the formation of new organic
matter, to determine thermal effects. A number of investigators
have found that photosynthesis rate is affected by temperature. 2 3

Photosynthesis by the entire phytoplankton community is inhibited
where temperatures frequently are less than optimal for photosynthesis
during most of the year. During late summer, ambient temperatures
may approach or exceed the optimum. An optimum temperature for
photosynthesis of about 86.9°F (30.5'C) has been reported by
investigators who have been careful to distinguish between thermal
and chlorination effects at power plants. 2 4 Similar behavior will
probably occur in the lower section of Lake Anna since the thermal
discharge will elevate the temperature of this area.

Periphytic algal growth in the main reservoir are not likely to
be affected by the thermal discharge. The area affected by the
thermal plume is relatively small, and excess temperatures will
decrease rapidly as a result of rapid mixing. Attached algal
growth in the cooling lagoons will possibly be sloughed off and
carried into the main reservoir. During the summer, floating mats
of blue-green algae that slough off could be a nuisance in the
area of the discharge dike and their decay could produce an odor
offensive to swimmers and boaters in the area.

The effects of elevating the temperature of natural waters on zoo-
plankton populations are not well-defined, although there is some
evidence that suggests their production rates in lakes are increased
by thermal effluents.31 In the Patuxent Estuary, Acartia tonsa,
a copepod, suffered no reduction in standing crop in the vicinity
of a thermal discharge from a power plant. 3 0 In Lake Ontario, the
standing crops of Bosmina sp. and Daphnia sp. increased 123.8 and
2.4 times, respectively, adjacent to the thermal outfall from the
Nine Mile Point power plant. 3 2
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Although the equilibrium temperature of the North Anna Reservoir
will be raised 10 to 12F', the response of zoqplanktonic popula-
tions to this increase alone, would lie expected to be, positive since
experience at other power plants indicates that production rates
of certain zooplankters would -e expected to increase slightly.
However, this increased production will al-most certainly' be offset
by a decrease in standing crop and reproductive potential of
zooplankton as a result of entrainment.

Potential impacts of Station operation on the benthic invertebrate
community of the North Anna Reservoir are (1) direct effects from
discharge of heated water and (2) indirect effects resulting from
alteration of the water quality and the dynamics of the reservoir.
Direct effects from discharging heated water into the main reservoir
are expected to be minimal, although localized scouring will prevent
the development of a stable benthic community in the area of the
discharge dike. Excess temperatures will decrease rapidly with the
rapid mixing and the area affected by the highest excess temperature
will be relatively small.

Due to the permanent thermal stratifification of reservoir, the
benthic community in the hypolimnion will be altered due to the
low concentration of dissolved oxygen and the reducing conditions
at the mud-water interface. The diversity of benthic inverte-
brates in this zone will decrease once the thermal stratification
has become established and dissolved-oxygen concentrations have
decreased.

Entrainment of benthic invertebrates should not be a problem
because these organisms generally are not planktonic. Some
species in the area of the intake which migrate vertically may
be entrained, but the number of them will be a small fraction of
the total population.

Impacts of Station operation on fish populations can be evaluated
only by reference to species that are likely, to be present in the
reservoir, since their life.-history and behavioral patterns largely
determine the degree of vulnerability to yarious sources of impact.
Almost all fish species that will be found in Lake Anna spawn in
the shallow littoral zone; hence, the eggs, larvae, and adults will
be in the zone covered by the thermal plume. This spawning habit
should not present a problem except in the lower section of the
reservoir where steady-state temperatures will be maximum. During
warm periods, spawning of some species may be inhibited in this
area. The area of the reservoir above the Station intake should
not be affected. Successful spawning of most species possibly
will not occur in the cooling lagoons because of the high tempera-
tures during the spring spawning season. Spawning of most fish
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species is initiated by temperature (i.e., when water temperature
reaches a certain threshold) or a combination of temperature and
day length. Therefore, the thermal discharge may stimulate early
spawning by some species since the temperature cycle in the shal-
low inshore waters will be advanced.

Some fish larvae will be entrained as they move from the spawning
site. Since no fish in migratory patterns will be found near the
cooling water intake, the entrainment will be limited to fish that
live in the immediate area of the intake. Entrainment of fish
eggs should not be a problem since the eggs of fish species in the
reservoir are adhesive rather than planktonic.

Fish will be impinged on intake screens at the Station even though

the intake velocity is slightly less than 1 fps. However, the
extent of impingement cannot be predicted because fish behavior in
the reservoir is unpredictable. If operating conditions cause fish
to school in the area of the intakes, the impingement will increase.

The net effect of four-unit operation on the growth and production of
fish populations is likely to be a decrease as a result of decreased
habitat from thermal stratification and lower food availability
because of mortality of zooplankton from entrainment. Permanent
thermal stratification of the reservoir will reduce the total reservoir
volume available as fish habitat and result in extensive crowding,
intra- and interspecies competition for food and space, and stunted
fish populations. These effects, in turn, will result in lowered
reproductive potentials for the fish species affected. For this
reason, Station operation may eliminate some fish species from the
reservoir as habitat becomes limited and competition for food and
space increases.

With two-unit operation, conditions for fish populations will be
improved since the steady-state temperatures will be lower, the lake
will not be permanently stratified, and zooplankton populations will
not be as adversely affected as with four-unit operation. Except
possibly under worst-case conditions, fish production in the lower
section of Lake Anna should not be affected adversely and, in winter,
production may be greater as a result of the thermal discharge.

The surface release of water over North Anna Dam will increase the
temperature of North Anna River below the dam to above that prior to
impoundment and operation of the Station will further increase the
temperature of water released over the dam. Table 5.3 shows the
estimated excess temperatures (temperatures in excess of the calcu-
lated equilibrium temperature of Lake Anna rather than the North Anna
River prior to impoundment) at various distances below the dam. For
the worst-case summer condition in which the calculated equilibrium
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temperature at the dam is 84.7 0 F, the temperature of water going over
the dam could be as high as 96.8'F. For nearly 12 miles below the
dam, water temperatures in the North Anna River would still be above
90OF during one month every six years.

Table 5.3.: Excess temperatures (temperatures above the
calculated equilibrium temperature of Lake Anna) in
the North Anna River beiow the North Anna Dam

Excess temperature (F0 ) Distance below dam (miles)

12.8 0.0

8.9 4.0

6.4 11.6
3.9 22.7

2.8 30.3
1.7 27.9

1.6 41.7

The higher temperature immediately below the dam will likely produce
changes in species composition of the periphyton community to the
more-heat-tolerant green and blue-green algae rather than diatoms.
Certain species of benthic macroinvertebrates which prefer colder
temperatures (mayflies, stoneflies, caddisflies, etc.) will also be
reduced or eliminated during summer periods of maximum temperature.
The existence of the dam will prevent recolonization of these areas
from upstream.

The warm-water discharge will possibly prevent the development of
a cold-water fishery below the dam since river temperature during
summer will exceed the upper critical temperature of most species
such as smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomeiu). The fish population
below the dam will likely be dominated by warm-water species of
nonsport fish such as shad, suckers, and shiners (Appendix 2.14).

5.5 RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON BIOTA OTHER THAN MAN

5.5.1 Radiation Doses to Aquatic Organisms

The ability of aquatic organisms to concentrate radionuclides is
a potential radiological hazard to species that live in the con-
taminated water. To assess the potential impact of liquid releases
to the biota of Lake Anna, radiation doses to aquatic plants
(algae, etc.), invertebrates, and fish were calculated. Dose
calculations were based on the assumption that the organisms
live continuously in effluent water that contains radionuclides



in concentrations equal to the steady-state concentrations at
the point of discharge from the Station (i.e., in the discharge,
canal). 4This. pathway of exposure was used to estimate maximum
doses. Organisms that live, in the reservoir and cooling lagoons
will receiye a lower dose as radionuclide concentrations decrease
by both dilution with Lake Anna water and radiological decay.

Total doses were computed as the sum of the internal and external
(immersion) doses.• The internal dose to aquatic organisms, as listed
in Table 5.4, results from intake of radionuclides through either
ingestion (food chain), direct absorption from water, or both.
Immersion dose (Table 5.5) results from immersion of the organisms
in the contaminated water and, as calculated by the computer code
EXREM 3 3 ,34 is insignificant compared with internal dose.

Internal dose Di (millirads/year) for radionuclide "i" was computed
from the equation

D. = 1.87 x 107 W.C.Ei

where 1.87 x 107 is a constant to convert microcuries per gram of
organism to millirads per year, Wi is the concentration (liCi/ml of
the radionuclide in the liquid effluent of the Station, Ci is the
concentration factor35-37 of the radionuclide in the biota of
interest, and Ei is the effective absorbed energy (MeV) of the
radionuclide (the largest effective absorbed energy listed in
Report No. 2 of the International Commission for Radiation Protec-
tion was selected).

3 8

For the dose calculations, steady-state conditions (i.e., the
radionuclide concentrations in water remain constant) were assumed.
The computed internal doses are maximized since the maximum effective
absorbed energies (Ei) in man were used in the calculations. For
small organisms such as single-celled phytoplankton, zooplankton,
and benthic invertebrates, the internal dose will tend to be
overestimated because these organisms will absorb less than the
maximum effective energy.

Concentration (or bioaccumulation) factors (C.) used to calculate
internal dose (Table 5.6) were experimentally determined values
obtained from the literature since no data exist on concentration
factors specifically for the Lake Anna ecosystem. Because factors
vary for different environments due to various physical, chemical,
and biological conditions, the maximum values for aquatic ecosystems
obtained from the literature were used in most of the calculations.



Table 5.4. Estimated steady-state radionuclide concentrations in the discharge
canal and internal doses to aquatic plants (algae, etc.), invertebrates,

and fish that might grow in the liquid effluent at the
North Anna Power Station'

Radionuclide Internal dose
(millirads/year)

Concentration
Identity (pCi/ml) Aquatic Invertebrates Fishplants

Mo-99 1.1 (-11) 1.1 (-02) 1.1 (-02) 1.1 (-02)
Te-127m 8.6 (-12) 5.1 (-02) 3.1 (-01) 2.1 (-02)
Te-127 8.6 (-12) 3.9 (-02) 2.4 (-01) 1.5 (-02)
Te-129m 4.0(-11) 8.2 (-01) 5.0(+00) 3.3(-01)
Te-131m 3.0 (-12) 9.0 (-02) 5.5 (-01) 3.6 (-02)
Te-1 32 6.6 (-1l) 2.3.(+00) 1.4 (+01) 9.4 (-01)
1-130 1.7 (-12) 8.3 (-03) 4.1 (-02) 2.1 (-03)
1-131 1.6 (-09) 2.6 (+00) 1.3 (+01) 6.6 (-01)
1-133 4.2 (-10) 1.3 (+00) 6.6 (+00) 3.3 (-01)
1-135 9.5 (-11) 4.6 (-01) 2.3 (+00) 1.2 (-01)
Cs-134 2.2 (-10) 1.1 (+02) 5.0 (+01) 4.5 (+00)
Cs-136 2.6 (-11) 7.9 (+00) 3.5 (+00) 3.2 (-01)
Cs-137 1.8 (-10) 5.0 (+01) 2.2 (+01) 2.0 (+00)
Mn-54 1.8 (-12) 6.0 (-01) 2.4 (+00) 4.3 (-04)
Fe-55 5.4 (-12) 3.3 (-03) 2.1 (-03) 2.0 (-04)
Co-58 2.8(-11) 8.0(-01) 4.8(-01) 1.6(-01)
Co-60 2.4 (-12) 1.7 (-01) 1.0 (-01) 3.4 (-02)
H-3 1.5 (-05) 2.8 (+00) 2.8 (+00) 2.8 (+00)

Total dose 1.8 (+02) 1.2 (+02) 1.2 (+01)

aThe integer in parentheses indicates the power of ten by which the number

should be multiplied, e.g., 1.1 (- 11) means 1. 1 × 10- '.

Table 5.5. Water-immersion dose
(beta + gamma) to aquatic plants

(algae, etc.), invertebrates, and fish that
might live continuously in the liquid

effluent from the North Anna
Power Station

Water-immersion

Radionuclide dose of beta +
gamma radiation
(millirads/year)'

Mo-99 9.5 (-05)
Te-127m 3.3 (-05)
Te-127 2.0.(-05)
Te-129m 2.6 (-04)
Te-131m 1.5 (-04)
Te-132 3.4 (-03)
1-130 7.7 (-05)
1-131 1.5 (-02)
1-133 6.6 (-03)
1135 5.9 (-03)
Cs-134 6.9 (-03)
Cs-136 1.2 (-03)
Cs-137 2.4 (-03)
Mn-54 2.8 (-05)
Fe-55 1.0(-06)
Co-58 5.2 (-04)
Co-60 1.1 (-04)
H-3 9.0 (-01)

Total Dose 9.4 (-01)

'The integer in parentheses indicates
the power of ten by which the number
should be multiplied, e.g., 9.5 (-05)
means 9.5 X 10-s.

Ln

Ln
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'Table 5.6.1 Concentration factors used to calculate the internal radiation dose
to algae, invertebrates, fish, and waterfowl of the North Anna Power Station

Concentration Factora
Radionuclide

Aquatic plants Invertebrates Fish Waterfowl

Mo-99 1.00 (+02) 1.00 (+02) 1.00 (+02) 2.07 (+01)
Te-127m 1.00 (+03) 6.10 (+03) 4.00 (+02) 6.62 (+01)
Te-127 1.00 (+03) 6.10 (+03) 4.00 (+02) 1.12 (+00)
Te-129m 1.00 (+03) 6. 10 (+03) 4.00 (+02) 3.60 (+02)
Te-13 lm 1.00 (+03) 6.10 (+03) 4.00 (+02) 4.14 (+01)
Te-132 1.00 (+03) 6.10 (+03) 4.00 (+02) 9.36 (+01)
1-130 2.00 (+02) 1.00 (+03) 5.00 (+01) 1.44 (+01)
1-131 2.00 (+02) 1.00 (+03) 5.00 (+01) 2.19 (+02)
1-133 2.00 (+02) 1.00 (+03) 5.00 (+01) 2.51 (+01)
1-135 2.00 (+02) 1.00 (+03) 5.00 (+01) 8.06 (+00)
Cs-134 2.50 (+04) 1.10 (+04) 1.00 (+03) 2.34 (+05)
Cs-136 2.50 (+04) 1.10 (+04) 1.00 (+03) 3.96 (+04)
Cs-137 2.50 (+04) 1.10 (+04) 1.00 (+03) 2.52 (+05)
Mn-54 3.50 (+04) 1.40 (+05) 2.50 (+01) 2.82 (+03)
Fe-55 5.00 (+03) 3.20 (+03) 3.00 (+02) 3.33 (+04)
Co-58 2.50 (+03) 1.50 (+03) 5.00 (+02) 9.07 (+02)
Co-60 2.50 (+03) 1.50 (+03) 5.00 (+02) 1.03 (+03)
H-3 1.00 (+00) 1.00 (+00) 1.00 (+00) 1.00 (+00)

'The integer in parentheses indicates the power of ten by which the number should be multiplied,
e.g., 1.00 (+02) means 1.00 X 102.

The estimated total doses for aquatic plants, invertebrates, and
fish living in the discharge canal are 180, 120, and 12 millirads/
year, respectively (Table 5.4). These doses are primarily from
internal exposure (less than 1% from immersion) (Table 5.5).
The cesium radioisotopes contribute most of the internal dose
in plants, invertebrates, and fish.

The estimated doses to organisms that will live in the discharge
canal are well below the doses at which demonstrable radiation
effects have been found. Since the assumptions used to estimate
the dose to aquatic organisms near the Station tend to maximize
the dose, the low-level releases should not cause discernible
effects to these organisms.

5.5.2 Radiation Doses to Terrestrial Organisms

Because of the many potential modes and pathways of radiation expo-
sure to terrestrial organisms near the Station, a single pathway
was selected which would most likely result in the maximum radia-
tion dose to an organism in the surrounding terrestrial ecosystem.
The pathway of maximum exposure would be for an animal, such as a
duck or racoon, which consumes aquatic plants (algae, etc.) that
grow in thewater near the point of discharge of liquid radioactive
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effluents. Although other pathways were considered, the selection
of this one for assessment was based on the following information:
(1) The estimated dose to man from submersion in air (external
dose), ground contamination (external dose), and inhalation (inter-
nal dose) results in a total dose of less than 1 millirem/year for
the worst-case condition (Table 5.8). The dose to these terrestrial
animals would be about the same for this pathway. (2) If an internal
dose from ingestion of contaminated terrestrial plants is added, the
dose to the animal is raised only slightly. (3) Since aquatic plants
concentrate most radionuclides by factors in the range 10 to 105
(Table 5.6) relative to their concentrations in water, the internal
radiation dose to a wild animal from consuming algae is probably
much greater than by other food-chain pathways.

To assess the potential effect on terrestrial animals, the internal
dose to the whole body was estimated for a mammal or bird that eats
only algae. The ratio of daily intake (grams of algae consumed) to
total body weight (grams of animal) was set equal to 0.1, and the
animal was assumed to be in equilibrium with the algae (i.e., the
animalhad attained an equilibrium body burden of radionuclides
such that the rate of excretion equaled the rate of assimilation).
Concentrations of radionuclides in the algae were computed as the
product of the radionuclide concentration in the discharge water
(Table 5.4) and the concentration factor [equilibrium radionuclide
concentration per gram of animal (wet) weight divided by radio-
nuclide concentration (PCi/cc).in water] for that radionuclide as
listed in Table 5.4.

The internal dose Di (millirads/year) for radionuclide "i" to an
animal consuming aquatic plants was computed from equation

1.87 x 1 07x.eqE.
D = M 1i m

where 1.87 x 107 is a constant to convert microcuries per gram of
animal to millirads per year, Xieq is the body burden of the radio-
nuclide (pCi) at equilibrium in an animal that consumes 100 g of
algae per day, Ei is the effective absorbed energy (MeV) of the
radionuclide for a 10-cm-diam cylindrical animal, and m is the
mass of the animal (1000 g). The Xeq the total body of the
animal was computed from the expression

xieq = 1.4 TiWiCig fl1 '

where Ti is the effective half-time (days) of the radionuclide in
the whole body of the animal, Wi is the concentration (GCi/ml) of



the radionuclide in the liquid effluent of the Station (able 5.4),
CT is the concentration factor of the radionuclide in algAe or
other aquatic vegetation CdimensionlessJ), g is, the mas.. (g-rams)
of algae consumed per day C1O0. g/day.) by. tlbe animal, and f" :s
the fraction of the ingested quantizty of radionuclide "!j" tiat
is assimilated by, the tiss-ues of the animal (dimenstonless-).

The estimated total internal dos~e to an animal from the given
pathway exposure was 0.91 rad/year or about 2.5 mtllikradsý/day-
(Table 5.7). Iodine 131, 1 34CS, 136SC, 1 3 7 CS, and 3H contributed
over 99% of this dose.

Table 5.7. Internal dose to a
terrestrial animal (waterfowl, etc.) that

will consume only aquatic plants
growing in effluent water from the

North Anna Power Station

Radionuclide Dose
(millirads/year)a

Mo-99 2.0 (-03)
Te-127m 3.4 (-03)
Te-127 4.3 (-05)
Te-129m 2.2 (-01)
Te-131m 2.3 (-03)
Te-132 1.3 (-01)
1-130 2.7 (-04)
1-131 2.0 (+00)
1-133 1.3 (-01)
1-135 1.1 (-02)
Cs-134 5.5 (+02)
Cs-136 6.7 (+00)
Cs-137 3.5 (+02)
Mn-54 2.2 (-02)
Fe-55 2.2 (-02)
Co-58 1.4 (-01)
Co-60 3.3 (-02)
H-3 2.8 (+00)

Total dose 9.1 (+02)

aThe integer in parentheses indicates
the power of ten by which the number
should be multiplied, e.g., 2.0 (-03)
means 2.0 x 10-

The literature on the effect. of chronic low-level radiation
on terrestrial biota is not extensive; however, the available
information indicates that no detectable radiation effect on
terrestrial animals would be found at a dose rate of 2.2
rads/year. 3 9
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Doses to these animals represent extreme conditions. U! foods
other than aquatic plants: are cQnsumed or if the animals; feed
in other areas: where radionuclide concentrations are lower, the
doses will decrease correspondingly. Al"o, a mammal or bird
is hardly, likely, to feed only- in ths. one location long enough-
to attain equilibrium with radikonuclides in aquatic plants-.
The maximized dose estimate to birds and animals- in the Lake
Anna is. still far lower than the dose required to produce a

detectable radiation effect.

5.6 RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON MAN

5.6.1 General Considerations and Framework of Dose Estimations;

Radioactive nuclides will be released from the Station to the air
and to the water only under controlled conditions. These effluents,
will be released in accordance with the limitations set forth, in
10 CFR Part 2040 and with. the objective of limiting such releas.es to
levels "as low as practicable" as. set forth in 10 CFR Part 50.41
No detectable effects on man are expected to result from radio-
nuclide releases that meet the 10 CFR Part 50 limitations. Opera-
ting experience with similar power plants has shown that actual
releases of radionuclides from these plants generally have been
small fractions of the limits set forth in 10 CFR Part 20.

Individuals and population groups could be irradiated by the released
radionuclides via numerous pathways and modes of exposure. These
generalized exposure pathways are shown in Fig. 5.2. The irradiation
could occur as a result of external and internal exposure to the
radionuclides present in the effluents. If the radioactive nuclide
remains outside the body and emits beta or gamma rays that are
absorbed by the body, the result is external exposure; if the radio-
nuclide is taken in by man - whether by breathing, drinking, or
eating - internal exposure results. Those pathways and modes of
exposure will be examined which are believed to be the most impor-
tant as determined from studies at the Station as well as from
experience at other nuclear installations. The modes of external

Ji exposure for which. dose estimates are presented are; immersion in
a cloud of radioactive gaseous effluent, submersion in a body of
water that contains radionuclides, and exposure from a contaminated
land surface. Pathways of internal exposure for which dose esti-
mates are presented are intakes% of air, water, milk, and fish.
Other exposure pathways, such as consumption of contaminated food
crops, were considered but are not presented because the estimated
doses are neglible compared with those treated here.
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5.6.2 Estimates of Dose

The initial dispersion, and dilution of radionuclides transported in
the air have been estimated by use of a computer code. 42  Dose
estimate-s were. calculated with the INRE14 code 3 3 for internal dose
and the EXREM code.3 4 for external exposure to radiation. The dose
calculations for the various exposure pathways and modes are dis-
cussed in some detail in succeeding sections. Table 5.8 presents
the resulting estimates of dose for total body. Although Table 5.8
is based entirely on total-body dose estimates, the discussions in
succeeding sections include dose estimates for reference organs if
the reference organ concentrates the radionuclide or is more sensi-
tive to the radiation than is the total body.

Table 5.8. Summary of maximum estimated doses (millirems)
to the total body of individuals and (man-rem)

to the total population (year 1980)
per year of operation

Exposure mode Dose
Individual Population
(mill irems) (man-rem)

Gaseous Effluents
Air immersion 0.24 1.1
Inhalation 0.07 0.55

Land Surface 0.016 0.025
Ingestion - milk 0.013
Total 0.34 1.7

Liquid Effluents
Ingestion - fish 0.19 0.2

Ingestion - water 0.84
Water submersion and shore 0.23 2.3

Total 1.3 2.5

Direct radiation 0.1 0.015

Transportation (from Sect. 5.7) 1.3 16.8

POPULATION TOTAL 21



Gaseous Effluents

In assessing the possible radiological impact to man for gaseous
effluents, the staff has assumed normal reactor operation. The
highest estimated dose to individuals at the exclusion radius

(1500 meters) occurs in the SSE direction; higher dose values are
estimated for 1500 meters north and southeast, but those points
will be below the water surface as long as the lake and the waste
heat treatment facility remain as shown in Fig. 2.2. The land within
the exclusion radius is owned and controlled by the applicant, thus
there will be no dwellings established closer than 1500 meters. The
calculated population doses in man-reins per year of reactor operation
refer to the total population (998,400) who will be living within 50
miles of the North Anna site in the year 1980. These evaluations
are based on the use of the gaseous-effluent source terms for all
four units which are given in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. Meteorological
data for his calculation were obtained from on-site measurements
for the period from September 1, 1971 to August 31, 1972.44

Immersion in a Cloud of Gaseous Effluent

The radiation dose to a man immersed in a cloud of inert-gas
radionuclides is treated in accordance with the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), which states that
the radiation from the radioactive cloud would be expected to
deliver a much higher dose than that from the gas held in the lungs
or other body organs. 38 Therefore, the internal-dose contributions
due to exposure to inert-gas radionuclides are neglected. The con-
centrations of airborne effluents at ground level were obtained for
each of sixteen 22.50 sectors from 1 to 50 miles from the reactor by
use in an atmospheric-diffusion model.4 2 The maximum total-body
dose per year of effluent release for an individual via this exposure

pathway is 0.24 millirem if the individual is assumed to continuously
occupy his designated location at the boundary (1500 m) in the SSE
direction. Krypton 88 represented 31%; 133Xe, 44%, and 1 3 5 Xe, 8%
of this dose. The skin dose at this point would be 0.97 millirem/yr.

The population-dose estimate for this exposure is 1.1 man-rem per
year of reactor operation. The man-rem dose is defined to be the
sum of the total-body doses to all individual members of a given

population.

This pathway contributes 35% of the total population dose.
Table 5.9 shows the average annual dose for cumulative population

groups at various distances.
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Table 5.9. Cumulative total dose times population factor
Ground-level air concentration

Cumulative Average annual dose
Radius population Cumulative dose for cumulative population

Meters Miles (1980) (uan-rems/year) (mill irems/yea r)

1,609.0 1 0 0. 0
3,218.0 2 147 0.016 0.11
4,827.0 3 586 0.035 0.059
6,436.0 4 1,080 0.045 0.042
8,045.0 5 1,620 0.053 0.033

16,090.0 10 9,310 0.12 0.012
32,180.0 20 43,400 0.22 0.0052
48,270.0 30 184,000 0.43 0.0023
64,360.0 40 627,000 0.89 0.0014
80,450.0 50 998,400 1.1 0.0012

The largest residential area within a 10-mile radius is the town of
Mineral (1971 population, 400). The man-rem per year of reactor
operation to this community would be less than 0.001. The nearest
residence is 1700 meters west-northwest; the millirem per year of
reactor operation would be 0.13 to an individual at this location.

Exposure to a Contaminated Land Surface

From an assumed effective deposition velocity of 1 cm/sec for
elemental iodine and other particulate radionuclides, the average
radionuclide concentration on the ground was estimated in each of
sixteen 22.50 sectors at various distances. Continuous occupancy
of a designated location by the exposed individual was also assumed.
The maximum total-body dose per year of effluent release for an
individual via this exposure pathway is 0.016 millirem at 1500 m
in the SSE direction. Iodine is a major dose-contributor for this
exposure pathway, even though the exposure is external. Iodine 131
contributes 67% and 1331 contributes 8% of the estimated dose.

The population-dose estimate per year of release is 0.025 man-rem.



Milk ConsumpRtion

The staff also has estimated doses to individuals via the pasture-
cow-milk-man pathway. The average radionuclide concentration deposited
on the pasture was estimated by assuming an effective deposition velocity
of 1 cm/sec. A general environmental model is used to estimate the
radionuclide concentration in milk produced by cows grazing on pasture.• 3

The nearest grazing area is approximately 1.4 miles SSE from the
station, where about 25 head of beef cattle were observed. Should
milk producing cows be pastured at this point for an assumed 7 months
out of the year, the estimated thyroid dose for adults drinking one
liter per day of this milk would be 7 millirem/yr. The corresponding
dose to the thyroid of a two-year-old child would be 59 millirem/yr
(55 millirem/yr from Units 1 and 2 and 4 millirem/yr from Units 3
and 4). The atmospheric diffusion factor at this location is 1.6 x
10-6 sec/m 3 . The estimated total-body dose for this pathway is 0.013
millirem/yr. The nearest dairy farm is located 3.6 miles SSW from
the reactor site (atmospheric diffusion factor - 0.13 x 10 6 sec/m3 ).
Thyroid doses to a child drinking milk from these cows would be 4.9
millirem per year of operation of all four units.

In considering potential land use around the North Anna site, it is
conceivable that an area could be cleared of trees at the site
boundary and a cow grazed there. The maximum estimated dose to the
thyroid of a 2-year-old child who drinks milk from this cow regularly
would be 81.5 millirem/yr (76 millirem/yr from Units 1 and 2 and 5.5
millirem/yr from operation of Units 3 and 4). The atmospheric dif-
fusion factor at 1500 meters SSE is 2.15 x 106 sec/m 3 .

A population dose was not estimated for this exposure pathway because
the Station site is not in a dairy region. No cows presently graze at
the site boundary, and the nearest dairy herd is about 3.6 miles from
the reactor site.

Inhalation

Air-inhalation doses were estimated by use of an assumed inhalation
rate for man of 2 x 107 cm3 /day. 3 8 For an individual who resides
continuously at the SSE boundary, the estimated maximum total-body
dose via inhalation of the airborne effluent, .per year of release,
is 0.07 millirem. Iodine 131 is an important dose-contributor to
the thyroid for this exposure pathway; thie estimated dose to the
thyroid is 0.31 millirem.

The annual population dose estimated for this exposure pathway is
less than 0.55 man-rem for total-body.
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Liquid Effluents

The ev4luations of liquid effluents are- based on the liquid effluent
source. terms for all four units which are- given in Table 3,11. The
steady-state concerttratiorLs for the reservotir were used for all dose
est ima tes.

Drinking Watex

The estimates of maximum dose via drinking water are based on the

assumption that an adult drinks 1200 cm3 /day C4.38 x i0 5 cm3 /year) 3 8

and that the water is taken from the reservoir without further dilu-

tion. The maximum radioactivity planned to be released from the

liquid-radioactive-waste system is estimated to be equivalent to a

total-body dose of 0.84 millirem/yr for the radionuclides listed

in Table 3.11. Tritium accounts for 99% of this dose estimate for
total body. The estimated dose to the gastro-intestinal tract per

year of release via this exposure pathway is 0.26 millirem - 3 H
(99%). The dose to the thyroid is estimated to be 1.7 millirem/yr

[1311 (50%) and 3H (49%)]. No public drinking-water supplies are

currently taken from the North Anna River downstream from the site.

However, the staff's estimates show that if the water were used for

drinking, the impact from this exposure pathway would be insignificant.

If a milk-producing cow were assumed to take all of its drinking water

from the WHTF, the dose to the thyroid of a 2-year-old child from

drinking this milk would be 5 millirem/yr. This estimate excludes
additional iodine intake by the cow via grazing.

Fish Consumption

The estimates of dose from fish consumption are based on the assump-

tion that an adult consumes daily 20 grams of fish C7.3 x 10 3

g/year) 4 5 that have lived in the reservoir. The concentrations of
radionuclides in the fish are assumed to be in equilibrium with the
concentrations of radionuclides in the reservoir, and therefore
reconcentration in the flesh of the fish has been considered.

The total-body dose to the individual from the radionuclides listed
in Table 3.12 is estimated to he 0.19 millirem per year of release.
About 29% of this dose is attributable to 1 3 7 Cs and 62% to _134Cs. The
estimated dose to the thyroid is 0.84 millirem/year; of this dose,
77% is due to 131T.
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If 10% of the individuals living within 50 miles of the site are
assumed to obtain 1% of their fish diet from the reservoir, the esti-
mated pqpulation dose is .2 man-rem per year of release.

Submersion and Shore Contamination

Doses were estimated for the case of a man swimming in the reservoir
and for occupying the shoreline. If the individual is assumed to swim

1% of the year (1 hr/day for three summer months), the estimated
total-body dose is 1.9 x l0-4 millirem per year of release. If the
individual is assumed to occupy the shore area for 1% of the year,
the estimated total-body dose due to the radionuclides deposited on
the beach or shore area of the lake is 0.23 millirem per year.

The population-dose for the submersion and shore contamination path-
ways is 2.3 man-rem per year of reactor operation. This value is
based on the population figures for the year 1980 within 50 miles
(998,400) and on the assumption that 1% of that population makes
frequent use of the reservoir.

Direct Radiation

The maximum dose due to direct radiation from the liquid storage tanks
has been estimated to be 0.02 mr/yr at 1500 meters. The applicant
has not indicated any intention to ever construct a visitors' center
at the North Anna site. However, should one be constructed at 500
meters, a visitor spending 1 hour at the center would receive a
maximum of 3 x 10-4 millirems. The population dose estimate for
50,000 such visits per year would be 0.015 man-rem.

A curious visitor or a fisherman who might approach the station by
water from the east and spend 1% of a year at 300 meters from Unit 1
may receive 0.1 mr/yr from direct radiation.

5.6.3 Assessment of Dose Estimates

Dose to an Individual

The estimated sum total-body dose to an individual (Table 5.8) in
the SSE direction at the 1500-m exclusion radius is 1.7 miflirems
per year of operation from both gaseous and liquid effluents. This
dose represents .3% of the dose limit of 500 millirems per year of
operation to the individual at the boundary (10 CFR Part 20).
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Each radionuclide must be considered with respect to the dose it
gives to a particular reference organ because of the possibility of
its becoming relatively highly concentrated in that organ compared
with other organs or with the whole body. The radioiodine (primarily
131I) from the gaseous effluents was estimated to give a maximum dose
to the thyroid of an individual at the site boundary of 0.31 millirem
per year of operation via the inhalation mode of exposure. For the
cow-milk pathway the dose would be higher and was estimated to be
4.9 millirem/yr for a 2-year-old child drinking milk from cows pastured
at the nearest diary.

Kowever, if cows were pastured at the nearest present grazing area
(1.4 miles from the site), the estimated dose to a 2-year-old child
drinking their milk would be 59 millirem/yr; or, if the cows were at
the nearest hypothetical grazing area, presently wooded, 1500 meters
SSE of the site, the estimated dose would be 81.5 millirem. Because
the potential exists for these exposures, the applicant will be re-
quired to conduct a milk sampling program to demonstrate that the
thyroid of any individual offsite who drinks milk from cows pastured
in the vicinity will not receive a dose greater than 5 millirem/yr.

Population Dose

Each of the approximately 1 million people who currently live
within 50 miles will receive about 125 millirem/year from natural
background radiation, which is equivalent to a population dose of
125,000 man-rem/year. Comparison of these numbers with the staff's
estimated population dose of 21 man-rem per year of four-reactor
operation shows that the increase in dose over background is very
small.

5.7 TRANSPORTATION OF NUCLEAR FUEL AND SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE

The nuclear fuel for the North Anna Power Station is slightly
enriched uranium in the form of sintered uranium oxide pellets
encapsulated in Zircaloy fuel rods. In the normal operation of the
four reactors, about 200 fuel elements will be replaced each year.

5.7.1 Transport of New Fuel

The applicant has indicated that new fuel will be shipped in AEC-DOT
approved containers that hold two fuel elements each. About 60
truckload shipments will be required for the initial loading; each
year, about 18 truckloads will be needed for fuel replacement, The
fuel for Units 1 and 2 will come from Columbia, South Carolina, a
distance of about 400 miles; that for Units 3 and 4, from Lynchburg,
Virginia, about 100 miles away.
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5.7.2 Transport of Irradiated Fuel

Fuel elements removed from the reactor will be unchanged in
appearance and will contain some of the original 2 3 5 U, which is
recoverable. As a result of the irradiation and fissioning of
the uranium, the fuel elements will contain large amounts of
fission products and some plutonium. Decay of the radioactivity
produces radiation and "decay heat." The amount of radioactivity
that remains in the fuel varies with the length of time after the
fuel is discharged from the reactor. Discharged fuel elements are
placed under water in a storage pool to cool before being loaded
into a cask for transport.

The applicant did not identify the site to which the irradiated
fuel will be shipped for reprocessing but, for the purpose of
calculation, the staff assumed a shipping distance of 500 miles.

Although the specific cask design has -not been identified, the
applicant states that the irradiated fuel elements will be shipped
by truck or rail in approved casks. Each cask will weigh perhaps
30 tons for truck shipment or 100 tons for rail shipment. About
200 shipments by truck, or 20 by rail, will be made each year to
transport the irradiated fuel from the four reactors; an equal number
of shipments will be required to return the empty casks.

5.7.3 Transport of Solid Radioactive Wastes

The applicant stated that the solid radioactive wastes will be
shipped by truck to Morehead, Kentucky, (about 500 miles distant)
for disposal. Spent resins and filter-basket assemblies will be
shipped in disposable containers inside shielded casks. Evaporator
bottoms will be solidified, and soft solid wastes will be compacted
in drums for shipment and disposal. The applicant estimated that
these wastes will amount to about 200 truckloads each year for the
four units; probably about one-half will be drums, one-third filter-
basket assemblies, and the remainder casks that contain spent resins.

5.7.4 Principles of Safety in Transport

The transportation of radioactive materials is regulated by the
Department of Transportation and the AEC. The regulations protect
the public and transport workers from radiation. This protection
is achieved by a combination of standards and requirements appli-
cable to packaging, limitations on the contents of packages and
on radiation levels from packages, and procedures to limit the
exposure of persons under normal and accident conditions.
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Primary reliance for safety in transport of radioactive material
is placed on the packaging. The packaging must meet regulatory
standards4 6 - established according to the type and form of mate-
rial - for containment, shielding, nuclear-criticality safety,
and heat dissipation. The standards provide that the packaging
shall prevent the loss or dispersal of the radioactive contents,
retain shielding efficiency, ensure nuclear-criticality safety,
and provide adequate heat dissipation under normal conditions of
transport and under specified accident-damage test conditions.
The contents of packages not designed to withstand accidents are
limited; thereby, the risk from releases that could occur in an
accident are limited. Also, the contents of the package must be
limited so that the standards for external radiation levels,
temperature pressure, and containment are met.

Procedures applicable to the shipment of packages of radioactive
material require that the package be labeled uniquely. In trans-
port, the carrier is required to control radioactive-material
packages including their loading and storage in areas separated
from persons and the limitation of their aggregation so as to
minimize the exposure of persons under normal conditions. The
procedures carriers must follow in case of accident include the
segregation of damaged and leaking packages from people and the
notification of the shipper and the Department of Transportation.
Radiological-assistance teams are available through an inter-
governmental program to provide equipment and trained persons,
if necessary, in such emergencies.

Within the regulatory standards, radioactive materials are required
to be safely transported in routine commerce by use of conventional
transportation equipment; no special restrictions are placed on
speed of the vehicle, routing, or ambient transport conditions.
According to the DOT, the record of safety in the transportation
of radioactive materials exceeds that for any other types of
hazardous commodities. The DOT estimates that about 800,000
packages of radioactive materials are being shipped in the United
States each year. No deaths or serious injuries to the public or
to transport workers are known to have occurred as a result of
radiation from shipment of radioactive material.

Safety in transportation is provided by the design of the packages
and by limitations on their contents and on external radiation
levels and does not depend on controls over routing. Although the
regulations require all carriers of hazardous materials to avoid
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congested areas4 7 wherever practical to do so, in general, carriers
choose the most direct and fastest route. Routing restrictions
that require use of secondary highways or routes other than the
most direct may increase the overall environmental impact of trans-
portation as a result of increased accident frequency or severity.
Any attempt to specify routing would involve a continual analysis
of routes in view of changes in local conditions as well as in

sources of material and delivery points.

5.7.5 Exposures During Normal (No-Accident) Conditions

New Fuel

Since the quantities of nuclear radiations and of heat emitted by
new fuel are small, they will have essentially no effect on the
environment during transport under normal conditions. Exposure

of individual transport workers is estimated to be less than 1
millirem per shipment. For 18 shipments, with two drivers for
each vehicle, the annual cumulative dose would be about 0.04
man-rem. The radiation level associated with each truckload of

cold fuel will be less than 0.1 millirem/hr at a distance of 6 ft
from the truck. A member of the general public who spends 3 min
at an average distance of 3 ft from the truck might receive a dose
of about 0.005 millirem per shipment. The doses to other persons
along the shipping route would be extremely small.

Irradiated Fuel

Based on actual radiation levels associated with shipments of
irradiated fuel elements, the staff estimates that the radia-

tion level at a point 3 ft from the rail car will be about
25 millirem/hr.

The average radiation dose to an individual truck driver during a
500-mile-long shipment of irradiated fuel under normal conditions
is estimated to be about 10 millirem. For 200 shipments by truck,
with two drivers on each vehicle, the annual cumulative dose would
be about 4 man-rems. Train brakemen might spend a few minutes in

the vicinity of the car; the average exposure would be about 0.5
millirem per shipment. With 10 different brakemen involved along
the route, the annual cumulative dose for 20 shipments is estimated
to be about 0.1 man-rem.
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A member of the general public who might spend 3 min at an average
distance of 3 ft from the truck or rail car might receive a dose of
as much as 1.3 millirem. If 10 persons were so exposed per shipment,
the annual cumulative dose from 200 truck shipments would be about
2.6 man-rems and from 20 rail shipments, about 0.3 man-rem. About
150,000 persons who reside along the 500-mile route over which the
irradiated fuel is transported might receive an annual cumulative
dose of about 1.8 man-rem from 200 truck shipments or about .18 man-
rem from 20 rail shipments. The regulatory radiation-level limit
of 10 millirem/hr at a distance of 6 ft from the vehicle was used
to calculate the integrated dose to persons in an area between
100 ft and 1/2 mile on both sides of the shipping route. The ship-
ment was assumed to travel 200 miles per day and the population
density to average 330 persons per square mile along the route.

The amount of heat released to the air from each cask will vary
from about 30,000 Btu/hr for truck casks to about 250,000 Btu/hr
for rail casks. For comparison, 115,000 Btu/hr is about equal to
the heat output from the furnace in a home of average size. Although
the temperature of the air that contacts the loaded cask may be
increased a few degrees because the amount of heat is small and
the heat is being released over the entire transportation route,
no appreciable thermal effects on the environment will result.

Solid Radioactive Wastes

Under normal conditions, the average radiation dose to the indi-
vidual truck driver is estimated to be about 10 millirems per
shipment. If the same driver were to drive 15 truckloads in a
year, he might receive an estimated dose of about 150 millirems
during the year. The annual cumulative dose to all drivers from
200 shipments during the year, if two drivers were in each vehicle,
would be about 4 man-reins.

A member of the general public who spends 3 min at an average dis-
tance of 3 ft from the truck might receive a dose of as much as
1.3 millirems. If 10 persons were so exposed per shipment, the
annual cumulative dose would be about 2.6 man-remis. About 150,000
persons who reside along the 500-mile route over which the solid
radioactive waste is transported might receive an annual cumulative
dose of about 1.8 man-rem. These doses were calculated for the
following assumed conditions: an area between 100 ft and 1/2 mile
on either side of the shipping route, 330 persons/sq mile, 10
millirems/hr at 6 ft from the vehicle, and shipment travel of 200
miles/day.
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5.8 RESOURCES COMMITTED

The applicant estimates that the four units of the Station will
consume 64,800 kg of fissile uranium and 37,800 kg of fissile
plutonium during the operating life of the Station. This estimate
is based on 2 3 5 U enrichment of 3.10% for Units 1 and 2 and 3.19%
for Units 3 and 4. Approximately the following amounts of other
strategic metals will also be expended: 1900 lb of cadmium;
96,000 lb of nickel; and 1,502,000 lb of zirconium.1
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6. ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND MONITORING PROGRAM

6.1 NONRADIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS AND MONITORING

The environmental measurement and monitoring at the North Anna Power
Station consists of four programs based on the sequence of alterations
of the existing environment and on station operation: (1) a preim-
poundment study of the North Anna River, (2) a postimpoundment
study of the effects of dam construction on the lower section
of the North Anna River and the upper section of the Pamunkey
River, (3) a postimpoundment study of the reservoir (Lake Anna),
and (4) the operational program that includes monitoring both
Lake Anna and the North Anna River below the dam.

6.1.1 Preoperational Studies

The preoperational studies are: (1) assessment of the ecology
of the North Anna River basin prior to its impoundment, (2)
evaluation of the effects of dam construction on the downstream
section of the North Anna River and on the upper section of the
Pamunkey River, and (3) a postimpoundment preoperational program
of environmentalmeasurements on Lake Anna.

Preimpoundment Studies

The preimpoundment studiesl- 3 were completed; they concerned
the effects of pyrite-mine drainage from Contrary Creek and
its tributaries on water quality, on benthic communities, and
on fish in the North Anna River. No studies or surveys of the
terrestrial environment were conducted prior to clearing the
reservoir basin.

Postimpoundment Study Below North Anna Dam

This study program4 included the collection of physical and
chemical data at 10 stations, five each on the lower North Anna
River (downstream from the North Anna Dam) and on the upper
Pamunkey River (Fig. 6.1). Biological sampling also was conducted.
The purpose of these measurements is to assess the effects of dam
construction on the North Anna River below the dam.

At each of the ten stations shown in Figure 6.1, the following
physical and chemical measurements were made every two weeks during
the summer of 1971:
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SPOTSYLVANIA

COUNTY /

CAROLINE

COUNTY
NORTH

COLLECTION-SITE COLLECTION-SITE LOCATION
NO. (BY ROUTEI

I STATE 658

2 STATE 603

3 MIDWAY BETWEEN STATE 601 AND U.S. I
4 U.S. I

5 STATE 602
6 U.S. 301 -STATE 2
7 STATE 614

a STATE 615

9 U.S. 360
iD NEAR WHITE HOUSE, VA.

KING AND QUEEN COUNTY

INTY

?--.

LOUISA

COUNTY

xI

11

RICHMOND 10

NEW KENT COUNTY

Fig. 6.1. Sites for the collection of physical and chemical data
for pre- and post-operational environmental monitoring
on the lower North Anna River and upper Pamunkey River,
Va. (From ref. 5.)
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1. Temperature.

2. Total solids. Water samples were filtered through
a tared 0.45-p-pore-diama Millipore filter. The filters
were dried, weighed, ashed at 500'C, and reweighed.

3. Turbidity.

4. Discharge. Daily discharge data for the North Anna
River were obtained at a gaging station at Doswell,
Virginia.

5. Dissolved oxygen. Water samples were collected with
a nonmetallic Kemmerer bottle and analyzed for dissolved
oxygen by the azide modification of the Winkler method.6

6. Salinity. Salinity was determined with a hydrometer
.standardized against a silver nitrate solution by use of a
chromate end point.

7. Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). The standard BOD test on
water samples 6 was conducted.

8. Alkalinity. A standard method for alkalinity6 was used.

9. pH. A pH meter was used.

10. Other chemical analyses. Water samples •ere also to be 2-
analyzed for Fe, Mn, Mg, Cu, Zn, Hg, PO4  , NO 3 , and SO 2-

Biological sampling at the ten stations shown in Figure 6.1
included the following:

1. Epiphytes. Attached forms were removed from substrates
collected by scraping, and the species composition was
expressed on a percent basis.

2. Macrobenthic fauna. Shallow areas of the river were sampled
for macrobenthic fauna by use of a D-frame aquatic dip net
and Scuba gear. The same amount of effort was expended at
each collecting site in order to quantify and to compare
samples. Samples were analyzed for diversity, community
composition, and relative abundance; the catch per unit of
collecting effort was used to express abundance. In the



deeper area of the river, a Ponar dredge was used to collect
the macrobenthic fauna. These samples were analyzed for
community composition, diversity, and density. Macrobenthos
samples will be collected at least once during the summer
period.

3. Fishes. Density, diversity, and species composition of the
fish community are to be determined using several methods.
In shallow areas, fish were collected with either a 1/4-in.-
mesh 10- by 4-ft or a 3/8-in. -mesh 15-ft by 6-ft straight
seine. In deeper areas, fish were collected with fyke nets
that have a 3-ft-diam mouth, with experimental square-mesh
gill nets (range of mesh sizes: 1/2, 1, 1-1/2, 2, and 2-1/2
in.), or by electrofishing with a 230-W fish shocker. All
samples were preserved, and the fish were analyzed for life-
history stage, condition, and species. Fish will be sampled
at least two times per station (Fig. 6.1) during the summer.

Phytoplankton and zooplankton were not sampled because they were
shown not to be sensitive indicators of river recovery. Results
of the study conducted during the summer of 1971 are in Reference 11.
The biological recovery zone (i.e., where the biota of the affected
region is comparable to an unaffected or control region) was
found to occur at the confluence of the North Anna and South Anna
Rivers." These studies are designed to carry through the summer
of 1976. Also, a monitoring program on the upper Pamunkey River
is being conducted by The Virginia Institute of Marine Science in
conjunction with the Virginia State Water Control Board and the
applicant. The objective of this program is to "monitor the
downstream water quality and effect of salinity on downstream
environment to determine the effect of the 40 cfs minimum release
schedule" (i.e., the relJease rate from the North Anna Dam).
Biological effects of th•e minimum release rate will probably
not be -determined from monitoring salinity and other water-quality
characteristics alone downstream from the North Anna Dam; however,
no details of this monitoring were available to the staff.

Preoperational Studies in Lake Anna

The preoperational postimpoundment phase of the environmental
measurement and monitoring program was initiated on Mar. 1, 19727
on the basis that initial operation of North Anna Unit 1 was
scheduled for Mar. 1, 1974. The preoperational phase is expected
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to last for about 36 months, although Lake Anna was filled earlier
than expected on Dec. 1, 1972. Sampling and measurements will
be condticted at monthly intervals except for June through August
1973, when sampling will be once every two weeks.

In the preoperational studies of Lake Anna, the following physical-
chemical measurements are being made at the 12 stations shown in
Figure 6.2:

1. Temperature. Vertical temperature profiles are made at monthly
intervals at all 12 stations. Temperatures are measured with
a thermistor or with a bathythermograph. Automatic temperature
recorders will be installed in the spring of 1973 upstrear
from impounded water and downstream from the dam on the
North Anna River.

2. Dissolved oxygen. Vertical profiles of dissolved oxygen are
determined at all 12 stations. Water samples for dissolved
oxygen measurement are collected with a non-metallic Kemmerer
sampler and are analyzed by use of the Alsterburg modification
of the Winkler technique. 6

3. pH. Vertical pH profiles are determined at all 12 stations.

4. Conductivity. Conductivity is determined on all water samples
collected.

5. Alkalinity. Vertical alkalinity profiles are determined at
all 12 stations.

6. Nutrient analyses. Water samples are analyzed for ammonical
nitrogen (NH -N)- nitrite nitrogen (NO2 -N); nitrate nitrogen
(NO _-N); ortio-, meta- (or poly-), and organic phosphate; and
sulate (SO 42-).

7. Other analyses. Water samples are analyzed for Fe, Mg, Cu, Sr,
Ca, Mn, Na, Cr, Al, Zn, and K.

8. Secchi disk readings are taken at the 12 stations in Figure 6.2.

9. Radiological analyses. See Sect. 6.2.

The following biological measurements are being made in the pre-
operational studies of Lake Anna at the stations shown in
Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4:
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* COLLECTING STATIONS FOR
PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND
BIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

Fig.6.2. Twelve sampling locations for physical (secci disk,
temperature), chemical (dissolved oxygen), and
biological (phytoplankton and zooplankton samples)
measurements in the pre- and post-operational environ-
mental monitoring program at the North Anna Power
Station. (From ref. 5.)
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1. Phytoplankton. Beginning in September 1972, investigations of
phytoplankton populations were initiated including both qualitative
and quantitative examinations. These measurements included the
establishment of diversity indices and the estimation of primary-
production rates at the 12 stations shown in Figure 6.2. Cell
counts are conducted by the Sedgewick-Rafter cell technique, 8

and primary-production rates are determined by the light-and-
dark-bottle '4 C method. 9 Tho of the open-reservoir stations and
two from the cooling lagoons were selected at random for plankton
sampling and analysis at monthly intervals. Carbon assimilation
per unit area of lake surface will be derived from vertical
profiles at 1-meter intervals at each of the four stations.

2. Zooplankton. Zooplankton samples are collected at the 12 stations
shown in Figure 6.2. Samples are collected with a Juday plankton
trap at monthly intervals in the fall, winter, and spring and
twice monthly in the summer. The zooplankters will be identified
and counted. It was not specified whether the applicant will
take a vertical series of zooplankton samples at each of the
12 stations or a single sample. Because of vertical movement of
zooplankters, a vertical series of samples should be collected
at each of the stations.

3. Benthos. Artificial substrates and Ponar dredge are used to
sample the benthos. Attached substrates that consist of conser-
vation webbing are located on the seven stations shown in Figure 6.3.
The proposal 7 called for establishing seven stations for artificial
substrates - three in cooling lagoons and four in the open
reservoir. Each station consists of a transect of 12 baskets at
each of surface, 5-, 10-, and 20-foot depths. Each month
from March through October, 3 baskets from each depth on each
transect are removed and analyzed for species composition and
diversity. One sampling time is scheduled for December or
January. The artificial substrate is preserved in alcohol,
and the organisms are sorted in the laboratory. This technique
has some disadvantage in monitoring for biological changes.
For example, the relative abundance of species on the artificial
substrates must be assumed to be the same as that on the lake
bottom. Studies in which this artificial substrate has been
used show that it is not quantitative and is species selective.12

To obtain more quantitative samples, Ponar dredge samples and the
artificial substrates will be collected simultaneously at each of
the seven stations. Since the substrates are placed at a maximum
water depth of 40 ft or greater, the deeper zone will not be
sampled. Under anerobic conditions, the deeper waters will have
a different species composition *than the shallower aerobic
waters. Thus, the artificial substrates probably will sample only
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i

* COLLECTING STATIONS
FOR BENTHIC INVERTEBRATES

Fig. 6.3. Seven sampling locations for benthic invertebrates
using artificial substrates and the ponar dredge
in the pre- and post-operational environmental
monitoring program at the North Anna Power Station.
(From ref. 5.)
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0 STATIONS TO BE ADDED TO
FISH SAMPLING PROGRAM

O PRESENT LOCATIONS OF
FISH SAMPLING STATIONS

Fig. 6.4. Fish sampling locations for the pre- and post-
operational environmental monitoring program
at the North Anna Power Station. (From ref. 5.)



a portion of the existing species that compose the benthic fauna
in the reservoir. Sampling with the Ponar dredge could be
extended to the deeper portion of the reservoir.

4. Fishes. The age and growth of selected fish species will be
studied in detail. Preliminary sampling to determine the
relative abundance of the various species was conducted in order
to select the species to be studied. Fish are sampled at the
five stations shown in Figure 6.4. Ten additional stations for
fish sampling will be added as the reservoir matures, including
seven in the cooling lagoons and three in the main reservoir
(Figure 6.4). Gill nets, hoop nets, electrofishing, and seining
are used. Standard age and growth analyses by the scale method' 0

will be conducted. Sampling will be monthly.

In a second phase of the studies, information will be gained on
the preferred habitats of the selected fish species and on
their movements and migrations. Sampling will require techniques
more detailed than those used in the age and growth studies.
Mark-and recapture methods and sonic tags will be used. Life-
history data can also be obtained if sampling is conducted at
critical periods and in appropriate locations in Lake Anna and
its tributaries Information on the ecological succession of
fishes in a newly impounded reservoir and prior to operation of
the Station also will be obtained.

Evaluation of the Preoperational Program

The applicant's preoperational program of environmental measurements
is adequate for characterizing most components of the reservoir biota.
However, because of the short period of time between the filling of
the reservoir and the scheduled operation of Unit 1, baseline data
collected before operation will be difficult to interpret since the
postimpoundment succession will produce major changes in species

* composition and in population dynamics. Therefore, preoperational
data will have to be sufficiently detailed to separate out the effects
of station operation from those that will be caused by natural
succession in a newly impounded reservoir.

The zooplankton sampling program will require detailed design in order
to obtain useful baseline data. In addition to species composition
and numbers, the samples should be collected, treated, and analyzed
in a way so as to obtain information on the reproductive parameters
of the population (i.e.,clutch size, sex ratios, etc.). Different
sampling techniques should be compared and evaluated in order to
insure that representative samples are being obtained.
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The aquatic macrophytes should be sampled and identified and their
densities determined. In view of the fact that the State of Virginia
has stocked Lake Anna with four species of sport fish, preoperational
monitoring of fish populations should be directed at determining the
success of these plants and baseline data on the productivity of these
four species prior to operation of Units 1 and 2. If necessary,
sampling methods should be used which will selectively capture
these species but other nonsport species should not be excluded from
study. These studies should be coordinated with any studies on
Lake Anna conducted by the Virginia Commission of Game and Inland
Fisheries.

Physical and chemical analyses and measurements should be expanded
to include: (1) chemical analysis of organisms (macrophytes,
phytoplankton, zooplankton, bethic invertebrates, and fish) for metals
including Fe, Cu, Zn, and Pb; and (2) chemical analysis of sediments
for the same metals, particularly in the Contrary Creek area of the
reservoir. Sediment and water samples should be collected throughout
the reservoir and below the dam and should be analyzed for these
metals to determine their distributions and concentrations.

The preoperational program should be designed to assess the effects of
construction on both the aquatic and terrestrial environment. Physical
chemical, and biological monitoring should be conducted simultaneously
with any construction activities in Lake Anna (i.e., dredging,
filling, etc.). Construction which causes erosion and siltation
in any aquatic ecosystems in the area should also be accompanied by
monitoring in the affected areas the physical, chemical, and biological
parameters previously described.

Because of the potential major changes in the ecology of the terrestrial
environment as a result of changes in land use and land development in
this area and from creating Lake Anna (which will change the water
table and micrometeorology around the lake), baseline data on the
terrestrial ecology would be useful for comparison in later years.
The staff suggests that some preoperational studies of the terrestrial
ecology in the area of Lake Anna be initiated at an early date. These
studies could include: (1) an analysis of the vegetation types around
Lake Anna and percent coverage of each type, (2) inventory of wildlife
(e.g., birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians) in the area including
seasonal changes in species composition and habitat use, (3) analysis
of land use around Lake Anna, (4) monitoring of ground water levels and
ground water quality around Lake Anna, and (5) monitoring quality of
well water in the area. In addition, water quality in feeder streams
flowing into Lake Anna should be monitored in order to evaluate and
identify the effects of land-use patterns on reservoir water quality.
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While it would be ideal to have year-around data on the North Anna
River below the dam, the applicant indicates that meaningful sampling
cannot be done on the river due to the high discharges. Water
quality sampling should, however, he done year around since it requires
no special sampling methods. Frequency of sampling for benthos should
be increased from one during the summer period to at least monthly
samples during this period.

6.1.2 Operational Measurements and Monitoring

The applicant's proposed environmental monitoring program after Unit 1
becomes operational (scheduled date, March 1, 1974) is an extension of
the preoperational program described previously.

Physical-Chemical Monitoring

Physical and chemical measurements in Lake Anna are to be made at
least monthly. Additional studies of temperature and of oxygen
concentration in the cooling lagoons are to be made as Unit 1 becomes
operational, although the locations and numbers of sampling stations
are not specified in the applicant's environmental reports. 5

Biological. Monitoring

The biological monitoring program was described previously. Data are
to be collected monthly at the transects shown in Figures 6.2, 6.3
and 6.4 except during the June-August period when sampling wiln be
twice every month. The monitoring program will continue through
August 31, 1974, as Unit 1 becomes operational. The sampling
interval for the period September 1, 1975, through August 31, 1976,
when Unit 2 is operating, will be monthly except for June through
August when sampling will be every two weeks. Studies on the down-
stream area (below North Anna Dam) will be conducted during every
summer through 1976.

Evaluation of the Operational Monitoring Program

The applicant's operational monitoring program as described should
detect gross changes in species composition of phytoplankton,
zooplankton, benthos and fish.

The establishment of a detailed monitoring program for phytoplankton
and zooplankton is recommended. Our recommendation is that the program
should include detailed examination of" the effects of entrainment on
plankton as they pass through the Station and through the cooling
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lagoons. This program should include detailed examination of
population parameters including clutch sizes, sex ratios, and
size frequency data.

A biological monitoring program below NorthL Anna Dam is recommended
in order to determine- the effects of the thermal discharge on fish
and benthic invertebrates below the dam. The program should be
continuous rather than limited to the summer only, as is proposed.

Comments made above regarding the preoperational monitoring program
also apply to the postoperational program. In addition, the program
should be expanded to include the taking of data for at least
three full years after Unit 2 becomes operational. The program should
be expanded as Units 3 and 4 are constructed and become operational.

6.2 RADIOfLOGICAL MO)NITORING PROGRAM

The applicant plans to initiate a comprehensive preoperational
environmental radiation monitoring program at least one year
*prior to the startup of North Anna Unit 1. The program will be
designed to sample various media in the environment through which
cerning the magnitude and fluctuation of radioactivity in the

environment. The* data will serve as a guide or baseline in
evaluating changes in environmental levels that may possibly
result from Station operation.

The proposed preoperational program will include collection and
analysis of samples of air particulates, precipitation, milk,
crops, soil, well water, surface water, fish, and silt and the

* measurement of ambient gamma radiation. Sampling of air, soil
sampling, and measurement of ambient radiatio~i will be conducted
at seven monitoring stations - one on the Station site and six
on a 5- to 7-mile radius from the Station. Off-site monitoring
locations have been based on the average meteorological conditions
in the vicinity of the Station and on current and projected popu-

* lation densities. Surface water and silt will be sampled in the
reservoir near the Station intake, in the treatment lagoon, in the
reservoir near the discharge from the treatment lagoon, and below
North Anna Dam. Fish will be sampled near the intake and discharge
points, and milk, crops, and well water will be sampled at appro-
priate locations in the site environs.

The frequency of analysis will range from weekly for air particulates
to annually for soil, with most of the media sampled being analyzed
either monthly or every two months. All samples will be analyzed
by gross-beta techniques; samples of fish, water, sdill, silt, and
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crops will also be analyzed by gamma-ray spectrometry. Specific
radionuclide analyses will be performed for tritiumn in water samples,
for -1311, -23 7 CS , and 9 0 Sr in -milk, and for 9USr in fish.- bone.

The staff considers tfre preoperational program adequate for establishi~ng
the magnitude and fluctuation of background radioactivity in the
environment. The operational monitoring program will be similar to
the preoperational program. However, the staff's review of the
proposed environmental monitoring program will continue during the
preoperational program, and adjustments will be considered both in
the preoperational phase and in establishing technical specifications
for the operational monitoring program.
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7. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF ACCIDENTS

7.1 PLANT ACCIDENTS

A high degree of protection against the occurrence of postulated
accidents in the North Anna Power Station will be provided through
the correct design, manufacture, and operation of the reactor system
and through the quality-assurance program used to establish the
necessary integrity of the system, as considered in the Commission's
Safety Evaluation for North Anna Units 1 and 2 dated October 14, 1970,
and as will be considered in its evaluation for Units 3 and 4.
Deviations that may occur are to be handled by protection
systems that will establish and keep the plant in a safe
condition. Nevertheless, the conservative postulate is made
that, although serious accidents are extremely unlikely, they might
occur. Engineered safety features are installed to mitigate the
consequences of these postulated events.

7.1.1 Probability Analysis

The possible occurrence of accidents and the spectrum of
their consequences to be considered from an environmental
effects standpoint have been analyzed using best estimates of
probabilities and realistic assumptions regarding the release
and transport of fission products. For site evaluation in the
Commission's safety review, extremely conservative assumptions
were used in comparing calculated doses resulting from a hypo-
thetical release of fission products from the fuel against the
10 CFR Part 100 siting guidelines. The computed doses received
by the population and environment from actual accidents would be
significantly less than those presented in the Safety Evaluation.

7.1.2 Types of Potential Accidents

On Sept. 1, 1971, the Commission issued guidance to applicants
which required the consideration of a spectrum of accidents
with assumptions as realistic as the state of knowledge permits.
Vepco's response was contained in the Applicant's Environmental
Report Supplement, dated Mar. 15, 1972. This response has been
evaluated by using the standard accident assumptions and guidance
issued by the Commission on Dec. 1, 1971 as a proposed amendment
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to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50. Nine classes of postulated
accidents and occurrences ranging in severity from trivial to
very serious were identified by the Commission. In general,
accidents in the high potential consequence end of the spectrum
have a low occurrence rate, and those of low potential consequence
have a higher occurrence rate; Table 7.1 shows the examples selected
by the applicant for these cases. These examples are reasonably
homogeneous in terms of probability within each class; however,
the staff considers the steam-generator-tube rupture to belong
more appropriately in Class 5 than in Class 8.

7.1.3 Potential Radiation Exposure of the Population

Table 7.2 gives staff estimates of the dose that might be received
by an assumed individual standing downwind at the site boundary,
using the assumptions given in the proposed Annex to Appendix D.
Table 7.2 also presents staff estimates of the integrated
exposure that might be delivered to the total population
within 50 miles of the site; the man-rem estimates are based
on the population projected around-the site for the year 1980.

The doses calculated as consequences of the postulated accidents
are based on airborne transport of radioactive materials, resulting
in both a direct and an inhalation dose. Our evaluation of the
accident doses assumes that the applicant's environmental monitoring
program and appropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated
subsequent to an incident detected by in-plant monitoring) would detect
the presence of radioactivity in the environment in a timely manner
such that remedial action could be taken if necessary to limit exposure
from other potential pathways to man. The small quantities of dispersed
radioactive material which might enter the food chain would not be
significant in terms of endangering aquatic life.

To rigorously establish a realistic annual risk, multiplication of
the calculated doses given in Table 7.2 by estimated probabilities
would be necessary. The events in Class 1 and 2 represent occurrences
which are anticipated during Station operation; their consequences,,
which would be very small, are considered within the framework of
routine effluents from a plant.. Except for a limited amount of fuel
failures and some steam-generator leakage, the events in Classes 3
through 5 are not anticipated during Station operation but could
occur sometime during the 40-year life of the Station. Classes
6 and 7 accidents and small Class 8 accidents are of similar or
lower probability than accidents in Classes 3 through 5, but still
are possible. The probability of occurrence of Class 8 accidents
is very small. Therefore, when the consequences indicated in Table
7.2 are weighted by the probabilities' of occurrence, the environmental
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Table 7.1. Classification of postulated accidents and occurrences

Class AEC description Applicant's example(s)

I Trivial incidents Not considered

2 Small releases outside Leakage from volume control
containment Tank-sampling line (Units 1 and 2) and

leakage from makeup tank-sampling
line (Units 3 and 4)

3 Radwaste-system failure Release of 10% of contents of gas-decay
tank (all units)

4 Fission products to primary Equivalent 1% fuel-clad defects (all
system units)

5 Fission products to primary Steam-generator-tube leakage with 0.2%
and secondary systems equivalent fuel defects (Units I and 2)

and 0.1% equivalent fuel defects (Units
3 and 4)

6 Refueling accident Mishandling of spent-fuel assembly
inside containment (all units)

7 Spent-fuel-handling accident Mishandling of spent-fuel assembly
outside containment (all units)

8 Accident-initiation events Loss-of-coolant accident, steam-line
considered in design-basis break, steam-generator-tube rupture,
evaluation in the SAR and waste-gas-decay tank rupture (all

units); loss of electric load (Units
3 and 4)

9 Hypothetical sequence of Not considered
failures more severe than
Class 8
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Table 7.2. Summary of radiological consequences of postulated accidents

Estimated fraction Estimated total
Class Event of 10 CFR Part 20 population dose

limit at site in 50-mile

boundarya radius (man-rem)

1.0 Trivial incidents b b

2.0 Small releases outside containment b b

3.0 Radwaste-system failure

3.1 Equipment leakage or malfunction 0.019 3.0

3.2 Release of waste-gas storage-tank 0.077 12
contents

3.3 Release of liquid-waste storage 0.002 0.33
contents

4.0 Fission products to primary system (BWR) NAc NAe

5.0 Fission products to primary and
secondary systems (PWR)

5.1 Fuel-cladding defects and b b
steam-generator leaks

5.2 Off-design transients that induce <0.001 <0.1
fuel failure above those expected
and steam-generator leak

5.3 Steam-generator-tube rupture 0.026 3.9

6.0 Refueling accidents

6.1 Fuel-bundle drop 0.004 0.62

6.2 Heavy-object drop onto fuel in core 0.070 11

7.0 Spent-fuel-handling accident

7.1 Fuel-assembly drop into fuel-storage 0.003 0.39
pool

7.2 Heavy-object drop onto fuel rack 0.010 1.6

7.3 Fuel-cask drop NAc NAc

8.0 Accident-initiation events considered
in design-bases evaluation in the
safety-analysis report

8.1 Loss-of-coolant accidents

Small break 0.044 13

Large break 0.052 15

8.1(a) Break in instrument line from NAc NAc
primary system that penetrates
the containment

8.2(a) Rod-ejection accident (PWR) 0.005 1.5

8.2(b) Rod-drop accident (BWR) NAe NAc

8.3(a) Steam-line breaks (PWR's outside
containment)

Small break <0.001 <0.1

Large break <0.001 <0.1

8.3(b) Steam-line breaks (BWR) NAc NAc

aRepresents the calculated fraction of a whole-body dose of 500 millirem or the equivalent dose to an organ.
bThese releases are expected to be in accord with proposed Appendix I for routine effluents (i.e., 5 millirem

per year to an individual from all sources).
cNA means "not applicable."
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risk is very low. The postulated Class 9 occurrences involve
sequences of successive failures more severe than those required
to be coinsidered in the design bases of protection systems and
engineered safety features. The consequences could be severe.
However, the probability of Class 9 accidents is so small that
their environmental risk is very low. Defense in depth (multiple
physical barriers); quality assurance for design, manufacture,
and operation; continued surveillance and testing; and conserva-
tive design are all applied to provide and to maintain the required
high degree of assurance that potential accidents in this class
are, and will remain, sufficiently small that the environmental
risk is extremely low.

Table 7.2 indicates that the realistically estimated radiological
consequences of the postulated accidents would result in exposures
of an assumed individual at the site boundary to concentrations
of radioactive materials within the Maximum Permissible Concentra-
tions (MPC) of Appendix B, Table II, 10 CFR Part 20. Table 7.2 also
shows that the estimated integrated exposure of the population
within 50 miles of the Station from each postulated accident would
be orders of magnitude smaller than that from naturally occurring
radioactivity, which corresponds to about 125,000 man-rems/year
based on a natural background of 125 millirems/year. When con-
sidered with the probability of occurrence, the annual potential
radiation exposure of the population from all the postulated acci-
dents is an even smaller fraction of the exposure from natural
background radiation and, in fact, is well within naturally occur-
ring variations in the natural background. From the results of
the realistic analysis, it is concluded that the environmental
risks due to postulated radiological accidents are exceedingly
small.

7.2 TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS

Based on recent accident statistics,1- 3 a shipment of fuel or waste
may be expected to be involved in an accident about once in a total
of 750,000 shipment-miles. The staff has estimated that only about
1 in 10 of those accidents which involve Type A packages or 1 in
100 of those involving Type B packages might result in any leakage
of radioactive material. In case of an accident, procedures that
carriers are required4 to follow will reduce the consequences of
an accident in many cases. The procedures include segregation of
damaged and leaking packages from people and notification of the
shipper and the Department of Transportation. Radiological
assistance teams are available through an intergovernmental program
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to provide equipped and trained persons. These teams, dispatched
in response to calls for emergency assistance, can mitigate the
consequences of an accident.

7.2.1 New Fuel

Under accident conditions other than accidental criticality, the
pelletized form of the nuclear fuel, its encapsulation, and the
low specific activity of the fuel limit the radiological impact
on the environment to negligible levels.

The packaging is designed to prevent criticality under normal and
severe accident conditions. To release a number of fuel assemblies
under conditions that could lead to accidental criticality would
require severe damage or destruction of more than one package,
which is unlikely to happen in any accident other than an extremely
severe one.

The probability that an accident could occur under conditions
that could result in accidental criticality is extremely remote.
If criticality were to occur in transport, persons within a radius
of about 100 ft from the accident might receive a serious exposure,
but beyond that distance no detectable radiation effects would be
likely. Persons within a few feet of the accident could receive
fatal or near-fatal exposures unless they were shielded by inter-
vening material. Although no nuclear explosion would occur, heat
generated in the reaction would probably separate the fuel elements
so that the reaction would stop. The reaction would not be expected
to continue for more than a few seconds and normally would not recur.
Residual radiation levels due to induced radioactivity in the fuel
elements might reach a few roentgens per hour at a distance of 3 ft.
There would be very little dispersion of radioactive material.

7.2.2 Irradiated Fuel

Effects on the environment from accidental releases of radioactive
materials during shipment of irradiated fuel have been estimated
for the situation in which contaminated coolant is released and
the situation in which gases and coolant are released.

Leakage of contaminated coolant due to improper closing of the
cask is possible as a result of human error, even though the shipper
is required to follow specific procedures that include testing and
examination of the closed container prior to each shipment. Such
an accident is highly unlikely during the 40-year life of the Station.
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Leakage of liquid at a rate of 0.001 cc/sec or about 80 drops/hr is
about the smallest amount of leakage that can be detected by visual
observation of a large container. If undetected leakage of contami-
nated liquid coolant were to occur, the amount would be so small
that the individual exposure would not exceed a few millirems and
only a very few people would receive such exposures.

Release of gases and coolant is an extremely remote possibility.
In the improbable event that a cask is involved in an extremely
severe accident such that the cask containment is breached and the
cladding of the fuel assemblies penetrated, some of the coolant
and some of the noble gases might be released from the cask.

In such an accident, the amount of radioactive material released
would be limited to the available fraction of the noble gases in
the void spaces in the fuel pins and some fraction of the low-
level contamination in the coolant. Persons would not be expected
to remain near the accident due to the severe conditions that would
be involved, including a major fire. If releases occurred, they
would be expected to take place in a short period of time and only
a limited area would be affected. Persons in the downwind region
and within 100 ft or so of the accident might receive doses as
high as a few hundred millirems. Under average weather conditions,
an area of a few hundred square feet might require decontamination
(that is, Range-I contamination levels) according to standards 5

of the Environmental Protection Agency.

7.2.3 Solid Radioactive Wastes

It is highly unlikely that a shipment of solid radioactive waste
will be involved in a severe accident during the 40-year life of
the plant. If a shipment of low-level waste (in drums) becomes
involved in a severe accident, some release of waste might occur,
but the specific activity of the waste will be so low that the
exposure of persons would not be expected to be significant. Other
solid radioactive wastes will be shipped in Type-B packages. The
probability of release from a Type-B package, even in a very severe
accident, is sufficiently small that, in view of the solid form of
the waste and the very remote probability that a shipment of such
waste would be involved in a very severe accident, the likelihood
of significant exposure would be extremely small.

In either case, spread of the contamination beyond the immediate
area is unlikely and, although local cleanup might be required,
no significant exposure to the general public would be expected
to result.
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7.2.4 Severity of Postulated Transportation Accidents

The events postulated in this analysis are unlikely but are
possible. More severe accidents than those analyzed can be
postulated, and their consequences could be severe. Quality
assurance for design, manufacture, and use of the packages,
continued surveillance and testing of packages and transport
conditions, and conservative design of packages ensure that
the probability of accidents of this latter potential is
sufficiently small that the environmental risk is extremely
low. For these reasons, more severe accidents have not been
included in the analysis.

Provisions in transportation regulations are designed to assure
maximum containment of wastes and minimum contamination from
wastes in accidents. Shipments of wastes are likely to be made
by exclusive-use truck, which means that the vehicle is loaded
by the consignor and unloaded by the consignee. In most cases
the shipments are made in closed vehicles. Since the shipment
is exclusive use, the shipper can provide specific instructions
to carrier personnel regarding procedures in case of accidents.

Commission and Department of Transportation regulations provide
specific instructions to carriers for segregating damaged and
leaking packages, keeping people away from the scene of an
accident, and notification of the shipper and the Department of
Transportation.

Each package containing radioactive material is labeled with
the radioactive material label, a distinctive label which
identifies the material and provides a visual warning. The
regulations specify placarding on the outside of the truck for
identifying the presence of shipments of large quantities of
radioactive materials. An extensive program has been carried
out over the past several years by which emergency personnel,
including police departments, fire departments, and civil defense
offices, have been advised of procedures to follow in accidents
involving radioactive materials and other hazardous materials.
Specific instructions with regard to radioactive materials have
been provided through the AEC's efforts as well as those of
carrier organizations such as the Bureau of Explosives of the
Association of American Railroads, the American Trucking Associa-
tion, and the Air Transport Association. An intergovernmental
program to provide personnel and equipment is available at the
request of persons (truck drivers, police, bystanders or other
persons) at the scene of such accidents.
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The waste itself is confined either in the form of solidified
materials, such as concrete, or compacted solids. The low-level
of radiogctivity in the waste together with the form of the waste,
serves to minimize the contamination in the unlikely event that
there is a spill in an accident.

The procedures prescribed by existing applicable regulations,
together with the other precautions discussed above are
considered by the Commission to be adequate to mitigate the
effects of infrequent accidents which might occur involving
shipments of wastes from the Station.
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8. IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROJECT AS PROPOSED

8. 1 ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED

When the North Anna Power Station is completed, some 18,643 acres
of land will have been converted from agrarian use and wildlife
habitat to part of a new ecosystem unlike that existing in the
area in recent geologic history. Impoundment of the lake has, of
course, removed a considerable amount of land from use as habitat
for animals, although the increased edge and open area will be of
benefit to many species. In addition to depriving land animals of
at least 13,000 acres by flooding, the new lake will act as a
barrier to their movements in the near vicinity of the site and
thus will cause some modification in the total ecological balance
of this region.

During the acquisition of sufficient land for the Station and
reservoir, 13 families were displaced from their homes. It was
also necessary to relocate 45 small family cemeteries.

Many of the effects of construction are common to all
activities of this nature; they include increases in noise,
dust, minor erosion, and traffic, which are limited both in
duration and extent. Large amounts of earth have been moved
during the construction of North Anna Dam, the station
site, and the dikes and canals of the waste-heat-treatment
facilities. Consequently, the landscape has been altered and
scarred considerably, but the unsightly features will be reduced
now that Lake Anna has filled and when the bare land remaining is
seeded and landscaped. Inasmuch as these facilities have already
been completed for Units 1 and 2 and they will also be common to
Units 3 and 4, only a small amount of additional earthwork remains
to be done on site if construction of these latter units is
authorized.

Modification of this region will also result from clearing 3528
additional acres of land for the four transmission-line rights-
of-way. Again, however, the alterations and scars evident in
the early stages will be less noticeable after debris has been
removed from the transmission corridors and screening vegetation
and seed have been planted where necessary. Where the lines
cross the northern sector of the lake, the towers will be up to
205 ft tall so as to maintain 55-ft conductor clearances above
water; they will be of simple H-frame design and painted gray to
minimize their visual impact. The conductors will glisten when
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new, but the "shine" will diminish as the surface oxidizes. The
use of herbicides for brush control in the rights-of-way may
discourage animals and birds for several months after applications.

North Anna Dam and the various components of the cooling-water
reservoir could not have been constructed without causing
considerable impact on the aquatic biota of the North Anna
River and its tributary creeks. It has not yet been established
which species have survived these alterations to the landscape
and the resultant increase in siltation, nor is it known which
species will be able to make the transition to life in Lake Anna
and the waste-heat-treatment facility. Because of the acid and
metal-ion effluents from Contrary Creek, the preimpoundment
populations of aquatic biota varied widely both upstream and
downstream from the confluence of this creek. These biota have
been and are now undergoing stresses caused by changes in water
quality as the reservoir level rises and as the water leaches
organic and humic matter from the recently cleared basin.

A strong probability exists that heavy metals will accumulate in
abnormally high concentrations in lake biota as a result of food-
chain accumulation due to the retention by lake sediments of metal
cations from acid mine drainage in Contrary Creek. Toxic concen-
trations of metals such as zinc and copper will probably develop in
the Contrary Creek embayment following freshets, and a high prob-
ability will exist that sublethal effects of those metals on lake
biota will occur throughout a large area of Lake Anna. Although the
adverse effects of this discharge cannot be assessed quantitatively,
they can reduce the potential recreational benefits expected from
the lake. These effects undoubtedly could be diminished, or even
prevented completely, by sealing the tailing piles in the Contrary
Creek watershed as well, perhaps, as the mineshafts. The mines,
however, are not owned by the applicant and it is not clear what
remedial actions can be effected by appropriate authorities (see
Appendix 8.1 and comments from the State Water Control Board in
Appendix 12).

When the Station begins operation, those aquatic species that have
adapted or have been added to the lake will be subject to damage
from (1), impingement and entrainment in the intake system; (2),
exposure to elevated temperatures during p'assage through the conden-
ser, the waste-heat-treatment facility, and the main reservoir
between the discharge and intake systems; and (3), exposure to toxic
elements in the main reservoir, especially in and near the sediments
of the hypolimnion. Impingement of mature fish on the intake screens
is not expected to be an important factor since the low water velocity
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will permit them to avoid impact. Smaller fish and microorganisms
that pass through the cooling system will suffer the combined impacts
of mechanical abrasion and heat and will have a high degree of
mortality.

It is evident that the operation of all four units with once-
through cooling, as proposed, will violate State water-quality
standards during each month of the year. It appears that the opera-
tion of Units 1 and 2 only will violate the standards during the
cool months, while the operation of only one unit will not do so.
According to staff estimates, the temperature rise of Lake Anna
resulting from the Station discharge will be approximately double
that predicted by the applicant. Under extreme hydrologic-meteor-
ological conditions, which can be expected to occur with a proba-
bility of one summer month every six years, the intake water tempera-
ture of the Station with full output from four units is expected to
exceed .95 0 F. An excessive input of heat into Lake Anna will result
in (1), depletion of food supplies in the lower part of the reservoir
during the summer and (2), development of temperatures greater than
those preferred by sport fish. The overall result of these two
effects will be to drive the fish to the upper areas of the lake
and to reduce productivity in the lower part of the lake earlier
than could normally occur as the nutrients of the reservoir decrease.

The temperature rise in Lake Anna, however, will not be enough to
adversely affect aquatic biota until Units 3 and 4 begin to operate
in 1977 and 1978. By this time a natural decline in productivity
of this "new" lake should be evident and the effect of increased
temperatures will be to accelerate the decline.

The staff concluded that operation of Units 1, 2, 3, and 4 with the
existing once-through cooling system will result in significant
impact on Lake Anna that will be detrimental to the lake productivity
and reduce its potential as a recreational resource compared to the
lake with no power plant. Operation of Units 1 and 2 only with the
existing heat dissipation system will not result in a significant
environmental impact except possibly under extreme meteorological
conditions, and then it will be reversible. The staff also concluded
that modifications of the cooling system, described in Section 10,
can be made which should minimize the incremental adverse effects
from the additional operation of Units 3 and 4.

The scenic and recreational assets of the North Anna River below
the North Anna Dam which are related to the "white water" charac-
teristics of this stream will be impaired slightly by evaporative
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loss of water from the reservoir. However, an average flow of
220 cfs is predicted; this flow was exceeded only 50% of the time
before i•he dam was built. During severe drought conditions, the
preimpoundment flow was as low as 1 cfs; the minimum release rate
of 40 cfs will thus be of benefit to the ecology in the lower
North Anna River.

8.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S
ENVIRONMENT AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF
LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

For the first time this central part of Virginia is being affected
on a large scale by the industrial and population expansions that
have been occurring for more than a century in the eastern United
States. Previous alterations to these environs have been so slight

that most of the 22,300 acres of land being used for the cooling
reservoir, Station, and transmission corridors can be described as
primitive as well as rural. Of the 21,000 acres required for the
reservoir and rights-of-way, about 16,000 acres was covered by
trees. Consequently, a considerable amount of timberland has been
lost. Because of the poor quality of the trees that were cut, the
economic impact has not been extensive.

The North Anna dam and reservoir are considered to be integral
components of this Station since it is highly improbable that
they would have been built for any reason other than to supply
cooling water to the turbine condensers. Other resources
committed include the labor of about 1500 men for 7 years and
the raw materials for all phases of construction. The major
results of these commitments will be a new lake and a power
station that will have one of the largest electrical outputs
in the world.

The decision to convert 13,000 acres of Louisa, Orange, and
Spotsylvania Counties to a permanent lake and lagoons (plus about
4300 additional acres as cleared flood-control areas) has already
resulted in several obvious changes in the use of this land.
Because of the need to acquire all the land upstream of the dam
that was below El. +255 ft, some farms have been eliminated and
others have been reduced in size. Most of this land was previously
used for small-scale farming, timbering and cattle-raising, or was
lying idle. Consequently, the total net income was marginal, and
many of the owners had become part-time farmers. Even though this
bottomland has not been very productive in the past, its potential
must be -recognized if agriculture or timber demands should become

I
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critical in the future. Some income was realized by the previous
owners and by the applicant from the sale of lumber and wood during
clearing of the reservoir basin.

A total of 2000 acres is being used for other components of
the power station (site, roads, and railroads); the four
transmission-line rights-of-way will use an additional 3528
acres of land. Good practice dictates that the number and
width of these corridors be minimized; this the applicant has
essentially accomplished by choosing 500 kV as the transmis-
sion voltage rather than lower voltages which require more
lines to provide equivalent capacity.

The transmission-line rights-of-way are unique in that the
applicant obtains only lease rights and the landowners
retain the right to use the land in the corridors within
limits compatible with the transmission of electricity. The
applicant encourages landowners, by incentive payments, to
clear these corridors of stumps and to seed them with
vegetation; payment is also offered to the landowner for
planting seedlings elsewhere equivalent in number to
pine trees removed from the rights-of-ways on his property.

Several secondary roads of Louisa, Orange, and Spotsylvania
Counties have been altered to adjust for the new lake. The
resulting road system provides better bridges and is capable
of handling the traffic within these counties, especially
around the perimeter of the lake.

In the past, the North Anna River has not had a significant
effect on the life of the people of Louisa, Orange, and
Spotsylvania Counties, but the conversion of this small
stream into a lake may have extensive effects on these rural
environs. Because the metropolitan centers of Richmond and
Washington, D. C., are within brief traveling distances,
Lake Anna is expected to attract large numbers of people who
enjoy water recreation. Consequently, plans are being
formulated by the applicant, the State of Virginia, and
Louisa County relative to future use of the lake and the
adjacent land. As of April 1972, no similar activity was
evident on the part of the Spotsylvania and Orange Counties
or by the owners of the lakeshore properties.
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The Virginia Commission of Outdoor Recreation and the appli-
cant have worked with a consulting firm to devise a land-use
plan for the environs of Lake Anna which would maximize the
assets of the area and minimize improper management. This
plan, with other proposals, is included in a coordinated
program being prepared by the Virginia Commission of Outdoor
Recreation and by agencies of Louisa and Spotsylvania Counties.
The major difference of opinion seems to be the desire of the
State of Virginia to keep some of the lakefront property for
public use (a state park, if possible), whereas the local
people appear to be more interested in private developments.

Louisa County has a zoning ordinance that applies to future
development of this land for residential and commercial use.
An area in the vicinity of the applicant's railroad spur has
been zoned for industrial use. Louisa County will be able
to extend its public water supply to the lake area, but no
plans have been formulated for sewage disposal. Spotsylvania
and Orange Counties have not yet evolved any plans for
developing those sections of the lakefront that lie within
their borders.

If the recreational potential predicted for the Lake Anna area

is achieved, the result will be a large influx of people and a

drastic modification of the rural environment - at least within
a few miles of the lake. The magnitude of this impact will be
governed by the lake water quality and by the extent of present
landowners' desires to make the lakefront accessible to the public
or to private-home owners. At present, about 30 landowners of
lake frontage hold riparian rights, which give them control of
all access to the lake except at bridge crossings and within the
applicant's exclusion zone and waste-heat-treatment facility.

The applicant has developed Lake Anna as a source of cooling
water for a 4000-MW power station. As discussed in 8.1 and
other sections of this statement, the staff believes that the
potential of the lake as a recreational resource will-be
less than anticipated by the applicant, unless modifications
are made in the cooling system to minimize the heat load from
units 3 and 4.

Even though the future impact of the lake on the economy of
this rural section of Virginia cannot be forecast exactly, the
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benefits that will accrue (primarily to Louisa County) from
taxation of the Station are recognized easily. When all four
units are completed, the county's income will be more than four
times its present level of $700,000 per year. Consequently,
many new programs and plans can be carried out, even if the
recreational use of the reservoir develops only slowly.

Much of the site and its environs could be returned to its
original condition at the end of the useful life of the Sta-
tion if the need were considered to be sufficient. A more-
realistic viewpoint is the recognition that this site will
be used for power stations for an extended period because of
the ever-increasing demand for electricity.

No specific plan for decommissioning of the North Anna Power
Stations has been developed. This is consistent with the Com-
mission's current regulations which contemplate detailed
consideration of decommissioning near the end of a reactor's
useful life. The licensee initiates such consideration by
preparing a proposed decommissioning plan which is submitted
to the AEC for review. The licensee will be required to
comply with Commission regulations then in effect and decom-
missioning of the facility may not commence without authoriza-
tion from the AEC.

To date, experience with decommissioning of civilian nuclear
power reactors is limited to six facilities which have been
shut down or dismantled: Hallam Nuclear Power Facility,
Carolina Virginia Tube Reactor (CVTR), Boiling Nuclear Super-
heater (BONUS) Power Station, Pathfinder Reactor, Piqua Reactor,
and the Elk River Reactor.

There are several alternatives which can be and have been used
in the decommissioning of reactors: 1) Remove the fuel (pos-
sibly followed by decontamination procedures); seal and cap the
pipes; and establish an exclusion area around the facility.
The Piqua decommissioning operation was typical of this
approach. 2) In addition to the steps outlined in 1), remove
the superstructure and encase in concrete all radioactive
portions which remain above ground. The Hallam decommissioning
operation was of this type. 3) Remove the fuel, all super-
structure, the reactor vessel and all contaminated equipment
and facilities, and finally fill all cavities with clean rubble
topped with earth to grade level. This last procedure is being
applied in decommissioning the Elk River Reactor. Alternative
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decommissioning procedures 1) and 2) would require long-term
surveillance of the reactor site. After a final check to assure
that all reactor-produced radioactivity has been removed,
alternative 3) would not require any subsequent surveillance.
Possible effects of erosion or flooding will be included in these
considerations.

The applicant has not yet submitted an estimate of decommissioning
costs. Based on estimates for other reactors of comparable size,
the cost of permanently shutting down the facility - including
removal of the cores of all four reactors, decontamination of re-
maining components and building isolation - could be $40,000,000
on a current cost basis, plus $250,000 annually to maintain the
facility in safe condition.

The above estimate does not include removing all equipment, razing
the buildings and returning the site to its original condition.
The value of the land thus made available probably would not justify
the expense. Analysis of dismantling cost experience to date indi-
cates that an amount equal to 10-15% of the original construction
cost (perhaps $150,000,000) would be required to accomplish such
restoration of the North Anna Power Station site.

In cost-benefit considerations, future decommissioning costs should
be discounted to obtain their present worth. At a discount rate of

8.75% per year for 30 years of operation, costs incurred at the end
of that operating period would be divided by 12.4 to determine their
present worth. Thus, even if the plant area were to be restored to
its original condition, the present worth of the future costs involved
would be only about 1% of the original construction cost. This indi-
cates that including decommissioning costs would not alter any of the
conclusions of the cost-benefit analysis in this Final Environmental
Statement.

8.3 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

The four reactors of the North Anna Station will be fueled at any
given time with a total of 287 tons of uranium (approximately 8 tons
of fissile uranium). During the lifetime of the station, the
applicant expects to consume 71 tons of fissile uranium. In order
to provide this fuel, natural uranium containing 0.711% fissile
uranium will have to be mined, enriched, and fabricated into the
desired form. The consumption of 71 tons of fissile uranium repre-
sents approximately 4% of the U. S. fissile uranium supply as

rJ
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contained in the proven domestic uranium reserves at costs of $8
per pound or less (273,200 tons of U3 0 8

1 0 or 1,650 tons of fissile
uranium) or 0.9% of the U. S. fissile uranium supply as contained
in the potential domestic uranium reserves at costs of $15 per
pound or less (1,357,000 ton of U3 0 8

1 1 or 8,180 tons of fissile
uranium). These reserve consumptions should be interpreted as the
maximum impact on domestic uranium resources since these figures
do not reflect any utilization of foreign uranium sources (total
free world potential reserves are approximately 2 to 3 times greater
than domestic reserves"1 ) or plutonium recycle fuel.

The quantities of other metals which will be expended during the
life of plant are estimated to be 1900 lb of cadmium, 96,000 lb
of nickel, and 1,502,000 lb of zirconium.

The additional requirement of a cooling-water reservoir for the
Station has increased the types and amounts of natural resouces
that must be classified as irretrievable because the land has
been irreversibly altered. The 13,000 acres of land converted
into the cooling-water reservoir is in this category as well as
the land that now forms the base of the dam. Through this con-
version of a terrestrial habitat into a lake, the former
ecological community has been destroyed and will be replaced by
new, and possibly improved, biota. Clearing of the basin
caused an estimated loss of 0.5% of commercial forest land in
the three counties bordering Lake Anna.

A large quantity of concrete, various metals, and other con-
struction material was used to build the Station. When the
station is decommissioned, much of this material might be
recovered; however, the reactor vessels and adjacent shields
would be irretrievable for several decades because of activa-
tion of long half-life materials during operation. Most of
the buildings could be used for industrial purposes and the
surrounding land could be restored to agricultural use.

8.4 THE DEMAND FOR POWER

Virginia Electric and Power Company is a state and federally
regulated utility engaged in the generation, transmission, and
distribution of electric energy as needed by people and indus-
tries comprising the most populated portions of Virginia, the
northeast corner of North Carolina and a small segment of West
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Virginia. The applicant generates about 99% of the electric
power used in this area, 1 , 2 which is designated by the Federal
Power Commission (FPC) as Power Supply Area No. 18 (PSA-18) of
the Southeast Region (Region III). The population of the area
exceeds 3.5 million, which includes about 75% of Virginia's
population. About 60% of all Virginians live in the urban cor-
ridor (Fig. 8.1). The applicant also serves major industrial
complexes involved with tobacco products, chemical products,
textiles, wood and paper pulp, electrical and mechanical
equipment, petroleum products, shipbuilding, and food products.
In addition to direct sales to consumers, the applicant supplies
electric energy wholesale to 21 municipal systems and 19
cooperatives.

8.4.1 Past Growth of the Power System

Table 8.1 shows the growth of the Vepco system from 1960 through
1972 -- the power consumption and peak load in the service area
have tripled in 12 years. 1 ,4

The doubling time was barely over seven years, which indicates an
average annual growth of about 10%; the national average power-
consumption growth is 8%.5 The applicant's load growth reflects
Virginia's 17.2% population growth from 1960 to 1970,6 compared
with the national population growth of 13.3% during the same
period. In the metropolitan areas of the corridor, population
grew about 29.5% during the decade (in the Alexandria and Fairfax
areas, the growth rate was 47.5%). Meanwhile, population
declined in the rural sections of the state and in the segments
of North Carolina and West Virginia served by the applicant.

The growth of electric-power demand is also reflected in the per-
capita power consumption. The population served by the applicant
increased from 2.5 million in 1961 to 3.15 million in 1971.4 The
annual residential sales increased from 2.9 billion to 8.1 billion
kWhr, and the total power consumed annually increased from 9.9
billion to 26.7 billion kWhr.4 On either basis, the per-capita
consumption increased by a factor of 2.2 during the same period.
For comparison, the consumption per customer increased nationally
by 82% from 1959 to 1969.5

The annual growth rates of power distributed and peak load
exhibit wide variations which are attributed to daily, seasonal,
and yearly variations in weather conditions and/or economic
parameters. However, the primary conclusion to be derived from
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Table 8.1 Virginia Electric and Power Company power-generating capability, power
interchange, power demand, and reserve capacity at peak load since 1960

Total Annual Power distributed Annual
Vepco Actual power Peak growth Reserve capacity in service area growth

Year generating purchase available load of MW(e) Percent of for year of power
capacity (or sale) [MW(e)] [MW(e)] peak load (a-b) peak load (billions distributed
[MW(e)] [MW(e)] (a) (b) (%) of kilowatt-hours) (%)

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1978

1922

2362

2584

2899

3159

3961

4040

4131

4910

4998

5051

5190

109

127

127

127

127

131

131

(78)

200

(34)

325

881

1413

2087

2049

2489

2711

3026

3290

4092

3962

4331

4876

5323

5932

6603

1772

1925

2081

2316

2510

2900

3320

3499

4253

4639

4852

5295

6232

8.6

8.1

11.3

8.4

15.5

14. 5

5.4

21.5

9.1

4.6

9.1

17.7

315

124

408

395

516

390

772

463

78

237

471

637

371

17.8

6.4

19.6

17.0

20.6

13.4

23.2

13.2

1.8

5.1

9.7

12.0

5.9

9.05

9.88

10.83

11.88

13.12

14.64

16.42

17.82

20.47

22.73

25.07

26.71

29.6*

9.2

9.6

9.8

10.4

11.6

12.1

8.5

14.9

11.0

10.3

6.5

10.8*

co

* Estimated
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analysis of these figures is that a fixed average annual growth
rate can be used to determine power supply needs for five to ten
years il the future; whereas, decisions relating to power require-
ments of the more immediate future need to take into considera-
tion the possibility of weather conditions and business cycles
that create unusually high peak demand. Such an event occurred in
the applicant's service area during the "hot" summer of 1968, when
a 21.5% increase in peak demand was observed over that of 1967.
The summer of 1971 was "cool" with an increase of 9.1% over 1970;
the increase in 1972, an "average" summer following a "cool"
summer, was 17.7%.

Of crucial importance to an electric utility is the amount of
generating reserve capacity. This is the generating capability
or power available in excess of the peak load. Except for 1961,
the applicant maintained an adequate reserve capacity from 1960
through 1967 by timely additions to existing fossil-fueled plants
at the Portsmouth Station (1962) and the Possum Point Station
(1962), supplemented by installation of gas-turbine generator
peaking facilities, and by the construction of the coal mine-mouth
Mt. Storm Station in West Virginia (1966). However, beginning
with 1968 when the unusual increase occurred in the peak load,
the applicant has experienced increasing difficulty in meeting
the power demand of its service area. Although an addition to
the Chesterfield power plant in 1969 temporarily helped the
situation, the utility has since been forced to increase its
purchases of power from other utilities each succeeding year, in
order to be assured of having sufficient reserve capacity in
case of forced outages of generating equipment or unpredictable
high power demand.

In 1971 and 1972 all of the applicant's reserve capacity was purchased
(Table 8.1). This situation in 1973 probably will prevail as well.
Dependence on firm-power purchases to maintain the needed reserve
capacity is undesirable because:

1. Purchased power is less reliable as a result of the greater
number of interconnecting relay stations and the exposure of
transmission lines between the generating stations and the load
centers.

2. The generating units that provide the purchased power are subject
to demands made on the controlling utility.

3. Purchased power generally costs the utility more than power
generated within its own system.
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8.4.2 Future Growth of Peak Load and Generating Capacity

Table 8.2 presents the applicant's estimates of peak load for 1973
through 1978;7 these are based on its recent rate of peak load growth.
Table 8.2 also shows the schedule of generating capacity additions on
the Vepco system for 1972-1978.8 The goal of the applicant is to pro-
vide the service area with a minimum of 15% reserve capacity over the
peak demand; this much reserve capacity is considered necessary to
allow for inaccurate estimates of service-area demand and for simulta-
neous system maintenance, forced outage of the largest generating-unit

equipment, and emergency aid to neighboring utilities. However, except
for 1975, the forecast reserve capability will be less than 15%. In
order to achieve this goal, the applicant will have to supplement its
own generation with purchases from neighboring utilities.

8.4.3 Regional Relationships

The applicant's service area (PSA-18) is in the Federal Power Commis-
sion's Region III (Fig. 8.2). As a member of the Southeastern
Electric Reliability Council (SERC), the applicant conducts reliabi-
lity studies in cooperation with other Region-Ill utilities.

The applicant is also a member of SERC's Virginia-Carolina Subregion
(VACAR), which includes PSA-18 and -21.

The applicant has been a partner in a power-pooling arrangement with
the four other utilities, all of which are in PSA-21: Carolina Power
and Light Company (CP and L), Duke Power Company (Duke), South
Carolina Electric and Gas Company (SCE and G), and South Carolina
Public Service Authority (SCPSA).

As shown in Table 8.3, the large construction programs which are
underway by several of the VACAR utilities should improve the
reserve-power situation to 18.6% in time for the peak demand in
1973. By 1974, sufficient new power-generating capacity is expected
to provide the 20% reserve capacity generally recommended by the FPC. 9

Included in the total power resources of VACAR are purchases from
ECAR utilities to the west and north of Vepco and sales to utilities
in the southern part of Region III. The applicant is responsible for
50% or more of the next three years' purchases by VACAR, but it is
evident from Table 8.3 that very little firm-power is anticipated
from sources outside VACAR.



Table 8.2. Future Vepco generating additions, forecast peak load and percent reserve capacity

Nominal Nominal
Expected generating system Forecast Anticipated reserve
date in capacity capacity peak load capacity at peak

Location operation (MW) (MW) (MW) MW (%)

Surry Station Unit No. 1 Nov. 1972 800 5,962

Surry Station Unit No. 2 Mar. 1973 800 6,762a

2nd addition to Mt. Storm (coal) June 1973 555 7,317 7,010 +307 +4.4

2nd addition to Yorktown (oil) Mar. 1974 845 8,162 7,794 +368 +4.7

North Anna Unit 1 Dec. 1974 940 9,102

North Anna Unit 2 July 1975 940 10,042 8,660 +1382 +15. 9 b

1st addition to Possum Point (oil) Mar. 1976 845 10,887 9,610 +1277 +13.3

North Anna Unit 3 Mar. 1977 950 11,837 10,640 +1197 +11.2

North Anna Unit 4 Mar. 1978 950 12,787 11,750 +1037 +8.8

00

aBromo Station Units Nos. 1 and 2 (28 MWe) scheduled

bIf North Anna Unit 2 operation is delayed, the 1975

400 MW - a 4.6% reserve capacity at peak load.

for retirement in December 1972.

anticipated reserve capacity will be reduced to
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TABLE 8.3

SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL
VIRGINIA-CAROLINAS SUBREGION

CAPACITY-LOAD-RESERVE

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

Total
Capacity

26,792.0

30,993.0

34,825.0

37,780.0

41,968.0

45,261.0

49,522.0

55,191.0

Interchange From
ECAR Southern

600 -75

100 -75

100 -75

100 -75

100 -75

100 -75

100 0

0 0

Total Power
Resources

27,317. 0 a

31,018.0

34,850.0

37,805.0

41,993.0

45,286.0

49,622.0

55,191.0

Total
Load

23,058

25,475

28,187

31,122

34,346

37,856

41,684

45,845

Reserve
MW

4,259.0

5,543.0

6,663.0

6,683.0

7,647.0

7,430.0

7,938.0

9,346.0

Reserve
% Load

18.65

21.95

23.83

21.63

22.41

19.74

19.18

20.48

Co
-I

aAbout 500 MW are to be delivered to VACAR by Southeastern Power Administration (SEPA)
each year, but may not be available in unusually dry years.
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The total firm-power purchases available will enable the applicant
to maintain the 15% reserve capacity desired in 1973. However,
slippages in the current construction schedule of North Anna Unit 1
and probable slippages in the construction schedule of Unit 2 will
necessitate the purchase of additional power in 1974 and possibly in
1975. The firm-power purchases presently under contract will not
provide adequate power to the utility in case of serious delays in
the schedules. Therefore, the applicant and its customers will depend
on emergency relief from neighboring systems.

Slippage of in-service dates for new power-generating units in VACAR
has been a major factor in reducing its reserve capacity to an
extremely low level in recent years. Although Table .8.3 shows a
VACAR reserve capacity of about 20% for the years beyond 1973, the
recent delays in the startup of new power plants suggests that
greater allowance for slippage in the schedules be considered in
planning the reserve capacity. Reflecting that these recent delays
have placed some utilities in potentially serious positions relative
to reserve capability, the staff concludes that the additions planned
by the VACAR systems are reasonable to provide for the projected
peak-power demands.

No assurance exists that the other VACAR systems will accomplish
their individual goals. Therefore, to assure the applicant of a
15% reserve capability beyond the projected peak load of the mid-1970's,
the North Anna Units 1 and 2 must be brought into service as
scheduled. Further, the additional generating capability of the
North Anna Units 3 and 4 will not be sufficient to maintain the appli-
cant's reserve capacity at 15% unless dramatic reductions in peak-
load growth were to occur in the near future.
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9. ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES AND SITES

9.1 ALTERNATIVES NOT REQUIRING CREATION OF NEW GENERATING CAPACITY

Load forecasts and Station construction schedules (section 8.4) have
shown that the applicant will have difficulty in maintaining sufficient
reserve generating capacity on its own system to assure the reliability
of power supply to its customers- even with the capacity of North
Anna Power Station. The applicant's only alternative to building
this capacity is to purchase power from other utility systems. Fail-
ure to meet the growing demand in its service area is not considered
a feasible alternative in view of the applicant's obligation under
its charter from the State Corporation Commission.

The applicant is now committed to purchase generating capacity equiva-
lent to 11% of its forecast demand in 1973. Because of delays in the
schedules for North Anna Units 1 and 2, power purchases also appear
to be necessary in 1974 and prudent for 1975.

Within the Virginia-Carolina Subregion (VACAR), the applicant may
find some excess power available, but not enough to entirely replace
that from each unit of the Station in the year it is scheduled to
become available. The VACAR utilities anticipate a reserve capacity
of more than 20% for the period 1974 through 1976 (section 8.4.3).
But, if North Anna Units 1 and 2 are each delayed another. year, the
VACAR reserve capacity will be reduced to 15% in 1975 and 14% in 1976.
If, at the same time, new generating units of other VACAR utilities
are also delayed, the reserve capacity in this area of FPC Region III
(the Southeast) soon will approach zero.

Similarly, a delay of a year in the startup of Units 3 and 4 would
decrease the applicant's reserves to less than 5% in 1977 and 1978,
and VACAR's to less than 15% in those same years. If new generating

units in other utilities are also delayed, VACAR's reserve capacity
will decline even further.

The availability of excess generating capability outside the appli-
cant's service area is doubtful. Fifty percent or more of its power
purchased in 1973 will come from utilities in FPC Region II (East
Central Region), which is adjacent to the western edge of its service
area. Power may not continue to be available from this region since
these utilities, which interact through the East Central Area Reli-
ability Coordination, are also having difficulty in building new
capacity fast enough to meet the growing demand in their own service
areas. Utilities in the nearby areas of Region I (Northeast) present
even less probability of excess availability on a firm basis.
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9.2 ALTERNATIVES REQUIRING CREATION OF NEW GENERATING CAPACITY

The alternatives to the applicant's proposed four nuclear-fueled
generating units at Lake Anna are (1) abandonment of the entire
Station site in favor of locating all four units elsewhere, and
(2) completion of Units 1 and 2 as planned, with alternate siting
of Units 3 and 4 as nuclear or other types of generation.

9.2.1 Total Abandonment of the North Anna Power Station Site

Total abandonment of the Station site is not a viable alternative
in view of the applicant's need for additional generating capacity
(section 8.4). A period of 5 to 8 years would be required to obtain
a suitable alternate site, with the regulatory approvals required at
all levels of government, and to design, construct, and begin opera-
tion of the first unit of a power station equivalent in capacity to
the North Anna Station. Therefore, replacement capacity for Unit 1
could not be available before 1978, and a similar 3-year delay would
occur for each of the additional units.

Based on the power-demand forecasts given in section 8.4, the appli-
cant could have a generating-capability deficiency of much more than
3000 MW by 1978 if the Station were totally abandoned. This Vepco
deficiency could be about 50% of the reserve capacity of VACAR in
1978. Although VACAR may have sufficient reserve if all other
facilities in the subsystem are completed on schedule, the existing
interconnections may not be adequate to carry this amount of power
into the applicant's service area. Also, the possibility is unlikely
that the utilities in either FPC Region I to the north or Region II
to the west will be able to supply much firm power in the next few
years because they have the same problems that face the applicant.

9.2.2 Partial Abandonment of the North Anna Power Station Site

Relocation of Units 3 and 4 only might be accomplished within the
time scale of the power demand placed on the applicant but is not
necessarily the most reasonable course to follow. If fossil fuel
were the energy source, a relocated Unit 3 could probably be in
operation by 1978, and Unit 4 might follow by 1979. The short-term
delay of the 940-MW capacity of each of these units would reduce the
applicant's reserve capacity to about 200 MW (2% of estimated demand)
in 1977 and to even less in 1978. The applicant could possibly replace
this short-term loss with purchased power or with the installation of
additional combustion-turbine facilities. However, a delay of more
than one year due to relocation of Units 3 and 4 could place the
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power system in a bad position with respect to generation capability
and ability to meet the peak-power demands of its customers.

Relocation of two units of the Station would significantly reduce
the environmental impact on Lake Anna and on the North Anna River
by reducing the thermal input to the reservoir and the entrainment
of aquatic organisms in the cooling water (both by 50%). Of course,
similar environmental impacts occur at alternate sites. Furthermore,
the staff believes that modification of the cooling system (section 10.2)
would substantially reduce the impacts expected from Units 3 and 4.

9.3 EVALUATION OF SITE AND ENERGY-SOURCE OPTIONS

The applicant had both site and fuel-source alternatives available
for consideration prior to selecting the North Anna site and the
nuclear-fuel option.

9.3.1 Site Selection

The selection of a site for an electric-power-generating facility
depends on many factors, which include:

1. Economic attractiveness in terms of fuel cost, power trans-
mission, and capital and operating expenses.

2. Reliability of power transmission to the area that will be
most in need of power when the facility becomes operational.

3. Suitability for size of the required power station, future
additions, type of fuel supply, and dissipation of waste heat.

4. Environmental factors, particularly aesthetics, to the limited
extent that the local populace accepts the particular plant
and its effects on the local environment.

In continuing studies of the future power demand by the consumers
located in its service area, the applicant determined that large
increases in its power-generating capability will be required in
northern Virginia during the mid-1970's. Therefore, the applicant
surveyed potential power-plant sites that were suitably located
relative to the northern-Virginia load center. The preliminary
investigations concerned two specific sites and one general area: 1
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1. The Stafford site on the southern shore of the Potomac River
about 40 miles downstream of Alexandria, Va. The applicant
owned this site.

2. The Dameron Marsh site on the western shore of Chesapeake Bay
about 20 miles south of the mouth of the Potomac River and 5 miles
north of the mouth of the Rappahannock River. The applicant had
an option to buy this site.

3. The length of the North Anna River upstream of Doswell, Va.

All three areas were studied for either fossil- or nuclear-fuel
alternatives.

The Stafford site is located ideally with respect to its nearness
to the load center, to a 500-kV transmission line near Fredericksburg
about 20 miles west, and to the transmission facilities associated
with the Possum Point Power Plant about 15 miles northwest. Also,
its location on the Potomac River provides this site with a potential
source of bulk fuel - imports of either coal or fuel oil. However,
the applicant has reported' that the Stafford site was rejected in
1968 because of insufficient time to examine the suitability of
the site for once-through cooling before commitments had to be made
concerning the location of additional generating capacity, and because
of the unavailability of cooling towers suitable for use with brackish
water. If a decision were now made to forego the construction of
Units 3 and 4 on Lake Anna, it is highly unlikely that equivalent
capacity could be constructed at the Stafford site in time for the
power demands projected for 1977 and 1978.

The Dameron Marsh site was attractive because of the availability
of Chesapeake Bay waters for once-through cooling. However, the
applicant learned from core drilling and from other geologic and
hydrologic considerations that the site is only marginal for a nuclear
facility. At that time, the use of this site for a fossil-fueled
power plant depended on the construction of about 60 miles of rail
line to convey th e coal needed. It is probable that a coal-fired
plant at this location would have greater environmental impact
than a nuclear plant. This site also would require more high-voltage
transmission lines than does the North Anfia site to obtain a reliable
interconnection with the applicant's 500-kV transmission loop from
northern to southern Virginia.
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The investigation of power-plant sites on the North Anna River

required evaluation of potential sites for a dam and a reservoir

that would have a volume sufficient to provide water for once-through

cooling. The applicant investigated three potential dam sites that

had been identified and studied by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

These were rejected in favor of sites further upstream, where the

topography is more favorable for a two-body impoundment.' The two-body

impoundment places a cooling pond between the power plant's once-

through cooling-system discharge structure and the main reservoir.

The loss of waste heat to the atmosphere by evaporation from the

cooling pond reduces the thermal load on the reservoir and may also

permit the reservoir to be smaller.

By adoption of the North Anna site and establishment of the Lake

Anna reservoir, the one stretch of the North Anna River is used

which was already adversely affected by drainage from defunct mining

operations. Also, the scenic sections of the river further downstream

are not disturbed. 1 The centrally located North Anna site is reason-

ably well situated for the delivery of power to northern or southern

Virginia. In addition, the site is suitable for either fossil or

nuclear fuel. A rail line existed within a few miles of the site

for delivery of coal from the Appalachian coal fields.

Other sites around Lake Anna may be potential power-plant locations.

However, with the constraints of locating a 4000-MW station that

uses a once-through condenser-cooling system, the existing site

appears to have the largest lagoon area available. Since construc-

tion of Units 3 and 4 has not begun, the applicant has reevaluated

two other sites along Lake Anna for these units - one adjacent to

the dam and on the southern shore of the lake, the other on the

northern shore of the lake opposite Units 1 and 2.1 On the assump-

tion that once-through cooling would be used, the applicant rejected

both sites because of their lack of obvious environmental benefit

and the additional financial cost of developing another site. Since

the waste heat of the relocated units with once-through cooling

would still be discharged to Lake Anna, the staff concurs with

the applicant that use of an alternate site on Lake Anna appears

to have no environmental benefit that would not be realized by

modification of the present design of the Station.

9.3.2 Alternative of Fossil Fuel for the North Anna Power Station

Because of the proximity of rail service to the North Anna site,

the applicant has the alternative of using fossil fuel - either
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coal or fuel oil - as the source of primary energy for steam gen-
eration. To convert all four units of the Station would require
dismantling of existing portions of Units 1 and 2 and then rebuild-
ing to new design specifications for a fossil-fueled power plant.
The financial burden imposed on the utility is difficult to assess
without a rigorous design review. Obviously, the cost would be
fairly large since about $100 million has been expended on Units 1
and 2, not including the investment in the reservoir. 1 Unless some
environmental cost associated with the use of nuclear energy is
serious enough to warrant a change to fossil fuel, the delay in
obtaining power from Units 1 and 2 is not warranted.

Possibly, a decision to use fossil fuel for Units 3 and 4 would not
appreciably affect their scheduled in-service dates. Very likely,
redesign could be carried out concurrently with some aspects of
the initial construction work. A change to fossil fuel would reduce
the heat burden on Lake Anna by about 12%. However, other factors
could lead to additional environmental degradation. These include
fuel shipping and on-site storage.

Both types of fossil fuel require large storage areas at the power-
plant site because the reserve supply of fuel must be adequate to
operate the facility during temporary periods of inadequate fuel
shipments from the supplier. An unsheltered coal supply can cause
local degradation of surface water and groundwater by the leaching
action of rainfall and its runoff. For coal-fired facilities, the
flyash (noncombustible waste products), if stored on site, can lead
to contamination of water resources. In addition, fossil-fueled
plants that use either coal or fuel oil give off large volumes of
gaseous combustion products, principally oxides of carbon, nitrogen,
and sulfur. The most modern particulate- and smoke-abatement equip-
ment does not entirely eliminate the particulate and gaseous combus-
tion products from a large power plant, which can amount to tens of
thousands of tons per year. 1 The problems would be especially serious
if the fossil-fueled alternative were chosen in combination with an
alternate site in an already industrialized and polluted area.
Finally, because coal contains the radioactive daughter products of
uranium and thorium, the radiation exposure to the general population
near a coal-fired power plant may be similar to exposures derived
from operation of power plants that use a pressurized-water reactor. 2

All these effects are such that alternative coal-fired units would
probably have greater overall impact on the environment than an
alternative fossil-fueled plant.

The applicant had determined for the Surry Power Station that a one-
unit nuclear facility could produce power for $4 million per year
less than could an equivalent coal-fired facility. 1 Since that study
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was done, the wholesale cost of bituminous coal has doubled.3 The
present worth of these increased costs (as of December 1974) applied
to Units 3 and 4 would be more than $70 million. Oil is now the
more reasonable alternative to nuclear fuel. However, its uncertain
price and supply are important disadvantages. The adequacy of the
oil supply depends on foreign sources that may be interrupted by
international political or economic upheavals and on the increasing
demand for low-sulfur fuel oil to meet air pollution restrictions.
The applicant determined the generating cost of an oil-fired alterna-
tive plant at a representative tidewater site to be about $14 million
per year greater than with nuclear fuel in Units 3 and 4.1 The
present worth of these costs is more than $120 million.

9.3.3 Alternate Means of Generation

The feasible alternatives to the steam-electric cycle are gas- or
oil-fired combustion turbines and hydroelectric power.

Combustion turbines have recently been accepted rapidly by electric
utilities, primarily as a means to introduce peak-power generating
capability in a short time. Such turbines can be purchased and
installed within about 2 years. For peak-load use, combustion
turbines have the principal advantage of attaining peak output in
a few minutes. However, because they have low output (up to 50
MW per unit) and high operating and maintenance costs, combustion
turbines cannot be considered practical substitutes for a nuclear
power station which functions as a base-loaded facility. Recently,
the combustion-turbine exhaust heat has been used to produce steam
for power generation and thus improve the thermal efficiency and
fuel economy of this combination process. However, the combined-
cycle method is limited by its high forced-outage rate and the short
operating lifetime of the combustion-turbine portion of the power
plant.

Hydroelectric power stations on natural waterways are not a feasible
alternative to this Station because of the lack of suitable sites
with sufficient water flow to generate the required power. However,
the applicant is investigating the use of pumped-storage complexes.
The pumped-storage technique uses the off-peak generating capability
of base-load and intermediate-load power stations to pump water from
a lower to a higher reservoir so as to provide water for hydroelectric
power production to meet the demand of the peak-load period. Thus,
the need of the system for additional steam-electric power plants to
meet the peak-load requirements can be reduced. However, a pumped-
storage facility cannot be used as a base-load plant since it must
operate in the pumping mode part of the time.
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10. PLANT-DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

The subsequent discussion evaluates modifications to the Station,
specifically with regard to the once-through condenser cooling water
h-eat.-dissipation system and transmission line alternatives.

As indicated in the preceding sections of this Statement, the staff
has determined that the major environmental impacts of four-unit
Station operation will be to decrease the zooplankton populations
significantly in Lake Anna and thereby reduce the food base of sport
fish in the lake. The severity of the impacts from entrainment is
due to a combination of two factors: (1) at least 5.5% of the lake
volume with its plankton will be pumped through the Station for con-
denser cooling every day, (2) the thermal dose and physical damage
received by entrained organisms in passing through the intake pump,
condensers, discharge canal, and cooling lagoons. According to the
staff's calculations (section 3), under drought conditions the
maximum steady-state temperature of Lake Anna for 4-unit operation
may be as high as 96*F (see Table 3.5), and the plant discharge to
the WHTF as high as 110°F.

In addition, the use of "surface" designs for both the cooling-water
intake and Dike 3 discharge structures will contribute to a permanent
thermal stratification in the reservoir, thus imposing additional
impacts on the aquatic ecology. Thermal stratification would permit
anerobic conditions to occur in the deeper portion of the reservoir,
leading to reduction of heavy metal oxides and subsequent metabolic
uptake of the heavy metals by aquatic organisms. This could also
result in production of odorous H2 S gas.

To reduce the thermal exposure to critical temperatures and/or reduce
the volume of water entrained, changes in plant design would have
to either (1) increase the heat loss in the cooling lagoons and there-
by decrease the steady-state (intake) temperature of the open reservoir,
or (2) utilize a closed-cycle cooling system by recirculating a portion
or all of the cooling lagoons, or with cooling towers. With the first
option, entrainment mortality would still occur from physical damage
sustained in passing through intake pumps and condenser piping even
if the lethal thermal exposure can be eliminated. Closed-cycle cooling
would reduce substantially the volume of water removed from Lake Anna
and would thereby reduce the quantity of entrained organisms subjected
to fatal conditions. With either type of modification, the steady-
state temperature of Lake Anna would be substantially reduced, thus
enhancing the environmental conditions for sport fish productivity
and minimizing the occurrence of thermal stratification and its assoc-
iated problems.
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10.1 INTAKE SYSTEM

In section 3, the staff inferred that the dynamics of the once-
through(cooling system at the Station is not similar to that of
the applicant's Mt. Storm power-plant cooling system as claimed,
primarily- because the cooling water intake at the Station uses
surface, ratfrer than deep-water, withdrawal. Modification of
the Station's intake system by adding a submerged piping system
to permit the withdrawal of water from the deeper waters of the
lake would make the Station comparable with the Mt. Storm example.

A deep water intake would induce greater lateral spreading (density
flows) of the effluent over the lake surface and more rapid vertical
mixing of the effluent with the bottom waters of the lake. This
would preclude the development of a permanent thermal stratifica-
tion of the lower region of Lake Anna (near the dam) as well as
increase the surface cooling effectiveness of the entire lake.
The increased rate of heat dissipation (through dilution and heat
losses to the atmosphere) achieved by this modification would
result in a lowering of the highest predicted steady-state (intake)
temperature of Lake Anna from 96 0 F (Table 3.5) to about 92'F. The
maximum temperature in the WRTF lagoons would be about 105.3*F
(compared to 109.3*F with the surface intake), and the temperature
of the discharge from dike 3 would be about 99.5*F.

Since zooplankton populations are generally concentrated in the
upper layer of water where their food supply is maximum, a deep-
water intake would withdraw water containing lower zooplankton
densities. In addition, mortality probability of aquatic organisms
in the WHTF would be lessened due to the lowered temperatures.

The increased oxygen concentrations achieved by improved mixing
of the lake waters would ensure the maintenance of oxidizing
conditions which keep the heavy metals from the Contrary Creek
drainage deposited on the lake bottom.

A deep-water intake would consist of a set of large-diameter pipes
extending from the present intake structure to a location where the
lake bottom is at El. +200 ft (i.e., 50 ft below the normal lake
surface) or lower and of intake cribs at the deep-water ends of
these pipes which would provide low enough water-flow velocity to
avoid fish entrainment. An 8500-cfs flow rate at 6 fps could
require eight concrete pipes of 15-ft diameter, each about 2000 ft
long. The staff estimates that installation of these pipes would
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cost about $9.5 million, and the eight intake cribs (each about
10 ft high by 50 ft square) needed to achieve a 0.5-fps interface
velocity would cost $0.5 million. Alterations to the intake
structure and engineering and contingencies may cost another
$3 million.

Thus, for $13 million, vertical mixing of Lake Anna could be assured.
The environmental benefits would be the prevention of thermal
stratification of the lower reservoir and increased oxygenation
of the lake waters, thus enhancing the recreational capability of
Lake Anna. Significant mortality of zooplankton would still occur;
however, the water withdrawn would contain minimal zooplankton
concentrations during most periods of time.

Since construction of the intake system for Units 1 and 2 is already
completed, it is useful to consider the construction of a deep water
intake for only Units 3 and 4. This modification, according to
staff estimates, would cost approximately $6.5 million and would
limit the maximum steady-state temperature of the lake to about 94°F.

By itself, the deep-water intake alternative applied to either
2 or 4 units does not lower the steady-state temperatures enough.
However, in combination with other cooling system modifications,
sufficient temperature decrease may be gained. Also, if operational
monitoring data indicate upper limit temperatures are lower than
the staff estimates, the deep-water intake may be adequate to obtain
reasonable temperatures.

10.2 COOLING SYSTEM

The staff has studied the dissipation of waste heat from the Station
in the WHTF lagoons and in the main reservoir of Lake Anna, and has
examined possible modifications of the discharge side of the heat-
dissipation system. The following paragraphs give a qualitative
estimate of the environmental benefits of such modifications and
provide a preliminary estimate of monetary costs where available.

10.2.1 Modification of Flow Pattern in Lagoons (WHTF)

The staff believes that the thermal flow into all parts of the WHTF,
which is assumed by the applicant, 3 will not be observed in practice
(section 3). The assumption that each incremental area of the
lagoons will be equally effective in dissipating heat is believed to
be incorrect. Furthermore, the staff finds that the cooling lagoons
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could be more effective if they were modified to ensure the flow of
warmed water into all parts of the lagoons. This modified flow can
be achieved by excavating a 1.5-mile-long canal between the upper
reaches of Elk Creek and Mill Pond Creek and by using the 3 x 106

cubic yards of dirt from the excavation to construct a mile-long
dike across Elk Creek upstream of its confluence with Mill Pond
Creek (Fig. 2.2). The cost of this alternative is estimated at
nearly $9 million, excluding engineering and contingencies, such as
excavation of rock. Assuming $3 million for these latter costs,
the total cost would be about $12 million.

Evaluation of the heat-dissipation from the WHTF with the modified
flow pattern indicates that the maximum Lake Anna steady-state temp-
erature, with four units operating during the worst meteorological
conditions, could be lowered by 4FW to 92'F. The corresponding
condenser-discharge and Dike 3-discharge temperatures would be 1060
and 97.3'F, respectively. These temperatures may not be low enough
to avoid entirely the adverse impact to the aquatic environment
suggested in section 5. However, combined with other alternatives,
these modifications could help to alleviate adverse thermal conditions
in Lake Anna. In particular, modification of the WHTF flow pattern
and adoption of the submerged water intake for Units 3 and 4 at an
estimated cost approaching $18.5 million would achieve about 90%
utilization of the surface area of the WHTF and the reservoir, and
should lower the maximum estimated steady-state temperature of Lake
Anna from about 96*F to about 90.4*F. The reduction in number of
organisms available to be entrained from the deeper waters and the
reduced thermal dose would likely permit plankton populations to
recover from stress received under these conditions.

10.2.2 Controlled Water Elevation in the Lagoons (WHTF)*

According to calculations performed both by the applicant and by
the staff, the WHTF accounts for almost 50% of the heat losses and
of the temperature drop. In both analyses, the elevation of the
water in the WHTF is assumed to be maintained within 1 ft of the
elevation of the main reservoir by the pressure drop through the
discharge ports in Dike 3. During the most adverse atmospheric
conditions used in calculating the maximum steady-state tempera-
ture of Lake Anna, the reservoir and WRTF-will have been lowered
by about 4 ft as a result of greater water output than input.
The staff believes that the applicant, by regulation of the open-
ing size of the discharge ports could adjust the pressure drop
through the ports and thus effectively control the elevation of

,

Not feasible since the applicant regards the dikes to be inadequate
to support an 8-ft head of water (see VEPCO comments in Appendix 12).
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the water in the WHTF. The water level could be maintained at
the usual level of about El. +251 ft or even be increased to El.
+253 ft during drawdown of the main reservoir. In the latter case,

the following physical changes would contribute to improved heat
dissipation during the critical period of time.

1. The WHTF surface will have an area about 33% greater than
that which would exist at maximum drawdown.

2. The volume of water in the WHTF will be about 39% greater
than that during maximum drawdown. Since the residence
time of the Station effluent in the lagoons will increase,
the adverse effects of residence time must be balanced
against the benefits of increased heat dissipation.

3. The additional head of water at the discharge dike will

increase the velocity of water that flows through the
discharge ports; this effect will improve heat dissipa-
tion in the mixing zone of the thermal plume.

Evaluation of this procedure indicates that only a minor decrease
(about 1F°) in the steady-state temperature of the lake will be
realized. This decrease is too small for any significant improve-
ment in survival of entrained organisms to be realized. However,
this small benefit, combined with the benefit obtained with other
low-cost alternatives, may be well worth further detailed considera-
tion. The most important engineering consideration is the capa-
bility of the dikes to withstand the 8-ft maximum head of water that
would occur between the main reservoir and the highest water surface

in the WHTF. The principal, although not significant, disadvantage
of this alternative is that for drought conditions as severe as those
that existed in 1931, increasing the level of the WHTF will induce a
little more drawdown of the main reservoir. The increased drawdown
would expose as much as an additional 500 acres of the normally
covered lake bottom.

The costs of this alternative would include installation of equip-
ment to automatically adjust the size of the opening in one or
more of the discharge ports.

10.2.3 Submerged Dike 3 Discharge

A deep-water diffuser-type discharge could be installed from the
present Dike 3 discharge to the deeper level of the reservoir, about
2000 ft away and near the dam. Discharge of the total coolant flow
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would require the installation of a 12-ft-diam pipe from each of

the six ports of the discharge dike. The staff estimates the cost
to be about $8 million, including engineering and contingencies.
This modification, which appears to be hydraulically feasible
without the addition of pumps, would help to lower the reservoir

temperature by inducing greater mixing of the heated effluent with
the cold hypolimnetic water. However, the steady-state temperature
would not be as low as with the previously discussed submerged
intake since the submerged-discharge method, by which the warm
water rises rapidly to the surface, does not ensure mixing adequate
to use as much reservoir volume as the deep-water intake.

The deep-water discharge would destroy the thermal and chemical
stratification. However, this benefit could probably be achieved by
directing only a portion of the thermal effluent of the WHTF to the
hypolimnion. Two of the large pipes could be installed for about
$3 million.

Another way to prevent the development of permanent thermal strati-
fication involves pumping the hypolimnetic water into the WHTF.
The removal of colder water from the lower levels would cause surface
water at some cooler region in the reservoir to sink, thus inducing
a vertical pattern of circulation. The staff estimates that this
could be accomplished with a 1000-cfs flow rate of pumped water.
This latter flow rate could be achieved with two pumps of 500-cfs
capacity having separate 8-ft-diameter intake pipes. To minimize
entrainment of fish in this intake, a single intake crib should be
installed at the open end of those pipes to reduce the water-flow
velocity at the interface to less than 1 fps. Entrainment of some
plankton would still occur, however. The cost of this installation
is estimated to be $400,000 for pumps and pump station and about
$1.3 million to purchase and install the large-diameter pipes and
intake crib. No traveling screens would be needed. This alternative
also provides a 1000-cfs cold-water dilution flow to the heated
effluent. The dilution will decrease the excess temperature of the
water discharged to the lake, thus reducing the area impacted by the
thermal plume.

Again, improved mixing of the surface and subsurface waters would aid
in the oxygenation of the lower area of the lake and in stabilization
of the heavy-metal drainage on the lake bottom.

10.2.4 Spray Canals

The applicant has investigated the possibility of installing

powered spray modules in the WHTF to dissipate all' of the waste
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heat from Units 3 and 4.* These modules would cover an area
240 ft wide by more than 5-1/2 miles long (about 275 acres).
Since about half the waste heat from Units 1 and 2 will also
be dissipated from the cooling-lagoon surface, the main reservoir
would receive only one-fourth of the waste heat of the four-unit
plant (i.e., about 5.5 x 109 Btu/hr). However, since the recir-
culation flow is the same as with four units, the steady-state
lake temperature would be slightly higher than if the waste-heat
burden were coming from only two units. Although the thermal impact
of entrainment may be reduced slightly because heat loss from the
WHTF will occur faster by this means than by the simple once-through
cooling method, thus subjecting entrained organisms to a less-severe
temperature-time exposure, the physical damage sustained in passage
through the spray modules would probably result in 100% mortality
of the organisms entrained by all four units.

In addition, there is considerable potential for increased local
fogging with spray canals. The sprays would also contribute some
drift, which would detrimentally affect the waterfront properties
around the WHTF. The spray modules would preclude the use of the
lagoons for recreational purposes such as boating.

The applicant estimates that the installation of spray modules would
cost $10/kW, which would be about $18 million for Units 3 and 4.

The applicant also estimates that the capital cost plus the operation
and maintenance costs would increase the generating costs for Units
3 and 4 by 0.40 mill/kWhr, or of the four-unit plant by 0.20 mill/
kWhr. 5 The spray-canal method applied to only two units is thus a
feasible alternative to reduce the thermal impact on the main reser-
voir but will not significantly reduce mortality of entrained organisms
because of the severe physical damage caused by this system.

10.2.5 Cooling Towers

Cooling towers are a closed-cycle method of cooling warm-water dis-
charges, that is, the discharge is cooled without returning a sig-
nificant portion of it to the natural body of water. Cooling towers
are classified as: mechanical-draft wet (MDW); natural-draft wet
(NDW); mechanical-draft dry (MDD), and natural-draft dry (NDD).

Recently, wet cooling towers (MDW and NDW) have been used extensively
in the United States to reduce the effect of warm-water discharges
on the ecology of natural bodies of water. Wet cooling towers have
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an evaporative loss of water to the atmosphere slightly greater than
the once-through cooling method. The dry cooling towers (MDD and NDD)
avoid the problem of water evaporation because their closed-cycle
cooling depends on transfer of the waste heat by conduction to
metal surfaces that are cooled by flowing air, as with an automobile
radiator. When the Station was designed, dry cooling towers had
not been used on power plants of capacity greater than about 250 MW.
However, a recent report6 indicates that dry cooling towers have been
built for the petrochemical industry with heat-dissipation capability
equivalent to 425-MW of generation and that the manufacturers could
supply dry cooling towers - matched to turbines and condensers - for
the large nuclear power plants now being designed.

Mechanical- and natural-draft cooling towers differ primarily in
appearance as a result of their different modes of operation.
Mechanical-draft towers use motor-driven fans to force a flow of
air across droplets of the warm water. Natural-draft towers depend
on chimney-style construction to induce a thermally generated updraft
of air across the water droplets. The height of mechanical-draft
cooling towers is less than 100 ft, whereas that of natural-draft
towers for a 1000-MW power plant is over 400 ft. Thus, natural-
draft towers would have a much greater aesthetic impact in a rural
and wooded scene.

The economic difference between mechanical- and natural-draft
cooling towers of either wet or dry type is small. The natural-
draft towers require a greater investment, but mechanical-draft
towers have greater operating and maintenance costs. However, dry
cooling towers (mechanical- or natural-draft) are significantly more
expensive than wet towers 7 without a balancing environmental benefit.

The use of cooling towers at the Station can be considered for two
distinct conditions: (1) the four-unit plant and (2) Units 3 and 4
only. In either case, the abundance of water in Lake Anna, the
availability of the lagoons to absorb the blowdown effluent, and
higher costs make inadvisable the use of dry cooling towers.

The Station, as designed, will pump water at a rate of 8420 cfs
through the condensers of the four units. If MDW cooling towers were
used on all four units, the water intake would be reduced to less
than 200 cfs. Therefore, the entrainment problem would be reduced
by at least 98%. The only warm water released to the natural water
body would be blowdown release, at a rate of about 80 cfs, necessary
to maintain control of the chemistry of the closed-cycle cooling
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water. With sufficient dilution water, the adverse thermal impact
of the blowdown effluents can be reduced to almost zero. Chemicals
in the blowdown (added to the closed-cycle system for control of
corrosion and biological growths) would presumably be removed or
neutralized by appropriate treatment of the effluent before its
release to the natural waters.

The consumptive loss of about 110 cfs of cooling water by evaporation
from the cooling towers would cause significantly more fluctuation
of lake level. Based on hydrologic-meteorological history of the
region, the Station operating at 80% capacity with cooling towers
on all four units would cause lake drawdowns exceeding 5 feet almost
6% of the time and approaching 9 feet in the worst case.

The applicant presented costs of cooling-tower alternatives 8 which
indicate that MDW cooling towers for the four-unit Station would
cost about $34 million at $9/kW, not including backfitting costs for
Units 1 and 2. If cooling towers had been chosen before construction
was begun, the applicant would probably have selected some alternative
site with adequate water supply for cooling tower use.

Since construction of Units 3 and 4 has not begun, the wet-cooling-
tower alternative could more easily be adopted for them. The invest-
ment would be about $17 million. The use of cooling towers for these
two units and once-through cooling of the other two units under the
worst expected conditions would result in the following estimated
steady-state temperatures:

Location Temperature (0 F)

Lake Anna (Station intake) 90
Condenser discharge 104
Dike 3 discharge 97

With Cooling towers on two units, only half as many microorganisms
would be entrained as in once-through cooling of all four units.
However, the lower flow rate of cooling water that passes through
the WHTF increases the residence time in the WHTF and temperature
in excess of 90°F will still result in significant entrainment
mortality during the summer period. Organisms in the 100 cfs of
makeup water required for the cooling towers would suffer 100%
mortality at all times. The fluctuations in lake level would not
increase by any significant amount, and the drawdown (at 80% capacity)
would exceed 5 feet less than one percent (1%) of the time. The
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maximum drawdown would be about 5-1/2 feet for the most adverse mete-
orological condition of the period studied.

10.2.6 Recirculation of WRTF Water

The applicant considered the recirculation in winter of 70% of
the cooling water from the WHTF to the intake structure, the
remaining 30% to be taken from. Lake Anna. 9 With this alternative,
the applicant determined that the increase in temperature of the
fraction of the water removed from the lake would be about 35F°.
Because of the potential increase in mortality of entrained micro-
organisms with the large temperature rise, together with the
probability that a large investment would be required for any
modification to convey the cooling water from Dike 3 (lagoon 3)
to the intake structure, the applicant concluded that recirculation
is an unreasonable alternative.I0

Since the more restrictive heat-dissipation conditions used in the
staff's analysis (section 3) result in significantly more adverse
environmental impact than does the applicant's analysis, reconsidera-
tion of the cooling-water-recirculation alternative is appropriate.

Using the same 7/3 ratio of the volume of water from the WLTF to
that from the lake and applying the more restrictive heat-dissipation
conditions, the staff finds that the steady-state lake temperature
with four units operating during the most adverse meteorological con-
ditions would be about 88°F. If lake water at a flow rate of about
2500 cfs were mixed with about 6,000 cfs of 105 0 F water from lagoon 3,
the condenser-intake temperature would be about 100'F and the con-
denser discharge temperature about 114 0 F. For this case, the WHTF
temperature distribution is only slightly worse than that determined
by the staff for the existing once-through Station design. This
partial recirculation of the WHTF water will yield environmental
benefits, namely, a 70% reduction of the rate of entrainment. It
is impossible to predict whether plankton populations could maintain
themselves with this level of entrainment, assuming 100% mortality
for entrained organisms. Since it is unlikely that the entire lake
volume would be available for recirculation through the Station, a
portion of the lake would be recirculated at a higher rate and thus
entrainment for an unknown fraction of the lake volume would be
greater than that predicted. If the generation times of species
entrained are greater than the turnover time of the lake volume
that is available for recirculation through the Station, then
plankton populations will decline significantly.
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The staff also evaluated the WHTF as a closed-cycle cooling pond
for four units, that is, with. 100% recirculation of the cooling
water from Dike 3 to the intake. In this case, the Dike 3
temperature, which is also the condenser-inlet temperature,
would reach a maximum steady-state value of about 108'F for the
worst meteorological conditions, and the condenser-discharge tempera-
ture would be about 122'F. Of course, Lake Anna would not receive
any thermal discharge. The WRTF temperatures would preclude the
development of any fish population in the lagoons. Also, an
abnormally high growth rate of obnoxious plant life (particularly
nuisance algae) would almost certainly occur, and chemical control
methods might be needed to prevent dislodged plants from being
carried into the condenser intakes and creating maintenance
problems. Decay of these growths would create an odor in the
area and thereby reduce the value of property in the area
of the WHTF. The increased potential for local fogging could
reduce the desirability of property adjacent to the lagoons. The
most significant environmental benefit of 100% recirculation would
be the elimination of entrainment of aquatic organisms, especially
zooplankton, from the main reservoir.

The temperatures in the WHTF can be lowered by modifying the
flow pattern in the lagoons (section 10.2.1); the modification
would permit better use of the lagoon surfaces for heat dissipation.
With these modifications, the staff estimates that the steady-state
temperatures in the WHTF with 100% recirculation to the intake would
be 99.7 0 F at Dike 3 and 113.4'F at the condenser discharge.

The above assessment assumes that water will be pumped from the
WHTF near Dike 3 through a set of pipes to the condenser intake.
Depending on the route chosen, the distance involved will be 5
to 11 miles. Capital cost for the pipe installation, including
backfitting to the existing structures, would probably exceed
$100 million for the shortest distance. Operational costs might
increase as much as 10% because of water-pumping costs and because
of a decrease in thermal efficiency as the condenser inlet tem-
perature is increased. Therefore, unless the costs can be lowered,
the recirculation alternative is not favorable compared with other
available options.

One way to lower the capital costs of recirculation is to design
a means by which the WHTF water can be channeled to return to the
first lagoon, thus reducing the distance for pipe installation to
about 1 mile. The revision to the WHTF would include a number
of new canals and dikes or baffles to provide a circuitous route
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for the water flow from the first to the third lagoon and return.
This conceptual alternative contains so many variables that mean-
ingful cost estimates cannot be stipulated. However, the costs
may be comparable to the cost to cool four units with cooling towers.

10.3 DEEP-WATER DISCHARGE FROM NORTH ANNA DAM

During those times when the temperature of Lake Anna exceeds 90'F
(with once-through cooling of four units), the aquatic ecology of
the North Anna Ri er below North Anna Dam is likely to be adversely
affected. Discharge temperatures of 90 'F at the dam would
preclude the establishment of a cold-water fishery for species
such as smallmouth bass. This environmental impact could be
minimized, or possibly eliminated, by mixing some cooler deep
water with the surface-discharge flow. The applicant may need to
devise a method of mixing hypolimnetic water with the warm surface
water normally discharged. Mixing the cold and warm water in the
proper proportions could ensure that the North Anna River would not
exceed the 9 0°F maximum established by State water quality standards.

10.4 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

Good practice dictates that the number and width of transmission
corridors be minimized to reduce ecological impacts as well as
cost. From the standpoint of reliability, however, two circuits
which carry a substantial percentage of the power supply should be
widely separated 1 5 so that a falling tower, an airplane or a lightning
stroke will not disable both circuits. The staff believes the
applicant has properly followed these concepts in choosing 500 kV
rather than a lower voltage, so as to minimize the number of circuits
required to carry the power generated at the Station, and in planning
for three separate rights-of-way for the four 500 kV lines. Each
of these corridors will also be used for lower voltage lines to
distribution substations. The order of constructing the 500-kV lines
from North Anna and most of the variations in routing considered by
the applicant w ere discussed in section 3.7. Changes of alignment
on both sides of road crossings and several other recommendations
are made in section 4.1 of this statement.

Consideration was given to rerouting the North Anna-Morrisville 500-kV
line so as to run it northeasterly from Lake Anna to the vicinity of
Chancellor, west of Fredericksburg and just south of State Highway 3,
where it would turn northward to Bristers in parallel with the existing
Elmont-Loudon 5C0-kV circuit. The applicant originally rejected this
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route partly because buildings and other obstructions would make
difficult the acquisition of additional right-of-way for a parallel
line. On a visit to several locations along this route, members of
the staff observed a few such obstructions but did not consider them
to be serious obstacles to construction. If the additional circuit
were placed on transmission towers far enough from the existing ones
to preclude most causes of a simultaneous outage of both circuits,
reliability considerations would probably be satisfied. However,
constructing this circuit to terminate at Bristers would involve
about 11 miles of additional line, as compared to the applicant's
plan to terminate the line at Morrisville, and would cost at least
$2 million more. Although there is an aesthetic advantage to group-
ing such lines together, it is doubtful that this consideration
outweighs the additional line cost plus the necessity of utilizing
200-300 additional acres for right-of-way to Bristers.

To add a 500-kV circuit on the existing Ladysmith-to-Bristers
right-of-way would involve dismantling the existing transmission
line structures and erecting 40-ft higher double-circuit structures
which would have a greater visual impact. Furthermore, an extensive
outage of the existing Ladysmith-Bristers line to accomplish this
work would impose an undesirable restriction upon system operations.

Using double-circuit structures is a feasible alternative to two
single-circuit lines on the North Anna-Ladysmith right-of-way
However, the double-circuit structures would be 40-ft taller1 I and
it is the staff's opinion that the additional visual impact would be
particularly undesirable in the Lake Anna vicinity. The H-frame
structures the applicant plans to install on each shore where the
lines will cross the northern part of Lake Anna will be 200- and
205-ft tall so as to provide at least 55-ft conductor clearance
above the water. Despite their gray-painted color, these H-frames
will be quite prominent. A feasible alternative is to avoid the
reservoir and WHTF by routing the line southwest and then east to
cross the North Anna River below the dam. However, this would
require another 255 acres of right-of-way through private property,
along with an increase in line length of 7.65 miles. 1 1 The staff
estimates that this additional line length would cost on the order
of $1.5 million; also, the staff does not believe its various impacts
on private property can be considered any less than the visual
impact of the H-frames on the lake.

Another alternative to consider is underwater (and underground)
transmission in lieu of the 2300-ft overhead crossings of Lake
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Anna. There are no installations of 500 kV cable operating in
commercial service in the United States. However, life testing
of 550-kl cable systems at Waltz Mill, Pennsylvania reportedly has
progressed to the point where the technology is considered to be
proven. 1 2 Numerous installations for 345-kV service have been
made in New York City1 3 and such cables could probably be installed
below Lake Anna. Aside from the problems in doing this now that
the lake is nearly full, 4 or 5 such 345-kV three-phase cable
installations would be required to equal the capacity of each 500-kV
overhead circuit. The cost of enough 345-kV cable installations,
each one-half mile in length, to equal the capacity of two 500-kV
overhead circuits is estimated to be $2 million, not including any
costs of voltage transformation and protective equipment needed at
the Station switchyard and a substation on the east side of the
lake. Very likely, at least three years would be required to
accomplish such an installation. Consequently, the staff does not
consider underground transmission a justifiable requirement for the
Lake Anna crossing.
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ii. BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

Whenever a utility expands its facilities to ensure the continued

standard of living to which our citizens have become accustomed,
the impact on the natural environment is usually degrading, but
benefits can accrue. The growth of generating capacity is generally
acknowledged to be beneficial to the people who depend on its
service.

The purpose of this section-is to provide a concise comparative
analysis of the significant benefits and costs of the construction
and operation of the North Anna Power Station, including principal
alternatives to the actions for which licensing has been requested.

11.1 PRINCIPAL BENEFITS AND COSTS OF THE STATION AS PROPOSED

As shown in Table 11.1, the maximum generating capability of the

proposed four-unit Station will be 3744 MW (net). Based on a
minimum capacity factor of 65%, the Station will deliver more than
21 x 109 kWhr of electrical energy per year to the transmission
network. This electrical energy is needed in the applicant's
service area to meet demands which are increasing at about 10% per
year. The Station will also improve the reliability of the power
supply system by increasing its reserve capacity. Without this
Station, the applicant's service area would begin to face serious
deficits by the mid-1970's such that reductions in power use
during peak-load periods might be necessary. In March 1972 the
applicant estimated the total capital investment in the four-unit
Station will be $1033 million.1 Using an 8.75% interest rate, and
the staggered operating dates of the four units (see Table 8.2),
the present worth of this investment as of December 1974, the
estimated operating date of Unit 1, is about $900 million.

The annual operating costs, using the applicant's estimate,1 for
four units at 65% capacity factor will be about $64 million. The
present worth of the operating costs of each unit has been deter-
mined for a 30-year operating life at 8.75% interest rate, to the
initial date of operation of Unit 1, December 1974. For the four
units, the present worth of operating costs is about $600 million.
Therefore, the total present worth of the power station (capital
and operating) is about $1500 million.
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Table 11.1 Benefit-Cost Summary of Principal Features of the North
Anna Power Station as proposed for licensing

Feature Qualitative or quantitative statement
of benefit or cost

Net generating capability, MW 3744

Electric energy at 65% capacity
factor, kWhr/year

Capital cost, $106

Present worth Dec. 1974 at
8.75% discount rate, $106

Annual operating, maintenance
and fuel costs, $106

Present worth Dec. 1974 at
8.75% discount rate, $106

Total present worth Dec.
1974, $106

Effects of construction
Land use

Area committed

21.3 x 109

1033

900

64

600

1500

About 22,300 acres (about 3% of the
land area of three adjacent counties).
Loss of productive land will have only
minimal effect on economic base of
the area. Monetary gain from sale
of land could spark local economy.

Man-made 13,000-acre lake has
potential for economic and recreational
benefits to area.

Wildlife population may decline as
woodland acreage is reduced. Potential
3% population decline in the three-
county area. Lake inhibits migration
in this area.

New lake

Wildlife
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Feature Qualitative or quantitative statement
of benefit or cost

Aesthetics

Chemical

Effects of Station operation
Noise

Air quality

Water use, cfs
Pumped from reservoir
Evaporative loss

Water quality
Heat discharged, Btu/hr

To lagoons

To Lake Anna

Aquatic biota

Low-profile buildings and compact
site arrangements have little effect.
Several tall H-frame structures
supporting conductors crossing part
of lake will be prominent; their gray
color will help to minimize the impact.

Heavy metals may be in solution in
cooling water if deep water is anoxic.

Minimal.

Slight fogging in WHTF.

8420
80 (approximately 1/4 of the natural
inflow to the reservoir) at full power
operation, or 64 (annual average at
80% plant factor).

22 x 109 at 80% plant factor;
25.9 x 109 at 100%

13 x 109, if about one-half the heat
is assumed to be dissipated to the
atmosphere above the lagoons at full power.
Execessive temperature in WHTF and main
reservoir during warm part of year;
stratification of the main reservoir
causing critically low concentration
of oxygen in deep waters.
Possible heavy-metals problem in reservoir
waters or in bottom sediments.

More than 5% of zooplankton in Lake
Anna will be entrained every day.
Mortality rates of entrained zoo-
plankton near 100% for many species
for a large part of the warm weather
seasons.
Reduced potential fish populations due
to reduced food (zooplankton) for

larval and juvenile fish.
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Feature Qualitative or quantitative statement
of benefit or cost

Radiological Impact
Routine operation

Accidents during operation
or transportation

21 man-rem/yr total-body dose to the
total population (1980), including 16.8
man-rem for transportation of fuel and
solid waste. Less than 5 millirem/yr
total-body dose to individuals offsite.

Annual potential radiation from all
postulated accidents is a small fraction
of natural background exposure.
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Construction of the Station and its related facilities (Lake Anna)
and transmission network) has removed about 22,300 acres of land
from the agricultural and forestry classification. About 20% of
this acreage was open countryside available for agricultural produc-
tion. The other 80% was wooded, about half of it having only
scrub growth. The 22,300 acres is about 3% of the total area of
the three counties adjacent to Lake Anna. The loss of this amount
of potentially productive land has had only a minimal effect on the
local economy since the majority of residents do not depend on
farming or timber-management for their livelihood. The more than
$7 million paid to former landowners could significantly stimulate
the local economy if this money were invested in new businesses
to serve the population. The annual tax income to the adjacent
counties of more than $3.5 million, based on value of the completed
Station and existing tax rates, will permit these counties to
improve the municipal services provided to the residents.

The wildlife population may decrease some due to the alteration
of thousands of acres of woodland habitat. The upper limit of this
population reduction is expected to be about 3% within the three
counties adjacent to Lake Anna, the same as the percentage of land
disturbed.

Of the land committed to Station use, 13,000 acres have been covered
by Lake Anna and the cooling lagoons. If the recreation potential
of the reservoir predicted by the applicant is reached in subsequent
years, the economic benefit to the property owners around the lake
and to the surrounding counties probably will far exceed the loss in
productivity of the land. However, the staff finds that the
recreational potential of the reservoir with the Station in operation
may be seriously restricted as compared with that of the reservoir
without the Station; consequently, no quantitative value can be firmly
established for benefits of the lake with the proposed operation of
the Station and the management of the reservoir.

The staff has determined that the principal adverse effect of 4-unit
operation is related to the capability of the reservoir to maintain
an ecological system with normal productivity of desirable species.
The staff analysis showed that the 25.9 x 109 Btu of heat to be
discharged per hour at full load would raise the temperature in
the WHTF lagoons above 100'F for much of the warmer portion of
the year. This temperature level, together with the long exposure
times and initial 14F° thermal shock, probably would cause high
mortality of entrained zooplankton and result in reduced survival
and growth rates of important fish species in Lake Anna due to lack
of food for the larval and juvenile fish.
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From a recreational viewpoint, the impoundment of Lake Anna could
be a large benefit. Families from the metropolitan regions of
Washington, D. C., and Richmond, Virginia, may journey to Lake
Anna for swimming and boating pleasures, in addition to fishing.
Although the staff has concluded that the aquatic ecosystem of
the lake will be adversely affected, thus reducing the fishing
potential, it is recognized that the use of the lake for contact
sports may not be as seriously hindered by the operation of all
four units. Due to the increased water temperature, the length
of the season for water contact sports will begin earlier in the
spring and extend later into the fall. However, for short, hot
summer periods when the Station may operate at 100% load, the
water temperature of the lower portion of the lake may be warmer
than preferred by most individuals. The upper portion of the
reservoir, in the vicinity of the planned State Park, should not
be affected by Station operation.

Unusually dense growths of nuisance algae which might occur in
the WHTF or the main reservoir due to warm water may reduce the
desirability of Lake Anna. If anaerobic conditions exist in
the hypolimnion, the hydrogen sulfide produced could also cause
a reduction in Man's use of this lake.

The total-body radiation dose to the total population (1980) is
estimated to be 21 man-rem per year of operation of all four
units. This includes 1.7 man-rem from gaseous plant effluents,
2.5 man-rem from liquids, 0.015 man-rem from direct radiation,
and 16.8 man-rem from transportation of nuclear fuel and solid
wastes (Table 5.8). The total-body dose through existing
pathways to any individual is estimated at 0.34 millirem/yr from
gases, 0.1 millirem/yr from direct radiation, and 1.3 millirem/yr
from liquids. The applicant will be required to limit iodine
releases so that the dose does not exceed 5 millirem/yr.

11.2 ALTERNATIVES SELECTED FOR BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

To significantly reduce the loss of zooplankton and reduced
productivity of the lake as a result of once-through cooling of
the four-unit Station, the alternatives selected for this analysis
must reduce the quantity of zooplankton entrained (or reduce the
mortality rate after entrainment) and lower the steady-state
temperature of the reservoir. Some of the previously discussed
alternatives that could reduce the described impacts may be
eliminated because of an inadequate environmental enhancement
compared to the financial investment involved. For example,
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building a power station equivalent to Units 3 and 4 at some other
site, in order to reduce the heat burden on Lake Anna by a factor
of 2, would have greater construction costs because of the need
for site development and the necessity of absorbing the loss of
money already invested for these facilities at the North Anna site.
At the same time, there is no assurance that the environmental
impacts at an alternative site would be significantly lower. On
the other hand, the environmental enhancement gained by recirculation
of cooling water in the cooling lagoons (WHTF) may be desirable,
although the monetary costs could be extremely high. Another alter-
native, the use of power spray modules in conjunction with once-through
cooling, does not provide a sufficient reduction of impact for
further consideration. Finally, substitution of fossil fuel units
for either two or four units would not reduce the overall impact at
the proposed site, but the cost of power produced would be greater.
Thus, a change in type of energy source is not reasonable.

The alternative that does provide a significant measure of environ-
mental enhancement over the proposed Station design is the
mechanical-draft wet (NDW) cooling towers for two or four units.
A deep-water intake for two units combined with a modified flow
pattern in the WHTF provides a smaller environmental benefit at
lower cost, but may be acceptable if less environmental impact is
observed than presently estimated. Other alternatives described in
this Statement but not mentioned here do not provide sufficient
reduction of environmental impacts to warrant the expense of their
adoption.

Table 11.2 presents the principal environmental benefits and
incremental generating costs for the selected alternatives as
derived either from the presentation in other sections of this
Statement or the applicant's Environmental Report Supplement.

*The applicant estimated the cost of MDW cooling towers at $9/kW. 2

For the four-unit power plant, the capital cost would be about
$34 million, or $17 million for Units 3 and 4 only. Using a
discount rate of 8.75% and the scheduled operating dates of each
unit given in Table 8.2, the present worth of the additional
investment as of December 1974, when Unit 1 becomes operational,
would be $31.5 million for four-unit cooling towers or $15 million
for cooling towers applied only to Units 3 and 4. The applicant
estimated 0.08 mill/kWhr increase in operating and maintenance
costs for cooling towers for a two-unit plant operating at 80%
capacity. 2 Assuming a minimum plant operating capacity of 65%,
the four-unit operating and maintenance costs per year would
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increase by about $2.16 million with the addition of MDW cooling
towers on all four units, or by $1.06 million if only Units 3 and
4 are equipped with cooling towers. The present worths of these
increased operating costs, evaluated for each unit and totaled,
are about $20 million and $9 million, respectively.

The applicant estimated a 2% reduction in net electrical output of
a unit whenever a MDW cooling tower is added. If cooling towers
were added to all four units, the power station net output would be
reduced by 2%; if only two units are cooled with cooling towers, the
station's output would be reduced by only 1%.

The energy replacement cost at 2.4 mils/kWhr for the plant operating
at 65% capacity factor would be $1.02 million per year with cooling
towers on four units, or $0.51 million per year for two units. The
equivalent present-worth values are $9.5 million and $4.0 million,
respectively.

The total present worth of the cooling tower alternative is the
sum of present worth of capital costs, operating cost, and replace-
ment energy cost--$61 million for four units or $28 million for two
units.

The deep water intake alternative for Units 3 and 4 in conjunction
with modifications of the WHTF was estimated by the staff (see
section 10) to cost about $18.5 million. There would be a small
operating cost of about $20,000/yr for this alternative. The
present worth of this investment as of December 1974, assuming
initial operating dates of March 1977 for Unit 3 and March 1978
would be about $15.4 million.

CONCLUSION:

Based on the staff estimates of temperatures in Lake Anna, the opera-
tion of one unit at the Station will not violate the State water
quality standards at any time. However, full-power operation of
two units is expected to result in a steady-state (intake) tempera-
ture as much as 9.8F° higher than the natural equilibrium tempera-
ture of the lake during cold months of the year. This would violate
the 3F° increase allowable under the standard, although the intake
temperature itself would be as low as 47.5'F and well under the 90°F
maximum allowable temperature.
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'The applicant could reduce the 9.8F0 excess temperature to about 5F'
by modifying the flow pattern through the WHTF to increase its cooling
effectiveness. The remainder of the decrease to the 3F° limitation
would have to be achieved by other cooling system modifications or
reduced power production.

The additional operation of Units 3 and 4 with the applicant's pro-
posed cooling system would result in a steady-state (intake) tempera-
ture increase of as much as 18.5F° above equilibrium during the winter,
and would violate both the 3F° increase and the 90'F maximum allow-
able temperature limitations during the summer. Under these condi-
tions, the staff believes that serious and irreversible damage could
occur to the biological systems in the lake and the river downstream
for several miles, and that the recreational potential of the lake
would be considerably reduced. Therefore, prior to construction of
Units 3 and 4, the applicant should decide whether to adopt an alter-
native waste heat dissipation system that will reduce the environ-
mental impact on Lake Anna, or to modify the present design in a way
that will permit future installation of some additional waste heat
dissipation method.

A rigorous preoperational environmental monitoring program is needed
to study the biological systems in this newly impounded body of water.
The preoperational monitoring program should be followed by a similar
program during the initial years of operation of Units 1 and 2. If
future monitoring data verifies the maximum lake ecosystem impact
estimated by the staff for 4-unit operation, the installation of
cooling towers may be necessary, combined with reduction of power
generation at times to minimize excessive lake drawdown. If the
environmental impact proves to be intermediate between the maximum
staff estimate and the applicant's estimate, adoption of the less
expensive deep-water intake with modified WHTF circulation may be
acceptable, provided analysis of the data also indicates that opera-
tion in this manner will meet the State water quality standards for
temperature.

It is the staff's opinion that the increased humidity in summer and
the increased fogging and icing in winter that would result from
operation of cooling towers make them less desirable than other mod-
ifications which can be made in the cooling system, even though the
latter may not be fully adequate to counteract the effects of high
temperatures under worst-case conditions. However, even the environ-
mental and capital costs of cooling towers are not so high as to
change that staff's determination that the benefits to be derived
from the Station outweigh its costs.
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TABLE 11.2. ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS AND COSTS AND ADDED MONETARY
COSTS OF ALTERNATIVES THAT PROVIDE RELIEF FROM
PRINCIPAL ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Feature
MDW Cooling Towers

For Units 3 For Units 1,2,
and 4 only 3, and 4

Deep-water intake
for Units 3 and 4
with modified WHTF
flow pattern

Monetary Costs

Capital cost, $106 17
Present worth Dec. 1974*
$106 15

Incremental annual
operating costs for four
units, $106 1.06

Present worth Dec. 1974*
$106 9.0

Energy replacement at
2.4 mils/kWhr 0.51

Present worth Dec. 1974*
$106 4.0

Total present worth,* $106 28

Decrease of peaking 1
capacity, %

Environmental Effects

31.5

34

2.16

20

18.5

15.2

0.02

0.2

1.02

9.5

61 15.4

02

Water use, cfs
Pumped

Consumed by
evaporation

Reduced by a factor of Reduced to <200.
two to u4300.

8420 (No change)

Increased to "110;
about 1/3 of natural
inflow to reservoir

Increased to n140; 80 annual aver-
about 1/2 of age (no change)
natural inflow to
reservoir.

Increased drawdown
may increase
ecological impacts
and decrease recrea-
tional use *of lake.

*Present worth is determined at 8.75% discount rate.
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TABLE 11. 2. (Continued)

MDW Coolink Towers
Deep-water intake
for Units 3 and 4
with modified WHTF
flow pattern

Feature For Units 3 For Units 1,2,
and 4 onlv 3. and 4

Water quality
Heat discharged

To lagoons

Heat discharged
to Lake Anna

Aquatic biota
Entrainment

Zooplankton
mortality

Reduced by about 50%
to 13 x 109 Btu/hr.

Reduced by about 50%
to 6.5.x 109 Btu/hr.

Reservoir steady-state
temperature reduced
to %900 F.

Thermal stratification
may be lessened.

Reduced by 50%.

Reduced by more than
50%.

Reduced to almost
nothing.

Reduced to almost
nothing.

Reservoir and WHTF
temperatures un-
affected by Sta-
tion operation.
Thermal stratifi-
cation of normal
lake.

Reduced by 98%.

Reduced by 98%.

25.9 x 109 Btu/hr at
100% P.F. (No change)

13 x 109 Btu/hr
(No change)

Reservoir steady-state
temperature
reduced to
%890F.

x5.5% of lake's
zooplankton/
day. (No change)

Reduced signifi-
cantly as reser-
voir and WHTF
temperatures
are reduced.

Aesthetics More structures on Station site. Vapor
plumes from cooling towers visible from
nearby highways, the lake, and nearby
shoreline.

No change.

Noise Increased on site. No change.

No change.Air quality Vapor plumes above site.

Recreation
(related to
fishing potential.

Improved recrea-
tion on lake.

Recreation of normal
lake plus WHTF.

Improved recrea-
tion on lake.
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TABLE 11. 2. (Continued)

Feature
MDW Cooling Towers

For Units 3 For Units 1,2,
and 4 only 3. and 4

Deep-water intake
for Units 3 and 4
with modified WHTF
flow pattern

Chemical (related
to heavy metals
from mine
tailings)

Some improvement
but thermal
stratification
still present
during summer.

Normal lake circula-
tions and turnover
will improve oxygena-
tion of deep waters
leading to stabiliza-
tion of heavy metals
in bottom sediments.

Forced vertical
circulations
will improve
oxygenation of
deep waters
leading to
stabilization
of heavy metals
in bottom
sediments.
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12. DISCUSSION OF COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

Pursuant to paragraph A.6 of Appendix D to 10 CFR Part 50, the Draft
Environmental Statement related to North Anna Power Station Units 1,
2, 3 and 4, was transmitted in December 1972, with a request for
comment, to the Federal, State and local agencies listed in the
summary at the beginning of this Final Environmental Statement. In
addition, comments were requested from interested persons by means
of a notice published in the Federal Register on December 12, 1972.

Comments in response to these requests were received from the
following:

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation

Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Power Commission
Virginia State Corporation Commission
Virginia Department of Conservation and Economic Development
Virginia State Water Control Board
Virginia Commission of Outdoor Recreation
Clarence T. Kipps, Jr., et. al.
Carroll J. Savage
James J. Durnan, Jr.
Conservation Council of Virginia, Inc.
Virginia Electric and Power Company

The comments are reproduced in Appendix 12 to this statement. Our
consideration of these comments is reflected in part by text revisions
in other parts of the statement, which are listed by subject at the
end of this section, and by the following discussion:

12.1 Radioiodine Releases (EPA, p. 3)

Based on design changes in the auxiliary building exhaust system6 and
the containment internal cleanup system for Units 3 and 4, the source
term and description of the gaseous radwaste treatment systems have
been revised (Section 3.4.1). The staff now concludes that these
systems for all four units will meet its "as low as practicable"
guidelines. The technical specifications with the operating licenses



for North Anna will require that, as part of the environmental moni-
toring program, the applicant collect routine samples of milk from
the nearest dairy cows and analyze them for their radioiodine content.
Should the dose rate to an individual exceed the design objective of

5 mrem/yr to the thyroid, the applicant will be required to take appro-
priate action to reduce such releases.

12.2 Radioactive Liquid Discharges (EPA, pp. 3-4)

Liquids entering the clarifier package will be collected in a holdup
tank, processed in the clarifier, filtered, passed through mixed bed
demineralizers (Units 3 and 4 PSAR, page 11-11) and released to the
discharge canal. Impurities will be removed in the clarifier by a
flocculating agent like alum and hydrated lime. The resulting
sludge will be handled as solid radioactive waste.

Chemical treatment of liquid radioactive waste is being evaluated for
use at nuclear facilities like ORNL and ANL. In general, the decon-
tamination levels achieved have been in the range of 80 to 99% removal.
The method is practicable for treatment of large volumes of relatively
low-level activity waste. In our evaluation of the clarifier package,
we assumed a DF of 10 for I and Te, and a DF of 100 for all other
nuclides, except Y and Mo for which we assumed a DF of 1000. These
assumed DF values were derived from operating experience for deminer-
alizers and after discussions with waste management personnel in AEC
operated facilities, where this type of chemical treatment method is
being used for processing of low-level radioactive liquid waste.

Radioactive condensate leakages in the turbine building are expected to
be so small that increasing the source term is not warranted for primary-
to-secondary steam generator leakage. Our source term of 9.9 curies/yr
total for the liquid radwaste systems of all four units has been normal-
ized to account for small variations in station effluents.

12.3 Operating Experience at Other Stations (EPA, p. 4)

In our evaluation of radwaste treatment systems, we are applying
realistic parameters based on experience data from all operating
PWR's. We recognize that there may be similarities in design, but
we also have found that sufficient differences exist not only in
design but in mode of operation that a direct comparison to a single
reactor is not practical. Likewise, our evaluations consider normal
operation over the projected 40-year life of the plant. For that
reason, we have not used start-up data or data collected during the
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first year of operation, when the plant is being checked out. With
reference to the Surry Power Station, Unit 1 reached commercial power
in August 1972; hence less than six months of operating data are
available at this time. As more data from this facility and other
PWR's become available, it will be factored into our engineering
evaluations for all plants.

12.4 Partition Factor for Iodine (EPA, p. 12)

The staff's evaluation considered a partition factor of 1.0 for
iodine in the steam generators for Units 3 and 4 and 0.01 for Units 1
and 2 (Table 3.10).

12.5 Steam Generator Blowdown (EPA, p. 13)

The blowdown from the steam generators for Units 1 and 2 will be dis-
charged to the blowdown flash tank (blowdown for Units 3 and 4 has
been eliminated). The flashed steam will be routed to a condenser,
and the condensate will be routed to the clarifier in the liquid
radwaste system. Noncondensibles will be vented to the atmosphere.

12.6 Use of Annual Average Meteorology (Commerce, p. 4)

The principle source of gaseous-waste radioactivity which will be
released over five 10-day periods is Kr-85. The maximum individual-
total-body dose due to the short-term releases of Kr-85 would be 25%
of the dose estimate made assuming a continuous release for all gases.
That would, however, require the meteorological conditions to remain
constant over the 10-day discharge periods and to be the same for
all five releases...an extremely unlikely situation (see Section 2.6
and Appendix 2.2).

Sufficient flexibility exists to choose a good combination of disper-
sion conditions and sector when discharging. Since this flexibility
exists, and the staff dose estimates for the maximum individual dose
are based on the worst sector with no adjustment for occupancy or
shielding, the staff judges that the averaging procedure used is
appropriate and adequately conservative for routine releases. No
appreciable change in the population dose estimates would be expected
from the intermittent release of Kr-85.

12.7 Radiological Effects on Biota Other than Man (Vepco, p. 33)

The staff generally agrees with the comments by the applicant. Using
conservative dose calculations, the staff has concluded that the
liquid effluent releases should not cause discernible effects to the
small, bottom dwelling organisms. Had the conservative results been
less favorable, a more detailed analysis would have been made.



12.8 Radioactive Dose to Man (EPA, pp. 13-14; Vepco, p. 35)

The staff concurs with the applicant's comment that the maximum total-
body dose to an individual resulting from submersion in the radio-
active gaseous effluents at the North Anna site is at 1500 meters
south-southeast. Additional meteorological data have been included
in Appendix 2.2. Revised population distribution projections have
also been received and incorporated.

The dose contribution from tritium which has evaporated from the
waste heat treatment facility and from the reservoir is included in
Section 5.6.2 of this final statement. (No error has been found in
Appendix 3.1 for the concentration in the WHTF.) The potential direct
radiation dose is also included.

12.9 Limitation on Recreational Use of Lake Anna (Virginia Dept. of
Conservation and Economic Development, p. 2)

The dose estimate for an individual swimming or boating on the reservoir
is 1.9x10 4 millirem per year with a use rate of 100 hours per year
(Section 5.6.2). This estimated dose rate indicates there would be

no reason to limit recreational water use because of radiation expo-
sure. The natural background contributes to the annual dose at more
than 1000 times this rate.

12.10 Radiological ýbnitoring (Commerce, p. 3)

A general description of the applicant's radiological environmental
monitoring program is included in the DES. Additional details can be
found in the "Applicant's Environmental Report Supplement Volume II."
Appendix F.5, and in "Amendment No. 12 to License Application for
North Anna Power Station, Units No. 3 and 4." Both of these documents
include maps showing the locations of sampling stations. We agree
that aquatic vegetation and benthic organisms should be included among
the samples to be analyzed for radioactivity. This has been discussed
between the applicant and the staff. The inclusion of these samples
in the program was left for the operational phase and not specified
for the preoperational phase because the lake has only recently been
created and it was judged that representative samples could not be
ob tained.

12.11 Procedures in Case of Accident at the Station (Virginia Dept.
of Conservation and Economic Development, p. 2)

The applicant is required to file a plan for emergency procedures with
the AEC prior to initial operation of the station. It will indicate
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arrangements for notification of authorities concerned with public
health and safety, including State park administrators.

12.12 L1aipments of Spent Fuel and Solid Waste (EPA, p. 13; Vepco,
p. 56)

The radiation doses postulated in Section 5.7.5 for exposure to ship-
ments of radioactive fuel and solid waste are based on conservative
assumptions. They are within 10 CFR Part 20 criteria and meet
standards set forth by the Federal Radiation Council.

12.13 Thermal Effects (VEPCO, p. 4-10; Interior, p. 3; EPA, p. 9)

The staff agrees with the view expressed in the applicant's comments
on the DES that concurrent development of the most adverse hydrological-
meteorological conditions and heavy power demand might not occur during
the operating life of the North Anna Power Station. However, NEPA
calls for an assessment of potential impacts, not simply those related
to average conditions. Furthermore, it was noted on page 3-35 of the
DES that the steady-state (station cooling water inlet) temperature
of the reservoir with four-unit operation is statistically expected
to be 90'F or higher for about 2.4 months each year. Since it was
determined that the occurrence of similar meteorological conditions
will not be infrequent, the staff believes its analysis is realistic.

The applicant indicated that assumption of full-power operation of all
four units for a month is unrealistic, but that it is reasonable to
expect all four units will operate at once for 21 days in a given
month. Since a volume of water equivalent to that in the entire
reservoir will be circulated through the Station every 18.2 days,
obviously a large percentage of planktonic organisms in the lake will
be entrained. In fact, many of them will be subjected to mechanical
damage more than once because water in the main flow path will have
a residence time of 6 to 9 days under stratified conditions (Figs.
3.17 and 3.18).

Also questioned by the applicant is the staff's "assumption" that
the Station intake is located on the lake surface. Lake Anna reaches
a depth of 90 ft; cooling water is withdrawn from a water column that
extends about 30 ft downward from the surface to elevation +221 ft.
For such intake structures, it is commonplace terminology to describe
the structure as a "surface intake."

At El. 221 ft, approximately 70,000 acre-ft of water storage is below
the lower level of the intake structure opening. This is equivalent
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to about 23% of the normal lake volume. The staff's thermal calcu-
lations CSection 3.3.2) assume 17% of the lake volume is not directly
circulated, which makes allowance for some vertical mixing of the
stratified thermal layer and the hypolimnion (the staff thus closely
agrees with the applicant's determination of the hypolimnion volume -

the value listed in the DES was in error).

The applicant is correct in noting that the electrical analogy study
conducted by the staff neglected entrance mixing at the Dike 3 outlet,
density induced currents in the WHTF and the lake and wind effects.
It was not the objective of this study to simulate all of the mass
and heat transfer mechanisms of the Station effluent, but rath~er to
obtain an approximation of the forced convective flow path only. This
objective was achieved. The added cooling effectiveness resulting
from the natural convective (density) flows was then determined.
separately. The staff did not assume "no significant density flows"
as asserted by the applicant but did assume that less than the forced
convection flow would occur in the arms of the WHTF and Lake Anna.
From its further consideration of density flows for this final state-
ment, the staff has modified some of the cooling effectiveness values
assigned to the lagoons and the lake (Table 3.5). These values were
determined according to the method described by Berman. 7

The applicant also coimmented that the staff's "no-mixing" assumption
for the Dike 3 outlet is a "limitation on its analysis." As a
consequence of mixing of the effluent with the reservoir, the plum~
temperature is lowered drastically in the region near the outlet;
however, there is no significant loss of heat to the atmosphere in
this region. Since the rate of heat transfer to the atmo~sphere is
highly dependent upon the temperature difference between the air and
the water, the rate of heat transfer is reduced by mixing. To simu-
late the North Anna system realistically, the temperature prediction
in-the FES has incorporated the effect of this entrance mixing.

The staff did not consider the wind effects "assumption" employed in
the study to be a "limitation on its analysis." An average wind
velocity of 5 mph was incorporated in the study; this value is not
regarded as unrealistic as an average value for this Station location.
Surface-to-air heat transfer coefficients were calculated by the
energy budget method; therefore, the staff does not consider them to
be too conservative.

The applicant 's suggested procedure for determining the heat losses
from the lake area upstream of the Station entails the assumption
that a certain volume of water containing some finite quantity of
heat will flow steadily upstream of the station intake. The magni-
tude of this flow (and hence the area over which it can extend) is
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currently unquantifiable. Certainly, a large portion of the water
from the discharge will be drawn toward the Station intake and will
not have an opportunity to spread upstream. However, the revised
analysis by the staff Cas presented in the FES) incorporated the
effects of the spreading by assigning an increased value to the
cooling effectiveness of the main reservoir, from 42% to as much as
75%.

Evaporative water losses from Lake Anna predicted in the Department
of the Interior comments are more than twice those presented by the
applicant (it is not clear as to whether Interior's values represent
annual averages and, if so, over what time period). The applicant
used Meyer's evaporation equation with meteorological data from
Richmond, Virginia to predict evaporative water losses for every
month from 1930 through 1968. Although the staff did not make
evaporative water loss calculations for each of these months, calcu-
lations were made for several months (both summer and winter) and it
subsequently concluded that the applicant's prediction of an annual
average evaporative water loss rate of 80 cfs is reasonable.

Wintertime operation of the Station will cause greater increases in
lake temperatures than in summer, as EPA commented, although the
resulting lake temperature will still be lower in winter. As indicated
in Section 3.3.2 of the FES, the staff's analysis for winter months
shows that a 9.8F° temperature increase could occur with two-unit
operation at full power, or an 18.5F' increase with four units at
full power. The applicant's predictions for these cases are 3.9F°
and 9.5F', respectively (see p. 3-37).

12.14 Required Modifications of the Cooling Systems (Virginia State
Corporation Commission, p. 4; State Water Control Board, p. 2)

The staff agrees with the State Water Control Board and the State
Corporation Commission that no modifications of the cooling system
should be required at this time to ameliorate thermal effects inasmuch
as the operation of Units 1 and 2 should have insignficant environmental
impact. However, it is the staff's recommendation that the applicant
be prepared to adopt suitable modifications prior to the operation
of Units 3 and 4 if monitoring programs associated with Units 1 and 2
should confirm that changes will be necessary to meet water quality
requirements and to minimize environmental' effects.

12.15 Conversion of Dikes 2 and 3 (Interior, p. 3)

The Department of the Interior commented that it disagreed with the
applicant's and the staff's "approach which uses jet mixing into the
main reservoir of the flow from the WHTF to accomplish dilution."
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The staff utilized a "jet-mixing" analytical model because of the
physical characteristics of the existing facility and did not intend
to infer in the DES that this type of discharge will result in tIte
lowest possible station intake temperature or the least adverse
impact on Lake Anna. No quantitative analysis of alternative
discharges such as that suggested by Interior was conducted; however,
a qualitative assessment of the concept has been made. Allowing the
effluent from the WHTF to enter Lake Anna over a submerged dike-3
(inverted wier) would, assuming a dike of sufficient length, produce
a low-velocity surface discharge. This would definitely reduce the
amount of mixing of the heated effluent with Lake Anna; the result
would be a lower station intake temperature. However, reduction of
the mixing would also result in a larger area of the lake being
affected by extremely high temperatures. Thus, the stress on biota
is likely to be greater.

The Department of the Interior also suggested that modification of
Dike 2 into a submerged weir to permit flow into Lake Anna might
increase the overall cooling efficiency of the reservoir. By allowing
a portion of the WHTF flow to enter Lake Anna at this point, the flow
through canal C would be reduced, as would the mixing of the canal C
effluent with the water in the third lagoon. This would possibly
increase the cooling efficiency of the third lagoon. However, that
portion of the effluent flowing through Dike 2 would necessarily
travel a shorter distance through the reservoir en route to the
Station intake and would thus be warmer than if it traveled the
longer route via the third lagoon. In addition, a hot surface plume
would occur in the region of Dike 2. Consequently, the staff believes
the environmental benefits from modifying Dike 2 are uncertain.

12.16 Alternative of a Skimmer Wall at the Intake (Interior, p. 3)

A skimmer wall near the station intake could increase the cooling
effectiveness of Lake Anna. While, in theory, a skimmer wall should
result in a decrease in the station intake temperature, there is
some question as to its applicability as well as its feasibility.
If the wall were constructed across the curve in front of the intake
structures, it would probably not function in a desirable manner due
to the increase in the intake velocity, resulting in greater fish
impingement. A better approach would be to construct thie skimmer in
an arc in the main reservoir. This, of course, would require a
considerable investment, which the staff has not had an opportunity
to analyze further, within its schedule for publication of the FES,
due to the late receipt of Interior's comments.
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12.17 Spray Modules (EPA, p. 9)

The use of spray modules in the WHTF cooling lagoons in conjunction
with the• modified cooling lagoon flow (proposed in Section 10.2.1)
was suggested as a means of reducing the thermal impact of Units 1
and 2. Spray modules are discussed in Section 10.2.4 as a means of
dissipating the waste heat from Units 3 and 4. It should be noted
from this discussion that physical damage by the sprays would pro-
bably result in 100% mortality of entrained organisms and that water-
front properties around the WI{TF, as well as local transportation,
would be subjected to increased fog and icing conditions. Consequently,
the staff believes such an installation should be avoided at this
Station.

12.18 Deep-water Intake (VEPCO, p. 38; EPA, p. 11)

Applicant's comments indicate that the velocity of pumped water
through deep water intake pipes should not exceed 6 fps to minimize
pressure losses and subsequent modifications to the pumps and intake
structures. The staff therefore suggests the use of 15-ft diameter
concrete pipes. The cost is about 50% greater, rather than double, as
would be the case if the number of eight 10-ft diameter pipes were
doubled as suggested by the applicant. Therefore, the pipe installa-
tion would increase to about $9.5 million for four units, plus $0.5
million for the intake cribs. The staff realizes that there are other
costs associated with this modification, including engineering and
structural additions to the intake to accommodate the intake pipes.
Lacking information to quantify these costs, the staff suggests about
30% more, for a total of $13 million. The fitting of deep-water
intake pipes for Units 3 and 4 only might cost about $6.5 million.
These costs have been inserted in the discussions in section 10.1.

As indicated in the EPA comments, the applicant would be required
by Virginia State Water Quality Standards to make a special study of
environmental impacts of a deep-water intake if approval for such an
installation were sought.

12.19 Modification of the WHTF Flow Pattern (VEPCO, p. 39)

The path of the canal between Elk Creek and Mill Pond Creek is estimated
by the staff to contain about 3 x 106 cubic yards of earth. The staff
used a value of $3 per cubic yard to excavate, haul, and fill a dike
in a water-filled channel, totaling $9 million. Realizing other costs
are involved for engineering and contingencies, the staff assumes
another $3 million may be required for a total of $12 million for the
proposed modification of the flow pattern in the WHTF. The costs
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have been changed in Section 10.2.1 to reflect these considerations.
A partial barrier at the head of each of the first two lagoons could
be constructed to divert the main flow intoo-them and increase their
cooling effectiveness; how beneficial this would be and at what cost
*has not been estimated.

12.20 Controlled Elevations in the WHTF (Vepco, p. 40)

Since the applicant regards the dikes separating the WHTF from Lake
Anna to be inadequate to support an 8-ft head of water, the staff
regards the control of water elevation in the WHTF as discussed in
Section 10.2.2 to be infeasible.

12.21 Submerged Dike 3 Discharge (Vepco, p. 40)

The staff has modified its submerged discharge suggestion as discussed
in Section 10.2.3 to include six 12-ft diameter pipes from six

ports. The cost of $8 million includes 30% for engineering and
contingencies.

The system to pump hypolimnetic water into the WHTF to induce vertical
mixing has been altered to include two 8-ft diameter pipes costing
about $1.3 million. The $400,000 cost in the DES for two 500-cfs
pumps and pumping station was based on the applicant's estimated
cost of about $1.5 million to double the cooling water intake volume

at Surry Power Station (See Appendix H of the Final Environmental
Statement for Surry Power Station). Adding 30% for engineering and
contingencies, the total cost of this modification would be about
$2.2 million. However, this modification by itself would not reduce
the lake temperatures by a significant amount.

As indicated in the EPA comments, the applicant would be required
by Virginia State Water Quality Standards to make a special study of
environmental impacts of a deep-water intake if approval for such an
installation were sought.

12.22 Cooling Towers (Vepco, p. 41)

Beginning with the assumption of 80 cfs of evaporation total (natural
and plant-induced) at 100% load(see applicant's Environmental
Report Supplement, p. 3-11) with once-through cooling of four units,
versus 30 cfs of natural evaporation and 110 cfs evaporation from
cooling towers for four units, the staff finds that the power plant
would cause the water level of Lake Anna to be below given elevations
for certain periods of time as follows:
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Elevation Percentage of Time Below Given Elevation at 80% Load
(ft) Coolin& Towers on 2 Units Cooling Towers' on 4 Units

247 7.5 15.2

245 0.8 5.6

243 - 1.3

240 _

Minimum Elevation 244.4 ft 241.1 ft

With 100% load, the drawdowns for 4-unit cooling towers may be excessive
when considered in terms of impact on the lake ecology and effects on
recreational activities.

The staff has also calculated the extra drawdown of Lake Anna for
the case of North Anna Power Station operating at 80% plant capacity
factor with 2-unit or 4-unit cooling towers. Using the assumption
of 75 cfs net evaporation from Lake Anna due to once-through cooling
of 4 units at 80% load (see Table 11.4.4 in applicant's Environmental
Report Supplement), the staff calculated that the lake fluctuation
will be only slightly more than with once-through cooling, and the
maximum drawdowns will be to El. 245.8 ft or 245.3 ft with cooling
towers on two or four units, respectively. Therefore, the cooling
tower effect on Lake Anna for this latter case is just as acceptable
from an ecological and recreational viewpoint as the once-through
cooling method.

With reference to the comment on monetary costs of cooling-tower
alternatives, it should be noted that the applicant has calculated
the differential cost of cooling towers for Units 3 and 4 using a
13% annual rate of return on the capital investment and a capacity
factor of 80%. The staff calculation of costs is based on a discount
rate of 8.75%, as directed in the AEC's guidelines for environmental
reports, and for a capacity factor of 65% which the applicant used
for the costs of the power plant as designed for once-through cooling.

The staff has increased its computed value of present worth of
cooling tower additions by including the cost of replacement energy
C2% at 0.65 capacity factor) and a small upward correction of the
capital cost. The new present-worth values as tabulated in Table 11.2
are $28 million and $61 million for 2-unit or 4-unit cooling towers.
The staff believes that the applicant's values would be in good
agreement if the 8.75% discount rate and the capacity factor of 65%
had been used for the 2-unit cooling tower differential costs.
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The staff and the applicant initiated their respective calculations
of cooling tower present-worth costs from the base line of $9/kW
capital cost of net electric generating capacity. This value is
clearly an average value assumed from a study of available literature
and not the result of obtaining detailed bids on the modification to
the Station design.

12.23 Deep Water Discharge (Vepco, p. 42)

The alternative of a deep water discharge from North Anna Dam in
order to improve the downstream thermal regimen is no longer feasible
since the pipe in the dam has been sealed. The applicant said this
was necessary because the pipe was not designed to withstand the
pressures once the reservoir was filled to the 250 MSL operating
stage. A possible alternative is to install a pump that would lift
colder water from the hypolimnion and mix it with the warmer surface
water that is discharged over the dam. While this would reduce the
temperature of water downstream of the dam, it is likely that the
hypolimnetic water will be of low quality (low D.O. high concentration
of heavy metals, H2 S, SO4, etc). This alternative would tend to extend
the impact of acid-mine drainage from Contrary Creek downstream; whereas,
with Lake Anna acting as a sink for the acid mine drainage, the river
would recover somewhat from this pollution, assuming that excess
temperatures below the dam are limited after the station becomes
operational.

12.24 External Pollution Sources (State Water Control Board, p. 1;
Commerce, p. 2)

The staff is pleased to note from the State Water Control Board comments
on the DES that the possible sources of pollution to Goldmine Creek
are being investigated and that means of eliminating acid mine drainage
along Contrary Creek are being studied.

The statement which appeared on pg. 4-17 of the DES to the effect
that accumulation of heavy metals by fish in concentrations which
would preclude their consumption by man has been deleted since it
appears inappropriate. However, the ability of aquatic organisms
to concentrate some heavy metals including zinc, mercury, and cadmium
via food chain uptake could result in concentrations of these materials
in certain species in Lake Anna that would affect reproduction, growth,
and survival of these organisms. For example, concentration factors
for zinc in phytoplankton, invertebrates, and fish in the range of 103
have been demonstrated.' Maximum concentration factors for zinc would
be expected to occur in phytoplankton and benthic algae due to the
adsorption phenomenon (the high surface to volume ratio of small
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organisms allows more zinc to be adsorbed relative to the volume of
the organism).. The possibility that the heavy metals may be oxidized
and depo0ited in an insoluble form in the sediments does not preclude
their being available to fish in Lake Anna that feed on benthic
organisms living on or in these sediments. The DES showed (p. 4-10)
that the conditions most likely to cause dispersal of heavy metals
were not related to desorption from sediments in a reservoir arm, but
rather result when sediments are carried to the hypolimnion after
periods of high runoff. The discussion on page 5-15 of the DES shows
that there is ample reason to expect that suspended sediments will
probably carry adsorbed heavy metal cations to locations far removed
from the point of origin. It is an important point here that the
dispersion of heavy metals in the North Anna River cited in the DES
were necessarily those of oxidized (not dissolved) species because
of the fact that the shallow and turbulent North Anna River in the
preimpoundment period was well aerated. Yet, biological evidence of
the effects of these contaminants at toxic levels was noted as far
downstream as 22 miles. Available information shows that these
materials can be widely dispersed throughout receiving waters and
that high concentrations of heavy metals can occur in surface waters
of lakes receiving acid mine drainage. 2 ' 3

12.25 Ecology of the Aquatic Environs (Vepco, p. 12, Interior, p. 3)

The staff assumes that the term "shoreline ratio," used by the applicant,
is the same as the index of shore development defined as s , where

2 air
s is the length of shoreline and a is the lake area. As the value of
this ratio increases, increasing irregularity of the shoreline is
indicated. The staff did not intend to infer that a high shoreline
ratio is necessarily a limnological liability. It is an oversimpli-
fication to assert that an impoundment established on a dendritic stream
is the most productive lentic environment since many factors affect
productivity in addition to shore development; however, lakes with
a high shore development ratio have, in general, been shown to be
more productive than those with a low shore development ratio.

It was not inferred that Lake Anna is a highly turbid lake. Piedmont
reservoirs generally do have increased turbidity following rains,
and wave action on the shore will cause increased turbidity. It was
predicted in the DES that operation of the station also will cause
an increase in turbidity.

The statement in the DES relating the relative importance of zoo-
plankton populations and benthic fauna has been modified (see p. 2-29).
The food base in Lake Anna will consist of planktonic and benthic
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organisms during the early life history stage of all fish species
found in the lake. If the benthic invertebrate populations are
limited by water level fluctuations and/or thermal stratification with
an anaerobic hypolimnion, the only stable food base for most fish
species will be zooplankton.

12.26 Effect on Aquatic Life (Vepco, p. 12, 26)

The staff agrees with the applicant that the total biomass of fish
in Lake Anna will be substantially greater than that which existed
in this section of the North Anna River prior to impoundment. More
relevant, however, is the staff's conclusion that for 4-unit opera-
tion with once-through cooling as designed, the biological produc-
tivity and overall recreational potential of Lake Anna will be less
than with either no power plant or with 2-unit operation. While the
applicant deserves credit for development of a recreational resource,
impairment of its quality for fishing, swimming, boating, water
skiing, and vacation homes will almost certainly reduce the recre-
ational utilization of this resource.

If the lake stratifies thermally, the fraction of the lake recirculated
more often than once every 18.2 days will be high. It is also possible
that a small fraction of the lake may never pass through the power
station. The important point, however, is that because of the large
lake volume passing through the plant (at least 5.5%/day with 4-unit
operation) and the adverse effects of elevated temperatures,
particularly during the summer period, zooplankton populations in
Lake Anna are likely to be significantly affected.

The staff has carefully reviewed the published reports on Montrose
Lake in Missouri cited by the applicant. In addition, a thesis4
which the cited material is based was also reviewed. In the opinion
of the staff, the conclusion of the applicant that there was no
significant modification of plankton population in Montrose Lake
from the operation of a 525 Mw fossil-fuel plant on the lakeshore is
unfounded; the data provided in the thesis simply does not support
this contention. In addition, while fish production in the lake
may be high, levels of production have not been shown to be unaffected
by operation of the power plant. The-important question here is:
are fish production levels in Montrose Lake high, relative to what
they were prior to operation of the fossil fuel plant? Based on the
information available to the staff, this question has not been
answered.
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The applicant states that the North Anna project was designed as a multi-
purpose facility and that it is of the opinion that a net environmental
benefit has been attained for each parameter discussed in the DES.
The staff has seen no data which support this. Secondly, its consider-
ation of alternative cooling methods was based on preventing both
adverse environmental impacts on lake biota and a reduction in the
recreational potential of Lake Anna rather than increasing the pro-
ductivity of zooplankton and finfish as the applicant implies.

Most of the environmental impacts predicted in the DES were based on
worst-case drought conditions of summer and on monthly average meteor-
locical conditions during that period. Daily or weekly averages could
produce more extreme conditions which are often more important
ecologically than long-term averages. The average monthly maximum
and minimum temperatures (Figure 5-1 of the FES) show that during
the summer period (June-August) average monthly temperatures of Lake
Anna could be in excess of 90'F nearly every summer with 4-unit
operation at full load. During extreme conditions, lake temperatures
could exceed 100'F for short periods of time. These extreme temper-
atures would produce major environmental impacts on the biota in
Lake Anna.

In terms of exposure to upper lethal temperatures, summer is the
critical period since maximum steady-state temperatures in Lake Anna
will occur during the June-August period and the thermal dose to
entrained organisms will be maximum at this time. There are also
several sublethal effects of elevating water temperatures which can
affect the productivity of lake biota. It is well recognized, for
example, that body size of zooplankton is inversely related to
temperature and that egg production is directly related to body
size. Longevity of zooplankton is also inversely related to temper-
ature. Thus, as temperature increases, average size of zooplankters
decreases, egg production decreases, longevity decreases, and the
population productivity is likely to decrease. The critical question
for Lake Anna is whether a reduction in reproductive potential and
the high level of entrainment mortality which will occur during the
same period will affect zooplankton production in the lake. Populations
of monocyclic species of zooplankters (species which produce one
generation/year) could be significantly reduced in the lake as a
result of their being unable to survive periods of extreme conditions.
The predicted temperatures in the cooling lagoons and the long
duration of exposure to these temperatures indicate that zooplankton
production in the lagoons and lower end of Lake Anna will be markedly
decreased as a result of 4-unit operation with the designed once-
through cooling system. When intake temperatures approach 90'F,
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entrainment mortality of zooplankton will likely be 100% as a result
of the long duration of exposure to the excess temperatures in the
cooling lagoons.

During the winter period, average monthly steady-state temperatures
will be in the range of 42 to 60 0 F. It is difficult to predict what
the effects of elevating the temperature of the lake during the win-
ter will have on lake biota and lake productivity. Some studies
indicate that the increased winter temperatures will extend the
growing season for fish provided there is an adequate food supply.
However, high temperatures during summer, normally the period of
maximum growth of fish in temperate lakes, may retard fish growth
so that the annual length of the growing season is changed little,
if any.

12.27 Sport Fishing Below the Dam (Commerce, p. 1-2)

The possibility of preventing a cold water fishery from developing
below North Anna Dam is discussed on page 5-22 of the DES. It was
also pointed out on page 5-22 of the DES that during summer with 4-unit
operation, temperatures of water discharged over the dam in excess of
90'F are likely to produce changes in the periphyton and invertebrate
communities in the North Anna River. As shown in Table 5.3 (pg. 5-22
of the DES) the staff estimates that, in summer, excess temperatures
will be detectable for at least 42 miles downstream of the dam. The
combination of creating Lake Anna and discharging the warmer surface
waters over the dam, even without the heat from the power station,
will likely produce major ecological changes in the North Anna River
below the dam. The applicant has designed a monitoring program to
assess these changes (see section 6).

12.28 Blue-Green Algae (Commerce, p. 1)

The words "blue-green algae" were inadvertently omitted from the DES
on page 5-5. The possibility of a shift to the more heat-tolerant
green and blue-green algae in the cooling lagoons, the main reservoir
(pages 5-14, 5-20), and in the North Anna River below the dam
(page 5-23) during the summer period is discussed in the FES.

12.29 Maintenance of 150 cfs Flow (Vepco, p. 27; State Corporation
Commission, p. 1-3)

Due to the extraordinary amount of rainfall that. accompanied two
major storms during the summer of 1972, the reservoir filled much
faster than anticipated and reached the 250 foot operating level on
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December 1, 1972; hence the 150 cfs release of water from the dam
is no longer required (Section 2.5.2). The State Corporation
Commissirn comments indicate that, with impoundment of the reservoir
completed, "the normal flows over the dam, buttressed by the required
minimum release (40 cfs), would insure that the mean monthly low flow
over the course of each February-June period would not be substantially
less than 150 cfs."

The staff's concern that flows of at least 150 cfs over the dam
during the spring period will not be maintained in some years
appears justified in view of the low-flow-frequency data for the
North Anna River and the estimated net decrease in flow as a result
of Lake Anna. If maintenance of a flow of 150 cfs during this
period is critical for maintenance of the salinity front in the
Pamunkey River downstream as the Virginia State Water Control
Board and the Virginia State Corporation Commission imply based on
the flow requirements given in the DES (pg. 4-18), extension of the
minimum flow requirement of 150 during the February-June period
after the filling period seems advisable.

If the loss of 80 cfs from evaporation, as estimated by the applicant,
is assumed to be the average dissipative loss from Lake Anna, inflows
must equal or exceed 230 cfs during the February-June period in order
to maintain a flow of at least 150 cfs in the North Anna River below
the dam. Withdrawals from the reservoir and other potential losses
which cannot be quantified will increase the total loss rate. The
flow-duration curve (Figure 2.5 of the DES) shows that a flow greater
than 230 cfs -in the North Anna River at Doswell, Virginia, prior to.
the impounding of Lake Anna, occurred less than 50% of the time. Low
flows in. the North Anna River at Doswell, Virginia, of 220 cfs or less
lasting for 274 days had a recurrence interval of 2 years. 5 Although
maximum discharge is during the spring period (March-April), low flows
do occur during this period. For example, maximum mean monthly
discharge, exclusive of flood conditions, was only 222 cfs in April,
1969.5 Under normal flow conditions and with a water loss of 80 cfs
from Lake Anna from the impounding of the river and operation of the
power station, it would have been impossible to maintain an average
flow of 150 cfs in the North Anna River during the February-June
period. The flows of less than 150 cfs under these conditions will
be average flows over a multi-month period.

12.30 Appendices (Commerce, p. 3)

Appendix 4.1 was not in the DES and reference to it has been deleted
from the FES. Nor are there any appendices for Sections 1, 5, 6, and
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7. Appendix 2.2 of the FES includes additional meteorological data
and corrections have been made in several of the species lists.

12.31 Environmental Measurements and Monitoring (Commerce, p. 3;
Vepco, pp. 46-54)

The description of where the artificial substrates for sampling
benthic invertebrates would be located on page 6-6 was in error in
the DES, as noted in comments by the Department of Commerce, but has
been corrected in the FES. The environmental monitoring programs
described in Section 6 of the DES have been revised in the FES as a
result of more recent information obtained from the applicant.

12.32 Terrestrial Ecology (Interior, p. 1; Vepco, p. 15)

The applicant provided no baseline data on the terrestrial environ-
ment in the drainage basin prior to impoundment of the North Anna
River. Species lists of vegetation and biota in the Appendices
that were provided by the applicant are based on published reports
from other sections of the Piedmont, state checklists of fauna
compiled during the late 1950's, and U.S. Forest Service reports.
The checklist for amphibians and reptiles has been corrected to
apply to this Station area. It has become increasingly apparent
that subtle ecological changes can occur as a result of changes in
land use that produce changes in drainage patterns, moisture levels,
and changes in water table levels and soil moisture. While these
changes may not be related directly to Station operation, they could
be a result of the creation of Lake Anna. The staff has therefore
recommended that the applicant conduct surveys of the terrestrial
environment so as to obtain some data on species composition, popula-
tion levels and wildlife habitat under the impoundment conditions.
See Section 6 of the FES.

12.33 Water Levels and Turbidity (Vepco, p. 28)

The word "major" has been deleted wherever it occurred in the FES
in reference to drawdowns of Lake Anna, since it appears inappropriate
for the small changes in elevation expected. Although grass may
stabilize the soil down to the maximum water level, it is doubtful
that the soil will be stabilized sufficiently in the zone of water
level fluctuations to prevent increases in turbidity from wave
action. The shorelines of impoundments typically are turbid following
rains and storms.
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12.34 Effects on Groundwater (Vepco, p. 29)

In view of the fact that Lake Anna was only recently filled, the
seepage of water from the lake into the groundwater table may take
several years. This is why the staff feels that groundwater and
well water quality around the lake should be monitored to detect
contamination and changes in levels of the water table.

12.35 Effect of Herbicides (Vepco, p. 24; Mr. Carroll J. Savage, p. 4)

The whole concept of rights-of-way management should be that of
managing plant communities which are ecologically stable, which
require minimum amounts of maintenance, which support a diverse
wildlife fauna and which prevent erosion. The basic idea is to
selectively remove the undesirable species (i.e., species that may
interfere with transmission facilities) at the time of clearing so
as to leave those communities that require the minimum amount of
subsequent maintenance. The most stable community is shrubs and
herbs, while the least stable is grassland. Planting of fescue will
not produce as stable a community in the corridor as would leaving
the shrubs and herbs initially, combined with subsequent planting of
shrubs and herbs in those cleared areas where erosion potential is
high. Reinvasion of some unwanted species will occur and can be
controlled with selective application of herbicides.

Ideally, blanket spraying with herbicides should be avoided, since
non-target species may be affected and drift may carry herbicides
to areas outside the rights-of-way. The staff recognizes, however,
that the low herbicide concentrations and careful application methods
used by the applicant will minimize such effects. For rights-of-way
which are heavily wooded with fast-growing trees, the relative cost
of selective control is several times as high as spraying herbicides.
For this reason, the staff feels that prohibiting the use of herbi-
cides "on pasture, cropland and irrigation ditches and near water
bodies, homes and recreation sites" is a reasonable compromise for
maintenance of the rights-of-way from North Anna.

12.36 Impact Perspective and Recreation (Vepco, p. 43-44; Virginia
Department of Conservation and Economic Development, p. 1;
State Corporation Commission, p. 4)

The applicant suggests that the power station and the reservoir should
be considered together and compared to the pre-impoundment condition
of the area when considering the costs and benefits of the project,
and that the interactions of the station and the reservoir should be
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of secondary importance. In making such a comparison, one should
recognize that a considerable amount of farm and timberland and wild-
life habitat has been lost in creating the reservoir. Section 11 of
the FES considers these factors in some detail.

The staff is aware that Lake Anna would not have been created by the
applicant without a power station, and that it provides recreation
potential of considerable attraction for residents of nearby urban
regions. However, the severity of the predicted impacts of four-unit
operation on the lake environment has led the staff to conclude that
the recreational potential of the lake would be appreciably reduced
by full-load operation with the planned cooling system during the
summer months when such recreation is most desired. The development
of blue-green algae in the cooling lagoons and in the portion of the
lake between the station intake and the dam when temperatures are in
excess of 90'F will likely cause nuisance problems to boaters, swim-
mers, water skiers and fishermen. Home owners in the lagoon areas
particularly may be subjected to odors as the algae decomposes. In
view of the probability that the lake will become stratified year-
round because of the heat added during four-unit operation, there
is a strong possibility that hydrogen sulfide (H S) will be a problem
in the lake from reduction of sulfate transporte3 in flows from Con-
trary Creek. As indicated by its comments in Appendix 12, the State
Water Control.Board is seeking a solution to the chemical pollution
from mine tailings. No appreciable problems with the chemicals are
expected above the entry of Contrary Creek into the reservoir (Fig.
2.2) and the heat added by the Station should not adversely affect
biota or recreation in the portion of the lake upstream from this
entry location. The production of sport fish in the upper portion
of the lake may indeed be greater than existed in the affected stretch
of the North Anna River, as implied in the State Corporation Com-
mission comments.

12.37 Costs of Alternatives (Vepco, p. 44)

Cost estimates of alternatives in section 10 of the DES have been
modified in the FES and are discussed by topic in this section 12.
The applicant commented that installation of the staff's recommended
alternatives would assign values to fish of $25 to $50 per pound,
assuming a decrease of one million pounds due to reduction in fish
productivity. Such figures do not account for loss in fish produc-
tivity of the entire operating life of the Station, nor the farm and
timberland and wildlife habitat lost in creating the reservoir. No
data was available with which to make a realistic assessment of these
losses.
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The discount rate was figured from the return on new investments in
privately-owned electric utilities. About 65% of such investments
consistsA of bonds and preferred stock with a rate of return taken as
7% per year. The other 35% of the investments consists of common
equity (common stock and retained earnings) with a rate of return taken
as 12% per year. The weighted average is (0.65 x 7%) + (0.35 x 12%)
= 8.75% per year. These figures reflect the fact that the electric
utility business has a lower risk and therefore a lower cost of money
than many other businesses in the economy. The figures do vary from
time to time and from utility to utility, but the average values given
are believed to provide a reasonable basis for calculations of present
worth in AEC environmental statements where the applicant is a
privately-owned electric utility.

12.38 Construction Time on Alternate Site (Vepco, p. 57)

The staff's estimate of 5 to 8 years for construction assumed an
acceptable alternate site was already available to the applicant and
that fossil fuel was the selected energy source. This anticipates
a shorter construction time than- for a nuclear-fueled facility and
possibly less difficulty with permits and licensing. The staff recog-
nizes that the total time involved in constructing a new power plant,
even with fossil fuel, is much longer if a new, unassessed site is
involved in the planning. However, in light of the demand for power,
the applicant would be constrained to choose a site for which informa-
tion may be available if all or a portion of the North Anna Power
Station were abandoned as discussed in sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2.

12.39 Benefit-Cost Analysis of Alternate Plants (Interior, p. 6)

The nuclear versus oil-fired power plant costs for North Anna Units
3 and 4 can be compared on the basis of data supplied by the applicant
in its Environmental Report Supplement:

Nuclear Oil

66Capital ($) 532 x 10 308 x 106

0 + M (mills/Kwhr) .70 .92
Fuel (mills Kwhr) 2.19 6.10

Total (mills/Kwhr) 2.89 7.02

$/yr (O + M + F)
at 80% capacity 37.6 x 10 91 x 106
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Nuclear Oil

Present worth (0 + M + F) 6 6

8.75% - 30 years 395 x 10 955 x 10

Total present worth 6 6

at start-up ($) 927 x 10 1255 x 10

Annual costs ($) 88 x 106 119 x 106

Note 1: Present worth, 12/74: Nuclear = $732 x 10 6; Oil = $991 x 106

Note 2: Annual costs from 12/74: Nuclear = 69.5 x 106; Oil = 94 x i06

The oil-fired replacement for North Anna Units 3 and 4 would consume
about 19.2 million barrels of oil per year at 80% plant capacity.

In all cases tabulated above, the increased present-worth costs for
two-unit fossil-fueled plants are greater than the costs for fitting
North Anna Units 3 and 4 with equipment such as cooling towers to

reduce the thermal pollution. Also, the costs of fossil-fueled plants
do not include environmental impact costs of localized pollution when
handling either coal or oil as generally discussed in section 9.3.2.
The applicant states in the Environmental Report Supplement that the
sulphur concentration in fuel oil in future plants will be limited to
0.75% maximum.

12.40 Sanitary Wastes (EPA, p. 11)

The applicant has informed the staff that it does not plan to use a

clarifier in its septic-tank system (section 3.6). A private disposal
service will be engaged to pump out the septic tanks periodically and

transport the waste to authorized disposal facilities.

12.41 Weather IMbdifications (Commerce, pp. 4-5)

Dissipation to the atmosphere of heat and water vapor from the heated
reservoir will undoubtedly have an effect on the meteorological condi-
tions of the area. While presently unquantifiable, it is certain to
result in an increase in the relative humidity as well as increases
in the frequency of localized fogging and, to a lesser extent, icing.
The greatest land use impact resulting from the fogging and icing
will be on persons using the bridges (on Highway 652) that cross
Elk and Mill Pond Creeks (Figure 2.2).
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12.42 Geology and Soils (Interior, pp. 1-2)

The discussions on geology and seismology in the staff's environmental
statement are considered sufficient for its purpose. As mentioned in
Interior's comments, the applicant's Safety Analysis Reports contain
more information for purposes of design and construction of the facility.
Appendix B.2 of the applicant's Environmental Report Supplement con-
tains some information on soils; however, the staff's need for infor-
mation on terrestrial ecology under pre-impoundment conditions cannot
be fully met now that the reservoir has filled. See 12.32 for further
discussion of terrestrial ecology.

12.43 Transmission Lines Impact on Railroads (Department of Transportation)

The proposed North Anna-Midlothian 500-kV transmission line will cross
existing rail lines twice with at least 37.5-ft clearance above the
tracks, in accordance with the National Electric Safety Code (sixth
edition). The applicant has informed thestaff that its calculations
show that inductive coupling will be insignificant and that direct
faults or flashovers on transmission line conductors should not affect
railroad and communication signal circuits where a railroad crossing
only is involved.

12.44 Public Lands and Natural Landmarks (Interior, p. 1 & p. 4)

The staff is not aware that any public lands are to be crossed by
transmission lines other than the Quantico U.S. Marine Base. The
applicant has verified Interior's comment concerning the Alexander
Berger Memorial Natural Area and the fact that its North Anna-Possum
Point 500-kV transmission line would cross this potentially eligible
natural landmark. On page 3-11 of its Environmental Report Supplement,
the applicant indicates that "an agreeable route was worked out with
The Nature Conservancy," which owns this property.

12.45 Joint Use of Transmission Line Right-of-Way
(Conservation Council of Virginia; Mr. Clarence T. Kipps,
Jr., et. al.; Mr. James J. Durnan, Jr.; Mr. Carroll J. Savage;.
and Vepco)

The comments received in opposition to the proposed North Anna-Morris-
ville 500-kV transmission line suggest that it be relocated to the
existing Elmont-Loudon right-of-way and terminate at Bristers rather
than Morrisville (on Fig. 3.21 Bristers would be approximately where
the 115-kV line from Remington crosses the Elmont-Loudon right-of-way).
The applicant has informed the AEC 8 that such a relocation might be
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achieved by extending the line from a point just north of the power
station in a northeast direction to intersect the Elmont-Loudon line
below its crossing of Highway 3. It would then be constructed north-
ward in parallel with the existing line to Bristers. Three buildings
were noted from aerial photographs as obstructions to widening the
Elmont-Loudon right-of-way, but field inspection indicated that they
should not be considered primary reasons for rejecting this alter-
native routing. However, it would be necessary to widen the existing
right-of-way by 100 ft on the west side for installation of the second
500-kV single-circuit line; converting the existing line to double-
circuit is not feasible since it would require a lengthy outage which
could seriously diminish system reliability. The North Anna-Bristers
line would be approximately 11 miles longer and cost about $2 million
more than the North Anna-Morrisville line.

If the line from North Anna to Morrisville were relocated to parallel
the Ladysmith-Bristers 500-kV line, the applicant could tolerate the
simultaneous loss of both 500-kV circuits, with an overload on the
230-kV Elmont-Possom Point Line. 6 However, this would be true only
if the proposed Mt. Storm-Morrisville 500-kV circuit were in service,
according to the applicant. Furthermore, termination of the 500-kV
line from North Anna at Bristers would make necessary the construction
of a 230-kV line from Bristers to the Morrisville-Remington area. In
addition, the applicant's plans for a future 230-kV line to serve
loads expected to develop between Morrisville and North Anna would
require a 120-ft-wide corridor between the two locations in lieu of
its sharing the proposed right-of-way. This 120-ft-wide corridor
and the North Anna-Bristers line would require approximately 232
acres more than the North Anna-Morrisville route.

Considering that the-type of terrain is essentially the same for both
routes, the staff concluded that the aesthetic benefits to be derived
from relocation of the North Anna-Morrisville proposed line to parallel
the Ladysmith-Bristers circuit do not appear to justify the use of an
additional 232 acres and the expenditure of more than $2 million in
additional funds. However, if the applicant is eventually precluded
from locating its proposed 500-kV substation at Morrisville, reloca-
tion of the proposed North Anna-Morrisville 500-kV line to the
Ladysmith-Bristers right-of-way should receive further consideration
by the applicant.

12.46 Variations of the North Anna-Morrisville Right-of-Way
(Mr. Clarence T. Kipps, Jr. et al; Mr. James J. Durnan, Jr.;
Mr. Carroll J. Savage)

The comments of several residents along the proposed North Anna-
Morrisville right-of-way express understandable concern over local
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impacts the line may have on their properties, recreational and
scenic 'values. Examination of the applicant's plans has convinced
the staff that the applicant has reasonably considered the possible
alternatives and appears to have decided upon the best available.

In the staff's opinion, alternative 6 on Figure 6.2 (a map enclosed

with a letter dated September 11, 1972 from Mr. Stanley Ragone, Vice
President of the Virginia Electric and Power Company, to Mr. Daniel
R. Muller, AEC) indicated possibly the only better route across the
Rapidan and Rappahannock Rivers. But a more recent letter from the
applicant 6 enclosed a letter dated July 20, 1971 from Mr. Elbert Cox,
Director of the Virginia Commission of Outdoor Recreation, with
recommendations which resulted in Vepco's abandoning that alterna-
tive. Mr. Cox's letter called attention to its.conflicts with two
proposed parks to the west of Germanna Bridge and with Recreation
Area No. 9 on the Rappahannock River. The Rebel Acres subdivision.
is another area with which it would conflict. 6

Upon inspection of the proposed right-of-way in the vicinity of the
Culpeper Lookout Tower near Route 610, the staff agreed with the
applicant that the impact on motorists should be limited. However,
the transmission line structures may be as visible as the Lookout
Tower from a distance and care with their precise locations should
be exercised to minimize this impact.

12.47 Transmission Line Criteria

The applicant commented that it would be superfluous to purposely
misalign a transmission line at road crossings as well as selectively
clear the trees and supplement with additional plantings. The staff
points out that deciduous trees may not provide effective screening
in the winter and plantings may not be effective for several years.
Consequently, a change in alignment on both sides of a road may be
desirable.

12.48 Visual Impact of Conductors (Vepco, p. 17; Virginia Commission
of Outdoor Recreation)

The staff has verified the applicant's comment that oxidation of con-
ductor surfaces when energized at 500 kV requires a relatively short
time. Consequently, the extra cost of obtaining conductors with a
dull finish is not justified for the Lake Anna crossings.
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Section 3. 7 mentions that the transmission line to Ladysmith "will
span the northern part of Lake Anna," and that the line to Midlothian
"Iwill cross two of the cooling lagoons." While both lines will "intrude
on scenic and aesthetic qualities" of those areas, as noted by the
Virginia Commission of Outdoor Recreation, this fact was known when
recommendations for residential developments were formulated (see
Appendix B.2 of applicant's Environmental Report Supplement). Longer
routes avoiding the lake and the lagoons would use considerably greater
amounts of land for rights-of-way and could present just as great an
intrusion upon properties away from the lake.

12.49 Selective Cutting of Rights-of-Way (Vepco, p. 19; Mr. Carroll J.
Savage)

The applicant proposes to "feather-out" the trees along the sides of
the rights-of-way (see p. 19 of comments by Vepco in Appendix 12) in
local areas of high scenic impact. Where rights-of-way are not
visible to the general public, requiring that they be feathered along
the sides does not seem warranted.

12.50 Miscellaneous Comments on Rights-of-Way (Mr. Carroll J. Savage)

H-frame 500-kV transmission towers (Fig. 3.24) are at least double
the cost lattice-type structures due to the necessity for much larger
foundations. Consequently, they are not generally used except where
visual impact will be appreciably improved.

As indicated on p. 10-14 of the draft statement, underground transmis-
sion is far more costly than overhead transmission (about 20 times as
much through open country according to references 13 and 14 for
Section 10).

12.51 Compliance with Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments
of 1972 (EPA, p. 9)

On January 29, 1973, the Commission published an interim policy state-
ment, effective on that date, implementing the FWPCA, particularly
section 511 thereof (38 F.R. 2679). On the same date, a Memorandum
of Understanding between EPA and the Commission for the purpose of
implementing NEPA and the FWPCA in a manner consistent with both acts
was published in the Federal Register (38 F.R. 2713).

In general, the interim policy statement provides that the Commission
will continue to exercise its NEPA authority and responsibility in
licensing proceedings subject to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 so as
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to avoid any hiatus in Federal responsibility and authority, respecting
environmental matters embraced by both NEPA and FWPCA, in the interim
period before various actions are taken under the FWPCA.

Section 3 of the interim policy statement indicates one major impact
of the FWPCA on the Commission's authority under NEPA. It provides
that if and to the extent that there are applicable limitations or
other requirements imposed pursuant to the FWPCA, the Commission will
not (with certain exceptions) impose different limitations or require-
ments pursuant to NEPA as a condition to any license or permit.

Section 4 sets out the limitation on AEC consideration of alternatives
relevant to water quality in particular situations. Generally, it
indicates that the Commission will not consider various alternatives
where such action would constitute a review of similar consideration
of alternatives under the FWPCA and upset a limitation or requirement
imposed as a result thereof or where a particular alternative has
been required to be adopted pursuant to the FWPCA.

Section 5 concerns the effect of the FWPCA on cost-benefit analyses.
It states, in summary, that the Commission will continue to evaluate
and give full consideration to environmental impact provided that,
with certain exceptions, such evaluation will be conducted on the
basis of activities at the level of limitations or requirements
promulgated or imposed pursuant to the FWPCA. In addition, section
5 provides that the Commission will also determine, except in certain
situations specified in section 5(c), whether the facility will com-
ply with applicable requirements.

Lake Anna and the North Anna River are intra-state waters which are
subject to Virginia water quality standards. The State standards
were approved by EPA on February 22, 1971 for application to inter-
state waters, with the exception of Section 1.01. On January 18,
1973, EPA, in accordance with FWPCA amendments of 1972, requested
several changes in Sections 2.01 and 3.02 which do not affect the
State standard's applicability to the effects of this project.

It is the staff's understanding that EPA extended the same degree of
approval in March 1973 to application of the State standards to intra-
state waters in Virginia, and that the State Water Control Board con-
ducted a series of hearings late in March related to proposed adoption
of amendments of the State standards to satisfy EPA's requirements.
Under the first proposed amendment, Section 1.OID states, in part,



that "zones for mixing wastes with receiving waters shall be examined
on a case-by-case basis; shall be kept as small as practical in area
and length; shall not be used for, or considered as, a substitute
for waste treatment; and shall be implemented, to the greatest extent
practicable" to the objective that "all State waters shall be main-
tained at such quality as will permit all reasonable, beneficial
uses and will support the propagation and growth of all aquatic life,
including game fish, which might reasonably be expected to inhabit
them."

Inasmuch as the State Water Control Board has not, to the staff's
knowledge, defined a mixing zone for effluents from the North Anna
Power Station, this environmental statement does not include an assess-
ment of such a mixing zone. However, the staff's predicted tempera-
ture distribution (Fig. 3.15) indicates that virtually all of Lake
Anna from the dam to just north of the power station will function
as a cooling pond. As discussed in Section 5.4.2 of this statement,
the temperature increase in Lake Anna (measured at the Station intake)
would exceed the 3F° limitation for impoundments in Section 1.03 of the
Virginia standards during full-power operation of two units at the
Station in wintertime only, but would not do so with only one unit
in operation. With four-unit operation, the 3F' limitation would
likely be exceeded throughout the year. The 5F° temperature rise
allowable in Section 2.01 of the standards for Class III streams
would also be exceeded in the North Anna River below the dam during
wintertime operation of two units and year around with four units.
The 90*F maximum would not be exceeded by two-unit operation at any
time in the river or at the Station intake; however, four-unit
operation would result in violation of this limit during an average
of 2.4 months in summer.

The projected chemical effluents from the Station (Table 3.14), and
radioactivity will be well within the concentrations permitted under
Section 1.05 of the State Water Quality Standards. Hence, the pH of
the lake will not be affected by its chemical discharges. Even in
the unlikely event the chemicals issued by the Station were the
maximum quantities allowed by the standards, no adverse effects
would be expected. Oxygen concentrations in the surface waters
of the lake and the river are expected to be greater than 6 mg/liter
and will thus exceed the minimums required under Section 2.01.
Section 2.02 pertaining to coliforms will not be a factor since the
Station will use a septic tank to dispose of sewage.
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12.52 Location of Principal Changes in This Statement in Response
to Comments on the Draft:

Topic Commented on S

Authorizations and Approvals
(Vepco p. 16 & p. 30)

Meteorology (EPA p. 14)
Terrestrial Ecology

(Interior p. 1 & p. 5; Vepco p. 15)
Aquatic Ecology (Interior p. 3)
External Pollution Sources (Vepco p. 11 &

26; State Water Quality Control Board)
Thermal Effluent Dissipation

(EPA pp. 8-9, Vepco p. 4)
Thermal Effects (Vepco p. 4 & pp. 12-14)
Required Modifications of Cooling System

(Vepco p. 36; State Corporation Commission)
Chemical Uptake by Finfish (Vepco p. 27)
Water Quality (State Water Control Board;

Vepco p. 29)
Blue-green Algae (Commerce p. 1 & 3)
Steam-generator Blowdown (EPA pp. 12-13)
Radioiodine Releases (EPA pp. 3-5; Vepco p. 3
Radiological Effects on Man (Vepco p. 34)
Tritium (EPA p. 13)
Direct Radiation (EPA p. 13)
Recreation in Upper Reservoir (State Dept.

of Conservation and Economic Development)
Biological Studies & Monitoring

(Vepco pp. 46-53)
Alternative Cooling Methods (Vepco pp. 37-42)
Transmission Lines (Vepco p. 17; Savage p. 2)

ection Where Addressed

1.2
2.6; App. 2.2

4.3; App.
2.7.2

2.11

2.5.3; 4.2.1

3.3.2
3.3.2; 5.4.2

Summary and Conclusions
4.2.3

5.4.2
5.4.2
3.4.2

4) 3.4.1
5.6.2
(Submersion)
5.6.2

5.6.2

8.1; 11.1

6
10; 11
4.1; 10.4
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APPENDIX 2.1

Comments of State Agencies Relating to Impacts
on Historical and Archeological Resources

GOMYo'~ I&ViFGNA

MEMBERS

iTANLEY W. ABBOrT

EDWARD P. ALKXANDER

MRS. BENJAMIN P. ALSOP

RANDOLPH W. CHURCH

FREDERICK HERMAN

JOHN M. JENNINGS

FaREDFIIcK 0. NIcOLs

WILLIAM R. SEWARD

MARVIN M. SUTHENRLAND

VIRGINIA HISTORIC LANDMARKS

COMMISSION

Room 1100

NINTH STREET ITATZ OFFICE OUILDIING

RIcHMoND. VIRGINIA 22,219

TELEPHONE: 770.3143

OFFICERS

EDWARD P. ALEXANDER. CHAIRMAN
COLONIAL. WILLIAMSBURG

WILLIAMSBURG. VIRGINIA 23105

JOHN M. JrNNINGI. VICE CHAIRMAN

VIRGINIA HIOTORICAL SOCIEyY

RICHMONo. VIRGINIA 23221

JAMES W. MOODY. JR.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

31 May, 1972

Mr. W. J. Ross
Room E56
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Post Office Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Mr. Ross:

Enclosed please find copies of entries in our files for those
structures in the neighborhood of the North Anna Power Station. As the
work on the project is already well underway, those structures and sites
affected by Lake Anna are presumed to have been dealt with some time ago.
For this reason, we can find no objection, at this time, to the construction
of the Power Station itself.

Thanking you for your consideration, I remain

Sincerely,

(oe I
Tucker Hill
Architectural Historian

TH:sk

Enc.
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COMMONWEALT OF VIRGIN1 4
RANDOLPH W. CHURCH LIBRARY DIVISION

State Librarian General Library Branch
RAY 0. HUMMEL, JR. Extension Branch

Assistant Librarian .. iK ARCHIVES DIVISION

Archives Branch
Publications Branch

LIBRARY SERVICES DIVISION
VIRGINIA STATE LIBRARY Administrative Offices

RICHMOND Records Management Section
23219 Photographic Laboratory

April 19, 1972

Mr. W. J. Ross
Oak Ridge National Laboratories
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Mr. Ross:

Pursuant to your telephone request of April 18, 1972, I am
providing you herewith my appraisal of the archeological resources

of the valley of the North Anna River in Louisa and Spotsylvania
counties, Virginia, and any impact on these resources resulting
from the construction of the nuclear power plant there.

In 1969 and again in 1970, at the request of the officials
of the Virginia Electric and Power Company, I searched the area
of the power plant construction and the lake formed by the damming
of the North Anna River. While I found a few scattered Indian

artifacts, I found no concentration which would indicate a site

worthy of excavation. The artifacts were primarily those of the
Archaic Period, during which the Indians were nomadic hunters. As
a result of this way of life, the evidence is widely scattered
over numerous over-night camping sites, none of which were exten-
sively used. During my search, I also looked for evidence of
historical occupations or activities and found none.

Based on the foregoing absence of important archeological
remains, it is my opinion that there is no adverse impact on the
archeological resources of the two counties as a result of the
construction of the North Anna Nuclear Power Plant and its
associated roads and other facilities.

If I can be of further assistance in this matter, please let
me know.

Sincerely yours,

Howard A. MacCord, Sr.
Archeologist

HAM:AI
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Wind Rose Developed from Data Obtained at 35-ft
Level at North Anna Power Station Site
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APPENDIX 2.2-A

Wind Characteristics of the North Anna Site

(The points of the compass indicate the direction from which the wind comes.)
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3 to 4 .20 .36 .22 .25 .17 .2S .22 .St .23 .19 .07 .15 .03 .26 .40 .36

0 TO 6 .44 .s6 .23 .42 .26 .39 .46 .63 ,53 .22 .00 .17 .13 .36 * 1S .66
7 10 A .Z2 .39 .23 .1 .36 .29 .41 .66 .41 .22 .06 .12 .12 .23 .42 .74
9 Toll .34 .41 .29 .26 .22 ,1? .36 .92 .51 .62 .a2 .2, 120 .56 .66 .93
12T014 .26 .26 .17 1 32 .11 A .3 .67 * .32 .20 .26 .9 .26 .13 .16 A4. .60
1STO8 .23 .13 .1] .13 E.1 ,1 .04 .20 .29 .10 .10 .19 .19 .17 ,35 .49
19T023 .09 .03 C1 .3 .16 O.L 3 0 .16 .37 .04 .01 .19 .22 .12 .12 .16 .06
GO 23 0.00 0.00 .4 .10 0 .ru 6.Cv 0:4 ,0:o1 0.:0 6.tC .03 .160 .07 .3 . 06 .31



APPENDIX 2.2-A (continued)

VEPCONORTH ANNA STATION LT 9/1l/71-8/31/72.

TEHP. LAPSE RATE STABILITY CLASS E
WINO SFEED VERSUS DIRECTION (IN PERCENT)

NN_ NE ENE E ESE SE SSE S SSW SH WSW W l WNW NH NNW N
I TO 2 .12 .17 .16 .17 .16 .22 .29 .25 .13 C19 .25 .28 .26 .29 .29 .19
3 TO 4 .22 .23 .19 .i9 .28 .57 .54. .68 .3f .29 .17 .58 .32 .58 .36 .f*T
5 TO 6 .17 .28 .23 .22 .36 .63 .71 1.18 .'u .25 .22 .41 .44 .23 .25 .23
T TO 3 .19 .34 .32 .22 .16 .41 .55 1.26 .50 .26 .17 .23 .19 .23 .26 .25
9 TOLl .17 .29 .1, .23 .15 .13 .39 1.12 .50 .39 .34 .50 .23 .26 .32 .63
12T014 .17 .15 .t7 .15 .E6 04 .10 .4 .17 .19 .17 .16 .16 .16 .15 .22
50Ti8 .2m .15 ..9 .31 .:I C.I.c .t1 *23 .12 .. 6 .19 .16 *36 .12 .C4 .06

19T022 .23 I:. .CZ .-6 .-3 0.C0 O.01, .13 C4 .C1 .14 ,"9 0? .13 .o1 .1
CT 23 0.39 a C, r.co u. ," .G3 .00 (,29 •.00 0.90 0 .O 2 .6q 0.20 0.00 0.00 .Ja C0.30

TEMP. LAPSE RATE STABILITY CLASS F
WIND SFEEC VERSUS DIRECTION (IN PERCENT)

NN_ WE EWE E ESE SE SSE S SSW Sw WSW H WNW NW NNW N
t TO 2 ,12 .12 E.26 .12 .22 .17 .13 03 .0? .04 .2.16 .25 .31 .32' .25 .22
3 TO 4 .-4 .11 .e ,19 .12 .26 .26 .23 a37 .C3 .C6 .L6 .31 .45 .25 .13
5 TO16 -4 .01 .:' .6 .b? .L3 .25 .29 .15 .64 .G9 .29 .1s .12 .09 ..37
7 TO 8 .C3 .3 .64 .,1 .76 .1G .15 .13 .G4 .04 .07 .0? .06 6.09 .34 ,11
9 TOLL .,4 2.C6 .21 .61 ,.4 ,1 C .33 .1S .12 C16 .24 .s .23 0.00 .11 09

12 O141 !.:4 3.L0 P .6C0 6.Cl 6.63 0,.C0 C03 O .1 5.Ou r. 1. .01 .01 a.0 0.60 0.30 C.00L15T318 r.iil o,i0 .' ca ct•;c r" j. 0.5.1 L..•o ( rl "--Dv C,1,• C.l .71 C.,0• ^,aO 0°.93 ;°cp

191023 rG !.'1 6.3 6.,0 0.30 OC.G .2,1 0.62. C.00 00..0 0.03 0-33 0.90 .320 0.00 .1
GT 23 .XCO ".CC0 CCJ -;. L. L O.0 0 .. O . J 3.0 C.03J O.00 9.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.90 6.00 C1.C

TEMP. LAPSE RATE STABILITY CLASS G
WIND SPEE, VERSUS OIRECTION (IN FERCENT)

NNE NE EWE E ESE SE SSE S .SSW SW WS W N WH NW NNHW N
I TO 2 .13 .13 .19 .23 .28 .25 .19 .13 .9E .36 .15 .36 .57 .44 .34 .28
3 TO 4 .'4 .06 .64 .09 .'. 9 .13 .,4 .49 .52 .C1 0 .lJ .26 .42 .64 .59 .10
5 TO 6 3.;g 0.C1 r6a. ,C3 .04 l,1 .J,9 .e? ;.Lc 0.03 C64 .12 .13 .0? *a6 C11
7 TO 8 .J.. ...1 6.60 e 3 6,0 6.00 C0.10 .07 .03 .01 .03 .39 .93 .J3 .321 .04
9 TOLL i.239 rr. r.:.O C.10 0.0( .01 .01 .23 .04 0.Le .4 r.61 .1 0.00 .51 .?3
12T01C 2.21 .f 3 C, .Ou . .O 0 b 0f .C 0UD 6.00 6.7 1 CI .60 0 9.00 .01 2,0a C0.00 0.00 0.23 a 0,,3
ISTO1S 1.7 3,.0 5.0G e.Y.E C6.00 6 .03 C.00 0.60 0.30 .01 3.0) 0.00 0.20 0.00 2.0 5.20
13T023 i.04- .O. ;.G3 6.9 O.6 6.00 6.00 G.20 0.00 .•6C G0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.00 6.20

GT 23 0.00 .to0 6.•C 3.60 0.60 0.0 0 .. 00 L ..0 n.:0 O 0.00 .0.0 0.00 0.,0 0.00 0.03 2.G6



APPENDIX 2.2-A (continued)

AfU' ANNUAL AVEPAGE fg'' * 12 FO DATA * VEPCCtNORIH ANNA STATION LT 91/7l-8/31/72

"4TOTAL NC OF CBS- E6916 "

**GROSS WIND ROSE (IN PERCENT OF TOTAL OB0)"

NNE NF ENE E ESE SE SSE 5 SSW Sw WS W h wNN NH NNW N CALM
4.73 4.6C 3.51 4.9. 4.33 5.1C 6.90 11.94 6.85 4.54 4.18 7.C6 5.90 7.49 8.34 9.11 .77

SPEEC 8.6 7.3 6.9 6.7 6.1 5.2 6.7 a.1 8.4 8.7 9.4 8.9 7.6 7.8 8.9 8.9 0.0

**TEMP. LAPSE RATE STABILITY INDEX OISTRIEUTION FOR EACH WINO OIRECTION (IN PERCENT OF DIRECTICN TOTAL)"

INCEX

I
2
3
4

6
7

3.36f
6.12

43.12
26.91
6.73
3. 06

HE6 EE S ESE SE SSCE S SS SN (WW N WNHW NW NNW N
5.)? 12.76 11.99 13.26 11.76 16.77 12.95 16.24 16.8f 18.69 14.49 12.48 14.48 17.16 18.25
1.57 1.23 1.?S 1.43 1.71 2.31 2.78 5.27 3.15 3.46 1.43 3.92 2.32 3.12 2.16
3.46 1.65 3.83 3.23 3.12 2.31 4.96 5.91 4.78 4.50 4.C8 1.96 2.7& 5.63 6.19

47.17 36.03 37.72 30.11 24.65 25.79 28.33 29.75 35.C3 21.80 21.61 18.14 26.45 40.92 41.27
34.59 34.98 29.24 33.47 38.53 37.53 39.83 34.62 32.80 37.02 33.67 28.43 26.64 20.13 20.48

3.77 6.17 7.89 11.47 13.31 11.74 7.87 5.91 5.12 7.96 12.86 14.46 11.78 7.83 5.87
4.41 6.58 7.60 1.24 7.93 3.56 3.27 2.32 2.23 6.57 11.84 19.61 15.64 5.89 S.C6

"OTEHF. LAPSE RATE STABILITY INDEX OISTRIBUTION IN PERCENT CF TOTAL O0S."

IN NE X
2
2

4
5
6
7

NHE
.51
.16
.29

2. (4
1.27

.32
.14

NE
.23
.17
.15

2.17
1.$S

.17
.2c

ENE
.45
.14
.. 6

1.29
1.23

.22

.23

E
.59
.. 9
.19

1.86
1.*45

.39

.36

ESE
.53
.?6
.13

1.21

1.23
.46
.40

SE
.55
.C9
.16

1.26
1.97

.68

.40

SS11
1.16

.16

.16
1.78
2.59

.81

.25

S
1.55

.33
.59

3.38
4.76
.94
.39

SSW
1.11
.36
.43

2.C4
2.3?

.40

.16

SW
.77
.14
.22

1.59
1.49

. 23

. II0

.78

.14

.19

.91
1.55

.33
.27

W
1.03
.10
.29

1.53
2.39
.91
.80

W(NW
.80
.23
.12

1.07
1.68
.85

1.16

NW
1.38

.17

.20
1.98
1.99
.88

1.17

W(NW
1.43

.26

.42
3.41
1.68

.65

.49

W
1.66

.26

.56
3*76

.53

.46

CALN
0.00
;.CO
3.77
7.55

22.64
26.42
39.62

CALM

0.00
.C3
.06
.17
.20
.30

CALM
6.00
0.00
.69
.18
.S6

2.25
4.13

0-41!;l ROSE FCR EACH TSNF. LAFSE RATE STAeILITY INDEX (IN PERCENT CF EACH INCEX TOTAL)"

1 3.56

2 5.9s
3 6.94
4 6.53
S 4.'!?
6 3.54
7 1. 96

NE

2.70

6.92
5.39
1.93
2.75

ENE
3.15
1.62
1.39
4.11
3.93
2.41
3.14

6
4.17
3.24
4.51
5.95
4.63
4.34
5.11

[SE
2.76
2.16
3.13
3.87
3.93
5.14
5.50G

SE SSE S
3.66 8.13 10.67
3.24 5.95 12.43
3.82 3.62 14.24
4.01 5.67 l1.79
6.29 8.28 15.22
7.56 9.1o 13.45
5.5C 3.34 5.30

SSW
7.83

13.51
9.72
6.50
7.59
4.51
2.16

SW
5.39
5.41
5.21
5.C7
4.76
2.57
1.z8

WSW
5.49
5. 41
4.51
2.91
4.95
3.70
3.73

N
7.22
3.78
6.94
4.89
7.63

IV.13
11.39

NMW
5.59
8.65
2.78
3.41
5.37
9.49

15.72

NW NNW N
7.62 10.06 11.69
6.49 9.73 9.73
4.06 10.07 13.14
6.22 12.89 11.99
6.38 5.37 5.97
9.81 7.23 S.95

iS.91 6.66 6.29



APPENDIX 2.2-B

Meteorological Data Calculated from Wind Characteristics at the North Anna Site

INTRA-LABORATORY CORRESPONDENCE
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

October 9, 1972

TO: F. T. Binford

FROM: T. P. Hamrick

SUBJECT: Revision of Meteorological Data - North Anna

Reference: Letter Dated November 19, 1971, from Peter Angelini
to F. T. Binford titled "Preparation of North Anna
Meteorological Data for Computer"

The preparation of the first meteorological data for the North Anna
plant consisted of data taken at Richmond, Virginia (Byrd Field) since
no data was available for the site itself. Since that time, one year's
data has been obtained at the site and this data is attached.

The following modifications have been made:

1. Classes A, B, and C have been combined as Stability Condition B.
2. Class D is called Stability Condition D.
3. Classes E, F, and G have been combined as Stability Condition F.
4. The calms were omitted.
5. The speed was changed to meters per second, and the average

was used instead of the range.
6. The direction was changed to indicate the direction toward

which the wind blows.
7. The two higher wind speeds were combined to form a total of

eight wind speeds..

The results are found in Tables B, D, and F.

T. P.

TPH:sw

Attachments



APPENDIX 2.2-B (continued)

Table B. Frequency of wind speed and direction - B-Stability condition

Wind Wind speed (m/sec) Total
toward 0.67 1.56 2.46 3.35 4.47 5.81 7.38 8.49

E 0.0007 0.0005 0.0014 0.0010 0.0029 0.0025 0.0015 0.0036 0.0141
ESE 0.0004 0.0007 0.0010 0.0009 0.0027 0.0018 0.0013 0.0022 0.0110
SE 0.0007 0.0008 0.0008 0.0020 0.0024 0.0023 0.0022 0.0031 0.0143
SSE 0.0005 0.0006 0.0013 0.0019 0.0031 0.0036 0.0067 0.0035 0.0212
S 0.0005 0.0018 0.0024 0.0018 0.0059 0.0052 0.0057 0.0019 0.0252
SSW 0.0005 0.0012 0.0006 0.0014 0.0031 0.0011 0.0013 0.0001 0.0093
SW 0.0001 0.0004 0.0022 0.0001 0.0011 0.0005 0 0 0.0044
WSW 0.0008 0.0011 0.0011 0.0012 0.0010 0.0001 0 0 0.0053
W 0.0013 0.0015 0.0013 0.0020 0.0022 0.0004 0 0 0.0087
WNW 0.0007 0.0007 0.0011 0.0015 0.0025 0.0004 0.0001 0 0.0070
NW 0.0007 0.0020 0.0020 0.0020 0.0011 0.0001 0 0 0.0079
NNW 0.0007 0.0014 0.0008 0.0038 0.0045 0.0028 0.0007 0 0.0147
N 0.0002 0.0009 0.0017 0.0045 0.0093 0.0062 0.0022 0 0.0250
NNE 0 0.0013 0.0027 0.0025 0.0067 0.0036 0.0014 0.0005 0.0187
NE 0.0004 0.0004 0.0010 0.0019 0.0032 0.0029 0.0009 0.0005 0.0112
ENE 0.0002 0.0001 0.0008 0.0023 0.0020 0.0036 0.0014 0.0005 0.0109

Total 0.0084 0.0154 0.0222 0.0308 0.0537 0.0371 0.0254 0.0159 0.2089



APPENDIX 2.2-B (continued)

Table D. Frequency of wind speed and direction - D-Stability condition

Wind Wind speed (m/sec) Total
toward 0.67 1.56 2.46 3.35 4.47 5.81 7.38 8.49

E 0.0009 0.0015 0.0017 0.0012 0.0025 0.0026 0.0019 0.0033 0.0156
ESE 0.0009 0.0004 0.0013 0.0012 0.0020 0.0013 0.0019 0.0019 0.0109
SE 0.0013 0.0026 0.0039 0.0023 0.0051 0.0016 0.0017 0.0015 0.0200
SSE 0.0013 0.0048 0.0057 0.0042 0.0088 0.0048 0.0035 0.0014 0.0345
S 0.0017 0.0038 0.0055 0.0075 0.0094 0.0050 0.0045 0.0007 0.0381
SSW 0.0016 0.0020 0.0044 0.0022 0.0034 0.0039 0.0023 0.0009 0.0207
SW 0.0013 0.0036 0.0050 0.0039 0.0041 0.0026 0.0013 0.0003 0.0221
WSW 0.0004 0.0022 0.0023 0.0024 0.0029 0.0017 0.0010 0 0.0129
W 0.0018 0.0025 0.0042 0.0031 0.0026 0.0032 0.0013 0.0002 0.0189
WNW 0.0007 0.0017 0.0028 0.0036 0.0022 0.0011 0.0001 0 0.0122
NW 0.0012 0.0025 0.0039 0.0030 0.0017 0.0003 0.0001 0 0.0127
NNW 0.0015 0.0022 0.0049 0.0041 0.0038 0.0007 0.0004 0.0004 0.0180
N 0.0012 0.0031 0.0063 - 0.0085 0.0093 0.0032 0.0020 0.0007 0.0343
NNE 0.0007 0.0023 0.0050 0.0041 0.0051 0.0020 0.0009 0.0004 0.0205
NE 0.0007 0.0020 0.0023 0.0022 0.0052 0.0026 0.0010 0.0001 0.0161
ENE 0.0006 0.0007 0.0010 0.0006 0.0022 0.0009 0.0011 0.0022 0.0093

Total 0.0178 0.0379 0.0602 0.0541 0.0703 0.0375 0.0250 0.0140 0.3168



APPENDIX 2.2-B (continued)

Table F. Frequency of wind speed and direction - F-Stability condition

Wind Wind speed (m/sec) Total
toward 0.67 1.56 2.46 3.35 4.47 5.81 7.38 8.49

E 0.0090 0.0101 0.0079 0.0039 0.0066 0.0019 0.0017 0.0009 0.0420
ESE 0.0116 0.0106 0.0073 0.0028 0.0027 0.0017 0.0006 0.0003 0.0376
SE 0.0107 0.0168 0.0042 0.0026 0.0026 0.0016 0.0012 0.0013 0.0410
SSE 0.0090 0.0070 0.0040 0.0030 0.0034 0.0016 0.0004 0.0001 0.0285
S 0.0070 0.0052 0.0031 0.0030 0.0076 0.0022 0.0006 0.0001 0.0288
SSW 0.0034 0.0030 0.0021 0.0022 0.0022 0.0021 0.0020 0.0003 0.0173
SW 0.0042 0.0030 0.0029 0.0038 0.0030 0.0015 0.0015 0 0.0199
WSW 0.0041 0.0029 0.0027 0.0037 0.0016 0.0007 0.0009 0.0003 0.0169
W 0.0052 0.0067 0.0031 0.0026 0.0025 0.0015 0.0001 0.0006 0.0223
WNW 0.0066 0.0049 0.0047 0.0022 0.0015 0.0007 0.0001 0.0006 0.0213
NW 0.0062 0.0097 0.0078 0.0051 0.0015 0.0004 0 0 0.0307
NNW 0.0061 0.0085 0.0097 0.0071 0.0043 0.0010 0.0001 0 0.0368
N 0.0051 0.0101 0.0145 0.0127 0.0131 0.0034 0.0024 0.0003 0.0616
NNE 0.0022 0,0048 0.0063 0.0065 0.0066 0.0017 0.0012 0.0004 0.0297
NE 0.0019 0.0029 0.0029 0.0032 0.0045 0.0020 0.0007 0.0001 0.0182
ENE 0.0046 0.0023 0.0036 0.0028 0.0042 0.0018 0.0020 0.0004 0.0217

Total 0.0969 0.1085 0.0868 0.0672 0.0679 0.0258 0.0155 0.0057 0.4743



APPENDIX 2.2-C

Radiological Dispersion from the North Anna Station

NflRTI--ANNA CHI/Q

RELEASE RATE ,).1OOOJD -1

GROUND LEVEL AIR CONCENTRATION(CURIES/M,031

DISTANCE

PETERS

150.
200.
110.
461.1.
500.
601.

___ 71r,.
900.
qO0.

I 1'3.
1100.
1200.
1300.
1400.
1 600.
1800.
2_1 )_.
7500.
3000.
3 5113.
4000.
43503.
5100.
6000.

20000.I00o0.150000.

20000.

6 111%.

OO0O.-TOMPO0.

CIRECTICN FRGOO STACK

EE NE IE h KE N NNW NW bhk

1.6 '4E- C4 7. 855E-05 6. 204 E-05 9-339E-05 1 L i_•,. _ 1.456E-04 1. 345E-04 1. C54E-CA
9.4•6E-05 ..479E-05 3.549E-05 5.338E-05 l.u7?E-04 8.309E-05 7.675E-05 6.014E-05
4.265E-05 2.OZ7E-05 1.613E-05 2.4 

3 E-1S 46.886E-05 3.766E-05 3.477E-05 2.725E-CS
2.'lOE--05 .IISSE-C5 9.219E-36 1.3864E-05 2.789k-05 2.149E-CS 1.983E-05 1.554E-05
1.5 11E-05 7.469E.-06 5. 1575E-06 8.963 E-U6 1,806k-05 1,I90E-05 1.2.33-U5 1. -O5
I.1;5E-05 5.345E-06 4.275E-06 6.410E-06 1.293E-05 9.953E-06 9.185E-06 7.159E-06
8.4 FIE- J6 4.,128E-06 3.221E-06 4.829E-06 7.503E-C6 -6,9.S.•06 -_5. 28E-C_
6.6AIL-Oo 3.154E-06 2.521E-06 3.779E-06 7.632E-06 5.875E-Ce 5.423E-U6 '.251E-C6
5.393E-06 2.541E-06 2.C32E-06 3,045E-06 6,.152E-06 4.73SE-C6 4.371E-fl& 142AF-n-s
4. 4 14E-!)6 2. '3SE-)6 1.675E-36 2.51;)E-n6 5*C73E-06 34046E-C6 3*6C46E-06 2Z825E-C6
3.7?1E-06 1.7701:-06 1.415E-06 -EL-6 ..- .3.C46E-UL 2.38F-,.
3.2COE-06 1.518E-06 1.214E-06 1.818E-06 3.678E-O6 2.830E-06 Z.613E-06 2.0469E-!062 .7 -jQF- 1)h 1. 31Be-Or, 1.L54E-i6 1.578E-06 3 ,_ 1.•-_ -k J §.__. •.La 57E 0 2. 2efE-DOb -J•_ 9 - .

2, _- 0' lI.56E-C6 9, 24TE-D7 1.3846E-06 2.803E-06 2.156E-C6 1.991L-06 1.561E-C6
1.9d7E-U6 9.136E-07 7,3ISE-j7 N .094E-06 2.21&E-06 1.704E-06 1.5T4E-0n 1,234E-06
1.Sbtb-C6 7.4623E-07 5.o4,J E-,iT 8.887E-07 1.801E-06 1.385E-06 1.279E-06 I.UU3k-G6
1.3CIE-06 6.165E-07 4*S35E-07 7 07 _L.9-0 .ISIE-f:._A. n".3F-0 _ A-AA4F-.
9.2S9E--07 4.39SPF-O 3.497?-J7 5.235E-07 1.065E-06 8.197E-Cl 7.579E-07 5.S4,3E-07
7.011E-V7 3.340E-07 2.642E2-07 , 959E--7 _- 07.. E- -02

5.611E-'1 2.649F-07 2.C87L-07 3.128E-07 6.34•E-07 4.92SE-07 4.560E-07 3.576E-C7
4.5C3.E-07 2.1b6E-07 1.701E-07 _.552E-07 5.22AE-07 4.025E-07 3.729E-07 2.924E-C7
3.850E-07 1.815E-07 1.421E-37 2.133E-07 4.371E-07 3.370E-07 3.123E-07 2.449E-07
3.2 e9E- )7 1.549E- 077 1.210E-7 1,817E-07 3,72dE-07 2 n-2 -- _.
2.5-•1E-07 1.192E-37 9.276E-08 1.393E-07 2.863E-37 2.209E-C7 2.049E-U7 1.6CTE-07
2.02AF- 07 9,5.4E-08 7.410,E-8 1.1IJE-07 2.291E-07 -1 .18 -lAA1EL-_a7 _ .2A 7-.6E.
1.614E-')7 7.876E-)8 6.IO2E-')8 9 175E-08 1.889k-07 1.5s8e-07 1*354E-07 1.061E-07
1.228•F-07 5.771E-C8 4.449E-08 6:696E-08 1.381E-07 1.067E-07 9.910E-08 7.770E-CS
8.051-08 3.787E-08 2.854E-08 4.317E-08 8.973E-08 6.9S5E-C8 6.482E-Od 5.080E-Od
6.020E-03 2.815E-08 2.C92E-38 3.174E-08 6.6281-08 5.1ieE-C8 4.8OTE-O8 3.7h7k-08
3.965E-08 1.S59E-08 1.362E-08 2.073E-08 4.351E-08 3.386E-08 3.168L-08 2.482E-08
2.91bF-08 1.387r-08 1.C07E-U8 1.536E-08 3.232E-08 2.519E-C8 2.360E-O8 1.849E-C8
2.3H3E-08 1.105E-08 7.973E-09 1.218E-08 2.569E-08 2.004E-08 1.879E-08 1.472E-08
1.9;3,,- 08 9.179E-09 6.586E-09 l.o007E-0• 2.129E-08 19662E-08 1.559E-08 1.221E-Cd
1.66TE-C9 7.847E-09 5.607E-09 8.5584E-09 1.817E-U8 1.419E-08 1.332b-08 1.043E-LS
1.414E-08 6.R5ZE-09 4.879E-09 7.476E-09 1.584E-08 1.238E-08 1.1631-00 9.1i06E09.
I. 1615E-1 5. 465E-09 3.871E-09 5.938E-09 1.260E-08 9.859E-09 9.265E-09 7.256E-C9



APPENDIX 2.2-C (continued)

NOlTI--ANNA Ct.I/Q

RELEASE RATE t).lI'ljO 1 ____ _____
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Appendix 2.3. Species list of more-common shrubs and herbs
probably found in the North Anna Drainage Basin

Phoradendron flavescens
Asarum virginicum
Polygonum pensylvanicum
Polvgonum punctalum
Rumex acetosella
Chenopodium album
Chenopodium ambrosioides
Phytolacca americana
Cerastium vulgatum
Stellaria media
Ranunculus sp.
Barbarea vulgaris
Rosa carolina
Rosa palustris
Rubus sp.
Amphicarpa bracteata
Cassia marilandica
Cassia nictitans
Desmodium sp.
Lespedeza sp.
Euphorbia sp.
Parthenocissus quinquefolia
Vitis sp.
Hypericum sp.
Viola sp.
Oenothera biennis
Rhododendron sp.
Vaccinium sp.
Asclepias sp.
Prunella vulgaris
Gerardia sp.
Plantago major
Galium sp.
Lonicera japonica
Viburnum sp.
Lobelia sp.
Aster sp.
Bidens sp.
Erigeron sp.
Eupatorium sp.
Helianthus sp.
Lactuca sp.
Solidago sp.

Source: ref. 1.



APPENDIX 2.4

Species List of Trees That Have Been Recorded in the North Anna River
Drainage Basin or Whose Range Includes the North Anna River Area2

Common name Scientific name

Pitch pine
Shortleaf pine
Loblolly pine
Virginia pine
Norway spruce
Eastern red cedar
Black willow
Eastern cottonwood
Lombardy poplar
Black walnut
Butternut
Shagbark hickory
Mockernut hickory
Pignut hickory
Bitternut hickory
Sweet birch
River birch
American hornbeam
Eastern hophornbean
Beech
Northern red oak
Black oak
Southern red oak
Scarlet oak
Pin oak
Willow oak
Shingle oak
Water oak
White oak
Overcup oak
Post oak
Chestnut oak
Swamp white oak
American elm
Slippery elm
Hackberry
Red mulberry
Cucumber tree
Tulip tree
Sassafras
Sweetgum
Sycamore
Hawthorn
Black cherry
Black locust
A mt-ccan holly
Silver maple
Red maple
Boxelder
Norway maple
Sycamore maple
Black tupelo
Flowering dogwood
Sourwood
Persimmon
White ash
Green ash
Royal paulownia
Ginko

Pinus rigida
Pinus echinata
Pinus taeda
Pinus virginiana
Picea excelsa
Juniperus virginiana
Salix nigra
Populus deltoides
Populus nigra
Juglans nigra
Juglans cinerea
Carya ovata
Carya tomentosa
Carya glabra
Carya cordiformis
Betula lenta
Betula nigra
Carpinus caroliniana
Ostrya virginiana
Fagus grandifolia
Quercus borealis
Quercus velutina
Quercus falcata
Quercus coccinea
Quercus palustris
Quercus phellos
Quercus imbricaria
Quercus nigra
Quercus alba
Quercus lyrata
Quercus stellata
Quercus montana
Quercus bicolor
Ulmus americana
Ulmus fulva
Celtis occidentalis
Morus rubra
Magnolia acuminata
Liriodendron tulipifera
Sassafras albidum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Platanus occidentalis
Crataegus sp.
Prunus serotina
Robinia pseudoacacia
flex opaca
A cei saccharinum
Acer rubrum
Acer negundo
Acer platanoides
Acer pseudoplatanus
Nyssa sylvatica
Cornus florida
Oxydendron arboreum
Diospyros virginiana
Fraxinus americana
Fraxinus pennsylvanica
Paulownia tomentosa
Ginko biloba



Appendix 2.5

Species Composition of Forest Types in Virginia

Percent of net cubic-foot volumea
a

Species Shortleaf Bottomland
pine hardwoods

Softwoods

Shortleaf pine 62.6 7.9 0.7
Virginia pine 6.0 56.3 0.4
Loblolly pine 2.6 4.4 4.4
White pine 0.4 0.7 <0.05
Hemlock <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
Red cedar 0.9 0.3 0.1
White cedar 1.2
Cypress 4.5
Pond pine <0.05

Hardwoods

Red maple 0.7 0.7 8.6
Black gum 0.6 0.8 19.9
Sweet gum 3.2 2.0 17.9
Yellow poplar 4.7 6.2 8.5
Northern red oak 0.9 0.7 1.9
Other red oaks 6.5 7.3 4.2

White oak 4.8 6.3 3.4
Chestnut oak 1.5 0.8 <0.05
Other white oaks 1.2 1.3 0.5
Birch <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
Beech 0.1 0.4 0.8
Hickory 1.2 1.6 1.0
Cherry walnut <0.05 <0.05 0.1
Sugar maple <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
Ash 0.2 0.2 6.0
Dogwood 0.4 0.8 0.8
Black locust 0.1 0.1 <0.05
Other hardwoods 0.9 0.7 14.0
Scrub hardwoods 0.5 0.5 1.1

All species 100.0 100.0 100.0

aData for 1940. Based on net cubic volume of sound trees 5.0-in. diameter

breast height and larger; tops and limbs of sawtimber-size hardwoods omitted.
Source: ref. 3.



Appendix 2.6

Frequency of Trees, Shrubs and Vines, and Herbs in Pine Types from the Piedmont of North Carolinaa

Frequency

Species Bottomland slash-pine forest Shortleaf-pine forest

Overstory Understory e Overstory Understory e
trec t re Transgressivee tec ted Y Transgressive

tree tree tree

Trees

Pinus taeda
Euglans nigra
Carpinus carolina
Acer floridanum
Ostrya virginiana
Cercis canadensis
Carya alba
Sassafras officinale
Carya spp.
Ulmus fulva
Acer rubrum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Oxydendrum arboreum
Quercus borealis maxima
Liriodendron tulipifera
tAnus echinata
Cornus florida
Juniperus virginiana
Morus rubra
Fraxinus Pennsylvanica lanceolata
Fagus grandifolia
Ulmus americana
Quercus velutina
Ulmus alata
Quercus rubra
Quercus alba
Nyssa sylvatica
Prunus serotina
Fraxinus Pennsylvanica
A melanchier canadensis
Viburnum prunifolium
Cercis canadensis
Diospyros virginiana
Hicoria gla bra
Hicoria alba
Sassafrae variifolium
Crataegus sp.
Viburnum rufidulum
flex opaca
Hicoria carolinae septentrionalis

Rhus toxicodendron var. radicans
E'onymus amnericanus
Vitus rotundifolia
Viburnum affine var. hypomalacum
Viburnum acerifolium
Tecoma radicans
flex decidua
Rlex monticola

90 10
10 10

30
50
40
30
20
10

50
70
90

20
20
30
30
30
60

100
90
80
60
40

70
10
50
50
30
10

10
100
40
100
10
20
80

100
30
40
20
20

100
70
20
80
30
40
80
10
50
80

50
10 50
10 70

60
60

80 10
100
90
10
to

10
60
10
30
50
20
10
10

20
30
30

100
20
30
100
30

100
40
10

10

100

80
100
50
10-

50
20
10
50
90
30
50
20
10
10
10

Shrubs and Vines

90
90
80
50
50
30
20
10



Appendix 2.6 (continued)

Frequency

Bottomland slash-pine forest Shortleaf-pine forest
Species

Overstory Understory e Overstory Understory e

treec treed Transgressive treec treed Transgressive

Parthenocissus quinquefolia 100 80
Polycodium neglectum and P. stamineum 20 90
Smilax rotundifolia 10 70

Smilax glauca 10 30
Smilax bona-nox 10 10
Viburnum rafinesquianum 70

Virus aestivalis 50
Bignonia radicans 30

Muscadinia rotundifolia 30
Toxicodendron toxicodendron 20
Phenianthus semperrirens 20

Rhus copalinum 10

Gyanococcus corymbosus 10

Herbs

Sanicula marilandica 30
Potentilla canadensis 20

Scurellaria incana 20
Hepatica americana 20

Dioscorea villosa 20
Corallorrhiza odontorhiza 10
Smilacina racemosa 10
Desmodium nudiflorum 10
Grasses 50 10
Galium spp. 20 30
Viola spp. 20 20

Elephantopus tomentosus 10 40

Tithymalopsis corollata 30
Chimaphila maculata 20
Meibomia marylandica 20

Aster erocoides 10

Polygonatum biflorum 10

Aristolochia serpen taria 10
Hexastylis Pirginica 10

Botrychium obliquum 10
Geum canadense 10
Gnaphalium sp.. 10
Potentialla pumila 10

aThe stand age of the community sampled was 90+ years.
b(Number of quadrats in which species occurred)/(total number of quadrats sampled).
CTrees 100 ft tall or taller that form a closed layer.
dTrees shorter than overstory tree layer but taller than 6 ft.
eTrees less than 6 ft tall.

Source: refs. 4 and 5.



APPENDIX 2.7

Species List of Birds Recorded from the North Anna River Drainage Basin or Whose Range Includes That Basin1

Common name Common name

.4

Greater common loon
Holboell's red-necked grebe
Northern pied-billed grebe
Northern great blue heron
Eastern yellow-crowned night heron
Eastern green heron
Eastern least bittern
Eastern Canada goose
Common mallard
Gadwall
Green-winged teal
European widgeon
Shoveler
Redhead
American greater scaup duck
American golden-eye
Oldsquaw
Hooded merganser
Lesser red-breasted merganser
Black vulture
Northern sharp-shinned hawk
Eastern red-tailed hawk
American golden eaglea

American marsh hawka
Eastern pigeon hawk
Appalachian ruffed grouse
Ring-necked pheasant
Northern king rail
Sora
Purple gallinule
Northern American coot
Northern killdeer
Black-bellied plover
American woodcock
Upland plover
Eastern solitary sandpiper
Greater yellowlegs
Pectoral sandpiper
Least sandpiper
Stilt sandpiper
Sanderling
Northern phalarope
Ring-billed gull
Bonaparte's gull
Caspian tern
Eastern mourning dove
Black-billed cuckoo
Eastern screech owl
Eastern horned owl
Northern barred owl
Northern short-eared owl
Eastern whippoorwill
Chimney swift
Eastern belted kingfisher
Southern pileated woodpecker
Eastern red-headed woodpecker
Eastern hairy woodpecker
Eastern kingbird
Eastern phoebe

Red-throated loon
Horned grebe
Northern double-crested cormorant
Common snowy egret
American bittern
American black-crowned night heron
Whistling swan
American brant
Black duck
American pintail
Blue-winged teal
American widgeon
Wood duck
Canvas-back
Lesser scaup duck
Bufflehead
Eastern white-winged scoter
American common merganser
Eastern turkey vulture
Eastern goshawk
Cooper's hawk
Northern red-shouldered hawk
Southern bald eaglea

American peregrine falcona

Northern sparrow hawk
Eastern bob white
Eastern wild turkey
Northern virginia rail
Northern yellow rail
Florida common gallinule
Semipalmated ringed plover
Atlantic American golden plover
American ruddy turnstone
Wilson's common snipe
Spotted sandpiper
Eastern willet
Lesser yellowlegs
White-rumped sandpiper
Eastern dowitcher
Western sandpiper
Red phalarope
American herring gull
Laughing gull
Forster's tern
Rock dove
Eastern yellow-billed cuckoo
North American barn owl
Southern screech owl
Snowy owl
American long-eared owl
Acadian saw-whet owl
Eastern common nighthawk
Ruby-throated hummingbird
Northern yellow-shafted flicker
Eastern red-bellied woodpecker
Eastern yellow-bellied sapsucker
Northern downy woodpecker
Northern great-crested flycatcher
Yellow-bellied flycatcher



Appendix 2.7 (continued)

Common name Common name

Acadian flycatcher
Eastern wood peewee
Prairie horned lark
Common bank swallow
Eastern cliff swallow
Northern blue jay
Eastern common crow
Fish crow
Eastern brown creeper
Eastern winter wren
Northern Carolina wren
Short-billed sedge wren
Catbird
Eastern robin
Wood thrush
Olive-backed Swainson's thrush
Eastern veery
Eastern blue-gray gnatcatcher
Cedar waxwing
Common starling
Red-eyed vireo
Black and white warbler
Worm-eating warbler
Tennessee warbler
Southern parula warbler
Magnolia warbler
Eastern myrtle warbler
Blackburnian warbler
Chestnut-sided warbler
Black-polled warbler
Northern prairie warbler
Yellow palm warbler
Northern small-billed waterthrush
Louisana waterthrush
Northern yeilowthroat
Eastern yellow-breasted chat
Wilson's warbler
Southern American redstart
Bobolink
Eastern redwing blackbird
Baltimore oriole
Purple crow-blackbird
Scarlet tanager
Eastern cardinal
Eastern blue grosbeak
Dickcissel
Eastern purple finch
Eastern American goldfinch
Red-eyed eastern towhee
Labrador Savannah sparrow
Eastern grasshopper sparrow
Nelson's sharp-tailed sparrow
Eastern lark sparrow
Northern slate-colored junco
Eastern chipping sparrow
Eastern white-crowned sparrow
Eastern fox sparrow
Eastern song sparrow

Alder Traill's flycatcher
Olive-sided flycatcher
Tree swallow
American barn swallow
Northern purple martin
Northern common raven
Southern common crow
Northern Carolina chickadee
Eastern house wren
Appalachian Bewick's wren
Long-billed marsh wren
Eastern mockingbird
Eastern brown thrasher
Southern robin
Eastern hermit thrush
Northern gray-cheeked thrush
Eastern common bluebird
Eastern golden-crowned kinglet
Migrant loggerhead shrike
Northern white-eyedvireo
Eastern warbling vireo
Prothonotary warbler
Blue-winged warbler
Eastern Nashville warbler
Eastern yellow warbler
Cape May warbler
Cerulean warbler
Eastern yellow-throated warbler
Bay-breasted warbler
Northern pine warbler
Western palm warbler
Eastern ovenbird
Grinnell's small-billed waterthrush
Kentucky warbler
Maryland yellowthroat
Hooded warbler
Canada warbler
European house sparrow
Eastern common meadowlark
Orchard oriole
Rusty blackbird
Eastern common cowbird
Eastern summer tanager
Rose-breasted grosbeak
Indigo bunting
Eastern evening grosbeak
Northern pine siskin
Eastern red crossbill
Eastern Savannah sparrow
Churchill Savannah sparrow
Eastern Henslow's sparrow
Eastern vesper sparrow
Eastern Bachman's sparrow
Eastern tree sparrow
Eastern field sparrow
White-throated sparrow
Southern swamp sparrow
Mississippi song sparrow

aEndangered species.



APPENDIX2.8

Species List of Mammals Recorded from the North Anna River
Drainage Basin or Whose Range Includes That Basin 2

Common name Scientific name

Opossum
Common mole
Bachman's shrew
Pigmy shrew
Least shrew
Short-tailed shrew
Little brown bat
Keen bat
Silver-haired bat
Pipistrelle
Big brown bat
Red bat
Hoary bat
Evening bat
Black bear
Raccoon
New York weasel
Mink
Otter
Striped skunk
Red fox
Gray fox
Bobcat
Woodchuck
Eastern chipmunk
Red squirrel
Gray squirrel
Fox squirrel
Southern flying squirrel
Beaver
Harvest mouse
White-footed mouse
Lemming mouse
Meadow mouse
Pine mouse
Muskrat
Black rat
House rat
House mouse
Meadow jumping mouse
Cottontail
White-tailed deer

Didelphis virginiana virginiana
Scalopus aquaticus aquaticus
Sorex longirostris longirostris
Microsorex hoyi winnemana
Cr'yptotis parva parva
Blarina brevicauda kirtlandi
Myotis lucifugus lucifugus
Myotis keenii septentrionalis
Lasionycteris noctivagans
Pipistrellus subflavus subflavus
Eptesicus fuscus fuscus
Lasiurus borealis borealis
Lasiurus cinereus
Nycticeius humeralis
Ursus americanus americanus
Procyon lotor lotor
Mustela frenata noveboracensis
Mustela vison mink
Lutra canadensis lataxina
Mephitis mephitis nigra
Vulpes fulva
Urocyon cinereoargenteus cinereoargenteus
Lynx rufus rufus
Marmota monax monax
Tamias striatus fisheri
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus abieticola
Sciurus carolinensis leucotis
Sciurus niger vicinus
Glaucomys volans volans
Castor canadensis canadensis
Reithrodontomys humulis virginianus
Peromyscus leucopus noveboracensis
Synaptomys cooperi stonei
Microtus pennsylvanicus pennsylvanicus
Pitymys pinetorum scalopsoides
Ondrata zibethica macrodon
Rattus rattus alexandrinus
Rattus norvegicus
Mus musculus
Zapus hudsonius americanus
Sylvilagus floridanus mallurus
Odocoileus virginianus virginianus



APPENDIX 2.9

Species List of Amphibians Recorded from the North Anna River
Drainage Basin or Whose Range Includes That Basin 2

Common name Scientific name

Hellbender
Spotted salamander
Marbled salamander
Jefferson salamander
Eastern tiger salamander (rare)
Red-spotted newt
Northern dusky salamander
Northern two-lined salamander
Long-tailed salamander
Three-lined salamander
Northern spring salamander (?)
Four-toed salamander
Red-backed salamander
Ravine salamander
Slimy salamander
Eastern mud salamander
Northern red salamander
Eastern spadefoot (?)
Carpenter frog
Bullfrog
Green frog
Northern wood frog (?)
Northern leopard frog
Southern leopard frog
Pickerel frog
Eastern narrow-mouthed toad
American toad
Fowler's toad
Green tree frog
Squirrel tree frog
Northern spring peeper
Northern cricket frog
Upland chorus frog
Gray tree frog

Cryprobranchus alleganiensis alleganiensis
A mbvstoma maculatum
A mbystoma opacum
A mbystoma jeffersonianum
Ambrystoma tigrinum tigrinum
Notophthalmus viridescens viridescens
Desmogna thus fuscus fuscus
Eurycea bislineata bislineata
Eurycea longicauda longicauda
Eurycea longicauda guttolineata
Gyrinophilus porphyriticus porphyriticus
Hemidactylium scutatum
Plethodon cinereus cinereus
Plethodon richmondi richmondi
Plethodon glutinosus glutinosus
Pseudotriton montanus montanus
Pseudotriton ruber ruber
Scaphiopus holbrooki
Rana virgatipes
Rana catesbeiana
Rana clamitans melanota
Rana sylvatica
Rana pipiens pipiens
Rana sphenocephala
Rana palustris
Gastrophrvne carolinensis
Bufo americanus americanus
Bufo woodhousi fowleri
Pyla cinerea cinerea
Pyla squirella
Pvla crucifer crucifer
A cris crepitans crepitans
Pseudacris triseriata feriarum
Hyla versicolor versicolor



APPENDIX 2.10

Species List of Reptiles Recorded from the North Anna River
Drainage Basin or Whose Range Includes That Basin 2 '6

Common name Scientific name

Common snapping turtle
Eastern mud turtle
Stinkpot
Spotted turtle
Bog turtle
Eastern box turtle
Northern diamondback terrapin
Eastern painted turtle
Red-bellied turtle (?)
River coo ter
Eastern spiny softshell
Northern fence lizard
Broad-headed skink
Southeastern five-lined skink
Five-lined skink
Ground skink
Red-bellied water snake
Northern water snake
Queen snake
Northern brown snake
Northern red-bellied snake
Eastern garter snake
Rough earth snake (?)
Eastern earth snake
Eastern hognose snake
Southern ringneck snake
Northern ringneck snake
Eastern worm snake
Rainbow snake
Northern black racer
Easternsmooth green snake
Rough green snake
Corn snake
Black rat snake
Northern pine snake
Mole snake
Eastern milk snake
Eastern king snake
Southeastern scarlet snake (?)
Southeastern crowned snake (?)
Northern cooperhead
Timber rattlesnake (rare)
Florida cooter
Eastern slender grass lizard
Eastern ribbon snake
Coastal plain milk snake

Chelydra serpentina
Kinosternon subrubrum subrubrumn
Sternothaerus odoratus
Clemmys guttata
Clemmys muhlenbergi
Terrapene carolina carolina
Malaclemys terrapin terrapin
Chrysemys picta picta
Chrvsemrvs rubiventris rubiventris
Chrysemys concinna concinna
Trionyx spiniferus spiniferus
Sceloporus undulatus hyacinthinus
Eurneces laticeps
Eumneces inexpectatus
Eumeces fasciatus
Lygosoma laterale
Natrix errthrogaster erythrogaster
Natrix sipedon sipedon
Regina septemvittata septemvittata
Storeria dekavi dekayi
Storeria occipitornaculata occipitonaculata
Thamnophis sirtalis sirtalis
Virginia striatula
Virginia valeriae valeriae
Heterodon platyrhinos
Diadophis punctatus punctatus
Diadophis punctatus edwardsi
Carphophis amoenus atnoenus
A bastor ervthrogrammus
Coluber constrictor constrictor
Opheodrys vernalis vernalis
Opheodrys aestivus
Elaphe guttata guttata
Elaphe obsoleta obsoleta
Pituophis melanoleucus melanoleucus
Lampropeltis calligaster calligaster
Lampropeltis doliata triangulum
Lampropeltis getulus getulus
Cernophora coccinea copei
Tantilla coronaia coronaia
Agkistrodon contortrix mokasen
Cortalus horridus horridus
Chrysemys floridana floridana
Ophisaurus attenuatus longicandus
Thamnophis sauritas sauritas
Lampropeltis triangulum ternporalis
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Species List of Terrestrial Invertebrates in the North Anna River Drainage Basin
Which Are Considered to Be Pests to Man 2

Common name Scientific name

Black-widow spider

Brown-recluse spider

Wood tick

Brown dog tick

Lone star tick

Chigger

House fly

American cockroach

German cockroach

Oriental cockroach

Oriental rat flea

Human flea

Dog flea

Cat flea

Malaria mosquito

House mosquito

Yellow-fever mosquito

Latrodectus mactans

Loxosceles reclusa

Dermacentor variablis

Rhipicephalus sanguineus

A mblyomma americanum

Eutrombicula alfreddugesi

Musca domestica

Periplaneta americana

Blattella germanica

Blatta orientalis

Xenopsylla cheopis

Pulex irritans

Ctenocephalides canis

C. felis

Anopheles quadrimaculatus

Culex pipiens

Aedes aegypti
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Species List of Algae Collected in the North Anna River Drainage Basin Prior to Impoundment2

Common name Scientific name

Blue-greens Microcoleus lyngbyaceus

Schizothrix friesii

Nostoc mommunitum

Greens Oedogonium kurzii
Vaucheria ornithocephala

Hydrodictyon sp.

Elodea sp.

Nitella sp.

Diatoms Melosira varians
Synedra ulna

Navicula rhynchocephala

Gyrosigma sp.

Nitzschia sp.

Sururella sp.

Cymbella sp.

Desmids Closterium moniliferum
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Species List of Aquatic Macroinvertebrates Collected in the North Anna River Basin Prior to Impoundment
2

Worms

Oligochaeta
Hirudinea

Mollusca

Gastropoda
Physa sp.
Lymnaea sp.
Goniobasis virginica
Campeloma sp.
Elliptio complanatus
Elliptio productus
Sphaerium striatum

Arthropoda

Crustacea
Orconectes limosus
Cambarus montanus acuminatus
Gammarus sp.
Macrobrachium ohione
Palaemonetes paludosa

Insecta
Agrion maculatum
Argia sp.
Nehalennia sp.
Boyeria vinosa
Aschnea sp.
Cordulegaster maculatus
Hagenius brevistylus
Progomphus obscurus
Dromogomphus spinosus
Leucorrhina fridiga
Macromica magnifica
Nocloeon alamance
lsonychia sp.
Centroptilum sp.
Caenis sp.
Ephemerella deficiens
Brachycercus sp.
Leptophlebia sp.
Ephoren leuken
Stenonema rubrum
Epeorus sp.
A croneuria sp.
Perlesta placida
Laccophilus sp.
Haliplus sp.
Peltodytes sp.
Hydroporus undulatus
Berosus sp.
Tropiotermus sp.
Brachycentrus nigrisoms
Anchytarsus bicolor
Brachycentrus numerosus
A nisocentropus pyraloides
Hydropsyche sp.

Neoperla sp.
Pteronarcys dorsata
Sigara depressa
Sigara alternata
Sigara sp.
Palmocorixa buenoi
Trichocorixa calva
Hesperocorixa brimnleyi
Metrobates hesperius
Trepobates pictus
Gerris con formis
Rheumatobates rile vi
Mesovelia sp.
Rhagovelia obesa
Notonecta sp.
Corydalis cornutus
Nigronia serricornis
Sialis sp.
Helichus sp..
Stenelmis sp.
Macronychus sp.
Dubiraphia sp.
Dineutes vittatus
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Hydropsyche betteni
Cheumatopsyche sp.
Macronenum carolina
Diplectrona sp.
Leptocella sp.
Triaenodes sp.
Drusinus sp.
Chimarra obscura
Wormaldia sp.
Phylocentropus sp.
Paraponyx sp.
Tipula sp.
Antocha saxicola
Limonia sp.
Hexatoma sp.
Holorusia sp.
Chironornus attenuatus
Chironomus sp.
Procladius sp.
Clinotamypus sp.
Simulium sp.
Anopheles sp.
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Species List of Fish Collected in the North Anna River Drainage Basin Prior to Impoundment 2

Common name Scientific name

American eela
Common shinera

Rosyface shinera

Swallowtail shinera

Satinfin shiner0

Emerald shinera
Fallfisha(?)
Creek chuba

Bluehead chuba(.?)
River chuba(?)
Mountain redbelly dace
Blacknose dace
Golden shinera

Rosyside dace
Cutlips minnow
Shorthead redhorsea

Northern hog sucker
White sucker
Creek chubsucker
Yellow bullheada
Brown bullheada
Tadpole madtom
Margined madtom
Redfin pickerela
Chain pickerela
Eastern mudminnow
Pirate percha(,)
Sea lampreya
Pumpkinseeda
Bluegilla
Redbreast sunfisha

Black crappiea

Largemouth bassa
Mud sunfish
Bluespotted sunfisha

Longear sunfisha

Glassy darter
Johnny darter
Stripeback darter
Shield darter
Yellow percha

Gizzard shada

Anguilla rostrata
Notropis cornutus
Notropis rubellus
Notropis procne
Notropis analostanus
Notropis atherinoides
Semotilus corporalis
Semotilus atromaculatus
Nocomis leptocephalus
Nocomis micropogon
Phoxinus oreas
Rhinichthvs atratulus
iVotemigonus crysoleucas
Clinostomus funduloides
Exoglossum maxillingua
Moxostoma macrolepidotum
Hypentelium nigricans
Catostomus commersonii
Erimyzon oblongus
Ictalurus natalis
Ictalurus nebulosus
Noturus gyrinus
Noturus insignis
Esox americanus americanus
Esox niger
Umbra pygmaea
A phredoderus savanus
Petromyzon marinus
Lepomis gibbosus
Lepomis macrochirus
Lepomis auritus
Pomoxis nigromaculatus
Micropterus salmoides
A cantharchus pomotis
Enneacanthus gloriosus
Lepomis megalotis
Etheostoma vitreum
Etheostoma nigrum
Percina notogramma
Percina peltata
Perca flavescens
Dorosoma cepedianum

aDenotes species which are likely to carry over into the newly impounded North Anna Reservoir.
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APPENDIX 2.15

Life Histories and Environmental Requirements of Fish Species

That are Likely to be Important in the North Anna Reservoir

All the following species currently are found in the North Anna

River drainage basin and are likely to carry over into the newly

impounded reservoir.

Pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus)

Pumpkinseed generally prefer quiet clear water where the bottom

has some organic debris and aquatic vegetation. They prefer a

water temperature that is cool to moderately warm. Pumpkinseed

feed mostly on aquatic insects, crustaceans, and snails; the

larger ones may also feed on fish. Feeding on benthic invertebrates
begins very soon after egg-sac absorption.

Pumpkinseed spawn during the period early May-August. Nest building

starts when water temperatures reach 15.0°C (59.0*F). Nests are

built by the males in clay, sand, and/or fine gravel in shallow

water usually less than 5 ft deep. Incubation requires 3 days at
28.0°C (82.4 0 F). Males guard the nests, eggs, and newly hatched

fry. Laboratory tests showed that pumpkinseed select water tem-

peratures of 31.0 to 31.7 0 C (87.8 to 89.1 0 F).

Bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus)

Bluegills are found in ponds, lakes, and sluggish streams. Protected

areas with clear quiet water, scattered beds of vegetation, and a

sand, gravel, or muck bottom are preferred. Turbidity is detrimental

to their growth and reproduction.

Adult bluegills feed on aquatic insects, crustaceans, and small
fish. Aquatic vegetation can be a major item in their diet. Plank-

tonic crustaceans appear to be important items in the bluegill diet

during the early life history when feeding is initiated.

Bluegills may spawn thtoughout much of the growing season, but

spawning may be delayed by low temperatures and overcrowding.

Spawning occurs when water temperatures reach 22.0 to 27.0%C
(71.6 to 80.6°F) but has been shown to occur at temperatures as

low as 17.0%C (62.6°F).

Males build nests for spawning in water 15 to 120 cm deep over a

variety of substrates, although fine gravel is preferred. Finer
substrates appear to produce more fry per nest than coarse substrates.
Incubation requires 32 to 72 hr depending on the temperature. Hatch-

ing success may be related directly to temperature.



Fry become free-swimming about 4 days after hatching; after yolk-
sac absorption, the fry leave the nest and move into littoral
vegetation. The first 6 to 7 days after hatching appears to be
a critical stage in their life history in terms of finding suitable
food. At 10- to 12-mm length, they move into the limnetic zone
(open lake) in the upper 3 m for 6 to 7 weeks and return to the
littoral zone when they are 21 to 25 mm long.

Survival of bluegill is affected when oxygen concentrations be-
come as low as 3 to 4 ppm. Small bluegills are more sensitive
to low oxygen concentrations than are large bluegills.

Longear Sunfish (Lepomis auritus)

Longear sunfish are found in clear slow-flowing rivers and lakes
with silt-free bottoms and some aquatic vegetation.

Longear sunfish spawn from early May to mid-August, depending on
the water temperature. Males build nests in gravel substrates
at water depths of 0.2 to 3.4 m. Spawning is initiated at water
temperatures of 21.6 to 22.8*C (70.9 to 73.0 0 F). When temperatures
rise to 29.0%C (84.2 0 F), the males abandon the nests. Incubation
takes about a week. Larvae leave the nest when they are 6.9 to
11 mm long.

Small longear sunfish (less than 50 mm) feed primarily on small
zooplanktons and aquatic insects. Larger individuals feed on
fish eggs, surface organisms (terrestrial insects), snails,
crustaceans, and oligochaetes.

Yellow Perch (Perca flavescens)

Yellow perch have a native range from central Manitoba south to
South Carolina along the Atlantic Coast. They occur most abun-
dantly in clear weedy lakes and sluggish streams. Their numbers
are drastically reduced by increased turbidity and siltation.
Laboratory experiments indicate that their preferred temperatures
are 24.2*C (75.6*F) for juveniles and 21.0 0 C (69.8*F) for adults.

Yellow perch spawn near shore in early spring when water tempera-
tures reach 7.2 to 12.8 0 C (45.0 to 55.0'F). The nonadhesive eggs
are laid in gelatinous strings, which are woven around aquatic
plants and brush. Eggs hatch in 3 to 4 weeks, and the young
reportedly school throughout life. Sexual maturity is reached
at age two.

Yellow perch feed on small crustaceans, snails, aquatic insects,
and fish. Perch become pisciverous in their second year of life.
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Black Crappie (Pomixis nigromaculatus)

Black crappie are generally found in clear lakes and ponds. They
are less tolerant of turbidity than are white crappie. Black
crappie spawn from March to July when water temperatures reach
14.4 to 17.8-C (58.0 to 64.0°F). Male crappie usually select nest
sites in water 3 to 8 ft deep. They spawn in gravel areas or soft
mud bottoms.

Young black crappie feed primarily on zooplankton. Crustaceans,
insects, and fish are important items in the diet of the larger
crappie. Large crappie feed primarily on fish and thus may compete
with largemouth bass for forage fish.

Cover in the form of aquatic plants, trees, and brush seems to
enhance a crappie fishery. Extreme water-level fluctations are
detrimental to crappie populations. Stunted populations of crappie
are common, probably because of lack of forage fish.

Gizzard Shad -(Dorosoma cepedianum)

Gizzard shad are most abundant in lakes, sloughs, impoundments, or
large streams with low flow. They are tolerant of turbid waters
if phytopiankton production is high. They have little food value
and are regarded as a nuisance by fishermen; however, they are
important as forage fish.

Gizzard shad feed on protozoans, rotifers, planktonic crustaceans,
and phytoplankton. Benthic invertebrates may also provide some of
their food although planktonic organisms are probably the most
important forms in their diet.

Gizzard shad spawn from mid-March to late August, most spawning
occuring in the April-June period at temperatures of 10.0 to 21.0 0 C
(50.0 to 69.8 0 F). Heavy post-spawning die-off of this species may
occur.

Largemouth Bass (Micropterus salmoides)

Largemouth bass are important sport fish, which attain large size
and are hard fighters. They prefer lakes and reservoirs with clear
waters and aquatic vegetation. Turbidity is deterimental to both
their growth and reproduction. The temperature largemouth bass
prefer is about 26.6°C (80.0 0 F).

Largemouth bass normally begin to spawn in the spring when water
temperature reaches 15.5*C (60.0*F). A substrate of sand, gravel,
roots, or aquatic vegetation is required for successful spawning;
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silt bottom is unsuitable. Normal spawning water depth is about
30 in. Incubation requires 2 to 5 days, depending on the tem-
perature. Sac fry remain in the nest 5 to 8 days before rising
and beginning to feed.

Largemouth-bass fry feed mainly on crustacean zooplanktons (Cyclops,
Daphnia, etc.). As they grow larger, they feed on insects, cray-
fish, snails, frogs, and fish. Adult largemouth feed primarily
on fish.

Common Shiner (Notropis cornutus)

Common shiners are often important forage fish for predator species
in lakes and streams. They spawn from mid-April to July when the
water temperatures reach 19.0%C (66.2*F). This species spawns only
on gravel bottoms in stream riffles.

Common shiners feed on algae, rotifers, insects, and small crustaceans.

Brown Bullhead (Ictalurus nebulosus)

Brown bullheads are most abundant in warm-water ponds, lakes, and
sluggish streams. They prefer deep weedy water with a bottom of
sand, gravel, or muck. Adults usually inhabit the deeper portion
of the littoral zone of lakes, but they feed and spawn in shallow
weedy areas of the littoral zone.

This species spawns from April into September, and individuals may
spawn more than once a year. Water temperatures near 21.1C (70.0*F)
are preferred for spawning. Nests are constructed in shaded areas
on mud bottoms or among plant roots. Water depth of the nest site
may vary from a few inches to several feet. Incubation time is
5 to 14 days, depending on the water temperature.

Brown bullheads are omniverous feeders. The young feed on zooplankton,

chironomid larvae, tubificids, algae, and diatoms. Adults feed on
mollusks, insect larvae, leeches, terrestrial insects, crayfish, and
eggs of other fish species.
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APPENDIX 3.1

Method of Calculating Concentrations of Substances in Lake Anna
and in the Waste-Heat-Treatment Facility

Substances in liquid discharges from the Station will be recirculated
since the expected flow rate from Lake Anna is less than that through
the Station. The steady-state concentrations of such substances have
been calculated from a simple model of the system (Fig. A3.1); Sect.
3.4.2 gives the results of the calculations for radionuclides, and
Sect. 3.5 for chemicals. The model and calculations are described
in more detail in this Appendix; the terms used are:

X = decay constant for a particular radionuclide

t = time

CO = input concentration to Lake Anna from North Anna River

C6 = input concentration. to WHTF from environment

C1 = concentration in Lake Anna

C2 = concentration in WHTF

CD = concentration in discharge canal

El = rate of evaporative loss from Lake Anna

E2 = rate of evaporative loss from WHTF

F 0 = flow rate into Lake Anna from North Anna River

F6 = flow rate into WHTF from environment

F 3 = flow rate from Lake Anna through Anna Dam

FI = flow rate from Lake Anna to Station

FD = flow rate from WHTF to Lake Anna

P = production rate from Station

V1 = effective volume of Lake Anna

V2 = effective volume of WHTF

If the Station is assumed to be the only source of radionuclides, the
differential equations that describe the change in concentrations of
radionuclides with time are
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Co
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Fig. A3.1. Model for calculating the concentrations
of substances in Lake Anna and in the Waste-heat-
treatment Facility. (See text for definition of
symbols.)
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dCj
V1 d--- = C2FD - CIF 3 - CIF, - CjEj - XCIV1

and

dC2
V2  P--= P + CjFI - C2FD - C2 E2 - XC2 V2

Under steady-state conditions, the rate of change is zero, and the
above equations may be solved for the concentrations; the results are:

C 2 FD

C' = B

and

PB
C2 = X[V2 B + Vj(FD + E2 )] + F3FD + EIFD + E2 (F 3 + FI + E1 )

where

B = XV 1 + F 3 + FI + El

In addition, if no recirculation is assumed, the concentration in
the discharge canal (Table 3.12: "Initial concentration" in dis-
charge canal) is C* = P/FI. The steady-state concentration in the
discharge canal is CD = C* + CI. For all radionuclides except
tritium (assumed to be present as tritiated water), the evapora-
tive losses (El and E 2 ) are zero. The above equations were used
to calculate the concentrations given in Table 3.12 with the
parameters given in Table 3.13 and with the production rates
given in Table.3.11 for all four units.

For very long-lived radionuclides (X = 0 in the limit)

C1 = C2 = C* F
ýF3 + El + F2

and, with the parameters of Table 3.13, the reconcentration factor

(Cl/C*) is 38.3 (28.1 for tritium). This factor is the maximum
effect, for an individual radionuclide, to be expected from the
recirculation at the average flow rates.
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The applicant will be required to maintain a minimum flow rate
from Lake Anna through Anna Dam (F 3 ) of 40 cfs (Sect. 2.52.).
From this minimum flow rate and from the other parameters given
in Table 3.13, the total steady-state concentrations exclusive
of tritium in the discharge canal, in the WHTF, and in Lake Anna
are calculated to be 5.2 x 10-9, 4.5 x 1079, and 3.8 x 10-9 PCi/cm3 ,
respectively. These concentrations represent increases of 73, 88,
and 111%, respectively, over corresponding concentrations calcu-
lated for the average flow rate (220 cfs). As expected, the radio-
nuclides with a long half-life show a greater effect (e.g., 1 3 7 Cs,
405% increase in concentration) than those with a short half-life
(e.g., 9 1 Sr, 0.3% increase in concentration in Lake Anna). For
tritium the concentrations at minimum flow rate are 3.5 x i0-5

iCi/cm3 in all three cases, i.e., an increase of 130% over the
average flow rate.

For nonradioactive substances the differential equations are

dC1
V1 -- = C0 F0 - CIFI + C2FD - CIF 3

and

dC2

V2 - = P +CFI - C2FD +CF

Solution of these equations for the steady-state concentrations gives

C1 = C2 + Co F3

and

(F0F F C (F I + F3)'\ C( F(F 1 + F

For 'I F- FDF FDF3

For the average flow rates given in Table 3.13, these equations become

C1 = CO(l.26) + C*(39.2) + C7(0.140) ,

C2 = CO(I.23) + C*(39.2) + Cý(0.140) ,
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and

CD = C0 (1.26) + C*(40.2) + C6(0.140)

This last equation (with CO and C6 zero) was used to calculate
the concentrations, given in Table 3.14, of chemicals in the
discharge canal that will result from operation of the Station.
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION III

6th & Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

0 C'I 5 1972

Mr. Ray E. Thoma
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Dear Mr. Thoma:

This is in response to your recent letter to Edward W. Furia,
Regional Administrator concerning mine drainage pollution of a
tributary to the North Anna River in Virginia caused by discharges
from a small complex of abandoned mines. During the planning
phases of the Lake Anna Project, members of our staff participated
in discussions with representatives of VEPCO, the Corps of Engineers
and the Virginia Water Control Board concerning the influence of
these discharges on the quality of the lake and its releases. The
North Anna River is, however, a non-navigable, intrastate stream
and therefore does not fall within our primary program responsibility.
EPA responsibility is limited to the estuarine portion which is
classified as both navigable and interstate. EPA has no jurisdiction
over pollution flowing from abandoned mines into intrastate,
non-navigable streams.

The State of Virginia has required that releases from the impound-
ment be controlled to protect salinity levels in the estuarine zone.
We know of no reason at this time to predict that mine drainage in
the releases will have an adverse effect on these waters. We would
welcome any information you may have which would give us additional
insight into the impact of the project on the quality of the estuarine
waters.

Very truly yours,

Stephen R. Wassersug
Director
Air & Water Programs Division
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ADVISORY COUNCIL 50-339
ON
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 50-404

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20240 50-405

February 8, 1973

Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for Environmental Projects
Directorate of Licensing
United States Atomic Energy Commision

Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Muller:

May we commend your staff for the thorough treatment of historic
resources contained in the draft environmental statement for the North
Anna Power Station Unit Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, in Louisa County,Virginia.
The inclusion of the letters from Mr. Howard McCard and Mr. Tucker Hill
was very helpful.

We infer from the statements on Page 13 of the draft that your staff
has concluded that the project will not affect any of the area's historic
sites. If this is not the case, we ask that you inform us by letter of the
properties affected and the nature of such-effects. Otherwise, may we
suggest that you include a declaration of no effect in your final
impact statement.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to review this draft statement.
Please contact Myra Harrison of this office if we may be of further
assistance to you or your staff.

Sincerely yours,

K-A.
Ken Tapman

Compliance Officer
PC - : "CD

C C'

C-4

THE COUNCIL an independent agency of the Executive Branch of the Federal Government. is charged by the Act of October 15. 1968. with
adeising the President and Congress in the field of Historic Preservation. comnruenting on Federal. federally assisted, and federally licensed
undertakings having an effect upon properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places. reconmending mcasures to coordinate
governmental wi'h private activities, advising on the dissentination of information, encouraging public interest and particiejation. recom-
mending the conduct of special studies. advising in the preparation of legislation. and encouraging specialized training and education, and
guiding the United States membership in the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property

in Rome. Italy.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 50-404
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20250

FEB 7 1973

Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for

Environmental Projects
Directorate of Licensing
Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Muller:

We have had the draft environmental statement for the North Anna
Power Station Unit Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, Virginia Electric & Power
Company, reviewed in the relevant agencies of the Department of
Agriculture, and comments from Economic Research Service are
enclosed.

Forest Service, also an agency of the Department, has not yet
finished its review and will communicate with you directly if
it has any comments.

Sincerely,

T. C. BYERJJY
Coordinator, vironmental
Quality Activities

Enclosure
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ERS Comment on VEPCO's North Anna Power Station Units 1, 2, 3, & 4.

The applicant states that it continues to work with State and local

agencies engaged in attracting newlindustry to its service area (supplement

volume l, p. 1-9). This policy probably contributes to the rapid growth

in the projected demand for power, which is used to justify the project.

The applicant's advertising encourages residential consumers to make more

efficient and less wasteful use of electricity. The statement should

indicate whether corresponding efforts are being made to persuade current

and prospective industrial customers to use electric power efficiently.

The applicant should be commended for including recreation in the

planned use of the reservoir and surrounding land in the proposed project.

This multiple use of resources should have a favorable impact on the en-

vironment of the area.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NORFOLK DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

FORT NORFOLK. 803 FRONT STREET 50338
, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23510 50-339

tN REPLY REFER ý0

NAOEN-R 19 January 1973

'. " '

Mr. Daniel R. Muller.
Assistant Director for ?Iff ,.
Environmental Projects "

Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear 1-r. Muller:
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1973

50-404 • .7,.. ..50-335

Mr. Daniel R. Muller 50405
Assistant Director for Environmental

Projects
Directorate of Licensing
Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Muller:

The draft environmental impact statement for North Anna Power
Station Units 1-4 which accompanied your letter of December 11,
1972, has been received by the Department of Commerce for re-
view and comment.

The Department of Commerce has reviewed the draft environ-
mental statement and has the following comments to offer for
your consideration.

Section 4.2, Page 4-7 - It is stated that "Stabilization of
flow from the North Anna Dam will improve recreational uses
of the North Anna River below the dam. " Although this would
be true for recreational activities such as canoeing, it
would be true for sport fishing activities only if water
temperatures permit. It is stated in Section 3.3.2, Page 3-31,
that operation of all four units during the most extreme
conditions would result in river temperatures of 93.5 0 F 910F,
and 860F at distances downstream from the dam of about 4, 23,
and 38 miles, respectively. Temperatures this high, even
though occurring infrequently, would tend to preclude many
finfish species from utilizing the area immediately downstream
from the dam. The exact length of river affected would, of
course, depend upon the water temperature and the temperature
tolerances of the various finfish species invo-lved. Alteration
of the above-quoted statement to take into account these con-
siderations seems warranted.

Additionally, increased temperatures below the dam could
produce changes in species composition of the periphyton
community to the more heat-tolerant blue-green algae, and
reduce or eliminate certain species of aquatic invertebrates
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which prefer colder temperatures. Both changes could reduce
the food supply for finfish, and the possibility of an ad-
verse impact should be discussed in this section.

Section 4.21, Page 4-7 - Various sources of pollution
entering the Lake Anna Reservoir are identified and discussed
in this section. It is stated in Section 4.2.3, Page 4-13,
that no plans currently exist to seal the discharges from the
pyrite mines along Contrary Creek. However, nothing is said
about the plans, if any, for reducing the amount of pollutants
entering the reservoir from the other sources; namely, the
sewage treatment plant on Goldmine Creek and agricultural
runoff. These appear to be significant sources of pollution
since it was mentioned in Section 2.5.3, Page 2-21, that Gold-
mine Creek was found to be devoid of life below the sewage
treatment plant. Because removal of the existing pollution
sources would enhance the quality of the reservoir for
recreational purposes, any plans to this effect should be
included in the final environmental statement.

Section 5.4, Page 5-5 - It is stated that "During maximum
summer temperatures, the thermal dose received during
passage througithe condenser-cooling lagoons will likely
change the species composition of phytoplankton to more heat-
tolerant Vreen algae and cause significant mortality of zoo-
plankton. The ORNL prediction concerning horizontal tempera-
ture distribution for North Anna Reservoir (Fig. 3.16,
Page 3-32) indicates that the intake temperature with four-
unit operation would be 96.80F under extreme summer conditions.
Extreme summer conditions apparently correspond to high
temperatures and moderate drought during the summer of 1931.

According to Table 2.4, Page 2-25, moderate drought conditions
are fairly common during the summers, and severe drought
conditions are not unusual during the latter part of the
summer. Drought conditions would result in reservoir drawdown
and increased water temperature. Various field studies associa-
ted with thermal discharge from power plants have noted domin-
ance of the periphyton community by heat-tolerant blue-green
algae when water temperatures exceed about 860 F. Based on a
generalized algal population shift pattern formulated by Cairns (
blue-green algae become dominant when water temperatures exceed
about 96 0 F. Thus, we suggest that perhaps a shift in the species

1. Cairns, J., Jr. 1956. Effects of Increased Temperatures
on Aquatic Organisms. Ind. Wastes, 1: 150-152.
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composition of phytoplankton would result in blue-green algae
becoming the dominant algal group rather than green algae,
especially in the cooling lagoons (water temperatures are
estimated to exceed 100OF for much of the warmer part of the
year; Page 11-5) and perhaps the lower part of the reservoir
as well. Some discussion of this potential problem, in light
of the tendency for blue-green algae to be utilized as food
by fewer organisms than other groups of algae, should appear
in this section.

Section 6.1.1, Page 6-6, Paragraph 3 - There appear to be
contradictory statements concerning the placement of the
artificial substrates to sample the bottom fauna. One
statement reads, "Each station consists of a transect of 12
baskets at 10-ft depths from surface to 40 ft in depth."
The second statement reads, "Since the substrates were placed
in areas where the water depth is 40 ft or greater, the shallow
littoral zone will not be sampled." This apparent discrepancy
should be clarified in the final environmental statement.

Additionally, it is stated that seven stations for artificial
substrates, three in cooling lagoons and four in the open
reservoir, would be established along the transects shown in
Figure 6.2. However, this figure indicates ten transects
each in the cooling lagoons and the open reservoir. The
figure should indicate more precisely which transects are
intended for sampling by artificial substrates.

Section 6.2, Page 6-11 - More details concerning the radio-
logical monitoring program should be included in the final
statement. Aquatic vegetation and benthic organisms should
be included among the samples to be analyzed for radioactivity.
it would also be helpful to include a map showing more precisely
the locations of these sampling stations, the effluent discharge.
and the cooling water intake.

Appendices - Appendix 4.1 was referred to in the text of
the statement; however, this appendix was not included at
the end. Furthermore, appendices 1, 5, 6 and 7 are absent.
These appendices should perhaps be included in the final
environmental statement since they may provide an opportunity
for the reader to obtain a better understanding of the impacts
of the project.
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The models used to compute the radiological doses (table 5.8)
from normal releases uses hourly meteorological data averaged
over the year to obtain an average annual condition for a
particular direction sector and distance. Table 3.7 and
Section 3.4.1 indicates the major source of gaseous-waste
radioactivity (774 curies of Kr-85 per year) during normal
station operation will be released to the open atmosphere
through vents over five 10-day periods. This does not
characterize the continuous type of release for which the
annual average model is appropriate.

For the accidental release as discussed on page 7-2 the
assumptions should be stated specifically rather than by
reference to proposed Annex to Appendix D, 10 CFR 50.

The following comments address the subject draft environmental
statement with respect to atmospheric interactions; par-
ticularly inadvertent climatic modification, and to hydrologic
interactions.

We note the AEC's contention that the warming effect on Lake
Anna from the plant's heat dissipation system could be more
than twice that indicated by the applicant when all generating
units become operable.

Based on the relatively large (approximately 13,000 acres)
heat and moisture source that Lake Anna will be and the
potential for the lake to become a recreational resource,
the following weather modifications should be more thoroughly
studied:

1. The potential for greater frequency and intensity
of fog over and around the lake was only lightly
discussed, and the resultant impact on the safety
of boating and nearby road traffic was neglected.
It should be realized that Lake Anna will be a
significant source of heat and moisture and re-
quires a more thorough analysis of these impacts.
Also, the sensible increase in heat and humidity
from the abnormally warm lake should make the
area around the lake relatively uncomfortable
during warm summer days with light winds.
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2. We concur with the appraisal the AEC gives the icing
potential during winter on page 5-2 of the draft
environmental statement and that this impact should
be minimal. However, if bridges are planned over
these warm waters another projected road hazard
could be realized when the water vapor from the
warm lake condenses and freeze on the bridge surfaces.

3. The size of the lake as a heat and moisture source
can best be appreciated when we consider that 13,000
acres is one-third the size of Washington, D.C.
Therefore, we should consider the lake as a heat-
island--much the same as has been documented repeatedly
in the literature for urban areas. In addition to
the subsequent effects firom the lake "heat-island"
on lapse rate, cloudiness, and turbulent mixing,
alterations of the natural spatial variability of
precipitation have also been suspected of cities
about the same size of Lake Anna; e.g., Champaign-
Urbana, Illinois.

We strongly endorse the AEC position suggesting that an alterna-
tive or modification be made (as discussed in Chapter 10,
Plant Design Alternatives) of the plant's once-through cooling
system to reduce the environmental impact on Lake Anna and
vicinity.

We hope these comments will be of assistance to you in the
preparation of the final statement.

Sincerely,

Galler
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environmental Affairs
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SOr50-338United States Department of the Interior 50-339

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
2WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

ER-72/1423 FEB 2 3 1973 ,.S..N

Dear Mr. Muller:
Colo,

This is in response to your letter of December 11, 1972,
requesting our comments on the Atomic Energy Commission's
draft statement, dated December 1972, on environmental
considerations for North Anna Power Station, Units 1, 2,
3, and 4, Louisa County, Virginia.

Our comments are presented according to the format of the
statement or according to specific subjects.

Demography and Land Use

We suggest that the statement include a comprehensive
discussion on the soils of the project area. Such a
discussion would be in concert with the detailed infor-
mation presented for the other major resources in the
project area; namely, geology and plant and animal life.
This soil information could also be used for the pre-
operational studies of the terrestrial ecology mentioned
and recommended by the AEC staff on page 6-9. Some of
this soil information may be found in the report'A Land
Use Plan for North Anna Reservoir - Virginia," prepared
for the Virginia Commission on Outdoor Recreation - 1971.
This report is mentioned on page 4-2 of the statement and
is included as Appendix B.2 of the applicant's environmental
report for the proposed plant.

Historic and Natural Landmarks

Site preparation and facility construction has had no
effect on any existing or proposed unit of the National
Park Service, nor any site eligible for registration as a
National Historic, Natural, or Environmental Education
Landmark. However, one of the natural history theme studies
on the eastern deciduous forest has identified the Alexander
Berger Memorial Natural Area as being a potentially eligible
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natural landmark which may be affected by the proposed
transmission line between North Anna and Possum Point.
This 941-acre natural area is owned by the Nature Con-
servancy and is located about 1 mile southeast of New
Post, astride the Spotsylvania-Caroline County boundary.

Geology

The brief description of the geology and seismology presented
in the draft statement is inadequate for an independent
assessment of the geologic environment relevant to the pro-
posed construction of the plant. The data presented are
inadequate in regard to the physical properties of the
geologic materials on which the plant and its appurtenant
structures will be founded. The statement should also
indicate how knowledge of these physical geologic and
seismologic properties has been used in the design of the
facility. A comprehensive discussion of these factors in
the environmental statement would be part of an adequate
assessment.

The applicant's Preliminary Safety Analysis Reports to the
AEC treat the details of the geologic and seismologic in-
vestigations and analyses that have been performed for the
North Anna Power Station. We suggest that, as a minimum, a
more comprehensive summary of the geologic and seismologic
analysis sections of these reports be included in the final
statement to indicate how the data and analyses have been
utilized for purposes of design and construction of the
facility.

As a result of procedures established between the AEC and
the Geological Survey, we have previously reviewed the
geologic aspects of the site for Units 1 and 2 that are
included in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report for those
units. Our review was transmitted to the AEC Director of
Regulation on July 30, 1970, and was made part of the public
record in the A4C licensing procedure. Our review of the
geologic aspects of the site for Units 3 and 4, as described
in the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report, was transmitted
to the AEC Director of Regulation on December 15, 1972. This
review was conducted in terms of the AEC "Seismic and Geologic
Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" (10CFR, Part 100,
proposed Appendix A). Our completed review of the geologic
and seismic aspects of Units 3 and 4 will be made part of the
public record in the AEC licensing procedure.
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Ecology of the Site and Environs

We suggest that page 2-29 contain an explanation of the
critical niche and relationship that zooplankton play in the
food chain of most game fish species and on wildlife species
that would feed on the aquatic organisms. The statement that
zooplanktonic populations may be critical in reservoir pro-
ductivity is misleading since these populations are always
critical to the welfare of a reservoir fishery.

Heat-Dissipation System

We disagree with both the AEC and the applicant in the
approach which uses jet mixing into the main reservoir of the
flow froni the WHTF (waste heat treatment facility) to-accom-
plish dilution. The average natural flow into Lake Anna is
approximately 270cfs according to page 1-2, but flows as low
as lcfs have been observed. We estimate that natural evapo-
ration will amount to about 100cfs and forced evaporation
for all four units would amount to about 70cfs. Therefore,
with an average total evaporation of about 170cfs and the
required minimum release of 40cfs there will be extended
periods when the reservoir will be lowered. Clearly as much
of Lake Anna as can be utilized will be needed for heat
dissipation. Therefore, best results will be obtained not
by dilution but by encouraging surface stratification of the
heated water and by more effective utilization of the WHTF area
in order to maximize heat transfer. We suggest that the fol-
lowing heat dissipation alternatives be considered and evaluated.

1. A deep cooling water intake system such as AEC's
alternative discussed on pages 10-1 and 10-2 or a skimmer
weir in front of the existing intakes.

2. More effective utilization of the WHTF by connecting
Elk Creek and Mill Pond Creek arms of the lake with a canal
and blocking the exit of Elk Creek. This is AEC's alternative
discussed on pages 10-3 and 10-4.

3. Modification of dikes 2 and 3 such that they are
submerged weirs which would permit some of the heated water
to be discharged directly into the surface layers of the main
reservoir.

4. Modification of the discharge structure at Lake
Anna Dam such as to withdraw water from the deeper (80 feet
deep) forebay.
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We believe that a greater utilization of the main reservoir
as a heat dissipation medium and a more efficient use of the
3,400-acre WHTF would result in less impacts on the fish and
other aquatic life and a more efficient operation of the
project. If this maximization of the heat transfer capability
is not utilized, we do not believe that all four units can
operate without one or more supplemental cooling towers.
Even if these modifications are made actual operating data
for units 1 and 2 may indicate that cooling towers for units 3
or 4 may be required.

We generally agree with the AEC staff estimates indicated on
page 8-2 that the temperature rise of Lake Anna will be
approximately double that predicted by the applicant when
all four units are operating with a once-through cooling
system. 'We also agree that the State water quality criteria
for temperature rise will be exceeded in the main reservoir
when all four units are operating.

Effect on Land Use

The statement does not indicate whether the proposed trans-
mission lines will cross public lands. If the lines cross
public lands, the final statement should describe these
areas. If the transmission lines cross public lands, we sug-
gest that careful consideration be given for developing trails
or other appropriate recreation resources.

Effect on Water Use-Impoundment of Lake Anna

It is indicated on page 4-7 that the Division of State Parks
for Virginia proposes the establishment of a 2,000-2,400 acre
State park on the north shore of the main reservoir as part
of the Land Use Plan for North Anna Reservoir. It is not
clear if the proposed parklands are presently owned by the
State. We suggest that the present ownership of this land
be indicated in the final statement.

The discussion of the coordinated recreational program given
on page 8-6 should be expanded to describe the overall plans
formulated by the applicant, the State of Virginia, and
Louisa County relative to future use of the lake and adja-
cent land.
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We are concerned that with the exception of the bridge sites
there appears to be no public access to the lake. Therefore,
since the exclusion area would be restricted only in the
event of an accident, it seems appropriate for the applicant
to provide public access to the reservoir from its property,
if this is feasible and safe.

The last two sentences of paragraph one, page 4-8, should
be revised to indicate the impact of domestic pollution from
boaters on the reservoir and septic tanks of private land-
owners. The facts that the applicant's deed with reservation
of easement states that owners may not transfer pollutants
to the lake and the State Water Quality Board is responsible
for regulating water quality in Lake Anna do not in themselves
show that there will not be pollution problems.

Effect of Site Ecology

We take strong exception to the last paragraph on page 4-19
which indicates that the effect on wildlife populations will
be negligible since abundant wildlife habitat is still avail-
able in the area. The types and populations of wildlife which
spend most of their life in the 19,000 acres which will be
replaced by the reservoir should be considered as lost even
though some of them will move to other areas. Since the
carrying capacity of wildlife habitats are fixed and does not
depend on wildlife population, these animals or an equivalent
number of the displaced animals will eventually die. Compe-
tition, displacement, home range, mobility, and territorial
behavior of the species are factors which tendto hold the
production of wildlife habitats to a relatively stable level.

We are cognizant of the other terrestrial wildlife habitats
in the general area and the increased aquatic habitat pro-
vided by the reservoir but think that this 19,000 acre ter-
restrial habitat and the associated wildlife should be recog-
nized in the statement as lost and.evaluated.

Plant Accidents

This section contains an adequate evaluation of impacts re-
sulting from plant accidents through Class 8 for airbourne
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emissions. However, the environmental effects of releases
to water is lacking. Many of these postulated accidents
listed in Table 7.1 could result in-releases to the North
Anna River and should be evaluated.

* We also think that Class 9 accidents which could result
in both air and water contamination should be described
and the impacts on human life and the remaining environ-
ment discussed as long as there is any possibility of
occurrence. The consequences of an accident of this
severity could have far-reaching effects on land and in
the North Anna River which could persist for centuries.

Adverse Environmental Effects Which Cannot Be Avoided

It is indicated on page 8-2 that the AEC staff believes
State water quality standards will be violated if all
four units are operated with once-through cooling as pro-
posed. However, the statement does not indicate that
these standards will be met. The allowable 90°F maximum
river temperature near the North Anna Dam discharge, in-
dicated on page v, does not assure that other elements
of the water quality standards such as temperature rise
will be met. We suggest that the final environmental
statement indicate that all water quality standards will
be met. This could be accomplished by including the
appropriate conditions to the construction permits for
units 3 and 4.

* Benefit-Cost Analysis

We think that a benefit-cost analysis should be given in
this section for nuclear and fossil-fueled plants. We
suggest that the following items be included in this
analysis.

1. Estimates of the cost of installing air pol-
lutant control equipment.

2. Probable sulfur concentrations of the coal or
oil which might be used.

3. Estimates of the projected quantities and cost
of fossil fuels which would be required in tons per
year and dollars per year.
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4. Total investment costs.

5. Thirty-year cumulative operating costs.

6. Total of cost of construction plus 30 years
operating costs.

We hope these comments will be helpful to you in the pre-
paration of the final environmental statement.

Sincerely rs

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Interior

Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for

Environmental Projects
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
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.. 50-338

Mr. Daniel R. Muller 50-339
Assistant Director for 50-404- 50-405

Environmental Projects 50-405

Directorate of Licensing ..
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Muller:

This is in response to your letter of 11 December 1972 addressed to Mr.
John E. Hirten, Assistant Secretary for Environment and Urban Systems,
concerning the draft environmental impact statement, environmental
report and other pertinent papers for the proposed' North Anna Power
Station Units 1, 2, 3, and 4, Louisa County, Virginia.

The concerned operating administrations and staffs of the Department of
Transportation have reviewed the material submitted. The Federal Rail-
road Administration commented as follows:

"It is difficult to determine the exact extent, if any, of trans-
mission line construction on new railroads. Fig 3.12 of the draft
environment impact statement indicates that, atminimum, the proposed
North Anna - Midlothian 500 KV line will cross existing rail lines
twice. Whether or not increased loads in the existing network will
leave any impact is impossible to determine. However, the problem
of inductive coupling, direct faulting or flashover with railroad
signal and communication circuits is one which should be addressed.
Destruction of the integrity of railroad signal and communication
facilities is more than an inconvenience as the potential for serious
accidents exists,"

The Department of Transportation has no further comments to offer. We
have no obiection to this project. We do feel, however, that the concern
of the Federal Railroad Administration should be addressed in the final
statement. The opportunity for the Department of Transportation to re-
view and comment on the proposed North Anna Power Station Units 1, 2, 3
and 4 is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Wv. ",-;,,.-
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50-338
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 50-339

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

1FEB 973

Mr. 1L. Manning Muntzing
Director of Regulation "
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Muntzing: Q0.

The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the draft
environmental statement for North Anna Power Station and our detailed

comments are enclosed.

Our principal concern is with the appropriateness of the draft

statement for the consideration of both the continuation of the

previously issued construction permits and the issuance of operating
licenses for Units 1 and 2. The current review should be adequate for
considering the potential impact of the continuation of construction.
We believe, however, that substantial additional information will be

developed by the time the units are ready for licensing, on which a
more accurate final assessment of the environmental impact can be

based. The AEC should evaluate such additional information as it
becomes available, and should determine whether a supplemental review
is necessary.

We will be pleased to discuss our comments with you or members of

your staff.

Sincerely,

Sheldon Meyers
Director

Office of Federal Activities

Enclosure
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Ih'TRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS

The U.S. Environmental Protectioj Agency (EPA) has reviewed the

draft environmental statement for the North Anna Power Station

prepared by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and issued on

December 11, 1972. Following are our mator conclusions:

1. We noted in our review that this draft statement has been

submitted in support of two proposed actions for Units 1 and 2:

(1) the continuation of Construction Permits CPPR-77 and CPPR-78

and (2) the issuance of operating licenses. It is expected that

substantial additional information, which will enable a more

accurate assessment of the environmental impact to be conducted,

will be developed by the time the plant is ready for operation.

This additional information is expected to include final system

design details, operating experience at similar large nuclear

power reactors, and results of environmental studies. While the

current review should be adequate for consideration of the

continuance of construction, the AEC should assess, prior to

plant operation, the best information then available t6 determine

if the conclusions reached during the current review are still

valid, and to determine whether a supplemental environmental

review is necessary.

2. The radioactive waste treatment system, as described in the

draft statement, with the exception of radioiodine releases,

appears capable of limiting discharges of radioactivity to the

"as low as practicable" levels of the proposed Appendix I to 10

CFR Part 50.36a. The final statement should detail the measures
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to be taken by the applicant to assure that no individual will

receive a thyroid dose greater than five millirem per year.

3. Analysis of the draft statement indicates that there is a

substantial possibility that the once-through cooling system of

the North Anna Power Station will cause the facility to operate

in a manner detrimental to the aquatic biota. Although the

involved water body, the North Anna River, is classified as an

intrastate waterway and, therefore, not presently subject to

federally approved water quality standards, it will be subject to

such standards when Public Law 92-500 is fully implemented. With

full implementation of the law, the plant will probably not be in

compliance with the thermal aspects of applicable, federally

approved, state water quality standards.
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RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Radioactive Waste Management

With the exception of radiojiodine releases, the management of

radioactive gaseous wastes at the North Anna Power Station appears

capable of limiting discharges of radioactivity to the "as low as

practicable" levels of the proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.36a.

-According to the draft statement, the dose to a two year old child

drinking one liter per day of milk obtained from cows pastured at the

nearest grazing area for six months per year would be 50

millirem/year. Although these estimates assumed release of

radioiodine to the atmosphere without passage through charcoal

filters, the applicant has charcoal filters available to remove

radioiodine from many of its significant release pathways. In

addition, radioiodine may be released from various comrponents

discharging to the vent and drain system as well as from the

containment vacuum system. The final statement should detail the

measures to be taken by the applicant to assure that no individual

will receive a thyroid dose greater than 5 millirem per year.

According to the design assumptions presented by the AEC in the

draft statement, the liquid radioactive waste management system at the

North Anna Power Station is capable of limiting liquid radioactive

discharges to the "as low as practicable" levels of the proposed

Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.36a. As shown by the applicant in the,

environmental report, almost 99% of the total non-tritium liquid

discharges originate in the steam generator blowdown from Unitsi 1 and

2, even uith an assumed decontamination factor of 100 for the blowdown
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in a clarifier package. The justification for the assumed clarifier

cleanup capability is given in the Units 1 and 2 Preliminary Safety

Analysis Report (PSAR) in which a factor of 10 was assumed based on

work at the SM-I reactor at Fort Belvoir. However, analysis of the

data obtained at the S1-1 reactor provides no justification for such a

decontamination factor for steam generator blowdown water. Since the

incorporation of a clarifier into the liquid radioactive waste

treatment system at a commercial nuclear power plant is a feature thus

far unique to this power station, further information should be

provided in the final statement to substantiate this assumed cleanup

capability.

The draft statement did not include estimates of the quantities

of radionuclides which might be discharged from the turbine building

drains in the event of significant primary-to-secondary steam

generator leakage in combination with reactor fuel failures. While

the concentrations of radioactivity can be expected tý be small as

compared to other sources, operational experience ha indicated the

leakage may be significant, in the range of a few gallons per minute.

The final statement should provide estimates of the radionuclides

expected from this leakage, the bases for these estimates, and should

also include modified dose estimates if necessary. Furthermore, the

final statement should provide assurance that the releases from these

drains will be monitored and sampled.

It is noted that the gaseous and liquid radioactive waste

management systems at the North Anna Power Station are virtually

identical to those installed at the SurryPoweriStation. Operating
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experiences (flow rates, equipment performance, etc.) obtained with

these systems at Surry should be included in the North Anna final

statement to substantiate the assumptions made for the North Anna

waste systems.

Transnortation and Reactor Accidents

In its review of nuclear power plants, EPA has identified a need

for additional information on two types of accidents which could

result in radiation exposure to the public: (1) those involving

transportation of spent fuel and radioactive wastes and (2) in-plant

accidents. Since these accidents are common to all nuclear power

plants, the environmental risk for each type of accident is amenable

to a general analysis. Although the AEC has done considerable work

for a number of years on the safety aspects of such accidents, we

believe that a thorough analysis of. the probabilities of occurrence

and the expected consequences of such accidents would result in a

better understanding of the environmental risks than a less-detailed

examination of the questions on a case-by-case basis. For this reason

we have reached an understanding with the AEC that they will conduct

such analyses with EPA participation concurrent with review of impact

statements for individual facilities and will make the results

available in the near future. We are taking this approach primarily

because we believe that any changes in equipment or operating

procedures for individual plants required as a result of the

investigations could be included without appreciable change in the

overall plant design. If major redesign of the plants to include

engineering changes were expected or if an immediate public or

5
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environmental risk were being taken while these two issues were being

resolved, we would, of course, make our concerns known.

The statement concludes "... that the environmental risks due to

postulated radiological accidents are exceedingly small.'" This

conclusion is based-on the standard accident assumptions and guidance

issued by the AEC for light-water-cooled reactors as a proposed

amendment to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 on December 1, 1971. EPA

commented on this proposed amendmnent in a letter to the Commission on

January 13, 1972. These comments essentially raised the necessity for

a detailed discussion of the technical bases of the assumptions

involved in determining the various classes of accidents and expected

consequences. We believe that the general analysis mentioned above

will be adequate to resolve these points and that the AEC will apply

the results to all licensed facilities.
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NON-RADIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Thermal and Biological Effects

The North Anna Power Station will consist of four nuclear

reactors--Units 1 through 4. Condenser cooling for all units will be

accomplished by means of a once-through system with a surface intake

and discharge intc an impoundment on the North Anna River known as

Lake Anna. Cooling water will be discharged at the rate of 3,780,000

gpm.

The condenser cooling water on leaving the plant will initially

flow through a 3600 ft. canal, then a series of three cooling lagoons

(3400 acres), and then into Lake Anna.

The North Anna River is classified as an intrastate waterway and,

therefore, subject to Virginia state water quality standards but not

Federal water quality standards. However, the Federal ater Pollution

Control Act Amendments of 1972 (Public Law 92-500), when fully

implemented, will make intrastate waters subject to federally

approved, state standards. These standards will be subject to the

approval of the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency

* (EPA).

Current Virginia water quality standards require that the surface

temperatures of lakes and impoundments which accomodate important

warm-water biota, not be raised more than 3*F above the temperature

which existed before the addition of heat of artificial origin. ThJs

increase should be based on the monthly average of the maximum daily

temperature. In the past EPA has also recommended that the

temperature rise under such conditions not be over 3*F.
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The AEC has estimated that, at times, the applicant's condenser

discharge may cause parts of the surface of Lake Anna to rise more

than 7.4 0 F. Our estimates indicate that even a higher temperature

rise is likely for short periods of time. In any case, we concur with

AEC that such a temperature rise will exceed the above mentioned

standards and will also be detrimental to the lake biota.

During the operation of all four units and assuming complete

mixing, the effluent over North Anna Dam is expected to affect the

river temperature below the dam. According to the draft statement,

under worse-case summer conditions, the resulting temperature of the

river will be 93.5.0F and 91*F at distances below the dam of about 4

and 23 miles respectively. This is compared to the worse-case

conditions, in which the equilibrium temperature (naturalJtemperature)

of Lake Anna would be 84.7*F. This would constitute a violation of

Virginia water quality standards which permit a maximum temperature of

90*F in free-flowing streams of the coastal zone and the Piedmont zone

to the crest of the mountains. Also, EPA in the past has recommended

that the 90*F temperature maximum not be exceeded in such waters.

In our opinion, it is likely that the proposed cooling system

will not enable the power station to operate in accordance with

existing state standards and revised federally approved state

standards. We recommend, therefore, that the final statement further

consider alternative cooling systems and indicate the means by whichI

compliance will be achieved. One alternative that should receive

serious consideration would be wet cooling towers for Units 3 and 4

and additional modification to the cooling methods for Units 1 and 2
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consisting of the use of spray modules in the cooling lagoons in

conjunction with the modified cooling lagoon flow, as proposed in the

draft statement. This combination of methods may lead to a reduction

of the discharge temperature to an acceptable level.

Also, we suggest that any considerations concerning alternative

cooling systems should address the requirements of Public Law 92-500.

This law defines the thermal component of any discharge as a pollutant

and requires that EPA set effluent guidelines by the fall of 1973 for

such thermal discharges from steam electric power plants. Thus,

discharges from North Anna Power Station will have to be in compliance

with this law. In addition, the law stipulates that the "best

practicable" and "best technologically achievable" treatment be

employed by July 1, 1977, and July 1, 1983, respectSUely. The use of

a 13,000 acre lake for a heat sink or cooling pond may not meet the

requirement of "best practicable" treatment when the regulations are

issued.

The environmental impact of the thermal discharge into Lake Anna

is discussed in the draft statement for summer conditions only. The

final statement should also evaluate the environmental impact of the

thermal discharge during the winter months. This is because the

maximum discharge temperatures occur in warm weather, but maximum

differences between discharge temperatures and natural, lake-surface

temperatures occur during cold weather and that there is a lower t

surface heat-loss during cold weather.

One alternative discussed in the draft statement is the uso of a

deep-water discharge from the North Anna Dam to improve the downstream
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thermal regimen. While these deep waters might provide a lower dam-

discharge temperature, other water quality problems such as low

dissolved oxygen, high heavy metal concentration (mine drainage into

Lake Anna from Contrary Creek) could prove detrimental to the down-

river biota.

The final statement shouldinclude a more detailed discussion of

the deep-water intake alternative and a complete analysis of the

temperature stratification changes. Maximum differences between

discharge temperatures and natural surface temperatures of the lake

occur during cold weather when bottom water is warmer than surface

water (maximum density bottom water at 40*F and less dense surface

water between 33°F and 39*F). This condition could cause a further

increase in the temperature differential between discharge and lake

surface. 'The warming tendency-of the discharge could cause the

temperatures of the surface water and bottom water to become

approximately equal. Under these conditions, thermal stratification

of the lake would be made less stable or eliminated. Also, assuming

that the bottom temperature is 40*F (approximately the point of

maximum density) during the winter, it is only when the surface

temperature drops below about 350 that stable winter stratification- is

possible. This suggests that the normal fall and spring overturns of

the thermal strata would occur close together, possibly during January

and February. During some years the over-turns might not take place

at all. This may have a substantial impact upon the aquatic biota.

This projected impact should be discussed in the final statement.
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The final statement should include the result of the special

study required under Virginia water qWality standards for the approval

of a bottom water intake. In addition, the applicant should be aware

that Section 316 of Public Law 92-500 requires the best technology

available for minimizing adverse environmental impact of cooling-water

intake structures.

Chemical Imnact on Biota

The projected chemical effluent concentrations of the plant are

well under those permitted by the state water quality standards.

There is every indication that these standards will be satisfied.

The final statement should characterize the clarifier underflow

of the sanitary system. Also the methods of dewatering and disposal

of sanitary sludge should be explained.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

During the review we noted in certain instances that the-draft

statement did not present sufficient information to substantiate the

conclusions presented. We recognize that much of this information is

not of major importance in evaluating the environmental impact of the

North Anna Power Station. The cumulative effects, however, could be

significant. It would, therefore, be helpful in determining the

impact of the plant if the following topics were discussed in the

final statement:

•1. The release estimates for noble gases (except Kr-85) appear

low by a factor of five. This conclusion is based on reactor

coolant concentrations provided by the applicant and assumptions

contained in the draft statement. Releases from containment

purge apparently do not take into account releases •rom the

containment vacuum systems. Comparison with the release

estimates made for the Surry Power Station (essentially the same

design as North Anna 1 and 2) in the Surry Power Station Unit 1

final statement further support the conclusion.

2. In evaluating the effluent release source terms, the AEC

assumed a partition factor of 100 for iodine in the steam

generators. Since the steam generators are of the "once-through"

design, in which approximately one-half of the steam generator

tube surface area is covered by secondary coolant, it is not

justifiable to assume a partition factor greater than 1.0. In

all previous environmental statement for similar steam

generators, the AEC assumed an iodinepartition factor of 1.0.
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The final statement should either provide the bases for the

partition factor used or reevaluate the potential iodine releases

and thyroid doses.

3. According to the draft statement, 200 truck shipments of

irradiated fuel and 200 truck shipments of solid radioactive

waste will be necessary each year from the North Anna Power

Station. The use of the clarifier in the liquid radioactive

waste management system results in a greater number of truck

shipments for solid radioactive waste. The location of the power

station will probably result in the use of the same routing for

all truck shipments within about 40 miles of the plant. Using

the dose estimates of the draft statement, a person would only

have to be exposed to 2% of the truck shipments of spent fuel and

solid radioactive waste to recaive aaexpozure. of ' millirem/yr.

The final statement should therefore consider the means for

assuring that a given individual in the vicinity of the plant

does not receive "significant" exposure from these shipments.

4. About 1,000 Ci/yr of tritium is estimated to evaporate from

both the waste heat treatment facility (WHTF) and the reservoir

combined. The resulting dose from this release pathway should be

considered in the final statement.

5. The final statement should clarify the treatment to which the

liquid condensate from the steam generator blowdown vent

condenser will be subjected.

6. The potential direct radiation dose that might be received by

a visitor or an individual at the site boundary should be
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evaluated in the final statement, taking into account the

radioactive liquid storage tanks outside of the plant.

7. The wind rose presented in Appendix 2.2 requires'

clarification with respect to the level at which this data is

valid. Wind speed should also be presented to allow a more

accurate comparison of noble gas dose estimates.

8. The model presented in Appendix 3.1 for calculating the

concentration of discharged materials (radioactive liquids as

well as chemicals) appears to be the same as that used by the

applicant. However, the expression for calculating "C 2 the

concentration in the WHTF, appears to be in error.
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FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426

IN REPLY REFER TO:

14AR 2 AR 9 73 50-338
50-339
50-404

_3_ýL 50-405

Mr. Daniel R. Muller V

Assistant Director for
Environmental Projects 12

Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Muller:

This is in response to your letter dated December 11, 1972, requesting
comments on the AEC Draft Environmaental Statement related to the continuation

of construction permits Nos. CPP1-77 and CPPR-78 and the issuance of
operating licenses for the North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2 (Docket
Nos. 50-338 and 50-339) and 'the issuance of construction permits for Units
3 and 4 (Docket Nos. 50-404 and 50-405) to the Virginia Electric and Power

Comp any.

The North Anna Power Station is located on a 1,075-acre site on the
south bank of Lake Anna, a 13,000-acre artificial lake on the North Anna
River, in Louisa County about 30 miles northwest of Richrmond, Virginia.
The Applicant owns 18,643 acres of land in Louisa, Hanover and Spotsyivania
Counties on which the earthen North Anna Dam, Lake Anna and the plant site
are located. Through construction of dikes and canals, a system of cooling
ponds will return cooling water from the plqnt to the reservoir.

The following comments review the need for the facilities as concerns
the adequacy and reliability of the affected power systems and matters
related thereto, in compliance with tl~e National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969, and the April 23, 1971, Guidelines of the Council on Environmental
Quality.

In preparation of these comments, the Federal Power Commission's
Bureau of Power staff has considered the AEC Draft Environmental Statement;
the Applicant's Environmental Report and Supplem6nts thereto;, " relted
reports made in response to the Commission's Statement of Policy on
Adequacy and RIeliability of Electric Service (Order No. 383-2); and the
staff's analysis of these documents together with related information from
other FPC reports. Tne staff generally bases its evaluation of the neecd
for a specific bulk power facility upon the load-supply situation for toe
critical peak load period ifmredi7tely following the availability of the
facility as well as long-term considerations. It should be noted that the
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useful
more.
to the
area.

life of the North Anna Power Station is expected to be 30 years or
During that period the plant will make a significant contribution
adequacy and reliability of power supply in the Applicant's service

The current generation expansion program of the Virginia Electric
and Power Company is tabulated below:

Station/Unit Capacity M1 Type !/

Surry No. 2
Mt. Storm No. 3
Yorktown No. 3
North Anna No.
North Anna No.

Possum Pt. No.
North Anna No.
North Anna No.

Undetermined
Undetermined

Undetermined

1
2
5
3
4

800
560
845
940
940
845
950
950

1,500
2,000

TOTAL 11,930

N
F
F
N
N
F
N
N
PS

Undetermined
Undetermined

In-Service Date

March 1973
June 1973
March 1974
December 1974
July 1975
March 1976
March 1977
March 1978
March 1979
March..1980
March 1981

1/ Type: N -

F-
PS

Nuclear
Fossil
Pumped Storage.

In addition to the Applicant's planned new r@pacity additions, the
other systems in the Virginia-Carolinas (VACAR) L/subregion of the Southeast

Electric \eliability Council have planned large-scale generation expansion
programs, which are sun-amarized below:

i

2/ The VACAR systems are: Carolina Power & Light Co.; Duke Power Co.;
South Carolina Electric & Gas Co.; South Carolina Public Service Company;
Southeastern Power Administration of the Department of the Interior;
Virginia Electric & Power Co.; Yadkin, Inc.
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CAPACITY EXPANSION PROGRAM FOR OTIiER VACAR SYSTEMS

Station/Uni.t

Roxboro No. 3
Robinson No. 2
A.M. Williams No. I
Oconee No. 1
Oconee No. 2
Brunswick No. 2
Oconee No. 3
Belews Creek No. 1
Jocassec No, 1 & 2
Georgetown No. I
Brunswick No. I
Belews Creek No. 2
Fairfield County
Roxboro No. 4
McGuire No. I
V.C. Summer No. 1
Shearon Harris No.
McGuire No. 2
Ceorgetown No. 2
Shearon Harris No.
Plant X
Jocassee No. 3 & 4
Fairfield County

TOTAL

Capacity (4W)

720
30

611
886
886
821
886

1,143
305
280
821

1,143
240
720

1,150
900

I 900
1,150

350
2 900

1,150
305
240

16,537

(Uprate)

Type / Es

F
N
F
N
N
N
N
F

PS
F
N
F
PS (4 Units)
F
N
N
N
N
F
N

Undetermined
PS
PS (4 Units)

March 1973
April'1973
May 1973
June 1973
September 1973
March 1974
May 1974
May 1974

1974
December 1974
March 1975
May 1975
March 1976
April 1976
May 1976
January 1977
March 1977
March 1977
April 1977
March 1978

1978
1978
1978

timated In-Service Date

I/ Type: F - Fossil; N - Nuclear; PS - Pumped Storage.

The following tabulations show the projected electric system loads
to be served by the Applicant and the VACAR systems, and the relationship
of the electric output of the four North Anna nuclear units to the
available capacities on the suitmrer-peaking Applicant's and summer-peaking
VACAR systems at the time of the summer peak load in the years 1975-1978.
Each of these summOer peak periods coincides wiLh the anticipated initial
service periods of one of the North Anna Nuclear units. Since the life of
each unit is expected to be 30 years or more, they arc expected to constitute
a significant part of the Applicant's total generating capacity throughout
that period. Thereforc, these units will be depended upon to supply power
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to meet future demands over a period of many years beyond the initial
service needs discussed in this report.

FORECAST 1975 SUMMER PEAK LOAD - SUPPLY SITUATION

VEPCO VACAR

Conditions with North Anna Unit 1
(940 Megawatts)

Net Total Capability - Megawatts
Net Peak Load - Megawatts
Reserve Margin - Megawatts

Reserve Margin Percent of Peak Load

Minimum Reserve Need - Based on 15 Percent
of Peak Load - Megawatts

Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts

Conditions without North Anna Unit 1

9,102
8,660

442
5.1

33,910
28,187

5,723
20.3

1,299

857

Net Total Capability - Megawatts
Net Peak Load - Megawatts
Reserve Margin - Megawatts

Reserve Margin Percent of Peak Load

Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts

8,162
8,660

-498

1,797

32,970
28,137
4,783

17.0

FORECAST 1976 SUTMMER PEAK LOAD - SUPPLY SITUATION

VEPCO VACAR

Conditions with North Anna Unit 2
(940 Megawatts)

Net Total Capability - Megawatts
Net Peak Load - Megawatts
Reserve Margin - Megawatts

Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load

Minimum Reserve Need - Based on 15 Percent
of Peak Load - Megawatts

Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts

10,887 1
9,610
1,277

13.3

7.37,805
31,122

6,683
21.6

1,442

145

1/ Includes capacity of Possum Point Unit No. 5 - 845 megawatts scheduled
for commercial service in March 1976.
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FORECAST 1976 SUIJE-ER PEAK LOAD - SUPPLY SITUATION
(continued)

VEPCO VACAR

Conditions without North Anna Unit 2

Net Total Capability - Megawatts 9,947 36,865

Net Peak Load - Megawatts 9,610 31,122

Reserve Margin - Megawatts 337 5,743

Reserve Margin - Percent ofPeak Load 3.5 18.5

Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts 1,105

Conditions without North Anna Units 1 and 2

Net Total Capability - Megawatts 9,007 35,925
Net Peak Load - Megawatts 9,610 31,122

Reserve Margin - iM.egaw..atts -603 4,803
Reserve Margin Percent uf Peak Load - 15.4

Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts 2,045

FO E CAST 1977 *L*ZR TE OA ID - SUPCLY SITUATION

VEPCO .ACAR

Conditions with North Anna Unit 3

(950 Megawatts)

Net Total Capability - Megawatts 11,037 41,993
Net Pealk Load - 1egawatts 10,640 34,346

Reserve Margin - Heaawatts 1,197 7,647
Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 11.2 22.4

Minimum Reserve Need - Based on 15 Percent
of Peak Load - MLegawatts 1,596

Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts 399

Conditions without North Anna Unit 3

Ne- Total Capability - legawatts 10,887 41,043

Net Peak Load - Megawatts 10,640 34,346
Reserve Margin - Megawatts 247 6,697

Reserve Margin - Percent of Peak Load 2.3 19.5

Reserve Deficiency - Megawatts 1,349
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FORECAST 1977 ST1r.\ER PEAK LOAD - SUPPLY SITUATION

(continued)

VEPCO VACAR

Conditions without North Anna Units 1, 2 and 3

Net Total Capability - Megawatts 9,007 39,163
Net Peak, Lood - pegawattas 10,640 34,346
Reserve Nargin - jegaL.iatts -1,633 4,817
Reserve Hargin - Percent of Peak Load - 14.0

Reserve Deficiency - egawatts 3,229

.OP.... •.1978 SUTE,-, PEA4 LOAD - SUPPLY SITUATION

VEPCO VACAR

Conditions with North Anr,.a Unit 4
(950 T..,e,'.L.t:s

Nkt Total CoabiliL:v -- Megawatts 12,787 45,286

Net Peak Load -1egat.ts 11,7o 37,856
Reserve ]argin - Mega<.:'ntts 1,037 7,430
Reserve rn - Percent of Peak Load 8.8 19.7

Minimum Reserve Need - Based on 1.5 Percent
of Peak Load - Megawatts 1,762

Resarve Deficiency - Megawatts 725

Conditions witho.it Noctb Anna Unit 4

Net Total Ccpabilit\' - .eawatts 11,837 44,336
Net Pealk Load - "1Mn.. '..tts 11,750 37,856
Reserve lMargi n - ,e0. w Ltts 87 6,480

Reserve Margin - Percunt of Peak Load 0.7 17.1

Reserve Deficiency - J:.egawatts 1,675

Conditions without North Anna Units 1, 2,
3 and 4

Net Total Capability - Megawatts 9,007 41,506
Net Peak Load - Megawatts 11,750 37,856

Reserve Margin - Megawatts -2,743 3,650

Reserve Margin Percent of Peak Load 9.6

Reserve Deficiency - egawatts4 4,505
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Even with the North Anna Unit 1 available for the 1975 summer peak
period, the Applicant's system would have an expected reserve margin of

only 442 megawatts, or 5.1 percent of peak load and a reserve deficiency
of 857 megawatts. If this unit is delayed beyond the 1975 summer peak
period, the Applicant's system reserve margin would be reduced to a
negative 498 megawatts, or a deficiency of 1,797 megawatts. With the
availability of Units 2, 3 and 4 to meet the summer peak loads in 1976,

1977 and 1978, respectively, reserve margins on the Applicant's system
are estimated to be 13.3, 11.2 and 8.8 percent of the peak load in each
respective year, Should the units not be available as scheduled but
with each one in service before the peak periods of the year following
its planned date of availability, the reserve margins would be reduced
to 3.5; 2.3 and 0.7 percent of the peak load in each of the corresponding
years. Hence, each of the unis is needed as scheduled to provide
reserve capacity on the Applicant's system. Even with each of the units

meeting its planned co.mmercial opera'ting date, the minimum reserve
criterion will not be met on the Applicanut's system during peak load
periods for the years 1975-1973, and the gaeneration additions currently
planned are somewhat less chan projected load growths as indicated by the
deteriorating reservos of 15.9, 13.3, 11.2 apd 8.8 percent in 1975
through 1978.

With all units placed in zomm.3'ercial scrvicc as plnnned, the VACAR

area systems would have a reserve margin during the 1975-1978 period of
23.3, 21.6, 22.4 and 19.7 percent of the sub-crea's peak load. If each

North Anna unit should not he in com-nercia] service before the planned
summer peak load period, reserve margins would be reduced to 20.3, 18.5,

1.9.5 and 17.1 percent of these peak loads, provided that all of the many
other units are in service on schedule.

If the North Anna plant should not be constructed, a reserve
deficiency of 4,505 megawatts vould occur on the Applicant's system in
1978 and the reserve margin of the VACAR sub-area would be reduced to
9.6 percent of projected 197, peak load.

The Applicant states thhat it uses a minimum reserve margin of 15
percent of peak load to mainuoin system reliability. The reserve margin
represents gross capacity rs:'v rs and must pr-ovide for scheduled
outages of generat:ing capacity for nnintenace, forced outages oi equip-

ment, slip~page of the availoliity dates Q now capacity coming into
service, variations in actual load from that foreeast:ed and extreme
weather conditions. Even with all scheduled units coming into service

on time, a reserve deficiency occurs in the years 1976, 1977 and 1978
of 145, 399 and 725 megavatts, respectively. If the initial North Anna
unit is not available for the 1975 summer peak load period and the system
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should suffer the forced outage of its newest and largest unit, the
845-megawatt Yorktown Unit 3, the Applicant would not be able to meet
its projected load with its own resources.

The %TACAR subregional area is not an established power pool; however,
the VACAR systems have mutually agreed to support each other under
emergency conditions, and interconnections between the VACAR systems
were established primarily to provide such emergency assistance. The
Southeastern Electric Reliability Council (SERC), of which the Applicant
is a member, utilizes a system reliebility minimum objective of a
probability of one loss of load occurrence in ten years. For many
systems, this reliability standard is satisfied with a reserve margin
between 15 and 25 percent of the annual peak load.

The Applicant's projected loads are based on an annual rate of
growth of load oi 10.7 percent dluring the 1972-1980 period, which is in
excess of that of the SERC region, estimated to be 10 percent and the

national averag e of 7.2 percent. The need for large increments of new
generating capacity through the '1973-1.978 period is apparent. Hence,
the Applicant's system reliability during the period of 1973-1973 is
dependent upon the timuiy commercial operation of the planned eight large

fossil and nuclear uni!s totaliui about 6,825 megawatts of capacity.
Similarly, the other VACAR elt:ric util.ity systeis are dependent upon
the tiim.ely conmmercial operation of 24 large fossil, nuclear, and pumped

storage units tiotaling sou.e 1.6,337 mcgawatt.s of capacity. Delays are

being experienced in bringing most large ncw generating units into

comrcialoperation, and should such delays occur in even a few units,
substantial reduction in system reliability could result.

Transmi.• sion Laci.i i-ies

Four overhead 500-kiiovolt transmission lines are Olanned to
integrate the North Anna PoweJcr Station into the Applicant's system.
The North Anna-Ladysmith. line w..ill extend easterly from the plant switch-
yard approx,:imately 14 miles to the Ladysmith Substation° Construction
of this line was suspended pending AEC's NEPA environnantal review.

Thie North Anma-,iorrisville li-1-ne will extend northierly from the plant

switchyard appro<imately 35 miles to the 1>iorrisville Substation and
is scheduled for completion in 3.973. The North Anna-i..lidlothian line will

extend southerly from the plant switchyard appro-,imatelv 40 miles to the

Midlothian Substation and is to be completed in 1974. The North Anna-

Possum Point line will par.•iel, the North Anna-Ladysmith line sharing

the same right-of-,f way but Will. ex2tend northerly from the Ladysmith Sub-
station approximately 36 miles to the Possum Point Power Station. It
is to he completed in 1977. The North Anna Plant and its associated
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lines are involved in power supply arrangements for a Virginia urban area
which has in recent years experienced a growth rate in population about
twice that of the national average. Although the lines traverse an area
which is essentially rural, the routes have been modified to reduce their
environmental impact in compliance with recommendations of state and local
agencies and officials. Certification by the State Corporation Commission
of the Commonwealth of Virginia is required before these lines may be
constructed. This certificate may prescribe the precise routing and
type of construction and other environmental characteristics. The
Applicant states that the selected routes of all transmission lines comply
with the guidelines set forth in the U. S. Department of the Interior and
U. S. Department of Agriculture joint publication, Environmental Criteria
for Electrical Transmission Systems.

Alternatives and Costs

In determining the need for additional generation to meet its projected
demands, the Applicant considered purchases of firm power and a number of
alternatives including locations, plant types, fuels, environmental effects,
and economics. The Applicant's planning studies indicated that system
capacity would have to be increased by about 10 percent per year during the
1970-1980 period to meet the projected rate of growth of load. Other
utilities in the VACAR area have experienced similar growth rates and all
systems have undertaken capacity expansion programs to meet their projected
demands and maintain system reliability. No source of firm power purchases
of the magnitude required was available to the Applicant. In selecting
the North Anna site, the Applicant considered three sites in its Northern
Division where additional capacity was required. Various other types of
baseload plants were considered by the Applicant to maintain a balanced
mix of generating capacity on its system. Undeveloped hydroelectric
capacity in Virginia was estimated in 1968 to total 1,276 megawatts with
an associated annual energy potential of 2,962,300 megawatt-hours, which
would not meet the Applicant's needs. Pumped storage capacity was not
considered because of its unsuitability for baseload operation. Combustion
turbine capacity was considered unsuitable due to the practical size limit
of these generating units, the high cost of energy generation, and
unsuitability of such units for baseload operation. Natural gas was not
considered available for boiler firing in the Applicant's service area.
Coal was considered to have a serious environmental impact on air quality,
and only oil was considered an available fuel for a viable baseload
alternative to the nuclear-fueled plant.

In the final selection, the nuclear-fueled plant was selected because
of the absence of particulate and gaseous emissions of oxides of carbon,
nitrogen, and sulfur produced by combustion of fossil fuels, and the
escalating prices of oil fuels. The Applicant reported estimated capital
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costs of $501 million for Units 1 and 2 of the nuclear-fueled plant or
$269 per kilowatt of capacity, and $532 million for Units 3 and 4, or
$283 per kilowatt of capacity. Estimated capital costs of alternative
plants were reported to be $600 million for a 4-unit oil-fired plant
or $160 per kilowatt of capacity, and $578 million for a 4-unit combined
cycle plant or $135 per kilowatt of capacity. Fuel costs were estimated
at 2.4-3 mills per kilowatt-hour for Units 1 and 2 and 2.19 mills per
kilowatt-hour for Units 3 and 4, 6.10 mills per kilowatt-hour for an oil-
fired alternative plant and 7.12 mills per kilowatt-hour for a combined
cycle alternative plant. T'e staff of the Bureau of Power finds these
costs to be within the range of similar costs reported by the industry.

Conclusions

The staff of the Bureau of Power concludes that the electric power
output represented by the North Anna Power station Units 1, 2, 3, and 4
is needed to implement the Applicant's and VACAR's subregional generation
expansion plans for meeting the projected loads and to provide needed
reserve margin capacity for the summer peak loads during the 1975-1978
period. In addition, the very large amount of other scheduled new
capacity must be in operation as planned if the forecast capacity margins
are to be met.

Very truly yours,

hi, rePps we
Chief, Bureau of Power
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINI 4
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STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

January 25, 1973

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission ,1., •
Washington - ,

D. C. 20545

Attention: Mr. Daniel R. Muller, Assistant Director
for Environmental Projects, Directorate
of Licensing , ..

North Anna Units 1-4
Docket Nos. 50-338, 50-339, 50-404, 50-405

Gentlemen:

As requested in Mr. Muller's letter of December 11, 1972, we

have reviewed the Draft Environmental Statement prepared by the United

StatesAtomic Energy Commission, Directorate of Licensing, for the North

Anna Power Station of Virginia Electric and Power Company. We have the

following comments:

1. The following statement appears on page 4-19 of the

Statement:

"It has not proved to be evident why the 150 cfs
release rate for the February-June period applies
only during the filling period . . . [I] t is possible
that release rates could decrease to 40 cfs during the
spring period of some years, thereby changing the
salinity distribution in the upper Pamunkey River and
affecting reproduction of anadromous fish species. A
review of release rates from Lake Anna by the appropriate
by the appropriate State regulatory and advisory agencies
taking into consideration these factors seems to be

warranted."
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In January 1969, Virginia Electric and Power Company applied

to the State Corporation Commission, as required by §62.1-83 of the Code

of Virginia of 1950, as amended, for a license to construct the North

Anna dam. The Commission thereafter held hearings on the application on

March 4 and 5 and on May 21, 22 and 23, 1969. There was broad participation

in those hearings by State agencies and interested members of the public.

In particular, the Virginia. Division of Water Resources (now the Bureau

of Water Resources of the StateWater.Control Board) and the Virginia

Institute of Marine Sciences (VIMS) participated throughout. No question

received more hearing time or closer scrutiny during those hearings than

the question of the appropriate release rates to be required of the

Company. It was ultimately determined that 150 cfs was required during

the impoundment period. That figure was recommended by the Division of

Water Resources and by VIMS as a flow that would insure maintenance of

the proper salinity levels in the Pamunkey River downstream from the

Lake Anna dam and, thus, protect those areas for the reproduction of

anadromous fish.

The full 150 cfs was required during impoundment, of course,

since the downstream flow during that period would be comprised solely

of the water released by the Company. As for the period after the

completion of impoundment, however, the experts in the Division and VIMS

recognized that a 150 cfs minimum release would no longer be necessary

since the normal flows over the dam buttressed by the required minimum

release, would insure that the mean monthly low flow over the course of

each February-June period would not be substantially less than 150 cfs.
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In short, the question of releases from the Lake Anna dam were

explored comprehensively and at great length with full participation by

all State agencies and interested private parties. In light of those

proceedings, and in the absence of any new data, we seriously doubt

whether still further review would be productive.

2. With respect to the discussion in the Statement on the

predicted characteristics and effect of the thermal effluent from the

Station with four Units operating, there appears to be a fundamental

disagreement between the Company and the AEC Staff on the cooling

effectiveness of certain portions of the waste heat treatment facility

and the Lake. Because of this disagreement the Company and the AEC Staff

quite understandably reached markedly different conclusions as to the

potential effects of the thermal effluent on the Lake. The Staff, for

example, predicts that the Lake will be thermally and chemically stratified

all year long and concludes that up to 30% of the volume of the Lake may

be unavailable for the production of sport fish.

This Commission has recently been charged by the General Assembly

of Virginia with responsibility for insuring that the design and location

of major electric facilities reasonably minimize adverse environmental

consequences. At the same time, we have long been required to see that the

rates for electric service are as low as they reasonably can be. We have,

then, an important dual responsibility to all the citizens of the Commonwealth

and we are acutely aware of the need to insure that substantial expenditures

are indeed necessary and that their benefits will outweigh their costs.

Thus with respect to the alternative cooling designs evaluated

by the Staff and its recommendation that the intake for Units 3 and 4 and
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the waste heat treatment facility be modified, we believe that requiring

such changes at this time would be premature. We recommend, instead,

that the Company be required to carry out a comprehensive monitoring

program during the operation of Units 1 and 2, that the results of those

programs be carefully analyzed and that a decision then be made as to

whether any further alterations are required in connection with Units 3

and 4 and, if so, what kinds of alterations. If it should ultimately be

determined, based on the results of such a monitoring program, that changes

might be called for, the costs of such changes should be carefully weighed

against the benefits they would be expected to provide. In this connection,

the unavailability of a reasonably limited portion of the Lake for the

production of sport fish should be viewed ic light of the fact that the

remaining portion that would be available would produce and sustain far

and away more sport fishing than that stretch of the North Anna River would

have produced absent the project.

Yours very truly,

Chai 5a
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January 24, 1973

I.? .i ' ...

Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for I -

Environmental Projects % '
Directorate of Licensing
U.-S. Atomic Energy Commission \ --
Washington, D. C. 20545 ,

Dear Mr. Muller:

The North Anna Reservoir Draft Environmental Statement prepared by the
Atomic Energy Commission and issued December, 1972 has received a preliminary
review by members of the Division staff. There appears to be a serious question
as to the exact impact of two additional generating stations on the quality of
water recreation potential. of the North Anna Reservoir.

The statement as drafted and received from the Atomic Energy Commission
appears to limit its comments to that aspect of water recreation involving
fisheries production and possible water quality deterioration in cooling ponds
and in the area of the reservoir between the power station and the dam.

The Division is planning to acquire lands for a State park in the vicinity
of Pigeon Run. This is upstream from the generating station and the Contrary
Creek area of the reservoir.

The statement doesn't address the changes, if any, in water recreation
potential and quality of this portion of the reservoir. In addition, the state-
ment does not address the impact of the additional generating units on the
specific activities of swimming, boating, and water skiing. Any adverse effect
on these activities are most significant because they enjoy the greatest par-
ticipation by visitors to our State parks.
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Mr. Daniel R. Muller
Page 2
January 24, 1973

Two other questions which should be addressed by your statement or during
staff hearings are as follows:

1) Is there a point in an individual's recreation experience
on the reservoir where he cannot use the water due to the
radiation exposure involved by its use?

2) What procedures have to be taken on the part of State
park administrators and visitors in case there is an
accident involving radiation or public safety at the
power station?

The Division is most interested in following the progress of the AEC's
and VEPCO's studies and hearings. Could you furnish us copies of all comments
to this statement and the dates of any hearings? We would like to be considered
an interested party and ask that the Division be permitted to make additional
statements, if necessary, at any future pre-hearing conferences or hearings.

I appreciate this opportunity to review and comment on your Draft Environ-
mental Report Statement.

The Division is concerned because we have just been authorized to begin
acquisition of a State park encompassing nearly 2,000 acres and estimated to
cost in excess of $3,000,000. Its visitation should be greater than 500,000
people per year. This places a great responsibility on the Commonwealth to
insure that the quality of the recreation resource is high and that by using

the resource our citizens are not being exposed to a safety hazard.

If I can be of further assistance, do not hesitate to call or write.

Sincerely yours,

BenH. len
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STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD
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January 31, 1973 /'
4. 'BOARD MEMBERS

Mr. Daniel R. Muller, Assistant Director 4,46 4 -Noman M. Cole, Jr.

for Environmental Projects \-. Chairman

Directorate of Licensing \ ,.hayW. Edwards

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission /.",,Henry S. Holland IeIkI

Washington, D. C. 20545 "- Mrs. Wayne.Jacks•n
1 . Andrew W. McThenia, Jr.

Dear Mr.M'.l.ler Robert W. Spessard
Dear Mr. Muller:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
relative to the Proposed Continuation of Construction and
Operation of Units 1 and 2 of the North Anna Power Station,
prepared by the Atomic Energy Commission. Our comments are as
follows:

(1) With regard to the Louisa Sewage Treatment Plant being
overloaded (p. 2-21), this is to advise you that an investigation
is underway and any action necessary to protect the water quality
of Lake Anna will be initiated by the State Water Control Board.

(2) Reference is made, in several sections of the report, to the
problem of mine drainage entering the lake via Contrary Creek.
The Water Control Board is aware of the existing problem on
Contrary Creek and with the assistance of The Virginia Soil and
Water Conservation Commission and several other interested State
agencies are conducting a study to seek a solution to this problem.

We believe that a means can be found to reclaim the mine spoil
areas along Contrary Creek and eliminate the great majority of the
acid and heavy metals discharge from these areas. The Mine Drain-
age Section of the Environmental Protection Agency has been con-
sulted about the problem and after a visit to the site agreed that
a demonstration grant might be obtained to reclaim the area. Work
will continue on this study, and it is anticipated the problem
can be eliminated before units 3 and 4 are installed.

(3) The staff has reviewed the results of the temperature analysis
conducted by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) with con-
siderable interest. In summary, this analysis states that operations
of units 1 and 2 of the power station will not cause an excessive
temperature rise in Lake Anna. However, the ORNL analysis indicates
that Virginia's water quality standards will be violated when all
4 units of the power station are operational in 1977-1978. Virginia
Electric and Power Company studies indicate that the Virginia water
quality standards for temperature will not be violated with operation
of all 4 units of the power station.

Upon considering the 2 temperature patterns predicted by the 2 studies,
the only positive conclusion that can be reached is that the operation
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of units 1 and 2 should not violate Virginia's water quality
temperature standard. However, we are quite concerned about the
possible effect that all 4 units will have on the temperature of
Lake Anna and the resultant effect on the biota of the lake.

The Water Control Board is of the opinion that the results of the
preoperational and postoperational monitoring programs (units 1
and 2) on Lake Anna must be analyzed before a final conclusion can
be reached as to the temperature patterns to be expected from
operation of all 4 units. Should this analysis indicate that the
operation of all 4 units will violate temperature standards in
Lake Anna, the Virginia Electric and Power Company will be required
to take steps necessary to avoid such violations. In anticipation
of the possible need for additional steps to be taken by VEPCO, it
is our intention to confer with representatives of the company at
an early date to identify specific remedial courses. of action.

Since the North Anna Lake is State waters as defined by Virginia
Law, we would request that copies of any comments received by the
Atomic Energy Commission be forwarded to us.

Very truly yours,

A. H. Paessler
Deputy Executive Secretary

REB/ap
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50-338
50-339

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 50-404
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE 50-405

COUNCIL ON THE ENVIRONMENT

EIGHTH STREET OFFICE BUILDING

GERALD P. MCCARTHY RICHMOND 23219 MEMBERS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR .50MN W. HANEJ. JR.

CHAIRMAN
FITZGERALD REMISS

EDGAR B. BOYNTON
NOMAN M. COLE. JR.
CHARLES W. WILLIAMS

February 13, 1973

Mr. Daniel R. Muller FES
Assistant Director for '4 S - 19'3 •

Environmental Projects
Directorate of Licensing
Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Muller:

I am forwarding for your consideration the comments of our
Commission of Outdoor Recreation concerning Docket Numbers 50-
338, 50-339, 50-404, and 50-405..

Time and staff limitations have precluded a more through
evaluation than desirable, but I trust you will find these com-
ments helpful.

Sincerely,

Gerald P. McCarthy

GPM:dja

Enclosure
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February 7, 1973 " , -^fj

MEMORANDUM

TO: Gerald P. McCarthy

FROM: Rob R. Blackmore

SUBJECT: AEC Draft Environmental Statement:
North Anna Power Station

We have reviewed the subject report issued December
1972 and wish to direct our comments through you for
submission to the Atomic Energy Commission staff.
Although the report references the North Anna Land Use
Study done for our Commission and considers a subject of
great importance to us, we were not included on the
mailing list or consulted during preparation of the draft
report.

We would appreciate your notifying AEC that we should
be advised in future correspondence regarding North Anna
matters.

Attached are staff review comments for your use or
transmittal to AEC.

Director

No

Inl

Attachment
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Comments on
A.E.C. Draft Environmental Statement

on North Anna Power Station

Virginia Commissiqn of Outdoor Recreation

February 7, 1973

Although aware of our interest and involvement in
this project, the AEC staff did not consult us but relied
on printed reports and heresay for their information on
scenic and recreational concerns. As a consequence the
Environmental Statement contains misrepresentations and
omissions of environmental factors that should at least
be in the record. Among these are the following:

1. The statement looks only at present developments
and does not recognize transmission line conflicts with
planned uses and developments around Lake Anna, although
the staff had a copy of the Land Use Plan for the North
Anna Reservoir and referred to it in the text. The
planning guides used by AEC recommend that planned uses
be recognized as well as present uses.

2. While accepting the proposed routes for the
Ladysmith and other lines, the report should have noted
for the record:

-- that the Ladysmith line involves a 2300-
foot. crossing of Lake Anna in addition to
the shorter crossing by the Morrisville
line.

-- that the Ladysmith line conflicts with
recommended residential developments
along the north shore of Lake Anna.

-- that the Midlothian line conflicts with
recommended residential development
around the cooling lagoons and intrudes
on their scenic and aesthetic qualities.

3. The statement on page 8-5 relative to plans
being formulated "by the applicant, the State of Virginia,
and Louisa County relative to future Use of the lake and
the adjacent land" is possibly misleading by suggesting
that the State and the applicant will have some control
over these matters, which they do not. It fails,
incidentally, to mention Spotsylvania and Orange Counties
along with Louisa.
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Mr. Paul Leech
AIE Environmental Project Manager

North Anna Generating Station
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

Directorate of Licensing
Washington, D.C. 20545

D9 Windom Place, N.W.
shington, D.C. 20016

nuary 25, 1973

ocket Nos. 50-338
50-339
50-40)4
50-405

Dea-r Mr. Leech:

Enclosed is a copy of a letter I have sent offering some
comments on the North Anna project Draft Environmental Statement.

Sincerely yours,

. ames Jo Durnan, Jr.!
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Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Atomic Energy Coimmission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Attention: Chief, Public Proceedings Branch

Re: Docket Nos. 50-338, 50-339, 50-404, and 50-405

Gentlemen:

I should like to submit for your consideration the following
comments on your Draft Envizronmental Statement relating to VEPCO's
North Anna N.uclear generating station. iy comments pertain primarily
to those sections of your draft statement on transmission facilities,

especially the North Anna-korrisville 500 I'V line.

1. I believe that it would be extremely helpful to the general
public to see in your final environmental statement a fuller discussion
and analysis of the feasibility and techniques of using existing 500 1V
transmission line corridors to a greater extent to reduce environmental
inmact. Concern for the ultimate price of irroliferating utility cor-
ridors was a prine point in the August 1970 report by the •ihite 1-'ouse's
Energy Policy Staff, Office of Science and Technology, entitled "Ulectric
Power and the Environment." Similar ccncern has been expressed in
other rer~orts and studies. Wihile recognizing the importance of re-
liability, the report stressed that we must begin to make more efficient
utilization of existing corridors in order to avoid cumiulative massive
degrladation of our environment. This becomes of earticular concern
in the case of the i1orth Anna-'nox-risville teansmission corridor w.hen
it is realized that the applicant's proposal is tied to a massive new
grid of ý00 1"V, 230 KV and lesser transmission corridors running in
four directions from the proposed 1.iorrisville substation with an
enormous adverse impact u-,.on Paucuier and neighboring counties. ,m-
tensive discussion of greater utilization of existin!g corridors in the
final statement could have a more general application in other instances
since this issue is expected to become increasingly a concern through-
out the nation.

2. Your statement fortunately corrects the misleading in-
plication in the ZSPC0 iievised Environmental Impact Study submitted
..... ch 15, 1972, (a.e 3-7) that there is an existing "substation near
orrisvile w.;here f~his 500 -V I/ Will tie to the existing., 500 kV

-vstem." In fact .o substati_ St E orrisville presCetly exists, nor

. existing" 500 KV systemi"-' within six miles of horrisville.
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Rather, as noted above, VEPCO proposes an extensive new grid of 500 KV,
230 KV and lesser lines connecting at Klorrisville. This proposed grid
is somewhat more extensive than your draft statement indicates, and
because it is not in accord with the Comprehensive Plan of Fauquier
County, the county Planning. Commission recornended against, and the
Board of Supervisors refused to grant, approval of the ?iorrisville
substation and associated transmission corridors. This matter is now
in litigation, and also under consideration by the Virginia State
Corporation Commission. (Attached is a separate discussion of this

proposed urid.) That ever the outcome of the litigation, it is clear
that VE2PCO selected the general location of its proposed Worth Anna-
-iorrisville corridor primarily for economic or engineering considera-
tions, without adequate attention to environmental criteria.

3. I regret that your draft environmental statement fails
to note the irpact of VEIPCO's proposed North Anna-'orrisville 500 KV
and 230 KV corridor on a proposed publicly-owned recreational facility
in Fauauier County. This is an approximately 450-311 acre public
fishing lake which would be constructed on Supnmerduck Run between the
conmunities of Sumerduck and Lorrisville. This lake was proposed after
adoption of the m'auquier County Comprehensive Plan and does not appear
in that plan, but has received endorsement by the Fauquier Fish and
Game Association, the Fauquier Chapter of the Izaac Walton League of
America, and the Sumerduck Huritan Club. This public lake proposal
was called to the attention of VEIC0 during hearings held before both
the Fauauier County Planning Co-.nission and the Fauquier County board
of Supervisors, as was a suggested alternative route for the North Anna
500 KV line which would route the line three miles further east of
Suierduck through a wooded area now being extensively cut for pulpwood
and hence a less environmentally damaging route. It should be clearly
stated, however, that any lesser changes in alignment of the trans-
mission corridor which would merely skirt the lake site would cause
even greater damage to adjacent homes and the village of Sumerduck,

since that entire area along routes 51l and 632 is extensively developed.

4. On page 3-56 of the draft environmental statement it is
stated that VEPCO rejected one alternate route for the North Anna-
Iiorrisville 500 KV line which would have affected potential waterfront
lot development. I wish that this concern not to interfere with potential
development had weighed as heavily in the case of the villages of Sumer-
duck and ihorrisville, in Fauquier County, since the proposed route
shown in the TEPCO study and the 1iorrisville. substation itself will
intrude within .he 1/2 mile radius circle designated by the Fauquier
County Coxprehensive Plan as the Sumerduck and Iorrisville Village
Centers, to be zoned for intensive V-2 development (which includes

townhouses) upon submission and approval of a village development plan;
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this area is already subject to extensive single-family residential
development. i linor shifts which VEPCO might propose in this vicinity
to avoid the 1/2 mile radius circle would, however, merely aggravate
the injurious impact of this transmission corridor on existing homes
just outside the village centers and on existing farm and residential
development (which extends along route 651 nearly three miles east or
west of the Sunierduck village center.)

5. The draft statement's discussion at page 4-6 urging
more effective use of the terrain to reduce adverse impact along the
North Anna-iiorrisville transmission corridor is welcome, if, in fact,
there is no alternative to this corridor. However, even by adoption
of the measures proposed at page 4-6, it will be virtually impossible
to reduce substantially this adverse impact of the proposed route. For
instance, even if a zig-zag is introduced in the alignment where this
transmission corridor crosses route 651 in Fauouier County, the road
is at a high elevation here and the lines will be visible from both
the road and nearby dwellings for a distance of four miles southward
into neighboring Culpeper County, i.e. as far as the presently visible
Culpeper Fire To'ýwer on route 610 in Culpeper County near ?-ichardsville.
(The proposed transmission lines will pass adjacent to this fire tower.)
*Foreover this stretch of route 651 (i.e. from Remington to Goldvein)
is designated by the Fauquier County Comprehensive Plan (page 33) to be
protected as a scenic route; thus, this N1orth Auna-iorrisville 500 KV
and parallelling 230 KV and lesser lines will be intensively damaging
to the scenic properties of route 651 in this area, and contrary to the
objectives of our Comprehensive Plan. This route is the princi-al
easterly approach to Kelly's Ford battlefield which has been proposed
as a State park by the Virginia Outdoor Recreation Study Commission
and the Fauquier County Comprehensive Plan.

I hope that these comments will trove useful to the AEC's staff
in the preparation of the final Environmental Statement.

Attachment
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The additional connecting facilities proposed in Fauquier County are
as follows:

(a) VEPCO proposes to construct an approximately 27 acre sub-
station in the community of horrisville, on one of the highest elevations
in southern Fauquier County, which will be visible from distances of
five miles or more.

(b) VEPCO proposes to construct on a new right-of-way a 111 mile
500 XV line from VLCF' s '4,t. Storm fossil-fueled generating station
in West Virginia to ilorrisville, Virginia. The last five miles of the
line would be paralleled by two proposed 230 KV lines and possibly
other lines in the future, cutting a new 300-foot corridor across
open, level, attractive and prosperous farmland.

* .(c) VEFCO proposes to construct on a new 235 foot right-of-way
a 7.8 mile 500 KV line, to be paralleled by a new 230 KV and other future
lines from the proposed ilorrisville substation to the existing Loudoun-
Elmont 500 XV line. ,ron that intersection a new;, approximately 20
mile 500 KV line is being constructed to VTPCO's Ox substation in Fair-
fax County. The first 3 miles of this line in iauquier County would
be on an entirely new right-of-may.

(d) VEFCO originally proposed a fourth, approximately 9 mile 500
KV line to extend from the iiorrisville substation to a proposed new
substation at turdis, Virginia, to connect also with the existing
Loudoun Elmont 500 ,V line, but this proposal has been shelved for
the present (perhaps because it was an unnecessary duplication of the
facilities in (c) above?).
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WA5I4INGTON. D.C*. 20545

OFFICIAL. rit)5INESS

POST&GQ. ASO VVES' "Alo
U.I. ATOPAX~ Ef1FJQ P(~'COMMIS.2i(?N

Mr. Ja Js J. Dujrnan, Jr.
4509 Wlxon.am rlace, i;. W.
Washington, D. C. 20•I6

UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COM"IISSION

Dear Sir: Date .. /0/7 .
Receipt is acknowledged of your communication dated: 1/25

and postmarked: 1/26/73
concerning: comments on draft environmental statement
relating to VEPCO's North Anna Niclear Generating stations.
Your letter has been referred to the Deputy Director for
Reactor Projects, Directorate or Licensing.

Chief
Public Proceedings Branch
Office of the Secretary
U. S. Atomic Enera.v Commission
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LAW OFFICES

IVINS, PHILLIPS & BARKER
1700 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006

January 26, 1973

JAMES S. Y. IVINS (18es-. 1860)
PERCY W. PHILLIPS (1892-1969)

AREA CooD 202

TELEPHONE 223-5900

CASLE: PHILBAR

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Directorate of Licensing
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Attention: Mr.
AEC

Paul H. Leech.
Environmental Project Manager
CPPr-77
CPPR-78
North Anna Power Station,
Units 1 and 2

AEC Docket No. 50-338
No. 50-339

Gentlemen:

I have carefully read your Draft Environmental Statement
on the above project issued December 1972. As a representative
of the Fauquier League for Environmental Protection, my
particular interest in the Draft relates to the portions deal-
ing with siting of transmission facilities. I urge that in com-
piling your Final Statement serious consideration be given to
the following points.

A. Federal environmental policy as reflected in the
studies of all agencies which have addressed themselves to this
question have concluded that impact on the environment is mini-
mized by the siting of new transmission facilities in existing
right-of-ways or by establishing utility corridors. See
Federal Power Commission Guidelines, "Electric Power Transmission
and the Environment", Department of Interior/Department of
Agriculture, "Environmental Criteria for Electric Transmission
Systems" (1971); Office of Science & Technology, "Electric Power
and the Environment" (1970). These studies clearly reflect
conclusions that the adverse environmental impact of multiple
corridors -is greater than the -esthetic undesirability of densely
packed towers and lines or larger towers which may be the result
of confining new facilities to existing corridors. Your Draft
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Statement does not deal in an effective and convincing way
with this subject, and its apparent conclusion (§ 10.4) that
three separate rights-of-way for four 500 KV lines are ap-
propriate from an environmental standpoint appears to be un-
supported by a careful consideration of the alternatives.

(1) The Draft Statement states (p. 10-12) that "acquisi-
tion of additional right-of-way for a parallel line
would be difficult because of buildings and other obstructions
at various locations." See also p. 3-56. This conclusion
should be supported by a specific examination of the obstruc-
tions referred to and a comparison of the difficulty and cost
of obtaining additional right-of-way for a parallel line to
that of obtaining new right-of-way in separate corridors. If
costs are considered to be a factor, as they appear to be in
discussions (p. 10-13) of the feasibility of underground trans-
mission, then data should be presented on the comparative costs
of the acquisition of the greatly increased amount of acreage
which is required tor a separate corridor over that required
for widening or remaining within existing corridors. In ad-
dition to the cost of acquiring the additional acreage, con-
sideration must be given to the cost of acquisition and
maintenance of access roads to new rights-of-way and the ad-
ditional cost of servicing widely separated lines including
vegetation control along the edges, problems which are not
present if lines are kept in existing corridors.

(2) If higher towers to permit double circuit structures
on existing rights-of-way are considered aesthetically less
desirable (p. 10-11), then reasons should be given tor this
apparent departure from the conclusions of all previous studies
which have dealt with the question. Furt hermore, the Draft
Statement contains no discussion of the prospects for upgrading
voltage on existing lines.

(3) If in fact it is solely a "reliability" consideration
which results in approval of separate corridors (p. 10-11),
full explanation should be given for the departure from the
conclusions reached by other federal agencies on this subject
and data should be provided concerning the impact on reliability
of following these guidelines. The Draft Statement is totally
unconvincing in its suggestion that a falling tree could be
expected to knock out two 500 KV lines separated by 100 fget.
If airplanes crashing into transmission lines which are this
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widely separated have proved to be a problem, statistics should
be given to support this conclusion. Moreover, there are no
data given on the question of whether lightning striking one
line is likely to knock out another line in the general vicinity,
the frequency with which this could be expected to happen, or
the techniques of insulation which might be employed to minimize
such a threat.

(4) If a proven technology for underground transmission is
about to be available, as your Draft indicates (p. 10-13), then
surely all of the points which have been raised above as pos-
sibly supporting separate corridors would totally vanish. Once
a separate corridor has been authorized, it becomes a permanent

commitment of environmental resources, and reclamation is
virtually ruled out. Such a permanent despoilation and loss of
the natural uses of thousands of acres of now unspoiled land
for the transitory purpose of avoiding certain other minor problems
until underground transmission is fully available is wholly un-
justified, and a full discussion of this aspect of the matter
should be included in your Statement before any contrary conclusion
is reached.

(5) More specifically, the report places apparent importance

on waterfront areas (p. 3-56) but then inexplicably fails to deal
with the impact of its conclusions to permit three additional river
crossings at widely separated points as compared to the alterna-
tive of bringing several across at or near the same point after
the Rapidan and Rappahannock have joined.

(6) Finally, if in fact there is any value inVepco's
suggestions that rights-of-way can be used by landowners for
grazing lands or orchards, a question which the Draft does not
examine (see p. 8-5), certainly these uses have a much greater
feasibility on wide corridors which carry multiple lines than on
the narrower rights-of-way involved in utilizing multiple cor-
ridors.

B. Apart from the most important question of whether
separate new corridors for transmission lines will be permitted,
an examination of the Draft Statement brings to mind other ques-
tions which should be examined:

1. Why are Trot H frame towers rather than lattice
structures required for the entire length of line rather than
simply at points where large bodies of water are crossed?
(p. 3-61).
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2. Why are herbicides permitted in wooded areas if
other methods of weed control are available? (p. 8-1). In
stating that herbicides should not be used near bodies of water
or recreation sites (p. vi), the Statement should be clarified
to make it clear that this includes streams of all sizes and
that "recreation sites" includes wooded areas used for hiking,
riding and similar activities.

3. Why should stump removal on rights-of-way be left
to landowners as opposed to being a condition imposed on the
applicant? (p. 8-5).

4. Why is not "feathered" cutting (as opposed to
clear cutting) proposed to be required of the applicant rather
than merely recommended? See p. 4-6. Why should not the ap-
plicant be required to seed right-of-way with low growing species
throughout wooded areas if land is unsuitable for other purposes
rather than only at road crossings? See p. 4-5.

I would welcome an opportunity to discuss these matters
with you and to assist you in any way that I can to help provide
related statistical information as needed in the preparation of
your Final Statement.

Very truly yours,

CARROLL J. SAVAGE
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Directorate of Licensing I.
United States Atomic Energy CommissionWashington, D. C. 20545

USAEC Draft Environmental Statement December
1972 - VEPCO's North Anna Project

Dear Sir:

The comments submitted herein are on behalf of J. R.
Bowen and myself, the Culpeper County League for Environmental
Protection, the Rappahannock River Retreat, William P. Boizelle,
Administrative Agent for 19 property owners, E. W. Allen, A. L.
Martin, Roland Iager, George E. Walker, James. T. Mastin, and
Francis M. Martin. Our submission includes both general and
specific comments.

General Comments:

We think the draft environmental statement reflects
a big step in the direction of giving NEPA factors real con-
sideration. The failure of VEPCO to truly give NEPA factors
consideration in selecting the location of its proposed trans-
mission routes casts on the AEC an even greater responsibility
in assuring that NEPA factors are intelligently applied. VEPCO's
failures should be VEPCO's problem. Inasmuch as the need for
additional electrical power in the areas to be served by the
North-South route from North Anna is long term and not immediate,
VEPCO should be required to toe the mark on NEPA. In short, if
relocation of the entire North Anna-Morrisville route is the
right answer, AEC's final environmental report should so state.

We are not oblivious to the long-term electrical
energy needs of the areas to be served by VEPCO, but we are
keenly aware of absolute necessity to use this Nation's lands
and environment more wisely. We are a rich nation and can
afford, from a time and money standpoint, to do more now so
that we do a little better job as trustee of the environment
for succeeding generations.
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We recognize that balance is called for, and we seek
only an informed and intellectually honest judgment on the NEPA
and other relevant factors. Unless we are hyprocrites, neither
the AEC nor we can settle for less.

My comments are most sincere. If AEC approves the
North-Morrisville route urged by me, it would cross a 92-acre

farm in Spotsylvania County on Route 3 which is owned by my
brother-in-law and me equally. My consideration of NEPA and
other relevant factors compels me to conclude that VEPCO should
upgrade its existing North-South 500 KV line or run a new line
parallel to it and thereby stay within the existing utility
corridor. That existing North-South 500 KV line, which is
omitted on VEPCO's maps, crosses my Route 3 farm. I surely
do not want more of VEPCO's transmission towers and lines on
my Route 3 property, but I honestly feel VEPCO should stick
to that existing North-South corridor rather than directly
waste 906 acres of land and greatly harm the economic. and en-
vironmental value of much more.

Specific Comments:

1. Attached hereto and incorporated herein is a copy
of my Petition To Intervene in the VEPCO matter. This Petition
sets forth the specific objections we have to the location of
VEPCO's proposed route for transmission lines from North Anna
to Morrisville. Some of our suggestions have been recognized
and are already reflected in the Draft Environmental Statement.

2. We suggest further consideration be given to
whether the route from North Anna to Northern Virginia should
stay within the existing Elmont-Ladysmith-Loudoun-Doubs North-
South 500 KV line corridor. Indeed, it may be that there are
compelling reasons for rejecting the upgrading of the existing
500 KV line or running another line parallel to it. If so,
those reasons ought to be more fully developed in the Final
Statement.

The two premises which seem to be the basis for re-

jecting the existing North-South 500 KV corridor as a better
route are reliability and esthetics. We have difficulty in
squaring these conclusions with the Departments of Interior
and Agriculture and FPC published guidelines, which have been
adopted by the AEC at 53.9 of its Revised Guide for Prepara-
tion of Environmental Reports.

The FPC guidelines in "Electric Power Transmission
and the Environment" states as number 1 in the selection of
right-of-way routes:
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"THE SELECTION AND CLEARING OF RIGHTS-
OF-WAY ROUTES

"To the extent permitted by the property
interest involved, rights-of-way should be se-
lected with the purpose of minimizing conflict
between the rights-of-way and present and pros-
pective uses of the land on which they are to
be located. To this end, existing rights-of-
way should be given priority as the locations
for additions to existing transmission facili-
ties, and the joint use of existing rights-of-
way by different kinds of utility services
should be considered." (p. 1)

Likewise, the Department of Interior/Department of Agriculture
"Environmental Criteria for Electric Transmission Systems"
(1971) provides:

"B. Selection of a Proposed Route or Corridor

"1. Rights-of-way should be selected to pre-
serve the natural landscape and minimize
conflict with present and planned uses of
the land on which they are to be located.

"2. Where possible, retirement or upgrading
of existing lower voltage transmission
circuits should be required to allow con-
struction of higher voltage, higher ca-
pacity circuits on the existing right-of-
way.

"3. Properly sited established rights-of-way
should be used where warranted for the
location of additions to existing trans-
mission facilities." (p. 2)

In the Electric Power and the Environment Report
of the Energy Policy Staff, Office of Science and Technology
(August 1970), it is stated in the chapter on Transmission
Lines and Utility Corridors that:

"* * * It is imperative that land be used
more efficiently for all competing demands.
This calls for locating utility services when-
ever possible on the same rights-of-way and
planning joint use service or 'utility corri-
dors' in order to minimize impact on the en-
vironment." (p. 21)
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Thus, it seems uncontrovertible that as a general
rule and notwithstanding reliability and esthetic consider-
ations, a single corridor for two or more transmission lines
has been determined as a matter of Government fundamental en-
vironmental policy to be preferable to two separate corridors.
Admittedly, there can be exceptions, but any such exceptions
must be real and substantive.

I personally have been over much of the land and
studied aerial photographs and topographical maps and simply
cannot see any real or substantive reason for rejecting the
existing Elmont-Ladysmith-Loudoun-Doubs corridor as the loca-
tion of the new lines.

Such things as crossing the Matta River several times
(_p. 3-54) cannot justify crossing both the Rapidan and Rappa-
hannock Rivers. If the existing North-South corridor were fol-
lowed, the Rapidan River would be avoided entirely and the ex-
isting VEPCO 500 KV line crossing at the confluence of the
Rapidan and Rappahannock Rivers could be relocated slightly
down stream along with the new line. VEPCO's existing 500 KV
line destroys the natural beauty of the confluence, white
waters and old canals and locks in that area. Thus, VEPCO
could make a substantial environmental contribution by restor-
ing that which it has heretofore destroyed. Also, there is,
of course, no reason not to make other deviations where neces-
sary to avoid rivers (Matta), buildings (of which there are
few), and then return to the existing corridor.

3. We suggest the use of more positive language in
a few places in the Final Environmental Statement to assure
compliance.

Page V of the statement of the conditions for pro-
tection of the environment under b.5 - the words "endeavor to"
should be deleted. With the deletion, the sentence would read
"The applicant shall minimize the impacts of the transmission
lines to be constructed from the Station, including the follow-
ing: etc."

Page VI - add as a new 5b.5.f) "for river crossings
avoid high points and select corridor which is least visible

to public view and does minimal damage to potential waterfront
lots and recreation areas". These considerations are generally
recognized in the text of the draft statement but should be
specifically included in the conditions.

Page 4-6 - in the second paragraph delete the last
sentence which provides "Only minor variations should be neces-
sary to accomplish this and the additional land required should
also be small." The term "minor variations" is vague and
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probably would be construed by VEPCO as meaning a few feet
rather than whatever distance is required to avoid the un-
necessary detrimental environmental impact.

We appreciate the opportunity to make these comments

and trust they will be helpful.

Sincerely yours,

Clarence T. Kipps, Jr.

CTK:ead
Enclosure
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CONSERVATION COUNCIL -of VIRGINIA, Inc.
Fifth Floor

200 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23203

50-338
50-339
50-404
50-405

C. B. Harris
President
1450 Duke Street
Alexandria. Va. 22314

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS

Alleghany Crusade
for Clean Air

Association for the Preservation
of Virginia Antiuitles

Audubon Naturalist Society

Canoe Cruisers Association
Citizens Against Pollution

(Hanipton Roads)
Citizens Committee for

Virginia State Parks
Citizens Council for a

Clean Potomac
C.LE.A.N.
Council for Environmental

Quality (Hampton Roads)
ECOS
Fairfax County Federation of

Citizens Associations
Great Falls Conservation

Council
League of Women Voters

of Virginia
Metropolitan Washington

Caalition for Clean Air
North River Riparian

Associ3tion
Northern Virginia Conservation

Council
Northern Virginia Student

Environmental Council
Potomac Chapter, American Society
of LandscapeArchitects

Rappahannock League for
Environmental Protection

Reclaim the James
Richmond Scenic James Council
Sierra Club
The Garden Club of Virginia
Upper New River Va!ley

Association
Virginia Anglers Club
Virginia Chapter, American

Institute of Architects
Vircinia Chapter, American

Institute of Planners
Virginia Chapter, The Nature

Conservancy
Virginia Citizens Planning

Association
"Virginia Division, American Association

of University Women
Virginia Division, Izaak Walton

League

Virginia Farm Bureau
Federation

Virginia Federazion of
Garden Clubs

Virginia Federation of
Women's Clubs

Virginia Outing Club
Association

Virginia Region, National
Speleological Society

Virgir4a Society of
Ornithology

Virginia Subsection, Society
of American Foresters

Virginia Trails Association
Virginia Wilderness Committee
Wilderness Society
Wise County Conservation

Council

Zero Population Growth
of Virginia

Elizabeth Hartwell
Vice President
7968 Boiling Drive
Alexandria, Va. 22308

Joan C. Skeppstrom
Secretary
1104 Westover Ave.
Norfolk, Va. 23507

J. Robert Hicks
Treasurer
7625 Marllee Road
Richmond. Va. 23225

Please reply to: Rappahannock Defense Committee ..
P.O.Box 1146
Fredericksburg, Virginia 22401 .

;.ti •. "r'.f"

January 25, 1973 J '

Deputy Director for Reactor Projects `""..
Directorate of Licensing
U.S.Atomic Energy Cor.c-,ission \,'
Washington, D.C. 20545 '

Dear Sir:

The Rappahannock Defense Committee is made uD primarily of
citizens of the City of Fredericksburg and surrounding Counties.
One of our purposes is to secure National Scenic River protection
for eligible portions of the Rappahannock and Rapidan Rivers, which
are the only large rivers in the Commonwealth of Virginia to have
been designated as eliaible for both State and National scenic
river status. The sections involved include the Rappahannock from
tidewater to Remington and the Rapidan from its confluenee with
the Rappahannock to the community of Rapidan. These sections of
the Rivers, along with their surrounding lands, are rich in
historic, scenic, and recreational value. They are, in fact, unique
in many ways.

Our Committee is concerned about the Virginia Electric and
Power Company's proposed North Anna-Horrisville 500-kV trans-
mission line, which would cross both the Rappahannock and Rapidan
within the area of our particular interest.

We do not feel that we have sufficient information at this
time to make specific recommendations regarding the necessity for
or the routing of this line. (As you may know, theBoard of
Directors of the Conse--vation Council of Virginia, of which we
are a subcommittee, has endorsed the principle that new trans-
mission lines should tzhanever possible make use of existing rights-
of-way.) Our Committee would simply like to impress upon you the
special value of these Rivers, and urge that you give full.
consideration to their potential National Scenic River status in
your evaluation of the proposed transmission line's impact.

Yours very truly,

George L. Newman
Chairman

Working for the conservation (preservation and/or wise use) and appreciation of Virginia's natural and historic resources.
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VIRGINIA ELECTRXC AND POWR. COMPANY

RIxCHON-o, VIRGINIA 23261

January 29, 1973

United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Docket Nos. 50-338
50-339
50-404
50-405Attention:

Dear Sir:

Deputy Director for Reactor Projects
Directorate of Licensing

The attached document is a corrected set of comments by Virginia
Electric and Power Company on the AEC Draft Environmental Statement for
North Anna Power Station.

Four (4) figures were inadvertently omitted from the original set,
del.ivered to AEC on January 26, 1973. Please replace the original with the
attached corrected set.

Very truly yours,

Attachment

706
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VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND PoWElR COMPANY / lj '

RicH oNa, V ox I-IA 23261 ro '7

January 22, 1973.

United States Atomic Energy Commission Docket Nos. 50-338.
Washington, D. C. .50-339

50-404
Attention: Deputy Director for Reactor Projects 50-405.

Directorate of Licensing

Dear Sir:

We enclose the comments of Virginia Electric. and Power Company on the
Commission's Draft Environmental Statement, issued in December 1972., for North
Anna Power Station.

Our principal concern is that the Staff's conclusions with respect
to, among other things, thermal stratification, chemical effects and biological
stresses in Lake Anna all result from what we believe is a single fundamentally
erroneous assumption, namely, that substantial regions of the cooling lagoons
and Lake Anna will be less than 100%.effective for surface cooling. Based on
this defective premise, the Staff has recommended substantial modifications to
the proposed intake for Units 3 and 4 and to the cooling lagoon configuration,
recommendations whose additional costs.we believe the Staff has severely under-
estimated.

In our view, the Staff's assumption is'a slender reed indeed on which
to support the recommendation of such costly modifications. A far more rational
recommendation would be to reserve judgment on the effectiveness of the lagoons
and Lake Anna for surface, cooling, awaiting the results of our proposed thermal
monitoring program in connection with the operation of Unit I and, thereafter,
Unit 2. We are convinced that this approach will reveal that no substantial
modifications will be required in connection with Units.3 and 4,. as the evaluation
of hydrothermal effects prepared by our consultants is conservative. But should
our monitoring results prove us wrong, we would stand ready to make such rea-
sonable modifications as might be agreed upon with the appropriate agency.

In its emphasis on predicted adverse effects, which, as we have noted,
largely result from a single faulty premise, the Staff has substantially dis-
counted, and in some cases omitted altogether, certain positive or beneficial
aspects of the project and the relationship of the Station to the express
purposes of the National Environmental Policy Act, which are set out at page
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VIRGINIA EzcTHc AND PowER COMPANY TO Uni ted States Atomic Energy 2.
Commission

xiii.of the Statement. We are disappointed, for example, that theStatement
appears not to recognize. our continuing efforts over the last five years to
design and construct the North Anna Power Station in response to the express
needs and wishes of all concerned. We have participated in hearings at the
State level which have fully explored the design of the reservoir and cooling
lagoons,, including the resulting drawdowns, releases and normal reservoir
elevations. The appropriate State agencies, as well as interested members of
the public, participated at every stage.

Still, we well recognize, the obligation of the Commission and its
Staff to perform an independent environmental impact analysis of the project.
As.always, therefore, we have instructed the members of our staff to work closely
with the AEC in an effort to resolve as many of our concerns as possible. We
trust that the Final Environmental Statement will fairly set forth the issues
and recommend substantial changes only if there is a sound basis for them and
it is clear that their benefits will outweigh their costs.

Very truly yours,

StanleyRRe e
Vice Pre ident

cc: Virginia State Corporation Commission
Hunton, Williams, Gay & Gibson
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VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY

COMMENTS ON AEC DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
FOR NORTH ANNA POWER STATION

DOCKET NOS. 50-338, 50-339, 50-404 AND 50-405

Richmond, Virginia
January 25, 1973
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1.0 Introduction

These comments on the AEC Staff's Draft Environmental Statement (DES) for

North Anna Power Station have been prepared by Virginia Electric and Power

Company In response to an invitation for comment from the Directorate of

Licensing. Although the DES agrees, in many cases, with the Applicant's

assessment of environmental impact for the project, a major discrepancy exists

In the two parties' estimations of temperature distribution throughout the

Waste Heat Treatment Facility (WHTF) and main reservoir (Lake Anna). The

Staff has made a series of conservative assumptions which cumulatively result

In what the Applicant considers to be an erroneous evaluation of temperature

distribution.

Moreover, these unrealistically conservative results from the Staff's temperature

distribution analysis have then been translated, without qualification, into

predictions of severe environmental impact on the aquatic environment of

Lake Anna. On the basis of these predictions the Staff has suggested that

the Applicant should undertake several extensive waste heat dissipation system

modifications prior to the operation of Units 3 and 4, including the installation

of deepwater Intake piping, and modifications to the WHTF.

The Applicant believes that its operational monitoring program for Units I

and 2 will demonstrate the conservatism of its consultant's temperature

distribution predictions and that additional cooling system modifications for
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Units 3 and 4 will be unnecessary. The main purpose of these comments, therefore,

will be to point out briefly those areas in the DES that are of concern to

the Applicant, primarily because of this difference In thermal distribution

predictions. Supplementary information on other related topics has also been

presented, and corrections to the DES text, as applicable, have been suggested.
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2.0 Thermal Effects (DES, Section 3)

2.1 Assumptions

The Staff's analysis of temperature distribution in Lake Anna and the WHTF

contains several conservative assumptions which, of themselves, tend to reduce

the probability for simultaneous occurrence. The Applicant wishes to reiterate

the bases for these assumptions so that the Staff's analysis can be interpreted

In its proper perspective.

The Staff's overriding assumption is that, for maximum temperature conditions,

all four units have been assumed to be operating at 100 per cent power for

a full month. Applying the Applicant's realistic forced outage rate assumption

of nine per cent for each nuclear unit, it is reasonable to expect that all

four units will be operational together only 69 per cent, or 21 days of that

month, and that one unit will be down during the other nine days.

The second major assumption is that a drought comparable to the 1930-31 drought

will occur during the life of the station. As may be noted from Table 2.4 of

the DES, no drought of this severity (seven consecutive months having an index

number greater thannegative 4) has reoccurred, and only once in the data

presented since -1931 has the negative 4 index number been applicable to two

consecutive months (April and May of 1942). It is evident that the 1930-31

drought has a recurrence probability smaller than once every 40 years. The

probability that such a drought will occurduring the early 1980's, when all

four units have the greatest probability of operating together at 100 per cent

capacity, is extremely small indeed.
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The Staff has placed additional limitations on Its analysis by

assuming (a) near-surface intake, (b) no significant density flows, (c) no

mixing at the exit from Dike 3, and (d) adverse wind effects. Finally, the

Staff apparently used the same surface-to-air heat transfer coefficients as

the Applicant. These are considered to be conservative by Applicant's

consultants, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (S&W).

The net -resullt of -these aonserva1iave•.a.ssumptions.,. taken together, is what the

Applicant believes to be an unrealistic basis for assessment of environmental

Impact.

2.2 Comparison of S&W and ORNL Analysis

The ORNL study differs from the S&W study because ORNL has estimated less than

100 per cent "cooling effectiveness." The term "cooling effectiveness" is

defined by ORNL as the ratio of the heat actually dissipated from a given surface

area of the lake to the heat that would be dissipated if the same surface area

were In the main flow path of the effluent. As discussed on pages 3-27 and

3-30, ORNL actually estimated the "cooling effectiveness" by pro-rating surface

areas deemed to be in the flow path to the total area of the water body involved.

Flow path estimations were done using an electrical analogy which assumes that

the flow of a fluid is proportional to the voltage drop between two locations

on a piece of conductive material cut to the shape of the reservoir. This

assumption completely discounts entrance mixing at the Dike 3 outlet, density

Induced currents, and wind effects. Inspection of Fig. 3.14 and Table 3.5

Indicates that those areas Indicated to be less than 100 per cent effective

on Fig. 3.14 were actually assumed to be completely Ineffective. This
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assumption is not valid since there is no mechanism, other than high floods

or strong winds, which can prevent the warm water from penetrating up the

arms of the reservoir.and the WHTF. In the case where high flood flows occur

in the extremities, there would be.more than adequate water available to convey

the heat by advection. In the case where strong winds occur, the increased

exchange coefficient compensates for lost surface area.

Density currents will be a dominant feature in the flow patterns in-the WHTF

and the reservoir. These density currents will occur as a result of the heat

Input by the power station. Hydraulic laboratory tests have demonstrated that

a cool subsurface density flow can penetrate a counterflowing channel if the

densimetric Froude number is less than unity. S&W believes that a value of

less than 0.75 represents a conservative estimate of this dividing point.

For illustrative purposes, the amount of flow necessary to restrain the horizontal

movement of surface water at 97*F, the steady-state temperature calculated by

ORNL, will be determined. The temperature of the inflowing water will be

assumed to be 84.7*F. The narrow section of the reservoir, just upstream

of the intake area, will be considered a control since this section has a

marked reduction in cross-sectional area as compared with the remainder of

the'reservoir and, therefore, will be the location of highest flow velocity

during floods. The reservoir here is about 1,000 ft wide and 30 ft deep.

The calculation is as follows:

F Q= 9cg Ay g

C
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where: F = Froude number for counter-flowc

Qc =Quantity of counter-flow, cfs

B = Width of control section, ft

D = Depth of control section, ft

g = Gravity acceleration constant

y = Density of water at 84.7 0F

solving: Qc = 0.75 x 1000 x 30 0.13 x 32.2 x 30

= 32,000 cfs

The amount of reservoir Inflow is normally about 300 cfs; thus, it can be concluded

that 97*F water cannot be naturally restrained from spreading upstream beyond

the station intake. It should be noted that, if ORNL figures for the temperature

conditions are also used for the WHTF, the tendency for upstream spreading of

the heated water is even stronger. It can be shown that because Of the above

tendency to spread, the temperatures predicted by ORNL .are too high. Using

ORNL temperature predictions, only about 40 per cent of main reservoir, and

only about 50 per cent of the WHTF are considered effective cooling surfaces.

These effective cooling surfaces, therefore, transfer to atmosphere a total

heat load equal to the station heat input. Since total heat transfer is equal

to the product of the surface area, and temperature excess, it is obvious

that the temperature excess will be significantly reduced if the effective

area Is Increased. In fact, if the temperature at the extremities of the

zones listed by ORNL as effective were used throughout the reservoir, more

than twice the heat input by the station would be rejected by the water surface.

This condition cannot prevail, except during a transient, and only steady-

state cases are presented in the analysis.
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A more conservative approach could be taken in regard to the analysis presented

by ORNL. Assume there is a horizontal decay of temperature upstream of the

intake such that the surface temperature at the extremities is, say, 90°F

instead of 97°F as discussed earlier In this comment. Furthermore, assume

that the subsurface water is also 89°F instead of the 84.7°F used earlier.

The surface area upstream of the control section is about 5,300 acres or

231. x 106 ft 2 . In this case, using a value of 7.2 Btu/Ft/Hr/F, it can be

-ca.lcu.la.ted that the ..steady-.state heat. transfer rate to..atmosphere across

the lake surface above the intake structure is about 14.5 x 109 Btu/Hr. The

surface and subsurface center flow necessary to maintain this heat transfer

ls about 14,000 cfs and velocities through the control section would be less

than 0.5 fps in each direction. Since 14.5 x 109 Btu/Hr represents about 56

per cent of the station heat Input, it is obvious that the temperature levels

In this section and, for that matter, all sections of the reservoir and waste

heat treatment faci-lity, must be reduced to achieve thermal equilibrium.

Consequently, the Applicant believes that its estimate of.temperature distribution

In Lake Anna and the WHTF, as presented in the Applicant's Environmental Report

Supplement of March 15, 1972, is a conservative assessment of the maximum

adverse conditiohs that may be expected to occur. The operational monitoring

programs for Units 1 and 2 will be available to provide the data necessary to

verify these estimates, and the expected temperature distribution patterns for

Units 3 and 4 can be accurately determined prior tc Unit 3 start-up.

The temperature patterns shown on Fig. 3.12 should be corrected to show a

horizontal gradient In the Elk and Mill Pond Creek arms of the Waste Heat
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Treatment facility. These patterns are the Applicant's predictions and should

be correctly represented in the DES.

2.3 Thermal Stratification

The Staff assumes that Lake Anna will become permanently stratified during

four unit operation because of the following conditions:

(a) Excessively high temperature in the upper levels of the lake;

(b) "Surface" withdrawal at the power station; and

(c) No mixing at the outlet of Dike 3.

The Applicant's comment on temperature distribution is given in Comment 2.2 above.

With respect to surface withdrawal, the intake as proposed by the Applicant

is not designed for selective withdrawal of water from the reservoir. As such,

It will withdraw water from El. 250 down to levels below El. 220. The volume

of the reservoir contained in the upper 30 ft is 241,000 acre-ft or about 79 per

cent of its total volume. Since this is the case, there will be no tendency

for any thermal stratification at least in the upper 30 ft, which represents

the largest portion of the volume of the reservoir. The Applicant expects, in

reality, that the intake will draw from depths 5 to 10 ft below its sill because

the approach channel slopes down toward the deeper portions of the lake. If

one conservatively estimates that the water is actually withdrawn from about

El. 215, then 259,000 acre-ft of storage would be available. This represents
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about 85 per cent of all the water stored. The Applicant, therefore, believes

that thermal stratification will not occur, and that the intake design change

proposed by the Staff Is unnecessary.

The Staff's assumption of zero mixing at the discharge of Dike 3 ignores any

momentum effects. Assumptions 3 and 4 at the bottom of page 3-30 are in-

consistent, in that for no appreciable lake currents to exist, the exit velocity

of 8 fps from Dike 3.must be reduced substantially; In order that momentum

be conserved at the discharge, however, a significant amount of mixing must

occur. The Applicant believes that this effluent mixing, plus the density-

flow mechanism described earlier, will be sufficient to cause utilization of

the entire lake surface for heat transfer.
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3.0 Impacts on Lake Anna Ecology

3.1 External Pollution Sources (DES, Section 2.5.3)

Elimination of the two sources of pollution which are described as capable of

degrading water quality in Lake Anna is withi.n the jurisdiction of the State

Water Control Board and the Soil and Water Commission. The Applicant believes,

however, that the significance of the alleged source of sanitary wastes is

grossly overstated in the DES. The waste treatment facility utilizes primary

sett'ling, a trickli'ng filter, and post-chlorination. Treated effluents should

not be classified as pollutants unless the effluents result in hypertrophic

conditions in the receiving waters. This Is highly unlikely.

The divalent zinc and copper ions leaching from the mine tailings in the head-

water section of Contrary Creek will be absorbed on clay particles as the acid

waters mix with the higher pH water of the reservoir at the head of the arm. The

'Applicant believes that desorption is highly unlikely in the sediment deposits

of the arm of the reservoir because of the zero point charge of the ion species

involved.

The California impoundment used as an example of heavy metal transport through

a reservoir is not in our opinion analogous to Lake Anna. The reservoir cited

is used for a run-of-the-river hydroelectric facility and heavy metal laden

deposits would become a part of the stream bed-load during periods of heavy

rainfall. This transport mechanism would result in the dispersion of heavy

metal Ions as discussed.

With regard to effect on fish populations, the Applicant is not familiar with
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any data which Indicate that finfish can accumulate zinc and copper levels which

would prevent human consumption (page 4-17).

3.2 Ecology of the Aquatic Environs (DES, Section 2.7.2)

The Draft Environmental Statement infers that a high shoreline ratio, is a

limnological liability. This is contrary to the basic principles governing

biological productivity. A sink hole lake is the least productive lentic

environment whereas an Impoundment established on a dendritic stream is the

most productive.

References are made to turbidity and water level fluctuations as important

factors in limiting productivity. Piedmont reservoirs are not highly turbid

systems and Table 3.3 clearly shows that drawdowns will not be a factor In

limiting productivity.

Eutrophic lakes and reservoirs are characterized by hypolimnetic oxygen deficits.

Lake Anna is not expected to stratify with four units operating and will therefore

not be a typical reservoir. Even if stratification is associated with two unit

operation, the Applicant can see no correlation between zooplankton populations

and benthic fauna as indicated in paragraph 2, page 2-29.

3.3 Effect on Aquatic Life (DES, Section 5.4)

The premise of all remarks in this section is that there will be a strong

vertical thermal and chemical stratification in the lake. Since we believe

this strong stratification will not occur, the four major Impacts listed in

the first paragraph of this section are considered inapplicable.
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The comment regarding 30 per cent reduction in volume due to chemical and thermal

stratification is an exaggeration of the thermal predictions made by the Staff.

The Intake structure Invert Is at El. 220 and certainly will draw water from

depths somewhat below that level. The total water stored below El. 220 is

64,000 acre-ft or about 21 per cent of the total reservoir volume. Applicant

believes the intake will probably draw from depths below El. 210 where the

volume Is only about 10 per cent of the total. Since this reduction In reservoir

-volume is gubstant-ially less than.that,assumed by the.Staff, it i.s obvious

that the severity of their predictions will be moderated.

The Draft Environmental Statement expresses concern relative to zooplankton

survival and fish productivity levels in Lake Anna (pages ii, 5-5, 5-10, 5-21,

10-1). The Applicant is of the opinion that the assumptions used to draw these

conclusions were invalid and that the reservoir will support a finfish biomass

In excess of 3 1/2-mil lion poudds-over-pre-impoundment stream l-evels.

The Draft Environmental Statement (page 5-10) assumes that since the reservoir

capacity exceeds the daily circulating water volume by a factor of 18.2, "...

all of the water would pass through the station once every 18.2 days." This

assumption is obviously incorrect in that it ignores cooling and recirculation

and "diffusion" of organisms. Under any circumstances the conclusion that

"zooplankton populations of the lake will be nearly depleted by mechanical

damage they will sustain in passage through the condenser and by thermal dose

sustained In the cooling lagoons" (page ii) is obviously erroneous.

Statements relative to the predicted standing crop of flnfish in Lake Anna
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are based primarily on the zooplankton population projections.

Montrose Lake in Missouri presents the most comparable environment to Lake

Anna on which data are available. A 525 Mw fossil station is located on a

1568 acre reservoir. The reservoir receives acid mine drainage and sulfate

Is the dominant anion. In contrast to. Lake Anna, a volume of water equal *to

the lake volume is circulated through the station each week. The highest

.water temperature measured off -the discharge canal was 38 C.

Published reports and personal communications with persons investigating

Montrose Lake indicate that there is no significant modification of plankton

populations in the lake and that fish production levels are high.

The North Anna project was designed as a multi-purpose facility. The Applicant

is of the-opinion that a net environmental benefit.has been attained for each

parameter discussed in the DES.. The request for modifications which under the

worst conditions might improve zooplankton productivity or increase the standing

crop of finfish by a few per cent is, in the opinion of the Applicant, un-

warranted.
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4.0 Impact on Land Systems

4.1 Terrestrial Ecology

The DES concludes at page iv, paragraph 7, b.l that the issuance of construction

permits for Units 3 and 4 should be subject to a comprehensive study of vegetation,

mammals, birds, amphibians, and reptiles In the Lake Anna environs. These

studies would have no relationship to the continued development of the site or

the protection of the environment. Changes in land use patterns because of the

"exist-ence of -the reservOir and cooling f acility complex would occur regardless

of whether the ultimate station development is two or four units. An assessment

of potential recreational development in the Lake Anna region is contained in

the Theodore Wirth study, funded by the Applicant.

A secohd reference is made to the terrestrial environment on page vi, c.l. It

Is not possible for the operation of Units 1 and 2 to degrade the terrestrial

environment or produce "irreversible damage."

4.2 Transmission Lines

The Applicant has reviewed those sections of the DES dealing with transmission

lines and is in general agreement with the Staff's analysis. Supplementary

comments apply, however, and are listed below.

4.2.1 Status of Approvals (DES, page 1-5)

A revised Status of Approvals, reflecting the most recent status for transmission

line approvals, is attached.
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STATUS OF APPROVAL

LINE NK'ME

North Anna to Ladysmith

Louisa County
Spotsylvania County

Caroline County

North Anna to 1-iorrisville
Louisa County

Spotsylvania County

Orange County

Culpeper County

Fauquier County

North Anna to Midlothian
Louisa County
Hanover County

Goochland County

Powhatan County

Chesterfield County

North Anna to Possum Point

Louisa County
Spotsylvania County

Caroline County

Spotsylvania Co. Line

to Ladysmith Sub.

Ladysmith Sub. to

Stafford Co. Line

Stafford County

State Corporation
Commission -
Code of Va. Section

56-46.1 and the

Utility Facilitics

Act

Submitted
Submitted
Submitted

.Submitted
Submitted
Submitted
Submitted
Submitted

Not Tendered
Not Tendered
Not Tendered
Not Tendered
Not Tendered

Submitted
Submitted

Submitted

Not Tendered
Not Tendered

CountyBuilding
Permit

Acquired
Acquired
Acquired

Acquired
Acquired
Not Tendered
Not Tendered
Not Tendered

Not Tendered
Not Tendered
Not Tendered

Not Tendered
Not Tendered

CountyUse
Per-mit

-INot RequireNot Require
Not Require

Not Require
Not Require
Not Tendere
Not Tendere
Not Tendere

Acquired
Not Tendere
Submitted
Not Tendere
Not Tendere

Not Tendered Not TendereNot Tendered Not Require

Not Tendered Not Require

Not Tendered Not Require

Not Tendered Not Require
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4.2,2 RPad Crossings (DES, p. V, item 5a)

Th@ Apppliant has interpreted the FPC guidelines, with regard to avoiding

16fig~tudinal views of rights of way, to be an either/or type of guideline

~§1l~t,~ For example a utility may choose selective clearing, supplemented

by 5ddtlonal plantings, to avoid these longitudinal views in lieu of misalignment

it Fndjbf Foad crossings. It would be superfluous to do both.

Th@ AppiIcant, during thie i'n-i:tial stages of 'line routing,pIaced special emphasis

@MI the line crossings at all major roads. Crossings were selected, where-possible,

W11)6h Utilized the terrain, road curvature and existing vegetation in order to

MItllMIe the visual impact on the motoring public. The Applicant .has elected

U§ ! elective clearing plus supplemental plantings to accomplish the desired

f§§Uits, This method is more economically justifiable than the misalignment

teh•tque and has the same basic results.

41,2, Visual Impact of Conductors (DES, pp. vi and 4-5)

fh@ Aplicant is aware of the increased visual impact of the glistening conductor

Iffifi@16tely after installation. However, due to the high voltage (500 Kv)

•sei-0ted with the line and the oxidizing nature of the surface of aluminum

t§F sMd It has been our experience that this increased impact will be of a

§•l•t dUration. Other conductors Installed by the Applicant at this voltage

O@ @thF ilnes have reached an acceptable dull finish in approximately 12

Mflth§, the time to reach this dull finish is dependent upon local atmospheric

ditfljrfiss as well as the voltage of the line but should be in the time range

Ha@d 6b6ve. The dull conductor finish will be achieved far in advance of the

fft@ f@qired for Lake Anna to be considered at its full recreational potential.
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The conductor to be used for the Lake Anna crossing will be a self-dampening

design. This special conductor has already been received at the job site

from its manufacturer in California, and the Applicant does not believe that

replacement of this conductor is justified to alleviate such a short-term

visual impact.

4.'2.'4 Interstate 95 Crossings (DES, page 3`58)

The existing right of way (225' wide) through the Quantico Marine Base was

obtained prior to the construction of Interstate 95. The expansion of this

existing right of way was 35 feet for 2.59 miles, 75 feet for 0.5 miles, and

was obtained in.19 6 9. Line route studies of the North Anna to Possum Point

Line indicated that the environmental impact of the proposed line would be

minimized if the existing right of way through the Marine Base were widened

to accommodate this line. The Applicant was aware of the two additional crossings

of Interstate 95 but believed that since these crossings presently accommodate

existing lines, there would be no substantial increased visual impact. One

of the crossings of Interstate 95, located west of Lyman Park Subdivision,

presently has one 230 Kv circuit and one 115 Kv circuit located on the existing

corridor. These two circuits are presently supported on separate supporting

structures. When the 500 Kv line is constructed, these two circuits will be

supported on a common structure and the present supporting structures removed.

Therefore, this crossing will be exposed to the same number of supporting

structures as the present crossing. The other crossing of Interstate 95, by

this existing right of way corridor, presently accoqlnodates one 230 Kv circuit.

This circuit will be removed when the 500 Kv line is constructed, resulting
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in only one circuit crossing Interstate 95 at this location. By reviewing the

line route as shown on the United States Department of Interior Quadrangle maps,

It can be clearly seen that any new right of way acquisition from a point south

of the Choppawamslc Creek to Possum Point Substation would have created a

considerable environmental Impact. A route from this point would have to pass

through an area of very high population density.

The area-al-ong 'the.entrance !to Quanti co Marine.-Base has been highly developed

and only one narrow right of way corridor exists through this area. The

expansion of this corridor to accommodate this proposed line was prohibited by

buildings and residences located adjacent to this right of way corridor. The

expanded corridor which presently is planned to accommodate this line is located

to the west of this populated area and will result in a smaller environmental

Impact.

4.2.5 Selective Cutting Right of Way (DES, page 4-6)

The Applicant proposes to feather-cut the right of way in local areas of high

scenic impact, including river crossings, as called for in Federal Power Commission

Guideline Number 7. However, a majority of the right of way will be clear-cut,

since it will not be visible to the general public. The Applicant proposes

selective clearing at all road crossings, supplemented as may be required by

additional plantings to screen the right of way from public view.

4.2.6 Relocation of Line Routes (DES, pp. vi, 4-6)

The Applicant has reviewed the Staff's request for better use of the natural

terrain for concealment of the transmission lines. Special emphasis was placed
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on the review of the North Anna to Morrisville 500 Kv line. The Applicant

believes it has selected the best route and 'Jas maximized the use of natural

terrain. It must be pointed out that natural terrain cannot always be used

to its fullest extent. Several reasons in particular are evident on the North

Anna to Morrisville line. The topographical map clearly indicates that most

of the large streams located In the area flow In an east-southeasterly direction.

The North Anna-Morrisville line route runs in a northerly direction, thus

eliminating any extended parallel of the slopes associated with these streams.

The secondary drainage in most cases is perpendicular to these main streams

and creates slopes that can be used for transmission line concealment. The

slopes are generally of short length, and any parallel of these slopes must

also result in a higher elevation crossing where the slopes either terminate

or change direction. The line route parallels many of these shorter length

slopes unless other more important environmental factors dictate otherwise.

One example of rating environmental factors is selecting the road crossing

with the least visual impact which may prevent full use of the natural terrain

In the immediate area of the crossing.

The Applicant, in other unrelated areas where the slopes are of greater magnitude,

has been requested by the National Forest Service to avoid long parallels

with the streamside zone. This tends to reduce the associated clearing along

these streams, thus eliminating possible erosion. This request has been

generally adopted as a guideline by the Applicant and used during line route

selection.

The Applicant also reviewed very closely the line route crossing of Route 610
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near the Culpeper Fire Lookout Tower. The latest traffic count by the Virginia

Department of Highways reflects that, on the average, 185 cars travel this

road per day. This Is a relatively light traffic flow and the impact of this

road crossing on the motoring public should be very low. Inquiries to the

Outdoor Recreation Commission reveal that the road is not considered to be

scenic. The Culpeper Fire Lookout Tower Is used for sightihgforest fires and

Is not used by the public as a scenic overlook. The selected route does cross

points of high elevation to the immeidate south of Route 610; however, to the

north, the route is located in an area of low elevation which should provide

adequate screening. It can be seen by traveling west on Route 610 from

Rlchardsville that the road passes through a gap just before the transmission

line route crosses the road. This gap, along with a steep curve to the right

should limit the viewing time as well as provide excellent natural terrain

screening of the transmission line.

Based on the above information, the Applicant believes that the selected crossing

of Route 610 has the least visual impact on the limited motoring public and

that any relocation would be unjustified.

4.2.7 James River Crossing (DES, page 4-6)

The proposed James River crossing is the result of relocating the line route

to the west of the Genito Creek area. An in-depth study associated with this

relocation indicated the need to study not only the James River area for a

new river crossing, but also the entire area from Route 711, located in Powhatan

County, to Interstate 64, located in Goochland County.
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The Applicant knew that the selection of a river crossing would directly influence

the entire area discussed above. A review of the general line route showed that

natural screening along Route 6 was only available just east of Crozier. The

flat-to-rolling terrain indicated a decreased visual impact if the line route

were to pass through this forested area. By routing the line through this area

and utilizing the proposed river crossing, the Applicant was able to extend the

route south to cross Route 711 in a forested area and provide natural screening.

This relocation also allows the crossing of Route 711 to be located in an area

of low population density.

The proposed crossing of Route 6 permits a continued routing to U.S. Route

250 that will be located mostly in forested terrain, providing maximum screening

for the line through this section. The route utilizes natural forest screening

wherever possible, for the use of terrain screening is not available in this

relatively flat region. One can see in reviewing the proposed James River crossing

that any environmental impact of the river crossing will have a limited visual

impact on fishermen who frequent that area of the. river. The visual impact

has been reduced, however, by selecting a crossing point that permits placement

of a supporting structure on an island, and hence lower profile towers can be

used for the crossing. This impact will be minimal considering the limited

public use in this remote section of the river. The Applicant believes that

the two road crossings (Routes 6 and 711), which are extensions of the present

line route crossing of the James River, will have the least visual impact on

the motoring public.

The Applicant favors a lattice type self-supporting steel tower as the

structure to be used for the James River crossing. First, the remoteness of
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this crossing area will minimize visual impact, sincetraffic on the river

Is limited to small fishing boats and occasional canoers. Second, the Applicant

believes that a water-sky effect will not be prevalent in this area because of

the narrow expanse of the main river body, and that the major visual effect

will be more of a forest-to-sky relationship. Finally, the space frame design

of the lattice tower will blend more readily with the forested landscape, for

trees themselves by nature are of a similar space frame design. The proposed

towers utilize a steel alloy material that .wil.1 oxidi.ze to a rus.set brown

color, further reducing the visual impact associated with this crossing.

To emphasize the acceptance of this section of the line route by the private

property owners, all but one parcel of the right of way between Route 6 and

the James, 56 feet-'wide at the centerline,-has-been-acquired. However, the

permit to cross the C&O Railroad located within this area has not yet been

obtained.

The line route from the James River south to Route 711 is located at a location

agreeable to the property owner. The right of way has not been acquired but is

expected to be completed within the near future.

The Applicant has obtained written approval from the Virginia Commission of

Outdoor Recreation. for the line route of the North Anna to Midlothian line.

This approval Includes that section of line that crosses the James River.

In general, one specific location can be analyzed separately, but in order
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to arrive at a complete environmental review of the tranmission line route,

an entire area must be analyzed with each location directly relating to the

others.

4.2.8 Effect of Herbicides (DES, page 5-2)

The Staff's comments on the terrestrial effect of 2, 4, 5-T would not seem to

be applicable in this particular case. Application rates noted in the DES

are the lowest used for conti-ol of woody growth along utility right of way

in the United States, to the best knowledge of the Applicant. Rates which

would destory bird and wildlife habitat (1) or cause changes to the soil,

ground and surface waters would have to be considerably higher than the rates

proposed for woody brush control along transmission lines serving North Anna

Power Station.

The 'Staff's comments concerning the deoxygenation of surface waters would not

be applicable for the North Anna project because the application would not

involve water contamination. It Is not proposed to use 2, 4, 5-T to control

any growth within the lake itself. Research indicates that herbicide concentration

in water is related to the direct application to the water (2).. Current regulations

for 2, 4, 5-T prohibit its use "around the home, recreational areas, ponds or

ditch banks, or similar sites."

The Staff indicates that the rate of 6 lbs. of 2, 4, 5-T per acre will not injure

grasses, sedges, or similar low growing plants. It is also felt this rate would

not have any adverse affect on wildlife habitat.

The planting of legumes in the right of way would control erosion and possibly

provide food for wildlife. However, it would not reduce the need for herbicidal
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control for brush growth over a long period of time. Ecological conditions In

the southeastern United States indicate that brush, woody growth and eventually

climax forests will Invade open land unless measures are taken to eliminate

this type of succession. Several methods are available to reduce the degree of

succession, including the use of herbicides. Other methods include mowing or

cutting of woody brush. It is felt that the mowing of right of way in order

to eliminate woody brush which will eventually invade the right of way in three

to four years, regardless of the type of plantings used, would have a far greater

adverse affect on the wildlife by eliminating food and cover, exposing nesting

sites, and possibly causing a different growth of species within the right of

way following cutting. It is felt the planting of fescue (Ky 31) on areas

exposed during construction would offer many beneficial effects and would allow

the right of way to be chemically treated at periodic intervals without injurious

effects to the planted material.

1. Pate, B. D. et.al., Animal Survey Studies of Test Area C-52A.

Eglin AFB Reservation, Florida. Technical Report AFATL-TR-72-72.

April 1972.

2. Norris, L. A. and M. L. Montgomery, A Preliminary Evaluation of the

Hazards of 2, 4, 5-T in the Forest Environment. U.S.D.A. Forest

Service Research Note, PNW-116. February 1970.
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5.0 Impact on /ater Systems

5.1 General

The DES contains two extensive discussions about the impact on water systems

(Sections 4.2 and 5.4). Section 4.2 dwells at length with the heavy-metal

balance that the Staff believes will exist in the lower reaches of Lake Anna.

Section 5.4 has as its entire basis the Staff's assessment of temperature

distribution in Lake Anna, believed to be erroneous by the Applicant. The

conclusions drawn in this section in turn provide a basis for the Staff's

recommended modifications to the circulating water system.

Each discussion hinges on the premise that severe thermal stratification and

lake temperatures greater than 90'F will occur. For reasons noted in earlier

sections of these comments, the Applicant believes that none of the Staff's

extreme predictions will occur. The combination of non-selective intake

structures, large density-current flows into the "arms" of the reservoir and

WHTF, a mixing mechanism at the discharge of Dike 3, and a conservative design

surface heat transfer coeffiiient will, in the Applicant's opinion, prevent

stratification and serve to keep average reservoir temperatures at or below

those predicted in the Applicant's Environmental Report Supplement, Appendix G.

In light of the above, the Applicant suggests that the discussion of heavy-metal

effects in Section 4.2 and the lengthy discussion of zooplankton mortalities

In Section 5.4 either be deleted entirely, or else modified to reflect accurately

the assumptions underlying these discussions. These assumptions were set out

at length in Comment 2 and need not be repeated here. The important consideration
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is to note that the Staff's predictions represent extreme conservatism in many

parameters; it is highly improbable that the coincidence of these conservative

parameters could occur. In any event, monitoring of temperature data will

begin with the operation of Unit I, and the accuracy of Applicant's model can

be verified prior to the operation of Units 3 and 4.

5.2 Chemical Uptake by Finfish (DES, page 4-17)

As-noted *i.n Comment 3, the.Applicant knows of.no...data whli.ch indicate that finfish

can accumulate zinc and copper to level's which aould prevent human consumption.

5.3 Release Rates (DES, page 4-19)

The Applicant provided a discussion of the 150 cfs release rate in Item Q-14

of Appendix J to the Applicant's Environmental Report Supplement.

The Virginia State Corporation Commission established a release rate of 1.50 cfs

during the months of February through June for the reservoir filling period.

This rate represents an approximate average of the monthly low flows of record

during the spring months. During the filling period, it would have been

mechanically possible, although not in line with the Applicant's established

environmental policy, to retain all of the water flowing into the reservoir.

The minimum release rate was based upon a request by other state regulatory

and advisory agencies in order to establish a near normal salinity gradient

In the Pamunkey River during the spawning season for anadromous and estuarine

species of fish during the initial filling period.
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A review of the historical flow records by the state agencies involved with

downstream resources indicated that a similar minimum spring flow requirement

was not necessary after the reservoir was once filled because variation in

flows would occur in most years. The downstream flow will then be equal to

the discharge into the impoundment less the evaporative loss during most years,

and the evaporative loss rate is in the low portion of the annual curve during

the spring months. It was recognized that reservoir discharges of less than

150 cfs but more than 40 cfs will occur occasionally at times i-n the spring,

but the multi-month regime is more significant in establishing salinity

gradients in areas far downstream than are the instantaneous rates. After

a thorough review of frequency as well as the duration of historical spring

flows in the lower ranges, it was concluded by the State Corporation Commission,

after.a full hearing on this matter with state agencies participating, that there

was no need to establish a greater minimum release during the months of Februar~y

through June after the reservoir was filled.

In actuality, 1972 was one of the wettest years on record. Two major floods

occurred in Piedmont Virginia,.and the excess of water permitted filling of

Lake Anna in less than 12 months. The operating level of 250 ft MSL was attained

on December 1, 1972. Thus, instead of limited freshwater flows into the

Pamunkey River during the filling period, the actual availability of water was

more than sufficient.

5.4 Water Levels and Turbidity (DES, Section 4.3 and 5.2)

A l-in-40-year four foot drawdown can hardly be classified as major. In fact,

It is very minor as compared to most large reservoirs in the area. Kerr Lake
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varies 12-15 feet in a normal year; Lake Gaston varies 1 ft during normal

conditions and 3-4 ft during floods.

The infrequent reduction in water level will occur over a long period of time.

Grasses and sedges will invade the newly-exposed area and protect the shoreline.

The statement on DES page 4-20 is inconsistent with the previous statement

regarding macrophytes on page 2-29.

From a fish management standpoint an annual drawdown in late fall would be

desirable, but the Applicant has no plans to initiate this procedure.

The frequent references to turbidity in the DES are, in the Applicant's opinion,

excessively conservative.

5.5 Downstream Water Quality

In view of its predictions for maximum temperature conditions in the lake the

Applicant is of the opinion that water quality standards in the North Anna

River downstream from the dam will not be violated.

5.6 Effects on Groundwater

In Section 4.2 of the DES the Staff states that the impoundment is "having

no effect on potable water sources in this area." Applicant has analyzed well

water in the area and found the results satisfactory. In view of this observation,

the Applicant believes that the requirements on page v of the DES to monitor

ground and well water in the area should be deleted..
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5.7 Certificates for Construction and Operation

The list of certificates on page 1-5 of the DES should be expanded to include

the following two items:.

(a) The Virginia State Corporation Commission Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity for Construction of the North
Anna Dam, dated June 12, 1970. (Copy provided in Section
12 of the Applicant's Environmental Report Supplement)

(b) The Virginia State Water Control Board Certificate No.
1912, issued June 19, 1968 (Copy attached).
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W. P. GRIFFIN

HENRY S. HOLLAND, III

W..H. SINGLETON

ROBERT W. SPESSARD

CERTIFICATE NO. 1912 E. BLACKBURN MOORE
CHAIMAN

Issued on June 19, 1968, in accordance with the
State Water Control Board

Chapter 2, Title 62, Code of Virginia, 1950

to

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND PO,'ER C•;PANry
NORTH ANNA POWER STATION

LOUISA, VIRGINIA

an "owner" as defined In the Law, to discharge treated Industrilal

waste waters Into the North Anna River (Section 7, York River
Basin) In accordance with the followlno conditions:

'I. Manufacturing operations and Industrial wastes resulting
therefrc shall be In accordance with letter and application
dated Anrll A, I'.C. ` f-C. J. D.. R\, ... p.... u,,,, ;4anager - Power
Production.

2. This certificate Is In accordance with an action taken by the
Board In Minute 7 of Its meeting of June 4, I168, at which
tire the Board approved report described In (I) above.

3. All industrial wastes from the owner's establishment shall
be treated in the facilities, or in such other manner as
referred to in (I) above.

4. The industrial was~es referred to in this certificate shall
be maintained at all times of such quality that, upon ade-
quate mixing with the receiving State waters and in combina-
tion with any other waste discharges certificated by the
Board, the standards of quality established by the Board
shall be maintained in the receiving State waters.

5. In issuing this certificate, the Board has relied upon the
statements and representations made by the owner in its appli-
cation and o-her correspondence or communications.

6. In issuing this certificate, the Board has not taken into con-
CLEAN •sideration the structural stability of any of the units or

STREAMS parts thereof.
PROVIDE

ALTH
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STATE WATER CONTROL BOARD

Certificate No. 1912 Page 2

7. When the construction referred to in (1) above has been com-
pleted, a statement shall be submitted by the owner certifying
tha.. construction has been in accordance with (I) above.

8. Operations involving the discharge of industrial wastes to
State waters shall not be begununtil the facilities referred
to in (I) above have been completed.

9. Sufficient maintenance shall be practiced on the facilities
referred to in (I) above -at :a1l times to insure effluent qual-
ity in accordance with the terms of this certificate.

10. Removal of any solids from the waste treatment facilities re-
ferred to in (1) above shall be under such conditions that
Ihey do not subsequently reach State waters.

II. This certificate shall become void should the establishment
here certificaled be closed for a period in excess of six
months.

.12.. Reports on the receiving stream and such other S~ate waters
as are nr mav hp n--rntitl I v .•fferted Ac a result of the =aste
discharge referred to in (I) above shall be kept by the owner
and subject to inspection by the Board's authorized represent-
atives and shall be submitted with such frequency and in such

* detail as to be satisfactory to the Board and Its staff.

13. Reports on the operation of the facilities referred to in (I)
above and the quantity and quality of effluent from such fa-
cilities shall be kept by the owner and subject to inspection
by the Board's authorized representatives and shall be submit-
ted with such frequency and in such detail as to be satisfac-
tory to the Board and its stafý.

14. This certificate cannot be transferred or assigned. Any new
owner or successor in interest to the above owner must make
application for a new certificate prior to assuming ownership
and commencing operations.

15. The Board may amend or revoke this certificate for good cause

and after proper hearing.

eý1cGL"AL SIGNED EY F_ D1.rArcFt.RX.MOOR?.

E. BLACKBURN .'MO0RE, CHA IFIAN

CEC/ms

Receipt is hcreby ac1nowveCded of
Cer-iificzte No. L J • •of which

this is a copy. - _ -

Signed Q.T7, .

Date '
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6.0 Radiological Releases and Doses

6.1 Radiological Effects on Biota Other Than Man (DES, Section 5.5)

On page 5-23, it is stated that doses were calculated using ICRP effective

energies and that this is conservative. Since the maximum size of the organisms

of interest could be estimated, the excess conservatism could have been avoided.

This does not appear to be a significant factor for the larger organisms such

as large fish, but for the smaller organisms such as plankton or aquatic plants

It coul-d be a signi.ficant over-estimation. The dose due to internal radiation

for the smaller organisms should not be significant because of the small size

of the organism and consequently a very small fraction of energy due to the

internal radiation should be absorbed. Doses are calculated based on a source

term higher than used for the Applicant's dose assessments. The concentrations

of radioactivity in the waste heat treatment facility and in the lake are generally

higher by factors of three to 10 than are being used for the current estimates

for Units 1 and 2 ortly. Generally one would expcct, based on this, that the

doses would be about three to 10 times greater.

In Table 5.4 of the draft statement, the dose to aquatic plants is given as

180 mrad per year, to invertebrates as 120 mrad per year, and to fish as 12

mrad per year. Compared to Applicant's calculations based on smaller source

terms, it is estimated that the dose to bottom dwelling invertebrates should

be 17 mrad per year and about 6 mrad per year to fish. The dose to fish,

considering source term differences, appears to be reasonable; however, the

dose to invertebrates appears to be higher in the draft statement because of

the inclusion of a significant internal dose due to the concentration of
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radioactivity in these small organisms. Applicant does not believe that this

Internal dose contribution should be significant.

On page 5-26, the uptake by birds is assumed to be equal to the excretion rate,

which implies a value of F = 0.5 in the equation at the bottom of the page.

This is probably an over-estimate for most of the isotopes but considering the

lack of data, it is probably a reasonable assumption. The calculation appears

to be reasonably qualified, on page 5-28, indicating that the calculation does

represent an extreme case.

6.2 Radiological Effects on Man (DES, Sections 3.4 and 5.6)

The Applicant has reviewed the assumptions and calculations presented in Sections

3.4 and 5.6 of the Draft Environmental Statement, and has, in addition, discussed

these calculations in detail in several meetings with the Staff. The Staff's

description of the liquid and gaseous waste disposal system and the additional

sources of radioactive gases that are not concentrated enough to be collected

are considered to be accurate. However, there is not entire agreement with

the assumptions and calculational techniques employed by the Staff in evaluating

the individual thyroid dose. The principal areas of disagreement involve (a)

the number of containment purges per year and the filtration of those purges;

(b) Applicant's intention to filter the auxiliary building exhaust in the

event it is required; and (c) the calculation of the main condenser air ejector

discharge. Applicant's calculations Indicate that Units 3 and 4, as presently

designed, would meet the requirements of the Staff to demonstrate "that the

average annual anticipated releases of radioiod-ine will not result in a dose

of more than five millirem per year to the thyroid of a hypothetical receptor."
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In addition, the radiological environmental monitoring described in the Units

3 and 4 PSAR will also satisfy the Staff requirement to demonstrate, for Units

I and 2, that "the thyroid of any individual offsite who drinks milk from cows

pastured in the vicinity of the plant will not receive a dose greater than

five millirem per year."

Applicant is in the process of reviewing, in greater detail, the Staff's

calculations on North Anna Units .3 and h.,and int.ends to provide the Staff

with an analysis demonstrating that the dose to the thyroid of a hypothetical

receptor will not be more than five millirem.per year. It is expected that this

analysis will be provided by the end of January 1973.

With regard to population dose, the Staff estimates, at page 5-31 of the DES,

that the maximum exposure is at 1340 meters to the north. The maximum dose should

.be.at 1500 meters.to-the south-southeast based on distance and meteorological

dispersion. An additional discrepancy is that the Staff uses a projected 1980

population of 1,178,000. The Applicant's current estimate for population is

998,400. The lower number is a result of a more recent estimate of the population

in 1980.

A minor inconsistency should be noted. On page 5-36, natural background is

given as 125 mrem per year. On page 7.5, a value of 100 mrem per year is used.
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7.0 Alternatives (DES, Section 10)

7.1 General

The Staff's discussion of alternatives centers primarily around cooling water

system modifications for Units 3 and 4. These alternatives are all based upon

the Staff's determination that excessive surface temperatures will result in

permanent thermal and chemical stratification for Lake Anna during continued

four unit operation. The Applicant does not accept this analysis for reasons

listed above in Comment 2.

7.2 Required Modifications

Item 2 on page v of the DES requires that the Applicant propose heat dissipation

system, modifications to the Directorate of Licensing ''such that the modifications

may-be completed prior to the operation of Units 3 and 4." This requirement

Is considered to be unnecessary unless actual temperature distributions

demonstrate that the Applicant's thermal model. is in error, and Applicant

recommends deletion of this requirement. The following passage is proposed

as a substitute for all of Item 2, page v:

"The Applicant shall establish a comprehensive temperature
monitoring program for Lake Anna and the Waste Heat Treatment
Facility. This program shall be satisfactory to the Director
of Licensing and shall be implemented as soon as practicable,
in order that predictions of natural lake temperatures can be
verified over at least a one year period prior to Unit I
operation. The program shall also incorporate measurements
of all input variables utilized by the Applicant in making
temperature distribution calculations, including but not
limited to solar energy influences, meteorological conditions,
and the reservoir water balance. Results of this program shall
be submitted in a report to the Director of Licensing and
other appropriate agencies no later than 90 days following
completion of the first year of Unit 1 commercial operation.
This report shall contain a comparison of actual temperature

distributions versus those predicted by the Applicant's
model for one unit operation."
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Even if the Applicant's temperature monitoring program should reveal a need

for waste heat dissipation system modifications, each proposed change must be

carefully evaluated with respect to its costs and potential benefits. This

type of evaluation can best be undertaken after Unit I is operational, when

more information on temperature distribution patterns will be available.

7.3 Evaluation of Alternatives

The Applicant asked Stone & Webster to. evaluate each new alternative proposed

by the Staff. Although no conceptual drawings were available, it has been

possible to make rough estimates of the costs relating to each alternative,

based upon good engineering practice and costs of similar items elsewhere.

In each case the Staff's estimate is shown to be unrealistically low, as may

be determined from the following table.

COMPARISON OF COSTS FOR ALTERHATIVES

Alternative Estimated Costs
($ million)

Applicant Staff

I .

2.

3.

4.

5.

Deepwater Intake, 2 units

WHTF modification

MDW cooling towers

Dike 3 discharge

Recirculation at Dike 3

8.4

17

55.5*

Base + 50%

5

4

9

21.6

Base

2.4

* $59.46 reduced to reflect 8.75'/ present worth factor
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7.3.1 Deepwater Intake

Since the present intake system design will withdraw water from lake elevations

as low as 215 ft, or 35 ft below the surface, only about 15 per cent of the

lake volume will not be directly recirculated. Assuming that some vertical

mixing will occur, this 15 per cent segment may actually be smaller.

The Staff has proposed a deepwater intake system similar to that utilized for

Mt.-Storm Power Station.

The effectiveness of the Mt. Storm system hat been demonstrated, but the

Applicant does not believe that physical arrangement similarity is necessary

for North Anna Power Station, so long as the station intake draws water from

a sufficiently deep vertical column.

The deepwater intake structure alternative omits several important items,

including backfitting and operating costs, and additional hydraulic losses

to the circulating water and service water systems.

The pipellne velocities which would be associated with 8-10 ft diameter pipes,

carrying 8500 cfs, would be 13.5 feet per second (fps).

On the suction side of a gravity system the normal pipeline velocity is about

5 to 6 fps. Applicant calculates that approximately 8 ft of head would be lost

In the piping system proposed. This would require additional submergence of

pumps at the intake and to achieve this, the invert of the intake would have

to. be lowered about 8 ft. All of the pumps, traveling water screens, stop
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logs, trash racks, and other miscellaneous equipment would need to be redesigned,

reordered, and lengthened to accommodate the increased drawdown. A bypass

system would be required to assure that failures of the submerged 10 ft pipe

would not cut off supplies to the service water system. Applicant's review

of the proposed modification indicates it to be impractical without substantial

changes. In addition, a check of the construction costs listed by the Staff

indicates that this modification as proposed would be at least $8,000,000 per

pair of units, not considering any improvements to the proposed design.

Good engineering practice would indicate that suction pipeline velocities,

in this case, should be 5 to 6 fps and, therefore, the proposed 8-10 ft diameter

pipes would be required for one one pair of units. The Applicant's estimate

for four units, therefore, would be $16 million as compared to the $4 million

proroosed by the Staff. Not included in this estimate are any modifications

to deepen -the .present intake. desi.gn,. nor any allowances to accommodate hydraulic

transients in the system other than creation of a forebay where pipes terminate.

The increased pumping head would also increase capitalized operating costs by

about $800,000.

7.3.2 Modifications to Waste Heat Treatment Facility

The dike and canal arrangement considered in Section 10.2.1 is not required

If the Applicant's thermal predictions are correct. The dike across Elk Creek

would'have to be constructed in the wet since the reservoir is already f•ull.

Applicant has independently estimated the cost of this plan at $17,000,000.

Without the benefit. of drawings and more details it is difficult to check the
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Staff's estimate, but the cut through the upper reaches of Elk Creek is likely

to be in excess of six million cu yd, and based on experience at Canals A, B

and C, there is likely to be a large quantity of rock involved.

The combination of the submerged pipe intake for Units 3 and 4 and the proposed

modification to the flowpath in the WHTF is estimated to be $25,000,000

as compared to the $12,500,000 estimated by the Staff. These costs do not

include engineering overhead or .other related major.-costs that are typically

associated with a large construction project.

7.3.3 Controlled Elevations in the WHTF

The dikes separating Lake Anna from the Waste Heat Treatment Facility are not

constructed to withstand the 8 ft head of water postulated on page 10-5 of the

DES. This alternative is therefore not feasible.

7.3.4 Submerged Dike 3 Discharge

Section 10.2.3 refers to one 15 ft diameter pipe from each of four ports of

the Dike 3 discharge. There are six ports, each 16 ft-8 in. wide by 15 ft-O in.

high. Although Applicant has not checked the price listed by the Staff, it is

reasonable to assume that the cost would increase substantially if the number

of pipes were increased by a factor of 50 per cent.

Applicant has estimated the cost of a pumping system arranged to draw hypolimnetic

water from the reservoir and to discharge it into the WHTF as described in the

third paragraph of Section 10.2.3. If there are two 500 cfs pumps for supplying
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1,000 cfs dilution flow, the estimated cost is about $5,000,000, as compared

to the $2,400,000 value estimated by the Staff.

7.3.5 Cooling Towers

Applicant is in general agreement with the Staff's evaluation of cooling towers,

except for cost and water use considerations. It is true that the cooling

tower concept would require significantly smaller quantities of water. It is

also true that a much -. malIer reservoir could have been constructed. As pointed

out in the Applicant's Environmental Report Supplement, however, much of the

public hearing discussions centered around reservoir drawdown and downstream

releases. Since wet cooling towers would cause a greater net loss from the

reservoir, drawdowns would necessarily be more severe. The 250 ft elevation

of Lake Anna represents a compromise between land use requirements and drawdown

minimization, consistent with regulated minimum downstream releases. The use

of cooling towers would cause greater drawdowns, possibly affecting the recreational

value of the lake. The Staff's statement regarding water use on page 10-8 is

inconsistent with Table 11.2.

Applicant's cost of 0.291 mills/Kwh for MDW cooling towers is based on 7000 hours

per year operation. For a 65 per cent capacity factor, or 5700 hours per year,

this cost figure should increase to 0.329 mills/Kwh, rather than decrease. This

value moreover contains no provisions for replacement power costs or for the

cost of modifications to the existing cooling system design to accept cooling

towers.
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The turbine-generators and condensers for North Anna 3 and 4 have already been

ordered. These would require replacement or extensive modification at an

unknown additional cost. All items considered, Applicant's estimated cost of

approximately $55 million for MDW cooling towers (Units 3 and 4) appears to

be more realistic than the Staff's estimate of $21.6 million given on page 11-7

of the DES.

7.3.6 Deepwater Discharge

The deepwater discharge pipe through North Anna.Dam was sealed before issuance

of the DES. This discharge pipe was intended for use only during the reservoir

filling period, until the water elevation reached the skimmer gates. The

metering valve arrangement was not designed to withstand the full head of water

behind the dam, and the pipe was sealed at the completion of its intended use.

I
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8.0 Benefit-Cost Analysis (DES, Section 11)

8.1 Impact Perspective

The Applicant's major concern with the Draft Environmental Statement in general

and the Staff's benefit-cost analysis in particular involves a so-called

"impact perspective." The Staff has ruled at page 11-5, for example, that

the major environmental impact of the power station is related to the capability

of the lake and WHTF lagoons to maintain an ecological system with normal

productivity of desirable species.

This analysis would be quite valid, assuming the extreme temperatures postulated

by the Staff, if in fact the water resource had existed prior to, and independent

of, the power station. But such is not the case. Lake Anna would not have been

created unless the power station had also been an integral part of the project.

The Staff's concern over effects of the power station on thu lake is inconsistent

with determination of overall environmental impact. The true impact of the

facility must be determined on the basis of conditions as they existed in the pre-

impoundment environment. The costs and benefits of the power station and the

lake should be considered together. The Interactions of one with the other

should be of secondary importance.

Consider, for example, the assessment of environmental impact for a proposed

hydroelectric project. The emphasis will relate not to the impact of the dam

and turbines on the lake, but rather the impact of the lake and tailrace on

the pre-impoundment riverine environment. The Staff notes at page 2-27 of

the DES that the productivity of reservoirs generally decreases with time.

Since the forced circulation and slightly elevated temperatures in Lake Anna
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will tend to support production of aquatic life, the net impact of the lake-

power station combination will be an environmental enhancement.

8.2 Recreational Benefits

Recreational benefits, as discussed in the DES, also suffer from a narrow

impact perspective. The major recreational benefit of Lake Anna is assumed

to be its ability to produce fish. Little credit is given to the surface

contact activities such as boat ingng or waterskiing, which may in

fact be enhanced by warmer water temperatures in the fall and spring months.

Additionally, little importance is attached to local land value increases.

Whereas land values prior to construction were about $200 per acre, the average

waterfront lot in 1973 is selling for $6,000 per acre. Other recreational

benefits will also accrue from the project. For example, on January 10, 1973,

the State Board of Conservation and Economic Development approved plans to

construct a 1500 acre state park at Lake Anna.*

8.3 Costs of Alternatives

As noted in Comment 7, the Applicant believes that costs of the Staff's recommended

alternatives are unrealistically low. The use of a relatively large (8.75%)

discount rate further tends to obscure the incremental costs of these alternatives.

The benefit-cost balancing procedure required of AEC by the Calvert Cliffs'

decision has not been completed in the DES. Although costs of alternatives

have been discounted drastically, the benefits to accrue from these alternatives

have not been similarly discounted, or even quantified at all.

* Richmond Times-Dispatch, January 11, 1973.
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With the assumption of a 30 per cent reduction in fish productivity as an

upper bound, the Staff could have quantified the benefits of its proposed

alternatives. Since the Applicant estimates that the remaining 70 per cent

constitutes a net fish gain of nearly three million pounds over pre-impoundment

levels, the 30 per cent reduction would result in a decrease of approximately

one million pounds. The installation of the Staff's recommended alternatives,

therefore, based upon Applicant's realistic costs, would assign minimum values

of $25"to $50 per-pound of fish.

In view of this clearly excessive valuation, the installation of alternatives

does not appear to be warranted. c
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9.0 Monitoring Proarams

The Applicant reiterates its belief that the terrestrial monitoring program

outlined at pp. iv and v of the DES, will contribute little to any determination

of local environmental impact from the project. Only limited preimpoundment

baseline terrestrial data are available, and the impacts from construction

have largely occurred. Moreover, the Applicant has no control over development

of the land above the 255 ft level. Any data that could be obtained now could

possibly be of academic interest, but an assessment of impact would be impossible.

The Applicant will work with the Staff, as it has in the past, to establish

acceptable monitoring programs for radiological release effects and aquatic

environment effects. Since there will be reasonable continuity of data in

these instances, the results of these programs should be better able to

contribute meaningfully to the general assessment of impact than would any

terrestrial program that could be initiated at this point in time.

-j
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10.0 Biological Studies

10.1 Reservoir and Cooling Lagoons

10.1.1 Phytoplankton

Samples are taken at 12 stations shown on the attached drawing.

Sample frequency is monthly during the fall, winter and spring, and twice•

monthly during the summer.

Methods include taking 50 ml. of Water with non-metallic Kemmerer sampler and

fixing the sample with modified Lugol's solution. Standard quantitative

techniques are followed and samples are quantitatively determined to species

using an inverted microscope.

The program is sufficiently flexible that additional stations can be added

or station locations can be changed as the study progresses.

10.1.2 Zooplankton

Samples are taken at 12 stations as shown on the attached drawing.

Sample frequency is monthly during the fall, winter and spring, and twice

monthly during the summer.

These samples are taken with a Juday plankton trap and analyzed according to

standard methods..

The program is sufficiently flexible that additional stations can be added

or station locations can be changed as the study progresses.
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10.1.3 Benthos

Samples are to be taken at the seven stations shown on the attached drawing.

Sample frequency will be monthly from March through October with one sample

time scheduled in December or January.

Each station has an artificial substrate network consisting of a row of 12 baskets

at each of surface, five-foot, 10-foot, and 20-foot depths. Three baskets are

removed each month from each depth at each station and analyzed for species

composition and diversity. Ponar dredge samples are taken with the removal

of each basket and treated in like manner.

It should be noted that the benthos study was commenced one year ahead of

schedule. In addition, the reservoir was filled to capacity over one year

ahead of schedule.

10.1.4 Fish

Samples are taken at the five stations shown on the attached drawing.

Sample frequency is monthly.

Fish are taken with uniform effort with gill nets, hoop nets, seines, and

electrofishing. Individuals are identified, counted, measured, and preserved

for later study. Scale samples are taken from game species for growth deter-

minations.

As the reservoir matures, 10 additional stations will be added, Including
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seven stations within the cooling lagoon system. These stations also appear on

the attached drawing.

10.1.5 Physical and Chemical

The physical and chemical portions of the study have been outlined previously

In the Applicant's Environmental Report Supplement. Several points, however,

need to be clarified.

I. Secchi disk readings are taken at each of the 12 phytoplankton

stations each sample period.

2. Vertical profiles of temperature and dissolved oxygen are

taken at each of the 12 stations also.

3. Automatic temperature recorders will be installed In the Spring

of 1973 upstream from impounded water and downstream from the

dam on the North Anna River.

10.2 Lower North Anna River and Upper Pamunkey River

The purpose of this study is to find, and follow changes in, the biological

recovery zone of the North Anna River below the Lake Anna dam. Observations

are made only during the summer months due to the character of the river which

makes meaningful sampling Impossible except during periods of low water. The

biological recovery zone was determined, In 1971, to occur at the confluence of

the North Anna and South Anna Rivers. Subsequent studies are designed to follow

the movement of this zone as It may be influenced by construction and operation

of the Lake Anna dam. These studies are designed to continue each summer through

1976 on the present contract.
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Results of the 1971 study are given in Reference 1. Sample stations for

subsequent studies will Include those consiered to be representative of the

river based on the 1971 study. These stations are shown in the Applicant's

Environmental Report Supplement, Appendix F.3, page F.3-1l. They are also

shown In the report of the results of the 1971 study.

Macrobenthos are collected utilizing Scuba gear and dip nets over unit periods

of time. Fish are collected utilizing a variety of methods with standardized

units of time. Methods include gill nets, hoop nets, and electrofishing. Seinin9

may or may not be used depending on the topography of the river bed.

Macrobenthos stations will be sampled at least once during the summer since the

biological zone of recovery has been established. Mollusca have been chosen

as the biological indicators of recovery. Fish stations will be sampled at

least two times per station during the summer. During the summer of 1971,

stations were sampled at least three times each.

Phytoplankton and zooplankton will not be sampled as. It was determined early

in the 1971 study that these were not reliable indicators of river.recovery.

Reference 1. Reed, J. R. and G. M. Simmons, "An Ecological Investigation of
the Lower North Anna and Upper Pamunkey River System," 1972.
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11.0 Supplementary Comments

The comments In this section apply to specific Items in the DES text.

11.1 Page 2-6, First Paragraph

The material in this paragraph might be revised by deleting the word "however"

in the sixth line and adding after the word "litigation" the following:

"when Impoundment was begun but the Supreme Court of

Virginia has decided that these alterations need not
be made."

11.2 Pages 3-39 to 3-51; Pages 5-33 and 5-35

Corrections to stated radiological releases and doses are under discussion

with the Staff. The 312 mrem/yr dose to the child thyroid will be reduced

significantly, but the corrected value is not available at this time.

11.3 Page 3-52

Replacement of sponge rubber balls in the condenser cleaning system is a

function of use and water conditions. The Applicant replaces about two percent

of the rubber balls in the Mt. Storm system daily.

l1.4 Page 5-2

Icing of the nature discussed here has not been a problem at Mt. Storm Power

Station, where the winter climate is more severe than at North Anna.

11.5 Pages 5-37 to 5-40

Reference to shi.pments by rail should be clarified. Twenty.casks per year
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could be shipped by rail; however there may be more than one cask per rail

shipment.

The assumptions used to calculate exposures to transportation workers and

the general public are very conservative and, thus, represent an upper-limit;

however, these exposures are still within the criteria established by 10 CFR 20.

The last paragraph on .page 5-401should be restated as follows:

"The Applicant estimates that all four units of the station
will consume 64,800 kg of fissile uranium and 37,800 kg
of fissile plutonium during the operating life of the
station. This estimate is based on U-235 enrichment of
3.10 w/o* for Units 1 and 2 and 3.19 w/o for Units 3 and 4.
Approximately the following amounts of other strategic
metals will also be expended: 1900 lb of cadmium; 96,000
lb of nickel; and 1,502,000 lb of zirconium."

* w/o = weight per cent

11.6 Pages 8-8 and 8-9

Proposed new wording for the first paragraph In Section 8.3 is given below.

"The four reactors of the North Anna Station will be fueled
at any given time with a total of 287 tons of uranium
(approximately 8 tons of fissile uranium). During the life-
time of the station, the Applicant expects to consume 71
tons of fissile uranium. In order to provide this fuel,
natural uranium containing 0.711% fissile uranium will have
to be mined, enriched, and fabricated into the desired
form. The consumption of 71 tons of fissile uranium
represents approximately 4% of the U. S. fissile uranium
supply as contained in the proven domestic uranium reserves
at costs of $8 per pound or less (273,200 tons of U3 08

1 or
1650 tons of fissile uranium) or 0.9% of the U. S. fissile
uranium supply as contained in the potential domestic
uranium reserves at costs of $15 per pound or less
(1,357,000 ton of U3 08

2 or 8,180 tons of fissile uranium).
These reserve consumptions should be interpreted as the
maximum impact on domestic uranium resources since these
figures do not reflect any utilization of foreign uranium
sources (total free world potential reserves are a~proxi-
mately 2 to 3 times greater than domestic reserves ) or
plutonium recycle fuel."
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11.7 Page 8-13

Suggested rewording for the sentence beginning on the eighth line Is given

below:

"The summer of 1971 was 'cool' with an increase of 9.1%
over 1970, also a 'cool' summer; the increase in 1972,
an 'average' summer following a 'cool' summer, was 17.7%."

11.8 Pages 9-2 and 9-4

Applicant questions the Staff's suggestions that the Stafford site could be

utilized by 1977, or In general, that a five year lead time Is even remotely

realistic.

11.9 Page 9-6

The Staff's discussion of an oil-fired alternative for the North Anna site

does not fully consider the monumental transportation problems associated

therewith. A two unit station would require about 2,000,000 gallons of oil per

day, equivalent to the capacity of 100 large tank cars per day, each with a

capacity of 20,000 gallons.

11.10 Pages 11-10, Table 11.2

Under "aesthetics" vapor plumes would also be visible from the lake and nearby

shoreline.

I Statistical Data of the Uranium Industry (GJO-O0o), U. S. Atomic Energy

Commission, Grand Junction Office, January 1, 1972, p. 14.

2 Gabelman, John W., "Foreign Resources and Capability," Division of

Production and Materials Management, AEC Headquarters, Washington,
D. C. (paper presented at the Nuclear Industry Seminar, Grand Junction,
Colorado, October 26 and 27, 1972).


